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INTRODUCTION 

   

The Francke Foundations hold 162 Telugu palm-leaf manuscripts.1 As many as 25 of them 

are multi-textual codexes containing between 2 and 12 works. Internal and external evidence 

shows that all of them were copied in the 18th century at Saint George Fort (for example, 

TEL 144, Photo 1), now part of Chennai, and contain Christian texts. The manuscripts, 

generally of uniform size, are engraved in a native hand and reveal a certain degree of 

paleographical hybridization. Folio numbers are inscribed in Telugu and sometimes in Arabic 

numbers preceded or succeeded by Latin or Greek letters in European hands. Titles, either 

engraved (in English or German) or written in ink (in German), too are in European hands. 

There are a few line-designs on certain manuscripts (for example, TEL 129) as well as 

curlicues (Schnörkel) of European style (for example, TEL 133, see Photo 2). Hindu 

auspicious words like śrī (for example, TEL 122), śrīrāmā (for example, TEL 27, see Photo 

3) are seen on these manuscripts transmitting Christian texts. On TEL 115 are inscribed both 

the Hindu auspicious word śrīrāmā and a short Telugu sentence svāmi rakṣiṃcavalenu (“Lord 

save us”) (see Photo 4) which is an expression of Christian devotion. Some manuscripts have 

four crosses around the folio number (for example, TEL 149, see Photo 5).  

 

 Numerals and Latin and Greek letters inscribed on many manuscripts indicate that 

these manuscripts were part of an organizational superstructure (for example, TEL 24, Photo 

6). For instance, Latin letters preceding folio numbers often refer to Bible chapters (for 

example, TEL 133, see Photo 2) and Pietist works while Greek letters preceding folio 

numbers denote Apocrypha. All manuscripts are in Telugu script. TEL 150 and TEL 152 are 

in two scripts: they contain a dialogue between a Telugu speaking person and a Tamil 

speaking person whose speech is written in the corresponding script. The manuscripts are well 

preserved and are in good condition except for some which appear to have been wormeaten 

when they reached Halle. 

 

 

  

                                                      

1 Besides the 102 Tamil palm-leaf manuscripts catalogued by Daniel Jeyaraj. See 
http://www.francke-halle.de/francke.htm/archiv/tamil/pbm/gesateng.html 
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These manuscripts are remarkable from historic, religious and linguistic points of view. They 

contain the very first translations into Telugu, of the Bible, Apocrypha, of two works of 

Johann Arndt, namely True Christianity (Wahres Christenthum) and Garden of Paradise 

(Paradiesgärtlein), and of the Imitation of Christ (Imitatio Christi) of Thomas à Kempis. All 

these translations are still unprinted, a fact which points to the utmost importance of these 

manuscripts. According to the titles on the manuscripts, it was the German missionary 

Benjamin Schultze (1689-1760) who translated into Telugu (which he names Waruga or 

Gentou) the Bible and Apocrypha from Hebrew and Greek, and the Imitation of Christ from 

Latin. Schultze was sent to Tranquebar from the Francke Foundations and worked as an 

English missionary in Madras from 1726 to 1743. The collection also has four copies of 

Perspicua explicatio doctrinae christianae, which is printed and which is Schultze’s Telugu 

translation of a Tamil version of Philipp Jakob Spener’s Catechism. Schultze’s own three 

works, Dictionary of Telugu words (Warugische Vocabula) (TEL 36), Alphabet of the Telugu 

Language (Alphabet der Warugischen Sprache) (TEL 151)2 and A Dialogue between a Tamil 

and a Telugu (Ein Gespräch zwischen einen Malabaren und Warugen) (TEL 37, etc.) exist 

only in manuscript form.  

 

 The history of the Francke Foundations Telugu manuscripts is closely connected with 

the life and character of Benjamin Schultze. Gérald Duverdier, who studied the archives of 

the Francke Foundations about the Telugu works of Schultze, published in French an article 

of central importance in 1976.3 The present introduction greatly relies on this article which 

helps better understand the origin of theses manuscripts, Schultze’s strategy with regard to his 

writings and his association with Telugu language. 

 

 

                                                      
2 Different from his Conspectus litteraturae telugicae, cf. Benjamin Schulze, “Conspectus litteraturae Telugicae 
vulgo Warugicae”. Halle 1747. 
3 Gérald Duverdier, “L’œuvre en télugu de Benjamin Schultze”, Bulletin de l’École française d’Extrême-Orient 
63 (1976), pp. 265-312. For a comprehensive history of the Danish-Halle and English-Halle Mission, see 
Andreas Gross, Y. Vincent Kumaradoss and Heike Liebau (eds), Halle and the Beginning of Protestant 
Christianity in India (3 volumes), Halle, Verlag der Franckesche Stiftungen zu Halle, 2006; and pp. 1163-1180 
of vol. 3, Adapa Satyanarayana, “The Contribution of Benjamin Schultze to Telugu Language and Learning”, on 
Schultze’s involvement in Telugu language. Cf. also: Adapa Satyanarayana, “Benjamin Schultze (1689-1760): 
The Foremost Telugu Linguist”, Mission und Forschung. Translokale Wissensproduktion zwischen Indien und 
Europa im 18. und 19. Jahrhundert. Ed. by Heike Liebau, Andreas Nehring und Brigitte Klosterberg (Hallesche 
Forschungen; 29). Halle 2010, pp. 239-256. 
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 Schultze arrived in Tranquebar in 1719 and after the death of Johann Ernst Gründler 

(1677-1720) in 1720, he became the head of the Tranquebar mission. A letter of Nikolaus Dal 

(1690-1747), another missionary who was then in charge of the Portuguese community in 

Tranquebar, gives a deleterious picture of the mission under Schultze's direction. According 

to him, Schultze neglected his missionary duties and concentrated all his efforts to complete 

Bartholomäus Ziegenbalg's Tamil translation of the Bible and its printing. But things changed 

in 1725 with the arrival of three missionaries mandated by the Mission Collegium of 

Copenhagen who took over the real control of the mission and reduced Schultze to a 

figurehead. The newly arrived missionaries not only blamed Schultze for the sorry state of 

affairs in the mission but also criticised his Tamil translation.4  

 Displeased, Schultze resigned in 1726 and left for Madras where he asked the Society 

for Promoting Christian Knowledge, an Anglican missionary organisation to engage him to 

start a mission.5 While waiting for a reply, he started a school for Tamil boys as a preliminary 

step to his future mission. The English Governor of Madras, whose administration was avid 

for educated Indian personnel, gave him the required funds. But the school did not attract 

many pupils. Believing that the Telugus of Madras would be more likely than the Tamils to 

send their children and guessing the Governor's desire to extend education also to Telugu 

boys, Schultze determined to open a Telugu school. He also decided to learn Telugu language 

to be able to instruct Christian religion to these boys. He found, to his surprise, that he could 

understand many Telugu words owing to his previous knowledge of Tamil. Thus encouraged, 

he appointed two Brahmins in 1726, one to teach him Telugu language one hour per day, and 

the other to take charge of the Telugu school. The school attracted many students also because 

Schultze dispensed English lessons which were in fact disguised catechism. Schultze quickly 

realised that his future mission will have to focus on the Telugus of Madras whom he found 

more receptive to Christian teaching than the Tamils. He reckoned that a mission directed to a 

different linguistic group would be considered as a new mission, not a mere offspring of the 

Tranquebar mission.6 Thus from a simple necessity, Telugu language became a means for 

Schultze to realise his ambition.  

                                                      
4 Duverdier, “L’œuvre”, pp. 267-268. 
5 For further details about this mission (which was to become the “English Mission” in Madras) and its 
beginning (as known also from the S.P.C.K. Archives), see Hugald Grafe, ‟Benjamin Schultze and the 
Beginnings of the First Protestant Church in Madras”, Indian Church History Review 3(1969)1, pp. 35-54.  
6 Duverdier, “L’œuvre”, pp. 268-269.  
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  Duverdier's article traces the chronology of Schultze's Telugu writings with the help 

of the Francke Foundations archives. Within one and a half months of learning Telugu, 

Schultze translated seven tracts, mostly from Tamil, with the intention of using some of them 

for catechism in his school.7 One of these works, the catechism Perspicua explicatio 

doctrinae christianae, was translated by Schultze in 1728 which is the date on two 

manuscripts of this collection. He started translating the New Testament in 1726 and finished 

the Genesis in 1728,8 precisely on the 14th february which is the date seen on two copies of 

Genesis of the collection (TEL 1 and TEL 63). The dates on the manuscripts of the Garden of 

Paradise, part IV (TEL 109) and the Imitation of Christ, part III (TEL 102) also match the 

day of completion of the translation of these works by Schultze who dictated them to his 

scribes.9 According to Duverdier Schultze had three scribes for Telugu, but in succession 

from 1726 to 1741.10 When manuscripts of the same text, written sometimes in the same hand 

and sometimes in different hands, carry identical date, it may be presumed that later copies 

merely reproduce the date of the matrix.  

 Dates on these manuscripts, when given, are engraved by a European hand which has 

also engraved the English title. When the manuscripts carry two different dates, one followed 

by the letters O.S. and the other by N.S., the year remaining identical (see Photo 7), O.S. 

stands for “old style”, referring to the date in Julian calendar, and N.S. stands for “new style”, 

referring to the Gregorian calendar.11   

 

 The Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge engaged Schultze as a missionary in 

1728 which allowed him to stay in Madras and finish his translation of the whole Bible and 

Apocrypha into Telugu by 1732. He then translated the Garden of Paradise in 1740 and the 

Imitation of Christ in 1741. Copies of all these translations are found in Francke Foundations 

collection. Schultze is said to have revised the Bible translation in 1733.12 A few Bible 

                                                      
7 Ibid., p. 269-272. 
8 Ibid., p. 272; Adapa, “The Contribution”, p. 1175. 
9 Duverdier, “L’œuvre”, p. 274. 
10 Ibid., p. 294. The dates found on the manuscripts of this collection extend from 1727 to 1741 (the date 1742 
on TEL 151 is a later inscription). 
11 We thank Dr Gröschl for this explanation. It is said that Schultze even “adjusted his church calendar” to the 
Julian system (which was then followed by the English) when he temporarily conducted English services at Saint 
Mary’s church in Saint George Fort: see Grafe, ‟Benjamin Schultze”, p. 53. 
12 Duverdier, “L’œuvre”, p. 274. 
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manuscripts in this collection appear to have been corrected after their copying.13 A study of 

these corrections would help detect the earlier versions and throw light on Schultze's 

technique of translation and revision. 

 

 Schultze chose to translate the Bible into Telugu because he was convinced that it was 

essential to provide the Scriptures in that language to Telugu-speaking neophytes as well as to 

the missionaries. He declares in a letter that a church without Bible would be as if built on 

sand.14 That he translated Spener, Arndt and Thomas à Kempis into Telugu is also coherent 

because these authors were of fundamental importance to the Pietist tradition. He had already 

translated Arndt’s works into Tamil following the request for translations into that language 

by the Tranquebar missionaries and Gotthilf August Francke (1696-1769), the son and 

successor of August Hermann Francke.15
  

 The Francke Foundation collection has five copies of an interesting work, A Dialogue 

between a Tamil and a Telugu (Ein Gespräch zwischen einen Malabaren und Warugen), 

which Schultze wrote in two versions: in Telugu and in Telugu and Tamil combined.16 This is 

a short anti-catholic pamphlet in the form of a dialogue between a Telugu person and a Tamil 

person. Surprised by the commotion in the city, the Telugu enquires about it and the Tamil 

informs him about the custom of burning an effigy of the Pope every year in Madras. 

Duverdier identifies this event as the British tradition of Guy Fawkes' night that 

commemorates the gun powder plot of 1605 in which the king of England escaped an English 

catholic attempt to kill him. Duverdier explains that Schultze wrote this tract in 1731 to 

retaliate Catholic criticism which started to have adverse effect on his school and missionary 

activity.17 Of the two linguistic works of Schultze in this collection, the first is his Alphabet of 

the Telugu Language (TEL 151). Its order of Telugu letters and the manner of transcribing 

them in Latin letters differ from those appearing in his two printed books, Conspectus 

literaturae telugicae and Telugu Grammar. This fact is noteworthy because the person who 

was to cast Telugu types for the press in Tranquebar in 1734 complained that he had received 

                                                      
13 When the copying of a palm-leaf manuscript is completed, the leaves are generally rubbed with a darkening 
matter to make the inscribed letters more visible. In the above mentioned Bible manuscripts the corrections are 
not blackened, which indicates that they were inscribed after the copy was completed and blackened. 
14 Ibid., p. 272. 
15 Ibid., p. 274. 
16 TEL 37, 38, 39 (in Telugu); TEL 150, 152 and the palm-leaf manuscript AFSt/H  TAM 91 (in Telugu and 
Tamil) described in the catalogue of Tamil palm-leaf manuscripts by Jeyaraj (see footnote 1) . 
17 Duverdier, “L’œuvre”, p. 273. On the rivalry between Roman Catholic and Lutheran Christians in Madras 
during this period, see Grafe, ‟Benjamin Schultze”, pp. 50-52. 
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alphabets in two different orders and two different forms from Schultze.18 The second 

linguistic manuscript is his Dictionary of Telugu words (TEL 36). The word order in this 

work is not alphabetical. Schultze perhaps follows the sequence in which they appear in his 

translations, an order which he also follows in his Telugu-Tamil dictionary (see the remarks 

on TEL 36).  

 

 “May God prevent us from printing this version of the Bible in its present state” 

concludes a letter of Johann Anton Sartorius (1704-1738) in 1737 about Schultze's Telugu 

translation.19 In fact no missionary of the Tranquebar and Madras missions who criticised 

Schultze's Telugu, knew that language. Sartorius based his judgement on the opinion of an 

Armenian and a Brahmin, perhaps not Telugu, from Madras. It is possible that Schultze's first 

Telugu translations were far from being perfect because he started translating within two 

months of learning Telugu. But he was a linguist and had already learnt enough Tamil to 

translate the Bible into Tamil. His Telugu could contain Tamil words and unusual 

grammatical forms as well as awkward translations of Christian expressions. Only an 

objective linguistic study can reveal if the style and language forms are particular to Schultze 

or if they are part of the Madras dialect of that period.20 As regards his religious terminology, 

the task of interpreting Christian notions in a culturally far removed language could only be 

ungainly especially in the hands of a beginner. 

 Schultze continued to learn the language, which would have helped his later translations 

and his constant revision of earlier works. His copyists were Brahmins who also knew Tamil 

and were devoted to him. They also helped him in his translations and their revisions. An 

event also proves that translating with the help of a copyist was a common practice of that 

period. Schultze received a Telugu translation of the first chapter of True Christianity in 1738 

from a Telugu who had translated it from Tamil with the help of a copyist. This event appears 

to have instigated Schultze to translate himself that treatise.21  

 

 The reason for the presence of a work in many copies in this collection is easy to 

understand. Schultze, who believed in the Pietist principle of “return to the Word of God”, 

wanted a rapid diffusion through printing, of the Scriptures among the Telugus. This would 

                                                      
18 Duverdier, “L’œuvre”, p. 279. 
19 Ibid., p. 286. 
20 Ibid., pp. 285, 292. 
21 Ibid., p. 294. 
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have also relieved him of the task of dictating and correcting each copy, preventing the Hindu 

copyists from changing the words of which they did not understand the Christian significance, 

etc.22 He naturally turned to the Tranquebar press, but in vain. European type cutters found 

Telugu script too complicated in spite of Schultze's repeated instructions. But it was the 

unenthusiastic, even hostile attitude of the missionaries of Tranquebar that prevented the 

printing of the translations of Schultze, including that of the Bible. They doubted the quality 

of Schultze's Telugu translations because the Telugu spoken in Madras, where Schultze learnt 

Telugu, was not pure23 and accused him of having translated the Bible not from the original 

languages but from a Tamil translation.24 Other causes could have been that the printing of a 

voluminous book would have delayed the printing of other books; the scarcity of printing 

paper and the small number of readers of Telugu books, because the so-called Telugu 

community of Christians consisted mostly of uneducated people and of Tamils who also 

spoke Telugu. Schultze's attitude too was not accommodative because he wanted his 

translation of the Bible to be printed in full. He categorically refused the Tranquebar offer to 

print his smaller texts or parts of the Bible translation.25 The remaining solution for him was 

to have manuscript copies of his translations, especially of the Bible, to circulate them.  

 It is not known if Schultze chose palm leaves because it was Indian custom to use this 

medium for sacred texts or because it was preferred by the copyist and the reader. In a letter 

he informs that the palm leaves were better suited than European paper which was susceptible 

to damage from insects. Schultze bought palm leaves from the Tranquebar missionaries who 

imported them from Ceylon since they were of better quality than those of Coromandel.26 In 

spite of the cost and labour involved in palm-leaf manuscript copying, and the small number 

of copies that must have remained with him, Schultze did not hesitate to lend or gift them 

hoping that the readers would diffuse them by recopying them.27 Marks on many manuscripts 

of this collection indicate a systematic organization of copying and classification of the 

copies.  

  

                                                      
22 Ibid., pp. 272, 276. 
23 Ibid., p. 285.  
24 Ibid., p. 286. Many titles on the Francke Foundations Telugu manuscripts however mention that Schultze’s 
translations of Biblical texts are made from Greek or Hebrew (Photo 7).  
25 Ibid., p. 282. Schultze's first two works to be printed were in Halle in 1746, that is, after his return to Europe in 
1743, followed by his four other books in 1747 (ibid., p. 289). 
26 Ibid., p. 307. 
27 Ibid., pp. 275-276, 284. 
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 Whatever be the judgement of his colleagues and scholars about Schultze's Telugu 

writings, we may describe them as historic. Sartorius presumed that Schultze’s Telugu, which 

he learnt from a Telugu Brahmin from Madras, was defective because according to Sartorius’ 

informants, the Telugu spoken in that city was not pure.28 Despite the possible linguistic 

shortcomings of Schultze’s works, they perhaps represent a form of Telugu specific to his 

environment and cannot be ignored. His contribution to Telugu literature and linguistics and 

to early Christian writings, like that of the French Jesuit missionaries, is remarkable.29 Telugu 

prose up to the 17th century, composed by and for the scholarly elite, was ornate and highly 

sanskritized, thus beyond the reach of the common man. The Danish Protestant missionaries 

of the early 18th century wrote in a simple prose closer to spoken language in order that 

people of all strata of the society could follow their message. The Jesuits of the Carnatic 

mission at the same period too adopted plain Telugu language when they addressed the 

uneducated masses.30 The originality of early missionary writings in Telugu can be 

appreciated only when we recall that spoken Telugu and regional dialects were accepted in 

the literary realm just in the first half of the 20th century as a result of the struggle of 

progressive intellectuals. The Francke Foundations manuscripts are invaluable material also 

for scholars working on the history of Christianity in India and on the early Christian 

terminology in Indian languages. Schultze not only brought a new knowledge in the form of 

Christian religion to the Telugus but also gave novel significance to their words.  

 

 Schultze had many palm-leaf copies of his Telugu translations made before quitting 

India in 1743. He left some in Madras and Tranquebar, which apparently are not traceable in 

Indian manuscript libraries. Some scholars even wonder if the manuscripts of his Telugu 

translation of the Bible are still extant.31 Schultze also brought some manuscripts of his works 

                                                      
28 Ibid., p. 293. Such deprecation from a purist point of view of language was also levelled against the 18th 
century Telugu compositions of the French Jesuit of the Carnatic mission by C.P. Brown a century later. See 
Gérard Colas, “La contribution des jésuites du Carnate à la grammaire et à la lexicographie du télougou“, in 
Pierre-Sylvain Filliozat, Jean-Pierre Mahé and Jean Leclant (eds), L’œuvre scientifique des missionnaires en 
Asie, Paris, Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, 2011, p. 46. 
29 See Gérard Colas and Usha Colas-Chauhan, Manuscrits telugu. Catalogue raisonné, Paris, Bibliothèque 
nationale de France, 1995, pp. 17-19, for some Telugu works of the French Jesuits of the Carnatic mission. 
30 See Gérard Colas and Usha Colas-Chauhan, “Une pensée en morceaux. Two Works from the Carnatic 
Mission: a Refutation of Metempsychosis in Sanskrit and a Collection of Sermons in Telugu”, in I. G. Županov 
and A. Amaladass (eds), Intercultural Encounter and the Jesuit Mission in South Asia (16th-18th Centuries), 
Bangalore, Asian Trading Corporation, 2014, pp. 62-87. 
31 See for example J.S.M. Hooper and W.J. Culshaw referred to by Grafe in his ‟Benjamin Schultze”, p. 40 (note 
37). 
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to Copenhagen to give to the Collegium and some to the King's library.32 The Royal Library 

of Copenhagen presently holds 53 Telugu palm-leaf manuscripts of Schultze's translations 

(accession number Cod. Teling. V 1-15, 17-21a, 21b-44, [45],33 46-53) (see for example Cod. 

Teling. V 22, Photo 8). Some of these are multi-textual codexes and the total number of 

works is 89. They include the New Testament in 8 manuscripts (dated 1727), Old Testament 

in 37 manuscripts (dated 1728-1732), Imitation of Christ and True Christianity in 4 

manuscripts each (all undated). 

 Schultze did not forget his mother institution. He wrote to Gotthilf August Francke 

that he had a beautiful copy of the Bible in Telugu made for the library of the Waisenhaus and 

would personally gift it when they met. When he arrived in Halle in 1744, he would have 

given, along with his translation of the full Bible, the two works of Arndt, one of Thomas à 

Kempis and his own Catechism (Perspicua explicatio), all in Telugu.34 The collection 

described in this catalogue includes the manuscripts handed over to the Waisenhaus by 

Schultze himself.  

 

 Six of Schultze's Telugu works were printed at Halle where he settled down on his 

return to Europe. The Francke Foundations Telugu manuscript collection contains 

manuscripts of only one of these printed works (TEL 40, etc.). The printing of Schultze's 

Telugu Bible was programmed at Halle but did not materialise due to the evolution of the 

mission in Madras. Madras was lost to the French in 1746 and when it again became English 

in 1749, the Madras mission catered more to the Tamils and Portuguese than Telugus.35 When 

Schultze's books were sold in 1763 after his death (in 1760), the Waisenhaus is said to have 

bought some of his manuscripts.  

  

                                                      
32 Duverdier, “L’œuvre”, p. 286. See references to the Copenhagen manuscripts in the present catalogue of the 
Francke Foundations Telugu palm-leaf manuscripts under the relevant notices. 
33 Placed along with Teling. V 42 in box Teling. V 42.     
34 Ibid., p. 287. 
35 Ibid., pp. 289-290. 
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THE CATALOGUING OF THE TELUGU PALM-LEAF MANUSCRIPTS 

 

In 2002 Ms Nuthalapati Bathsheba Evangeline Bharati prepared a catalogue in German of the 

Telugu manuscripts of the Francke Foundations. It was proposed that a catalogue of these 

manuscripts in English be prepared to cater to non German-speaking researchers and to meet 

with certain scientific and codicological requirements. The present catalogue in English 

remodels the form of notices, rectifies the data, expands the description by adding in Telugu 

script the beginning and concluding sentences of the texts. Special attention is paid to the 

numbers and marks inscribed on the manuscripts, which probably denote their place in a 

corpus or the sequence of their copying. Having located and examined another collection of 

Benjamin Schultze’s manuscripts at the Royal Library of Copenhagen, we included references 

to those manuscripts in the corresponding notices.     

 We thank the Fritz Thyssen Foundation for having funded our one month stay in Halle 

in 2012 to work on these manuscripts. We are grateful to Prof. Dr. Thomas Müller-Bahlke, 

Director of the Franckesche Stiftungen and Dr Britta Klosterberg, head of the Studienzentrum 

August Hermann Francke, for their enthusiastic support. We are indebted to Dr Jürgen 

Gröschl who went out of his way amidst his busy schedule to spare time to answer our 

questions. We benefited a lot from his vast knowledge and experience. We thank the staff of 

the archives and the library, especially Ms Christine Voigt, for their cooperation. 

 

CONVENTIONS 

 

“Title” signifies Telugu title (generally engraved on the first leaf recto).  

“English title” refers to the English title (generally engraved on the last leaf verso). 

 

Missing letter     + 

Indeterminate number of letters lost  +…+  

 

When two vocals are in succession, the second one bears an Umlaut. 

Telugu fonts used here do not enable certain conjuncts, especially with r. 
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!
1 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 1 

Original title     a) !ాజసు& అ()రు )+,-,న /ద1 పస3కం 

            b) mōjassu anevāru vrāśiveśina modaṭi pastakaṃ 

            c) The First Book written by Moses 

Parallel title   The first Book of Moses, called Genesis translated 

 from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou  Language 

 by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                                 Bible. O.T. Genesis. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1728 (3rd Feb. O. S.; 14th Feb. N. S.)  

Initial lines   a) ఆ78ను స9:శ:రుడు ఆ=శముంను? భూBంC? కలగF,Gరు 
                           b) ādilonu sarveśvaruḍu ākāśamuṃnnu bhūmiṃnni 

 kalagaceśināru 

                           c) In the beginning God created the heaven and the 

 earth 

Final lines           a) !ాజసు& అ()రు )+,-,న /ద1 Hస3కం అఇం7J ✝  

                           b) mōjassu anevāru vrāśiveśina modaṭi pustakaṃ  

 aïṃddi ✝ 

                           c) The First Book written by Moses is ended ✝ 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies  

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 



!2

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size     43×3×9 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 1 [blank] + 170 [text] + 1 [English title,  

 unnumbered]  

Lines per page 4-6 

Condition Good. Leaves numbered 83, 111-115 and 168 slightly 

 damaged; 124-127 and 159-161 wormeaten. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The first Book of MOSES, called GENESIS 

translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou  Language bÿ Benjamin Schũltze 

protestant Missionarÿ 1728 the 14th of / 3 of Febru. Fort St. George.”; and, in left margin: 

“c”.  

Also in left margin, in red ink, the Arabic numeral “1”.  

In right margin, a small brown label bearing the Arabic numeral “56” written in black 

ink. 

!
2 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 2 

Material Palm-leaf 

Original title     a) !ాజసు& అ()రు )+,న GలుK పస3కం  

                          b) mōjassu anevāru vrāśina nālugo pastakaṃ 

                         c) The Fourth Book written by Moses 

Parallel title The Fourth Book of Moses, called Numbers translated 

 from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou  Language 

 by Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Numbers. Telugu  

Author  



!3

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1729 (10th July O. S.; 21st July N. S.)  

Initial lines    a) LMN అ()O PకQ RSరుడఇన TUVW అ()9 

 b) helōn anevāri yokka komāruḍaïna yeliyāphu anevāre 

                           c) Eliab the son of Helon 

Final lines           a) !ాజసు& అ()రు )+,న GలుK పస3కం అXYం7J   

                           b) mōjassu anevāru vrāśina nālugo pastakaṃ ayyiṃddi  

                           c) The Fourth Book written by Moses is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete No 

Text complete No 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 12 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 43×3.5×10 cm  

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 1 [blank] + 164 [text, leaves numbered 1, 7, 

 15 and 16 missing]+ 1 [English title, unnumbered] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. Title leaf and last leaf damaged with loss of 

 some letters. 4 leaves missing. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The Fourth Book of Moses, called Numbers 

translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou  Language by Benjamin Schũltze 

Protestant Missionary 1729 the 21. / 10. of July Fort St. George.” ; and, in left margin:  

“n° 2” and below it, “C”.  
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Also in left margin, in red ink, the Arabic numeral “4”. 

Corrections in the manuscript made after the blackening of the engraved letters.  

     

3 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 3 

Original title     a) +జసు& అ()రు )+,న GలుK పస3కం  

            b) +jassu anevāru vrāśina nālugo pastakaṃ 

            c) The Fourth Book written by Moses 

Parallel title  The Fourth Book of Moses, called Numbers translated 

 from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language 

 by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title               Bible. O.T. Numbers. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1729 (10th July O. S.; 21st July N. S.)  

Initial lines    a) ZసరT[ అ( జనులు T\H3సు& అ( ]^C? _`a  

 బయలు]Oన -నక  

                           b) yīsarayel ane janulu yegiptussu ane deśānni viḍici 

 bayaluderina venaka 

                           c) After the people called Israel had come out of the 

 country called Egypt  

Final lines           a) !ాజసు& అ()రు )+,న G8d పస3కం ము\,నదXYం7J  
 b) mōjassu anevāru vrāśina nālgo pastakaṃ  

 mugiśinadayyiṃddi 

                           c) The Fourth Book written by Moses is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 
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Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 12 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size     48.5×3×11 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 204 [text] + 1 [English title]. 5 additional 

 leaves (16-18×3 cm) containing missing text: the first 

 inserted between leaves numbered 2 and 3; the second 

 between 30 and 31; the third between 51 and 52; the 

 fourth between 72 and 73; the fifth between 145 and 

 146. 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good. First and last leaves damaged with loss of text.  

  

III. Remarks  

!
On last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The Fourth Book of MOSES, called NUMBERS 

translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schũltze 

Protestant Missionarÿ 1729 the 21. / 10. of July. Fort  St. George.”. 

Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Latin letter “d”. 

!
4 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 4 

Original title     a) Ceకర3ల PకQ _వరం gUయ )+,న పస3కం  

            b) nitikartala yokka vivaraṃ teliya vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book describing the activities of the Judges 
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Parallel title The Book of Judges translated from the Hebrew in the 

 Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin  Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Judges. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1729 (27th Nov. O. S.; 8th Dec. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) hసువ అ()రు మరiC? jం7న -నక   

                          b) yōsuva anevāru maraṇānni poṃdina venaka 

                           c) After the death of Joshua 

Final lines           a) Ceకర3ల PకQ _వరం gUయ )+,న పస3కం అXం7J   

                           b) nitikartala yokka vivaraṃ teliya vrāśina pastakaṃ 

 ayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book describing the activities of the Judges is 

 ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 15 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size     42.5×3×6 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 116 [text]+ 1 [English title]. 3 additional 

 leaves (20-22×2.5-3 cm) containing missing text: the 

 first inserted between leaves numbered 52 and 53; 

 second between 67 and 68; third between 81 and 82. 

Lines per page 4 -5 

Condition Good  
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!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The Book of JUDGES translated from the 

Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin  Schultze Protestant Missionary 

1729 the 8 / 27 St. of December November Fort St George.”; and, in left margin: “n° 1”.  

Also in left margin, in red ink, the Arabic numeral “7”. 

On recto of title leaf, in right margin, a small brown label bearing “19” written in pencil. 

!
5  

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 5 

Original title     a) Ceకర3ల PకQ _వరం gUయ )+,న పస3కం  

            b) nitikartala yokka vivaraṃ teliya vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book describing the activities of the Judges 

Parallel title The Book of Judges translated from the Hebrew in the 

 Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin  Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Judges. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1729 (27th Nov. O. S.; 8th Dec. N. S.)  

Initial lines    a) hసువ అ()రు మరiC? jం7న -నక  

                           b) yōsuva anevāru maraṇānni poṃdina venaka 

                           c) After the death of Joshua 

Final lines           a) Ceకర3ల PకQ _వరం gUయ )+,న పస3కం అXం7J   

                           b) nitikartala yokka vivaraṃ teliya vrāśina pastakaṃ 

 ayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book describing the activities of the Judges is 

 ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 
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Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 15 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48.5×3×6.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 115 [text]+ 1 [English title] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good. Leaf 115 broken on the right with loss of letters 

 on recto. Last leaf broken in left with no loss of text. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The Book of JUDGES translated from the 

Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin  Schultze Protestant Missionarÿ 

1729 the 8. N. / 27 O. st of Decemb. of Novemb. Fort St George.”; and, in left margin: “a”. 

Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Latin letter “g”. 

!
6 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 6 

Original title     a) !ాజసు& అ()రు )+,న అఇk పస3కం  

            b) mōjassu anevāru vrāśina aïdo pastakaṃ 

            c) The Fifth Book written by Moses 
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Parallel title The Fifth Book of Moses called Deuteronomy  

 translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou 

 Language by Benjamin  Schultze 

Authority title                   Bible. O.T. Deuteronomy. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1729 (27th Aug. O. S.; 7th Sept. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) lరmn అ( పర:తం /దలుRC =దసు&పరు(య అ( స3ళం 

 qక  

                           b) hērappi ane parvataṃ modalukoni kādassuparuneya 

 ane staḷaṃ dāka 

                           c) From mount Horeb to the place called Kadeshbarnea  

Final lines           a) !ాజసు& అ()రు )+,న అఇr పస3కం అXYం7   

                           b) mōjassu anevāru vrāśina  aïdō pastakaṃ ayyiṃdi 

                           c) The fifth Book written by Moses is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 13 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size     43×2.7×8.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 172 [text]+ 1 [English title]. 2 additional 

 leaves (20×3 cm) containing missing text: the first 

 inserted between leaves numbered 96 and 97; the  

 second between 104 and 105. 

Lines per page 4 
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Condition Good 

  

III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The Fifth Book of MOSES called 

DEUTERONOMY translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ 

Benjamin  Schũltze Protestant Missionarÿ 1729. the 7 / 27 of Sept. Aug. Fort St George.”; 

and, in left margin: “no. 2” and “c”.  

Also in left margin, in red ink, the Arabic numeral “5”. In right margin, a small label 

bearing the Arabic numeral “49”. 

!
7 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 7 

Original title     a) !ాజసు& అ()రు )+,న అఇk పస3కం  

            b) mōjassu anevāru vrāśina aïdo pastakaṃ 

            c) The Fifth Book written by Moses 

Parallel title The Fifth Book of Moses called Deuteronomy  

 translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou 

 Language by Benjamin  Schultze 

Authority title                   Bible. O.T. Deuteronomy. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1729 (27th Aug. O. S.; 7th Sept. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) lరmn అ( పర:తం /దలుRC =దసు&పరు(V అ( స3ళం 

 qక  

                           b) hērappi ane parvataṃ modalukoni kādassuparuneyā 

 ane staḷaṃ dāka 

                           c) From mount Horeb to the place called Kadeshbarnea 
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Final lines           a) !ాజసు& అ()రు )+,న అఇk పస3కం అXం7J  
                           b) mōjassu anevāru vrāśina aïdo pastakaṃ ayiṃddi 

                           c) The fifth Book written by Moses is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes   

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 13 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size               49×3×9 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 168 [text] + 1 [title] + 1 [English title].  

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good 

  

III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The Fifth Book of MOSES, called 

DEUTERONOMY  translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by 

Benjamin  Schultze Protestant Missionary 1729 7 of Sep / 27 of Aug Fort St George.”; 

and, in left margin, “a” engraved after the blackening of the engraved letters.   

A small drawing on recto of last leaf. 

Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Latin letter “e”. 

!
8 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 8 
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Original title     None  

Parallel title  None 

Authority title  Arndt, Johann, 1555-1621. Vom wahren Christenthum. 

 4. Buch. Telugu  

Author Johann Arndt 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines of the main text   a) stనఅదJం PకQ GలుK పస3=Cu కU\vన? ముగవO   

 Tమంw ,xyzంHలు మంము{లను స9:శ:రు` దగdOu    

 కూరు|RC}X kవకు ~�ౖన)ండ�వ� vండు�ను  

                           b) jñānaäddaṃ yokka nālugo pastakāniki kaligivunna 

 mugavari yemaṃṭe śriṣṭiṃpulu maṃmmulanu  

 sarveśvaruḍi daggariki kūrcukonipōyi dovaku  

 toḍainavāṃḍlavale vuṃḍḍunu 

                           c) The superscription of the fourth book of the Mirror 

 of Knowledge is: Creations are like guides, intended to 

 lead us to God 

Final lines           a) stనఅదJం PకQ GలుK పస3కం ము\,ందXం7J  

                           b) jñānaäddaṃ yokka nālugo pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃdayiṃddi 

                           c) The fourth book of the Mirror of Knowledge is  

 ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book IV 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 53 (undated) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 
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Size     48.5×3×17 cm 

Number of leaves 7 [table of contents, numbered 1-7] + 317 [text,  

 numbered 1-317] + 1 [blank, unnumbered].  

Lines per page 4 -5 

Condition Good. First leaf folded and about to break.  

!
III. Remarks  

!
Foliation of the main text preceded by the Latin letter “b”. 

On verso of last leaf, in red ink, number “XVIII 4”; in left half, a small label bearing the 

Arabic numeral “21” written in pencil. 

!
9 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 9 

Original title     a) CజమXన ux�3ంS� గdం PకQ మ�మను gU_�ను 
 చూmంF| stనఅదJం ॥qC PకQ Gలు� పస3కం PకQ  

 /ద1 �లుM ఆరు అ���లుంను? 9ండు� �లుM  

 నలు�ౖ అ���లుంను? అ�\ vండు�ను 
            b) nijamayina kristāṃmārggaṃ yokka mahimanu  

 telivigānu cūpiṃcce jñānaäddaṃ || dāni yokka nālugō 

 pastakaṃ yokka modaṭi pālulō āru abhisārāluṃnnu 

 reṃḍḍu pālulō nalubhai abhisārāluṃnnu aṇigi  

 vuṃḍḍunu 

            c) The Mirror of Knowledge which clearly shows the 

 glory of the true Christian way. Its fourth book contains 

 six chapters in its first part and forty chapters in its 

 second part 

Parallel title Des sel. Arnds wahre Christenthums 4ter Theil  

 Warugisch 
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Authority title                   Arndt, Johann, 1555-1621. Vom wahren Christenthum. 

 4. Buch. Telugu 

Author Johann Arndt 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) stనఅదJం PకQ Gలు� పస3=Cu కUdvంన? ముగవO  

 Tమంwz ,xyzంHnలు మంము{లను స9:శ:రు` దగdOu 

 కూ� చు|RC}X rవకు ��ౖన)ండ�వ� vండు�ను  

                           b) jñānaäddaṃ yokka nālugō pastakāniki kalgivuṃnna 

 mugavari yemaṃṭṭe śriṣṭiṃppulu maṃmmulanu  

 sarveśvaruḍi daggariki kūrccukonipōyi dōvaku  

 tōḍainavāṃḍlavalē vuṃḍḍunu 

                           c) The superscription of the fourth book of the Mirror 

 of Knowledge is: Creations are like guides, intended to 

 lead us to God 

Final lines           a) stనఅదJం PకQ Gలు� పస3కం ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) jñānaäddaṃ yokka nālugō pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃdayiṃdi 

                           c) The fourth book of the Mirror of Knowledge is  

 ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book IV 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 53 (undated) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size 49×3×16.5 cm 
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Number of leaves 1 [stray blank leaf (30×2.5 cm)] + 1 [title] + 1 [blank] 

 + 6 [table of contents, numbered 1-6] + 298 [text,  

 numbered 1-298] + 1 [German title, unnumbered]. 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good. Leaf 1 of table of contents broken in the left 

 side. Left part of leaves 150 and 151 lost.  

!
III. Remarks  

!
In left margin of title leaf, engraved: “Arnd 4. theil”, and in the upper margin: “Warugicè” 

(not blackened).  

On last leaf, in red ink: “Des sel. Arnds wahre Christenthums 4ter Theil Warugisch”. 

!
10 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 10  

Original title     a) CజమXన ux�3ంS� గdం PకQ మ�మను gU_�ను 
 చూmంF| stనఅదJం qC PకQ Gలు� పస3కం PకQ �ద1  

 �లుM +…+లుంను? 9ం� �లుM నలు�ౖ అ���లుంను? 
 అ�\ vండు�ను 
            b) nijamayina kristāṃmārggaṃ yokka mahimanu  

 telivigānu cūpiṃcce jñānaäddaṃ dāni yokka nālugō 

 pastakaṃ yokka mōdaṭi pālulō +…+luṃnnu reṃdō 

 pālulō nalubhai abhisārāluṃnnu aṇigi vuṃḍḍunu 

            c) The Mirror of Knowledge which clearly shows the 

 glory of the true Christian way. Its fourth book contains 

 six chapters in its first part and forty chapters in its 

 second part 

Parallel title Des sel. Arnds wahre Christenthums 4ter Theil aus 

 Warugische 
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Authority title                 Arndt, Johann, 1555-1621. Vom wahren Christenthum. 

 4. Buch. Telugu 

Author Johann Arndt 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) stనఅదJం PకQ Gలు� పస3=Cu కU\vంన? ముగవO   

 Tమంwz ,xyzంHలు మంము{లను స9:శ:రు` దగdOu 

 కూ� చు|RC}X rవకు ��ౖన)ండ�వ� vండు�ను 
                           b) jñānaäddaṃ yokka nālugō pastakāniki kaligivuṃnna 

 mugavari yemaṃṭṭe śriṣṭiṃpulu maṃmmulanu  

 sarveśvaruḍi daggariki kūrccukonipōyi dōvaku  

 tōḍainavāṃḍlavalē vuṃḍḍunu 

                           c)The superscription of the fourth boof of the Mirror 

 of Knowledge is: Creations are like guides, intended to 

 lead us to God 

Final lines           a) stనఅదJం PకQ Gలు� పస3కం ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) jñānaäddaṃ yokka nālugō pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃdayiṃdi 

                           c) The fourth book of the Mirror of Knowledge is  

 ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book IV 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 53 (undated) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 49×3×17.5 cm 
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Number of leaves 1 [title, damaged] + 2 [blank] + 1 [second title leaf, 

 half-broken] + 7 [table of contents, numbered 1-7] + 

 318 [text, numbered 1-318, last leaf damaged] 

Lines per page 4  

Condition Good. The box also contains two small broken  

 fragments, one from the first title leaf, another from the 

 last leaf. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
Latin letter “a” engraved near the foliation after the blackening of the engraved letters. On 

the fragment from the last leaf is engraved the Latin letter “A”. 

On the second title leaf is also engraved “Arnds W. Christenth. 4. Theil Warugicè” (after 

the blackening of the engraved letters). Also, in red ink, in right margin: “XVIII 4”. 

On last leaf, in red ink: “Des sel. Arnds wahre Christenthums 4ter Theil aus Warugische”. 

!
11 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 11 

Original title     a) CజమXన uృ�3ంS� గdం PకQ మ�మను  
 gU_�ను చూmంF| stనఅదJం qC TాకQ Gలు� పస3కం  

 PకQ /ద1 �లుM ఆరు అ���లుంను? 9ం��  
 �లుM నల�ౖ అ���లుంను? అ�\ vండును  

            b) nijamayina kṛistāṃmārggaṃ yokka mahimanu  

 telivigānu cūpiṃcce jñānaäddaṃ dāni yōkka nālugō 

 pastakaṃ yokka modaṭi pālulō āru abhisārāluṃnnu 

 reṃḍḍō pālulō nalabhai abhisārāluṃnnu aṇigi  

 vuṃḍunu 

            c) The Mirror of Knowledge which clearly shows the 

 glory of the true Christian way. Its fourth book contains 
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 six chapters in its first part and forty chapters in its 

 second part 

Parallel title Des sel. Arnds wahre Christenthums vierte Buch,  

 Warugisch 

Authority title                 Arndt, Johann, 1555-1621. Vom wahren Christenthum. 

 4. Buch. Telugu 

Author Johann Arndt 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) stనఅదJం TాకQ Gలు� పస3=Cu కUdvంన? ముగవO   

 Tమంwz ,xyz1ంHnలు మంము{లను స9:శ:రు` 

 దగdOu కూ� RCjX rవకు ~�ౖన)ండ�వ� vండును  

                           b) jñānaäddaṃ yōkka nālugō pastakāniki kalgivuṃnna 

 mugavari yemaṃṭṭe śriṣṭiṃppulu maṃmmulanu  

 sarveśvaruḍi daggariki kūrkonipoyi dōvaku  

 toḍainavāṃḍlavale vuṃḍunu 

                           c) The superscription of the fourth book of the Mirror 

 of Knowledge is: Creations are like guides, intended to 

 lead us to God 

Final lines           a) stనఅదJం TాకQ Gలు� పస3కం ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) jñānaäddaṃ yōkka nālugō pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃdayiṃdi 

                           c) The fourth book of the Mirror of Knowledge is  

 ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book IV 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 53 (undated) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 
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!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size 49×2.8×17 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 2 [blank] + 6 [table of contents, numbered 

 1-6] + 308 [text, numbered 1-308] + 1 [German title] 

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

!
In left margin of title leaf, engraved: “N. 1.”. 

On last leaf, in red ink: “Des sel. Arnds wahre Christenthums vierte Buch, Warugisch”. 

!
12 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 12 

Original title     None  

Parallel title  None 

Authority title                Arndt, Johann, 1555-1621. Vom wahren Christenthum. 

 2. Buch. Telugu 

Author  Johann Arndt  

Translator Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) జన{�పం PకQ �దమXన7ం(ౖ మరiC? �F,ం7ం(ౖ 

 vం�  

                           b) janmapāpaṃ yokka bhedamayinadiṃnai maraṇānni 

 rāceṣiṃdiṃnai vuṃḍe 

                           c) The damnable and deadly poison of original sin 

Final lines        
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(breaks off in chapter 58) a) �ము ఆ=^Cu =H=డుం(ౖ నWతxమండలం�ద తన PకQ 

 మనసు�త jడు  

                           b) tāmu ākāśāniki kāpukāḍuṃnai  

 nakṣatramaṃḍalaṃmīda tana yokka manasucāta poḍu 

                           c) Having set their mind on the stars, the Lord of  

 heaven  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete No 

Text complete No 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 51 (undated) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf  

Size  48×3×41.5 cm 

Number of leaves  8 [table of contents, numbered 1-8] + 722 [text,  

 numbered 1-454 and 456-722] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. Leaf 455 missing. Last leaf half broken with loss 

 of text. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
Foliation followed by the Latin letter “a”. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 13 

Original title     a) మg3vసు& అ()రు )+,-,న మంa|ఖబురు  
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            b) mattevussu anevāru vrāśiveśina maṃccikhaburu 

            c) The Good News written by Matthew 

Parallel title The Gospel according to  S. Mattew, translated from 

 the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by  

 Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Matthew. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727, 2nd April 

Initial lines    a) q_తు3 అ()O PకQనును? ఆబxహం అ()O PకQనును?  
 కుSరు�ౖన T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O PకQ త�లKతxం 

 PకQ Hస3కం  

                           b) dāvittu anevāri yokkanunnu ābrahaṃ anevāri  

 yokkanunnu kumāruḍaina yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri 

 yokka tarālagotraṃ yokka pustakam 

                           c) The Book of the generation of the Lord Jesus Christ, 

 the son of David, the son of Abraham 

Final lines          a) XదుK !ము 8కం ము\�qక సకల 7Gలు� �~ కూ� 

 vంటుzGము ఆ!N [this word struck off] అvను || ౨౦ ||                          

 b) yidugo memu lokaṃ mugiśedāka sakala dinālugā 

 mīto kūḍā vuṃṭṭunāmu āmen [this word struck off] 
 avunu ॥ 20 ॥ 

                           c) Look, we are always with you till the end of the 

 world. Amen [this word struck off]. So be it. 20. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 1 (same date as that of this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 
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!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size  43×3×5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 1 [blank] + 99 [text] + 1 [English title] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

On last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The Gospel according to  S. MATTEW. translated 

from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language By Benjamin Schultze protestant 

Missionarÿ 1727. the 2. of April: Fort  St George”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 14 

Original title     a) మg3vసు& అ()రు )+,న మంa|ఖబురు  

            b) mattevussu anevāru vrāśina maṃccikhaburu 

            c) The Good News written by Matthew 

Parallel title Mathæus 

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Matthew. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines   a) q¡¢ అ()O PకQనుంను? ఆబxహం అ()O PకQనుంను? 
 కుSరుడXన hజసు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O PకQ  

 త�లKతxం PకQ పస3కం  

                           b) dāphit anevāri yokkanuṃnnu ābrahaṃ anevāri  

 yokkanuṃnnu kumāruḍayina yōjassukṛstussu ayyavāri 

 yokka tarālagotraṃ yokka pastakaṃ 
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                           c)The Book of the generation of the Lord Jesus Christ, 

 the son of David, the son of Abraham 

Final lines          a) X7� !ము 8కం ము\�qక సకల 7Gలు� �~ కూడ 

 vంటుzGము ॥అvను ॥౨౦ ॥   

                           b) yidigō memu lokaṃ mugiśedāka sakala dinālugā 

 mīto kūḍa vuṃṭṭunāmu ‖ avunu ‖ 20 ‖ 

                           c) Look, we are always with you till the end of the 

 world. So be it. 20. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 1 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf  

Size  46×2.5×6.5cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 121 [text] + 3 [blank, unnumbered] 

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On title page, engraved in Latin script, below the title: “Mathæus” and in left margin: “A”. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 15 

Original title     a) మg3vసు& అ()రు )+,న మంa|ఖబురు  
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            b) mattevussu anevāru vrāśina maṃccikhaburu 

            c) The Good News written by Matthew 

Parallel title Matheus.Warugicè 

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Matthew. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) q_తు3 అ()O hకQనుంను? ఆబxహం అ()O   

 hకQనుంను? కుSరు�ౖన h�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O 

 hకQ త�ల�తxం hకQ Hస3కం  

                           b) dāvittu anevāri yōkkanuṃnnu ābrahaṃ anevāri  

 yōkkanuṃnnu kumāruḍaina yōjussukṛstussu ayyavāri 

 yōkka tarālagōtraṃ yōkka pustakaṃ 

                           c) The Book of the generation of the Lord Jesus Christ, 

 the son of David, the son of Abraham 

Final lines           a) Xదు� !ము Mకం ము\�qం= సకల 7Gలు� �� 

 కూ� vంటుzGము ॥౨౦ ॥ 

                           b) yidugō memu lōkaṃ mugiśedāṃkā sakala dinālugā 

 mītō kūḍā vuṃṭṭunāmu ‖ 20 ‖ 

                           c) Look, we are always with you till the end of the 

 world. 20. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 1 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf  

Size  45.5×3×6.8 cm 
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Number of leaves 1 [title] + 132 [text]  

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good. Leaf 131 damaged. Last leaf half broken.  

!
III. Remarks  

  

On title leaf, in left margin, engraved in Latin script: “F”; above the title, engraved after 

blackening of the leaf: “Matheus.Warugicè”. 

Also on title leaf, in left margin, in red ink, the Roman numeral “I”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 16 

Original title    a) మg3vసు& అ()రు )+,న మంa|ఖబురు  

            b) mattevussu anevāru vrāśina maṃccikhaburu 

            c) The Good News written by Matthew 

Parallel title The Gospel according to  S. Mattew translated from the 

 Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin 

 Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Matthew. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727, 2nd April 

Initial lines   a) q_తు3 అ()O PకQనుంను? ఆబxహం అ()O  

 PకQనుంను? కుSరు�ౖన T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O 

 PకQ త�లKతxం PకQ Hస3కం  

                           b) dāvittu anevāri yokkanuṃnnu ābrahaṃ anevāri  

 yokkanuṃnnu kumāruḍaina yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri 

 yokka tarālagotraṃ yokka pustakaṃ 
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                           c) The Book of the generation of the Lord Jesus Christ, 

 the son of David, the son of Abraham 

Final lines           a) XదుK !ము 8కం ము\�qక సకల 7Gలు� �~ కూ� 

 vంటుzGము అvను ॥౨౦ ॥  

                           b) yidugo memu lokaṃ mugiśedāka sakala dinālugā 

 mīto kūḍā vuṃṭṭunāmu avunu ‖ 20 ‖ 

                           c) Look, we are always with you till the end of the 

 world. So be it. 20.  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 1 (same date as that of this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 43×3×5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 96 [text] + 1 [English title]. An additional 

 (21×3.5 cm) leaf containing missing text, inserted  

 between leaves numbered 58 and 59. 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The Gospel according to  S MATTEW translated 

from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schũltze protestant 

Missionarÿ 1727 the 2. of April. Fort  St. George.”, and, in left margin, a cross made of 

five dots and “n°. 3”.  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 17 

Original title    a) మg3vసు& అ()రు )+,న మంa|ఖబురు  

            b) mattevussu anevāru vrāśina maṃccikhaburu 

            c) The Good News written by Matthew 

Parallel titles Mathæus; Matheus 

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Matthew. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) q_తు3 అ()O hకQనుంను? ఆబxహం అ()O hకQనును?  
 కుSరుడXన hజసు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O hకQ  

 త�ల�తxం PకQ Hస3కం  

                           b) dāvittu anevāri yōkkanuṃnnu ābrahaṃ anevāri  

 yōkkanunnu kumāruḍayina yōjassukṛstussu ayyavāri 

 yōkka tarālagōtraṃ yokka pustakaṃ 

                           c) The Book of the generation of the Lord Jesus Christ, 

 the son of David, the son of Abraham 

Final lines           a) Xదు� !ము Mకం ము\�qం= సకల 7Gలు� �� 

 కూ� vంటుzGము అvను ॥౨౦ ॥  

                           b) yidugō memu lōkaṃ mugiśedāṃkā  sakala dinālugā 

 mītō kūḍā vuṃṭṭunāmu avunu ‖ 20 ‖ 

                           c) Look, we are always with you till the end of the 

 world. So be it. 20.  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 1 

Name of the copyist  
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!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf  

Size  46.5×3×6 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 114 [text] + 2 [blank] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On title leaf, in left margin of recto, engraved in Latin script: “D”; below the title: 

“Mathæus”. Also on title leaf, in black faded ink: “Matheus”. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 18 

Original title     a) మరుకుసు& అ()రు )+,-,న మంa|ఖబురు  

            b) marukussu anevāru vrāśiveśina maṃccikhaburu 

            c) The Good News written by Mark 

Parallel title Marcus ins Warugisch 

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Mark. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` hకQ కుSరుం�ౖన T�సు&కృసు3సు&   

 అయY)O�ద )+,-,న మంa|ఖబురు hకQ  

 Rరు£Qడం అXం7J  
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                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yōkka kumāruṃḍaina yejussukṛstussu 

 ayyavārimīda vrāśiveśina maṃccikhaburu yōkka  

 korukkōḍaṃ ayiṃddi 

                           c) The beginning of the Good News written about the 

 Lord Jesus Christ, the son of God 

Final lines           a) )ండు� బXలు]O}X TUన)రు స¤యంF|, కూ� 

 -ంబ¥`ంF| అ`V¦ల�త )ర3లు §3రపరFటHnడు  
 XకQ� అకQ� పxసంగdం F|,Gరు ॥అvను ॥౨౦ ॥  

                           b) vāṃḍlu bayiluderipōyi yelinavāru sahāyaṃcceśi 

 kūḍā veṃbbaḍiṃcce aḍiyālālacāta vārtalu  

 stiraparaceṭappuḍu yikkaḍā akkaḍā prasaṃggaṃ  

 cceśināru ‖ avunu ‖ 20 ‖ 

                           c) They went out and preached here and there as the 

 Lord helped them and confirmed their message with 

 the signs that accompanied it. So be it. 20. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 2 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf  

Size  46.5×2.8×3.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 63 [text] + 1 [title on recto, German title on 

 verso] 

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good. A broken fragment from the first title leaf in the 

manuscript box. 

!
III. Remarks 
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!
On verso of last leaf, in red ink: “Marcus ins Warugisch”.  

On the broken fragment from the left part of the first title leaf, engraved, “D.”, and a part 

of the first letter of the Telugu title.   

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 19 

Original title     a) మరుకుసు& అ()రు )+,-,న మంa|ఖబురు  

            b) marukussu anevāru vrāśiveśina maṃccikhaburu 

            c) The Good News written by Mark 

Parallel title The Gospel according to S. Mark translated in the  

 Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Mark. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (12th Apr. O. S.; 23rd Apr. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQ కుSరుం�ౖన T�సు&కృసు3సు& 
 అయY)O�ద )+,-,న మంa|ఖబురు PకQ  

 kరుRQవడం అXYం7J  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokka kumāruṃḍaina yejussukṛstussu 

 ayyavārimīda vrāśiveśina maṃccikhaburu yokka  

 dorukkovaḍaṃ ayyiṃddi 

                           c) The beginning of the Good News written about the 

 Lord Jesus Christ, the son of God 

Final lines a) )రు� బయలు]OjX TUన)రు స¤యంF, కూ�  

 -ంబ`ంF అ`V¦ల�త )ర3లు §3రపOFటHnడు XకQ� 

 అకQ� పxసంగdం F,Gరు అvను ॥౨౦ ॥  
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                           b) vārlu bayaluderipoyi yelinavāru sahāyaṃceśi kūḍā 

 veṃbaḍiṃce aḍiyālālacāta vārtalu stirapariceṭappuḍu 

 yikkaḍā akkaḍā prasaṃggaṃ ceśināru avunu ‖ 20 ‖ 

                           c) They went out and preached here and there as the 

 Lord helped them and confirmed their message with 

 the signs that accompanied it. So be it. 20.  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 2 (same date as that of this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf  

Size  43×3×3.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 61 [text] + 1 [English title]. 2 additional 

 leaves (20.3×2.6 cm and 23×2.5 cm) containing  

 missing text: the first inserted between leaves  

 numbered 9 and 10; the second between 19 and 20. 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks 

!
On last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The Gospel according to S. MARK translated in 

the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schũltze  Protestant Missionarÿ. 1727 the 

23.n. st. / 12.o. st. [then] of April Fort St George”; and, in left margin: “no. 3.”.  

In left margin of title leaf, engraved: “gel:”.  

!
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 20 

Original title     a) మరుకుసు& అ()రు )+,-,న మంa|ఖబురు  

            b) marukussu anevāru vrāśiveśina maṃccikhaburu 

            c) The Good News written by Mark 

Parallel title Marcus 

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Mark. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQ RSరు�ౖన T�సు&కృసు3సు&   

 అయY)O�ద )+,-,న మంa|ఖబురు PకQ  

 kరుRQవడం అXం7J  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokka komāruḍaina yejussukṛstussu 

 ayyavārimīda vrāśiveśina maṃccikhaburu yokka  

 dorukkovaḍaṃ ayiṃddi 

                           c) The beginning of the Good News written about the 

 Lord Jesus Christ, the son of God 

Final lines           a) )ండు� బXలు]OjX TUన)రు స¤యంF, కూ� 

 -ంబ`ంF| అ`V¦ల�త )ర3లు §3రపOFటHnడు XకQ� 

 అకQడ పxసంగdం F,Gరు ॥౨౦ ॥అvను ॥  

                           b) vāṃḍlu bayiluderipoyi yelinavāru sahāyaṃceśi kūḍā 

 veṃbaḍiṃcce aḍiyālālacāta vārtalu stirapariceṭappuḍu 

 yikkaḍā akkaḍa prasaṃggaṃ ceśināru ‖ 20 ‖ avunu ‖ 

                           c) They went out and preached here and there as the 

 Lord helped them and confirmed their message with 

 the signs that accompanied it. 20. So be it. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 
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Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 2 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 45.5×3×4 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 68 [text] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. Last leaf damaged in the left corner.  

!
III. Remarks  

!
On title leaf, engraved in left margin, in Latin script: “A” and, below the title: “Marcus”. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 21 

Original title    a) మరుకుసు& అ()రు )+,-,న మంa|ఖబురు   

            b) marukussu anevāru vrāśiveśina maṃccikhaburu 

            c) The Good News written by Mark 

Parallel title Marcus Warugicè 

Authority title                  Bible. N.T. Mark. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` hకQ RSరు�ౖన T�సు&కృసు3సు&   

 అయY)O�ద )+,-,న మంa|ఖబురు hకQ 

 kరు£Qవడం అXం7J  
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                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yōkka komāruḍaina yejussukṛstussu 

 ayyavārimīda vrāśiveśina maṃccikhaburu yōkka  

 dorukkōvaḍaṃ ayiṃddi 

                           c) The beginning of the Good News written about the 

 Lord Jesus Christ, the son of God 

Final lines          a) )ండు� బXలు]O}X TUన)రు స¤యంF|, కూ� 

 -ంబ¥`ంF| అ`V¦ల�త )ర3లు §3రపOFటHnడు XకQ�  

 అకQ� పxసంగdం F|,Gరు ॥అvను ॥౨౦ ॥  

                           b) vāṃḍlu bayiluderipōyi yelinavāru sahāyaṃcceśi 

 kūḍā veṃbbaḍiṃcce aḍiyālālacāta vārtalu  

 stirapariceṭappuḍu yikkaḍā akkaḍā prasaṃggaṃ  

 cceśināru ‖ avunu ‖ 20 ‖ 

                           c) They went out and preached here and there as the 

 Lord helped them and confirmed their message with 

 the signs that accompanied it. So be it. 20. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 2 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf  

Size  47.5×2.8×4 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 74 [text] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good. Title leaf and leaf numbered 1 broken in right 

 side, with no loss of text.  

!
III. Remarks  

!
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On title leaf, engraved, in left margin: “E” (struck off) and “ F”; in right margin: “F”; 

below the title: “Marcus Warugicè”.  

Both in left margin and below the title, in red ink, the Roman numeral: “II”.  

On the same leaf, a small brown label bearing the Arabic numeral “50” written in pencil.  

!
22 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 22 

Original title     a) మరుకుసు& అ()రు )+,-,న మంa|ఖబురు  

            b) marukussu anevāru vrāśiveśina maṃccikhaburu 

            c) The Good News written by Mark 

Parallel title The Gospel according to S. Mark translated in the  

 Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Mark. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (12th Apr. O. S.; 23rd Apr. N. S.)  

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQ కుSరు�ౖన T�సు&కృసు3సు&   

 అయY)O�ద )+,-,న మంa|ఖబురు PకQ 

 kరుRQవడం అఇం7J  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokka kumāruḍaina yejussukṛstussu 

 ayyavārimīda vrāśiveśina maṃccikhaburu yokka  

 dorukkovaḍaṃ aïṃddi 

                           c) The beginning of the Good News written about the 

 Lord Jesus Christ, the son of God 

Final lines           a) )ండు� బయలు]O}X TUన)రు స¤యంF, కూ�  

 -ంబ¥`ంF| అ`V¦ల�త )ర3లు §3రపOFటHnడు XకQ� 

 అకQడ పxసంగdం F,Gరు ॥౨౦ ॥అvను   

                           b) vāṃḍlu bayaluderipōyi yelinavāru sahāyaṃceśi 

 kūḍā veṃbbaḍiṃcce aḍiyālālacāta vārtalu  
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 stirapariceṭappuḍu yikkaḍā akkaḍa prasaṃggaṃ  

 ceśināru ‖ 20 ‖ avunu 

                           c) They went out and  preached here and there as the 

 Lord helped them and confirmed their message with 

 the signs that accompanied it. 20. So be it. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 2 (same date as that of this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf  

Size  43.5×3×3.2 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 57 [text] + 1 [English title] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks 

!
On last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The Gospel according to S. MARK translated in 

the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schũltze  Protestant Missionarÿ 1727 the 

23. n. st. / 12. o. st. of April Fort St. George”.   

!
23 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 23 

Original title     a) లూకుసు& అ()రు )+,న మంa|ఖబురు  

            b)  lūkussu anevāru vrāśina maṃccikhaburu 
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            c) The Good News written by Luke 

Parallel title Lucas Warugicè 

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Luke. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) �దటను అం�3 చూaన)ండు�(ౖ eరువచGంC? పxసంగdంF|� 

 ¨`©H)ండు�ం(ౖ vంన?)ండు� Sకు Tరు\ంa|నª�©  

                           b) mōdaṭanu aṃttā cūcinavāṃḍlunai tiruvacanāṃnni 

 prasaṃggaṃcceśe vūḍigepuvāṃḍluṃnai  

 vuṃnnavāṃḍlu māku yerugiṃccinaṭlāge 

                           c) As it was made known to us by the eyewitnesses, 

 those who were servants who preached the Holy Word  

Final lines           a) అ(7ం�క THnడుంను ]ౖ)లయం8 vం`� స9:శ:రుం�« 
 jగ` ¬3తxం F|,Gరు ॥అvను ॥౫౩ ॥  

                           b) anediṃgāka yeppuḍuṃnu daivālayaṃlo vuṃḍḍi 

 sarveśvaruṃṇṇi pogaḍi stōtraṃ cceśināru ‖ avunu ‖ 53 ‖ 

                           c) And remaining continually in the temple, they  

 praised and blessed God. So be it. 53. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 3 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf  

Size  49×3×7 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 139 [text] 

Lines per page 4 
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Condition Good. Title leaf broken in right side with no loss of 

 text. 

!
III. Remarks  

  

On title leaf, engraved in left margin: “F”; and above the title: “Lucas Warugicè”. Both in 

left margin and below the title, in red ink, the Roman numeral “III”. In the right side, a 

small brown label bearing the Arabic numeral “43”. 

!
24 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 24 

Original title     a) లూకసు& అ()రు )+,-,న మంa|ఖబురు  

            b) lūkassu anevāru vrāśiveśina maṃccikhaburu 

            c) The Good News written by Luke 

Parallel title The Gospel according to S. Luke translated from the 

 Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin 

 Schultze 

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Luke. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (19th May O. S.; 30 May N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) /దటను అం�3 చూaన)ండు�ం(ౖ eరువచGంC? పxసంగdం F�  

 ¨`©H)ండు�ం(ౖ vంన?)ండు� Sకు TO\ంa|నª�©  

                           b) modaṭanu aṃttā cūcinavāṃḍluṃnai tiruvacanāṃnni 

 prasaṃggaṃ cceśe vūḍigepuvāṃḍluṃnai  

 vuṃnnavāṃḍlu māku yerigiṃccinaṭlāge 

                           c) As it was made known to us by  the eyewitnesses, 

 those who were servants who preached the Holy Word 
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Final lines           a) అ(7ం�క యHnడును? ]ౖ)లయం8 vం` స9:శ:రు�? 
 j\` 3̄తxం F,Gరు అvను ॥౫౩ ॥  

                           b) anediṃgāka yappuḍunnu daivālayaṃlo vuṃḍi  

 sarveśvaruṇṇi pogiḍi stotraṃ ceśināru avunu ‖ 53 ‖ 

                           c) And remaining continually in the temple, they  

 praised and blessed God. So be it. 53. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes  

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 3 (same date as that of this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf  

Size  44×2.7×7 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 1 [blank] + 117 [text] + 1 [English title]. An 

 additional leaf (15×2.5 cm) containing missing text 

 and inserted between leaves numbered 51 and 52. 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good  

  

III. Remarks  

!
On last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The Gospel according to S LUKE translated from 

the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schũltze Protestant 

Missionarÿ 1727 the 30 / 19 of Maÿ Fort St George”. 

Foliation in Grantha and Telugu.  

On title leaf, below the title, engraved: “gel:”; in right margin a small geometrical design; 

in left margin: “śrī” (?). 

In left margin of last leaf, engraved: “ no. 3.” and a kind of asterisk. 

Numerous corrections after the blackening of the engraved letters.  
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!
25 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 25 

Original title     a) లూకసు& అ()రు )+,న మంa|ఖబురు  

            b) lūkassu anevāru vrāśina maṃccikhaburu 

            c) The Good News written by Luke 

Parallel title Lucas 

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Luke. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) /దటను అం�3 చూaన)ండు�(ౖ eరువచGC? పxసంగdం F� 

 ¨`గH)ండు�(ౖ vన?)ండు� Gకు TO\ంa|నª�©  

                           b) modaṭanu aṃttā cūcinavāṃḍlunai tiruvacanānni 

 prasaṃggaṃ ceśe vūḍigapuvāṃḍlunai vunnavāṃḍlu 

 nāku yerigiṃccinaṭlāge 

                           c) As it was made known to us by  the eyewitnesses, 

 those who were servants who preached the Holy Word 

Final lines           a) అ(7ం�క THnడును? ]ౖ)లయం8 vం` స9:శ:రు�? 
 jగ` 3̄తxం F,Gరు అvను ॥౫౩ ॥  

                           b) anediṃgāka yeppuḍunnu daivālayaṃlo vuṃḍi  

 sarveśvaruṇṇi pogaḍi stotraṃ ceśināru avunu ‖ 53 ‖ 

                           c) And remaining continually in the temple, they  

 praised and blessed God. So be it. 53.  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 3 
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Name of the copyist  

Lines per page 

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf  

Size  46×3×7cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 127 [text] + 2 [blank, unnumbered] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. Last leaf broken in right side. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On title leaf, engraved in left margin: “A”; and below the title: “Lucas”.  

!
26 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 26 

Original title     a) లూకసు& అ()రు )+,-,న మంa|ఖబురు  

            b) lūkassu anevāru vrāśiveśina maṃccikhaburu 

            c) The Good News written by Luke 

Parallel title The Gospel according to S. Luke translated from the 

 Greec in the Wa++++ or Gentou Language by  

 Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Luke. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (19 May O. S.; 30 May N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) /దటను అం�3 చూaన)ండు�(ౖ eరువచGC? పxసంగdం F� 

 ¨`©H)ండు�ం(ౖ vంన?)ండు� Sకు TO\ంa|నª�©  
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                           b) modaṭanu aṃttā cūcinavāṃḍlunai tiruvacanānni 

 prasaṃggaṃ ceśe vūḍigepuvāṃḍluṃnai  

 vuṃnnavāṃḍlu māku yerigiṃccinaṭlāge 

                           c) As it was made known to us by  the eyewitnesses, 

 those who were servants who preached the Holy Word 

Final lines          a) అ(7ం�dక యHnడుంను? ]ౖ)లయం8 vం`� స9:శ:రుం�? 
 j\` 3̄తxం F,Gరు అvను ॥౫౩ ॥  

                           b) anediṃggāka yappuḍuṃnnu daivālayaṃlo vuṃḍḍi 

 sarveśvaruṃṇṇi pogiḍi stotraṃ ceśināru avunu ‖ 53 ‖ 

                           c) And remaining continually in the temple, they  

 praised and blessed God. So be it. 53.  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 3 (same date as that of this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf  

Size  43.5×3×6 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 101 [text] + 1 [English title]. An additional 

 leaf (14.5×2.5 cm) containing missing text and inserted 

 between leaves numbered 44 and 45.  

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. First and last leaves broken in the right side 

 with loss of text on last leaf. Leaves numbered 49 to 63 

 and 81 to 90 wormeaten in left margin with no loss of 

 text.  

!
III. Remarks  

!
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On last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The Gospel according to S. LUKE translated from 

the Greec in the Wa++++ or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schultze protestant 

Missionarÿ 1727. the 30 / 19 of May Fort St Geor++”.  

!
27 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 27 

Original title     a) లూకసు& అ()రు )+,న మంa|ఖబురు  

            b) lūkassu anevāru vrāśina maṃccikhaburu 

            c) The Good News written by  Luke 

Parallel title Lucas; Lucas Evang. 

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Luke. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) /దటను అం� చూaన)ండు�(ౖ eరువచGC? పxసంగం F�  

 ¨`©H)ండు�(ౖ vన?)ండు� Sకు TO\ంa|నª�©  

                           b) modaṭanu aṃtā cūcinavāṃḍlunai tiruvacanānni 

 prasaṃgaṃ ceśe vūḍigepuvāṃḍlunai vunnavāṃḍlu 

 māku yerigiṃccinaṭlāge 

                           c) As it was made known to us by  the eyewitnesses, 

 those who were servants who preached the Holy Word 

Final lines          a) అ(7ం�క THnడును? ]ౖ)లయం8 vం` స9:శ:రు�? 
 jగ` 3̄తxం F,Gరు ॥అvను ॥౫౩ ॥  

                           b) anediṃgāka yeppuḍunnu daivālayaṃlo vuṃḍi  

 sarveśvaruṇṇi pogaḍi stotraṃ ceśināru ‖ avunu ‖ 53 ‖ 

                           c) And remaining continually in the temple, they  

 praised and blessed God. So be it. 53.  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 
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Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 3 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf  

Size  47×2.8×6.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 120 [text] + 2 [blank, first one numbered 

 121] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

!
On recto of leaf numbered 76, in left margin, engraved in Telugu script: “śrīrāmā”.  

On title leaf, engraved, in left margin: “D.”; and below the title: “Lucas”.  

Also on title leaf, under the title, in red ink: “Lucas Evang.”. 

!
!
28 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 28 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన °తృసు& అ()రు అందJOuంC? )+, అంmnన 

 9ం±� Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina petṛssu anevāru aṃddarikiṃnni 

 vrāśi aṃppina reṃḍḍo nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Second Epistle written by Peter the Apostle and 

 sent to all 
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Parallel title The Second Epistle general of Peter translated from 

 the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by  

 Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Peter, 2nd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (3rd Oct. O. S.; 14th Oct. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O PకQ Rలుvడు�డుం(ౖ  

 ఆ}స3[ అ()రుం(ౖ vం�� ,�N °తృసు& 
 b) yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka koluvuḍugāḍuṃnai 

 āpōstal anevāruṃnai vuṃḍḍe śimōn petṛssu 

                           c) Simon Peter, a servant and an apostle of the Lord 

 Jesus Christ 

Final lines           a) _Ou XHnడుంను? యంన?1²ంన?1uంC? 3̄తxం  

 కU\vండ�వ�ను అvను ॥౧౮ ॥ 

                           b) viriki yippuḍuṃnnu yaṃnnaṭikeṃnnaṭikiṃnni  

 stotraṃ kaligivuṃḍḍavalenu avunu ‖ 18 ‖ 

                           c) To Him be glory both now and forever. So be it. 18.  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 8 (B) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf  

Size  43.8×3×0.5 cm 
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Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 13] + 8 [text, numbered 14-21] + 1 

 [blank, numbered 22, English title] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The Second Epistle general of PETER translated 

from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze protestant 

Missionary 1727. the 14 / 3 of Octob. Fort. St George”. 

TEL 28 is in continuation of TEL 35 and continues in TEL 33 (A-C) and TEL 34 

(consecutive foliation). 

!
29 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 29 (A) 

Original title     a) ఆ}స3[ అ()9ౖన °తృసు& అ()రు అందJOuC? )+, అంmnన 

 /ద1 Cరూపం  

            b) āpōstal anevāraina petṛssu anevāru aṃddarikinni 

 vrāśi aṃppina modaṭi nirūpaṃ 

            c) The First Epistle written by Peter the Apostle and 

 sent to all 

Parallel title Epistola Petri 

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Peter, 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O PకQ ఆ}స3[ అ()రు� 

 vం�� °తుృసు&  
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                           b) yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka āpōstal anevārugā 

 vuṃḍḍe petṛüssu 

                           c) Peter, an apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ 

Final lines           a) కృసు3సు&T�సు& అయY)OMను vం�� � అందJOu   

 సSµనం కU\vండ�వ�ను అvను  

                           b) kṛstussuyejussu ayyavārilōnu vuṃḍḍe mī aṃddariki 

 samādhānaṃ kaligivuṃḍḍavalenu avunu 

                           c) Peace to you all who are in the Lord Christ Jesus. So 

 be it  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 8 (A) (dated 1727, 30th Sept. / 

 11th Oct.) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf  

Size (for the whole manuscript)  46.5×3×5.5 cm 

Number of leaves  Total for TEL 29: 1 [title of TEL 29 (A)] + 107 [texts] 

 + 1  

 TEL 29 (A): 1 [title] + 12 [text, numbered 1-12] + 1 

 [blank, numbered 13]   

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. Title leaf slightly damaged. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
TEL 29 contains seven texts, (A) to (G).   

On the first leaf which is also the title leaf of TEL 29 (A), engraved in left margin: “A”; 

and below the title: “Epistola Petri”.  
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!
30 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 29 (B) 

Original title     a) ఆ}స3[ అ()9ౖన °తృసు& అ()రు అందJOuC? )+, అంmnన 

 9ం±� Cరూపం  

            b) āpōstal anevāraina petṛssu anevāru aṃddarikinni 

 vrāśi aṃppina reṃḍḍo nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Second Epistle written by Peter the Apostle and 

 sent to all 

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Peter, 2nd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O PకQ Rలుvడు�డుం(ౖ  

 అ}స3[ అ()రుం(ౖ ,�ం °తుృసు&  

                           b) yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka koluvuḍugāduṃnai 

 apōstal anevāruṃnai śimōṃ petṛüssu 

                           c) Simon Peter, a servant and an apostle of the Lord 

 Jesus Christ 

Final lines           a) ¶Ou XHnడుంను? Tంన?1²ంన?1uంC? ¬3తxం   

 కU\vండవ�ను అvను ॥౧౮ ॥  

                           b) vīriki yippuḍuṃnnu yeṃnnaṭikeṃnnaṭikiṃnni  

 stōtraṃ kaligivuṃḍavalenu avunu ‖ 18 ‖ 

                           c) To Him be glory both now and forever. So be it. 18. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 
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Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 8 (B) (dated 1727, 3rd / 14th 

 Oct.) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf  

Size  See TEL 29 (A)                  

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 14] + 8 [text, numbered 15-22] + 1 

 [blank, numbered 23]  

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
31 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 29 (C) 

Original title     a) ఆ}స3[ అ()9ౖన Tాహంనసు& అ()రు అందJOuC? )+,  

 అంmnన /ద1 Cరూపం  

            b) āpōstal anevāraina yōhaṃnassu anevāru  

 aṃddarikinni vrāśi aṃppina modaṭi nirūpaṃ 

            c) The First Epistle written by John the Apostle and 

 sent to all 

Parallel title  

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Epistle of John, 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 
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Initial lines    a) ఆ78 కU\vన?7ం(ౖ !ము _ంన?7ం(ౖ S PకQ కండ��త 

 చూaం7Jం(ౖ  

                           b) ādilo kaligivunnadiṃnnai memu viṃnnadiṃnnai mā 

 yokka kaṃḍlacāta cūciṃddiṃnai 

                           c) That which was from the beginning, which we have 

 heard, which we have seen with our eyes 

Final lines           a) Tాహంనసు& అ()రు T·సుసు& అ( పట«ం8 vం` )+,న  

 -నక /ద1 Cరూపం PకQ ము\ంHn ॥౨౨ ॥  

                           b) yōhaṃnassu anevāru yephesussu ane paṭṇaṃlo  

 vuṃḍi vrāśina venaka modaṭi nirūpaṃ yokka  

 mugiṃppu ‖ 22 ‖ 

                           c) The end of the First Epistle written by John from the 

 city of Ephesus. 22.  
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            b) āpōstal anevāraina yōhaṃnassu anevāru  
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 greetings to you. So be it. 13.  
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 ॥౧౫ ॥  

                           b) snehitulainavāṃḍlaku pērupērugānu viṃtta viṃtta 

 māṭalu ceppaṃḍḍi ‖ 15 ‖ 

                           c) Greet the friends by name. 15.  
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                           c) God, to show his servants the things which must 
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                           b) muśilivāraina yōhaṃnassu telusugōbaḍḍa aṃmmaku 

                           c) John, the elder, to the elect lady  
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                           b) telusugōbaḍḍadainā nītōkūḍāpuṭṭinavāni yokka  

 biḍḍelu mīku viṃtta viṃtta māṭalu ceppamani  
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                           b) jñānaṃ kalgina sarveśvaruḍu  vakariki  
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            b) yōhaṃnassu anevāriki vaccisaṃbhaviṃccina  

 yerugiṃpu yōkka paramarahasyaṃ kaligina pustakaṃ 
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 Rలుvడు�ండ�కు చూmంF|టందుJకు  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍu śighraṃggā rāpoyye kāryālu tama 

 yokka koluvuḍugāṃḍlaku cūpiṃcceṭaṃdduku 

                           c) God, to show his servants the things which must 

 soon take place 

Final lines           a) S కర3 అXన T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O hకQ కృప �  

 అందJO�ను కూ� కU\vండ�వ�ను అvను ॥౨౧ ॥  

                           b) mā karta ayina yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka kṛpa 

 mī aṃddaritōnu kūḍā kaligivuṃḍḍavalenu avunu ‖ 21 ‖ 

                           c) The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all. 

 So be it. 21.  
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 31 (A) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన °తుృసు& అ()రు అందOuC? )+, అంmన 

 /ద1 Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina petṛussu anevāru aṃdarikinni 

 vrāśi aṃpina modaṭi nirūpaṃ 

            c) The First Epistle written by Peter the Apostle and 

 sent to all 

Parallel title  Apocal. 

Authority title               Bible. N.T. Peter, 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O PకQ ఆ}స3[ అ()రు� 

 vం� °తృసు&  

                           b) yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka āpōstal anevārugā 

 vuṃḍe petṛssu 

                           c) Peter, an apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ 

Final lines           a) కృసు3సు&T�సు& అయY)OMను vం�� � అందJOu   

 సSµనం కUdvండ�వ�ను అvను ॥౧౪ ॥  

                           b) kṛstussuyejussu ayyavārilōnu vuṃḍḍe mī aṃddariki 

 samādhānaṃ kalgivuṃḍḍavalenu avunu ‖ 14 ‖ 
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                           c) Peace to you all who are in the Lord Christ Jesus. So 

 be it. 14.  
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Shelf-mark TEL 31 (B)  

Original title     a) ఆ}స3[ అ()9ౖన °తృసు& అ()రు అందJOuంC? )+, అంmnన 

 9ం�� Cరూపం  

            b) āpōstal anevāraina petṛssu anevāru aṃddarikiṃnni 

 vrāśi aṃppina renḍḍō nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Second Epistle written by Peter the Apostle and 

 sent to all 

Parallel title  

Authority title                  Bible. N.T. Peter, 2nd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O PకQ Rలుvడు=డుం(ౖ  

 ఆjస3[ అ()రుం(ౖ vం�� ,�N °తృసు&  

                           b) yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka koluvuḍukāduṃnai 

 āpostal anevāruṃnai vuṃḍḍe śimōn petṛssu 

                           c) Simon Peter, a servant and an apostle of the Lord 

 Jesus Christ 

Final lines           a) ¶OQ XHnడుంను? Tంన?1²ంన?1uంC? ¬3తxం   

 కUdvండ�వ�ను అvను ॥౧౮ ॥ 

                           b) vīrki yippuḍuṃnnu yeṃnnaṭikeṃnnaṭikiṃnni  

 stōtraṃ kalgivuṃḍḍavalenu avunu ‖ 18 ‖ 

                           c) To Him be glory both now and forever. So be it. 18. 
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Material Palm-leaf 
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Shelf-mark TEL 31 (C) 

Original title     a) ఆ}స3[ అ()9ౖన hహంనసు& అ()రు అందJOuంC? )+,  

 అంmnన �ద1 Cరూపం  

            b) āpōstal anevāraina yohaṃnassu anevāru  

 aṃddarikiṃnni vrāśi aṃppina mōdaṭi nirūpaṃ 

            c) The First Epistle written by John the Apostle and 

 sent to all 

Parallel title  

Authority title                   Bible. N.T. Epistle of John, 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) ఆ78 కUdvంన?7ం(?Â !ము _ంన?7ం(?Â S hకQ  

 కండ��త చూaం7J(ౖ 

                           b) ādilo kalgivuṃnnadiṃnnai memu viṃnnadiṃnnai 

 mā yōkka kaṃḍlacāta cūciṃddinai 

                           c) That which was from the beginning, which we have 

 heard, which we have seen with our eyes 
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 )+,-,న �ద1 Cరూపం hకQ ము\ంHn ॥౨౨ ॥  

                           b) yōhaṃnassu anevāru yephessunnu ane paṭṇaṃlō 

 vuṃḍḍi vrāśiveśina mōdaṭi nirūpaṃ yōkka mugiṃppu ‖ 

 22 ‖ 

                           c) The end of the First Epistle written by John from the 

 city of Ephesus. 22.  
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 అంmnన 9ం�� Cరూపం  
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            b) āpōstal anevāraina yōhaṃnassu anevāru  

 aṃddarikiṃnni vrāśi aṃppina reṃḍḍō nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Second Epistle written by John the Apostle and 

 sent to all 

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Epistle of John, 2nd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator  Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) ము,U)9ౖన hహంనసు& gలుసు�బడ� అంమ{కు  

                           b) muśilivāraina yōhaṃnassu telusugōbaḍḍa aṃmmaku 

                           c) John, the elder, to the elect lady 

Final lines           a) gలుసు�బడ�]ౖG ¸�కూ�H1zనqC PకQ ¹��లు �కు 
 _ంత3 _ంత3 Sటలు FపnమC FmnGరు అvను ॥౧౩ ॥ 

                           b) telusugōbaḍḍadainā nītōkūḍāpuṭṭinadāni yokka  

 biḍḍelu mīku viṃtta viṃtta māṭalu ceppamani  

 ceppināru avunu ‖ 13 ‖ 

                           c) The children of your elect sister ask to convey their 

 greetings to you. So be it. 13. 
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!
Shelf-mark TEL 31 (E)  

Original title     a) ఆ}స3[ అ()9ౖన hహంనసు& అ()రు అందJOuంC? )+,  

 అంmnన మూ� Cరూపం  

            b) āpōstal anevāraina yōhaṃnassu anevāru  

 aṃddarikiṃnni vrāśi aṃppina mūḍō nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Third Epistle written by John the Apostle and 

 sent to all 

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Epistle of John, 3rd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) ము,U)�ౖన hహంనసు&� vం�� (ను  

                           b) muśilivāḍaina yōhaṃnassugā vuṃḍḍe nenu 

                           c) I, John, the elder 

Final lines          a) º?�తు�ౖన )ండ�కు -రు-రు�ను _ంత3 Sటలు Fపnం`� ॥
 ౧౫ ॥  

                           b) snehitulaina vāṃḍlaku veruverugānu viṃtta māṭalu 

 ceppaṃḍḍi ‖ 15 ‖ 

                           c) Greet the friends individually. 15. 
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Shelf-mark TEL 31 (F)  

Original title     a) ఆ}స3[ అ()9ౖన యూదసు& అ()రు అంధOuంC? )+, 

 అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) āpōstal anevāraina yūdassu anevāru aṃdharikiṃnni 

 vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Jude the Apostle and sent to 

 all 

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Jude. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 
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Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O PకQ £లుvండు�ండుం(ౖ  

 V£బుసు& అ()O hకQ స½దరుడుం(ౖ vం�� 
 యూదసు&  

                           b) yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka  

 kōluvuṃḍugāṃḍuṃnai yākōbussu anevāri yōkka  

 sahōdaruduṃnai vuṃḍḍe yūdassu 

                           c) Jude, the servant of the Lord Jesus Christ and  

 brother of James 

Final lines          a) stనం కU\న స9:శ:రుడు వకOu మ�Sనుంను?   

 మహత:ముంను? బలముంను? స�:నుంను? XHnడుంను? 
 Tంన?1²ంన?1uంC? కUdvండ�వ�ను అvను ॥౨౪ ॥౨౫ ॥ 

                           b) jñānaṃ kaligina sarveśvaruḍu vakariki  

 mahimānuṃnnu mahatvamuṃnnu balamuṃnnu  

 satvānuṃnnu yippuḍuṃnnu yeṃnnaṭikeṃnnaṭikiṃnni 

 kalgivuṃḍḍavalenu avunu ‖ 24 ‖ 25 ‖ 

                           c) To the one wise God, be glory, majesty, power and 

 strength now and for ever. So be it. 24. 25. 
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Lines per page 4-5 
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!
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 31 (G)  

Original title     a) hహంనసు& అ()Ou వa|సంభ_ంa|న Tరు\ంHn hకQ  

 పరమరహసYం కU\న Hస3కము  

            b) yōhaṃnassu anevāriki vaccisaṃbhaviṃccina  

 yerugiṃppu yōkka paramarahasyaṃ kaligina  

 pustakamu 

            c) The Book which contains the secret of the message 

 given to John 

Parallel title  Apocal. 

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Revelation. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రుడు Àగxం�d �jTY =�Yలు తమ PకQ   

 Rలుvండు�ండ�కు చూmంF|టందుJకు 
                           b) sarveśvaruḍu śīgraṃggā rāpoyye kāryālu tama  

 yokka koluvuṃḍugāṃḍlaku cūpiṃcceṭaṃdduku 

                           c) God, to show his servants the things which must 

 soon take place 

Final lines           a) S కర3 అXన T�సు&కుృసు3సు& అయY)O PకQ కృప �   

 అందO�ను కూడ కU\vండ�వ�ను అvను ॥౨౧ ॥  
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                           b) mā karta ayina yejussukṛüstussu ayyavāri yokka 

 kṛpa mī aṃdaritōnu kūḍa kaligivuṃḍḍavalenu avunu ‖ 

 21 ‖ 

                           c) The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all. 

 So be it. 21.  
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!
Shelf-mark TEL 32 (A) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన °తృసు& అ()రు అందJOuంC? )+, అంmnన 

 /ద1 Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina petṛssu anevāru aṃddarikiṃnni 

 vrāśi aṃppina modaṭi nirūpaṃ 
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            c) The First Epistle written by Peter the Apostle and 

 sent to all 

Parallel title  The First Epistle general of Peter translated from the 

 Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin 

 Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Peter, 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (30th Sept. O. S.; 11th Oct. N. S.)  

Initial lines    a) T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O PకQ ఆjస3[ అ()రు� 

 vం� °తృసు&  

                           b) yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka āpostal anevārugā 

 vuṃḍe petṛssu 

                           c) Peter, an apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ 

Final lines           a) కృసు3సు&T�సు& అయY)OMను vం� � అందJOu   

 సSµనం కU\vండ�వ�ను అvను ॥౧౪ ॥  

                           b) kṛstussuyejussu ayyavārilōnu vuṃḍe mī aṃddariki 

 samādhānaṃkaligivuṃḍḍavalenu avunu ‖ 14 ‖ 

                           c) Peace to you all who are in the Lord Christ Jesus. So 

 be it. 14.  
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Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  
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 ms) 
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Number of leaves Total for TEL 32: 1 [title of TEL 32 (A)] + 108 [texts, 

 numbered continuously in Telugu and Grantha, 107 

 and 108 in Grantha only]. An additional leaf (20.5×2.5 

 cm) containing missing text, inserted between leaves 

 numbered 80 and 81.  

 TEL 32 (A):1 [title] + 12 [text, numbered 1-12] + 1 

 [English title, numbered 13] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. First title leaf partly damaged at the right  

 bottom corner 

!
III. Remarks  

!
TEL 32 contains seven texts, (A) to (G).  

On the first leaf which is also the title leaf of TEL 32 (A), a small engraved design in 

right margin. 

On verso of leaf numbered 13, engraved in Latin script: “The First Epistle general of 

PETER translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin 

Schũltze Protestant Missionarÿ 1727. the 11. / 30. of Oct. Sept. Fort St George.” ; and, in 

left margin: “n° 3” and a cross made of four dots. 
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!
Shelf-mark TEL 32 (B)  

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన °తృసు& అ()రు అందJOuంC? )+, అంmnన 

 9ం±� Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina petṛssu anevāru aṃddarikiṃnni 

 vrāśi aṃppina reṃḍḍo nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Second Epistle written by Peter the Apostle and 

 sent to all 
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Parallel title  The Second Epistle general of Peter translated from 

 the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by  

 Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title              Bible. N.T. Peter, 2nd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (3rd Oct. O. S.; 14th Oct. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O PకQ Rలుvడు�డుం(ౖ  

 ఆjస3[ అ()రుం(ౖ vం�� ,�N °తృసు&  

                           b) yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka koluvuḍugāduṃnai 

 āpostal anevāruṃnai vuṃḍḍe śimōn petṛssu 

                           c) Simon Peter, a servant and an apostle of the Lord 

 Jesus Christ 

Final lines           a) _Ou XHnడును? Tంన?1²ంన?1uC? 3̄తxం  

 కU\vండవ�ను అvను ॥౧౮ ॥ 

                           b) viriki yippuḍunnu yeṃnnatikeṃnnaṭikinni stotraṃ 

 kaligivuṃḍavalenu avunu ‖ 18 ‖ 

                           c) To Him be glory both now and forever. So be it. 18.  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 8 (B) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size                            See TEL 32 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 14] + 8 [text, numbered 14-22] + 1 

[English title, numbered 23] 
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Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of leaf numbered 23, engraved in Latin script: “The Second Epistle general of 

PETER translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin 

Schũltze Protestant Missionarÿ 1727 the 14. / 3. of Octob. Fort St George.” ; and, in left 

margin: “n° 3”. 
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 32 (C)  

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన hహంనసు& అ()రు అందJOuంC? )+,  

 అంmnన /ద1 Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina yōhaṃnassu anevāru  

 aṃddarikiṃnni vrāśi aṃppina modaṭi nirūpaṃ 

            c) The First Epistle written by John the Apostle and 

 sent to all 

Parallel title  The First Epistle general of John translated from the 

 Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin 

 Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Epistle of John, 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (6th Oct. O. S.; 17th Oct. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ఆ78 కU\vన?7ం(ౖ !ము _ంన?7ం(ౖ S PకQ కండ��త 

 చూaం7Jం(ౖ  

                           b) ādilo kaligivunnadiṃnai memu viṃnnadiṃnai mā 

 yokka kaṃḍlacāta cūciṃddiṃnai 
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                           c) That which was from the beginning, which we have 

 heard, which we have seen with our eyes 

Final lines           a) hహన?సు& అ()రు T·సుసు& అ( పట«ం8 vం`�  
 )+,-,న /ద1 Cరూపం PకQ ము\ంHn ॥౨౨ ॥ 

                           b) yōhannassu anevāru yephesussu ane paṭṇaṃlo  

 vuṃḍḍi vrāśiveśina modaṭi nirūpaṃ yokka mugiṃppu ‖ 

 22 ‖ 

                           c) The end of the First Epistle written by John from the 

 city of Ephesus. 22. 
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 [English title, numbered 37]  
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!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of leaf numbered 37, engraved in Latin script: “The First Epistle general of 

JOHN translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin 

Schũltze Protestant Missionarÿ 1727. the 17. / 6. of Octob. Fort St George” ; and, in left 

margin: “n° 3”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 32 (D)  

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన hహంనసు& అ()రు అందJOuంC? )+, 

 అంmnన 9ం±� Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina yōhaṃnassu anevāru  

 aṃddarikiṃnni vrāśi aṃppina reṃḍḍo nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Second Epistle written by John the Apostle and 

 sent to all 

Parallel title  The Second Epistle of John translated from the Greec 

 in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin  

 Schultze 

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Epistle of John, 2nd. Telugu  

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (6th Oct. O. S.; 17th Oct. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ము,U)9ౖన hహంనసు& gలుసుRపడ� అమ{కు  

                           b) muśilivāraina yōhaṃnassu telusukopaḍḍa ammaku 

                           c) John, the elder, to the elect lady 

Final lines           a) gలుసుRపడ�]ౖG C~కూ�H1zనqC PకQ ¹���లు �కు 
 _ంత3 _ంత3 Sటలు FపnమC FmnGరు అvను ॥౧౩ ॥  

                           b) telusukopaḍḍadainā nitokūḍāpuṭṭinadāni yokka  

 biḍḍelu mīku viṃtta viṃtta māṭalu ceppamani  

 ceppināru avunu ‖ 13 ‖ 

                           c) The children of your elect sister ask to convey their 

 greetings to you. So be it. 13.  
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Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 8 (D) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist 

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size  See TEL 32 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 38] + 2 [text, numbered 39-40] + 1 

 [English title, numbered 41]  

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of leaf numbered 41, engraved in Latin script: “The Second Epistle of JOHN 

translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schũltze 

Protestant Missionarÿ 1727. the 17 / 6 of Octob. Fort St George” ; and, in left margin: “n° 

3”. 
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 32 (E)  

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన hహంనసు& అ()రు అందOuంC? )+, 

 అంmnన మూ± Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina yōhaṃnassu anevāru  

 aṃdarikiṃnni vrāśi aṃppina mūḍo nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Third Epistle written by John the Apostle and 

 sent to all 
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Parallel title  The Third Epistle of John translated from the Greec in 

 the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                  Bible. N.T. Epistle of John, 3rd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (7th Oct. O. S.; 18th Oct. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ము,U)�ౖన hహంనసు&� vం�� (ను  

                           b) muśilivāḍaina yōhaṃnassugā vuṃḍḍe nenu 

                           c) I, John, the elder 

Final lines           a) º?�తు�ౖన)ండ�ను °రు°రు�ను _ంత3 Sటలు Fపnం`� ॥
 ౧౫ ॥  

                           b) snehitulainavāṃḍlanu peruperugānu viṃtta māṭalu 

 ceppaṃḍḍi ‖ 15 ‖ 

                           c) Greet the friends by name. 15.  
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III. Remarks  
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!
On verso of leaf numbered 45, engraved in Latin script: “The Third Epistle of JOHN 

translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schũltze 

Protestant Missionarÿ 1727. the 18. / 7. of Octob. Fort St George” ; and, in left margin:  

“n° 3”. 
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 32 (F)  

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన యూదసు& అ()రు అందJOuంC? )+, 

 అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina yūdassu anevāru aṃddarikiṃnni 

 vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Jude the Apostle and sent to 

 all 

Parallel title  The General Epistle of Jude translated from the Greec 

 in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin  

 Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Jude. Telugu 
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Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (7th Sept. O. S.; 18th Oct. N. S.)  

Initial lines    a) T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O PకQ Rలుvడు�డుం(ౖ  

 V£బుసు& అ()O PకQ స½దరుడుం(ౖ vం� యూదసు& 
                           b) yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka koluvuḍugāḍuṃnai 

 yākōbussu anevāri yokka sahōdaruḍuṃnai vuṃḍe  

 yūdassu 

                           c) Jude, the servant of the Lord Jesus Christ and  

 brother of James 

Final lines           a) stనం కU\న స9:శ:రుడు వకOu మ�Sనును?  
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 మహత:మును? బలమును? స�:నుంను? XHnడుంను?  
 Tంన?1²ంన?1u కU\vండ�వ�ను అvను ॥౨౪ ॥౨౫ ॥ 

                           b) jñānaṃ kaligina sarveśvaruḍu vakariki  

 mahimānunnu mahatvamunnu balamunnu  

 satvānuṃnnu yippuduṃnnu yeṃnnaṭikeṃnnaṭiki  

 kaligivuṃḍḍavalenu avunu || 24 || 25 || 

                           c) To the one wise God, be glory, majesty, power and 

 strength now and for ever. So be it. 24. 25. 
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!
On verso of leaf numbered 51, engraved in Latin script: “The General Epistle of JUDE 

translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schũltze 

Protestant Missionarÿ 1727 the 18 / 7 of Octob. Fort St George” ; and, in left margin: “n° 

3”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 32 (G) 

Original title     a) hహంనసు& అ()Ou వa|సంభ_ంa|న TO\ంHn PకQ 

 పరమరహసYం కU\న Hస3కం  

            b) yōhaṃnassu anevāriki vaccisaṃbhaviṃccina  

 yerigiṃppu yokka paramarahasyaṃ kaligina pustakaṃ 

            c) The Book which contains the secret of the message 

 given to John 

Parallel title  The Revelation of St John the Divine translated from 

 the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by  

 Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Revelation. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (23rd Oct. O. S.; 3rd Nov. N. S.)  

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రుడు ,ఘxం� �jTY =�Yలు తమ PకQ  

 Rలుvడు�ండ�కు చూmంF|టందుQ�ను  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍu śighraṃgā rāpoyye kāryālu tama  

 yokka koluvuḍugāṃḍlaku cūpiṃcceṭaṃdkugānu 

                           c) God, to show his servants the things which must 

 soon take place  

Final lines           a) S కర3 అXన T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O PకQ కృప �  

 అందJOu�ను కూ� కU\vండ�వ�ను అvను ॥౨౧ ॥  

                           b) mā karta ayina yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka kṛpa 

 mī aṃddarikitōnu kūḍā kaligivuṃḍḍavalenu avunu ‖ 21 

 ‖ 

                           c) The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all. 

 So be it. 21. 
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Text complete Yes 
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 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
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Material Palm-leaf 

Size                           See TEL 32 (A)  
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Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of leaf numbered 108, engraved in Latin script: “The REVELATION of St 

JOHN the Divine translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ 

Benjamin Schũltze Protestant Missionarÿ 1727 the 3. / 23. of Nov. Octob. Fort St 

George”; and, in left margin: “n° 3”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 33 (A) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన hహంనసు& అ()రు అందJOuంC? )+, 

 అంmnన /ద1 Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina yōhaṃnassu anevāru  

 aṃddarikiṃnni vrāśi aṃppina modaṭi nirūpaṃ 
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            c) The First Epistle written by John the Apostle and 

 sent to all 

Parallel title  The First Epistle General of John translated from the 

 Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin 

 Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Epistle of John, 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date     1727 (6th Oct. O. S.; 17th Oct. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ఆ78 కU\vంన?7ం(ౖ !ము _ంన?7ం(ౖ S PకQ  

 కండ��త చూaం7J(ౖ  

                           b) ādilo kaligivuṃnnadiṃnnai memu viṃnnadiṃnnai 

 mā yokka kaṃḍlacāta cūciṃddinai 

                           c) That which was from the beginning, which we have 

 heard, which we have seen with our eyes 

Final lines           a) hహన?సు& అ()రు T·నుసు& అ( పట?ం8 vం`�   

 )+,-,న /ద1 Cరూపం PకQ ము\ంHn ॥౨౨ ॥  

                           b) yōhannassu anevāru yephenussu ane paṭṇaṃlo  

 vuṃḍḍi vrāśiveśina modaṭi nirūpaṃ yokka mugiṃppu ‖ 

 22 ‖ 

                           c) The end of the First Epistle written by John from the 

 city of Ephesus.22. 
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Text complete Yes 
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 Library: Cod. Teling. V 8 (C) (same date as that of this 
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Name of the copyist  

!
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Material Palm-leaf  

Size (for the whole manuscript)  44×3×1.3 cm 

Number of leaves Total for TEL 33: 1 [title of TEL 33 (A)] + 21 [texts]  

 TEL 33 (A): 1 [title, numbered 23] + 13 [text,  

 numbered 24-36] + 1 [English title, numbered 37]  

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
TEL 33 contains three texts, (A) to (C). 

On verso of leaf numbered 37, engraved in Latin script: “The First Epistle general of 

JOHN translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin 

Schultze protestant Missionary 1727. the 17 / 6 of Octob. Fort St George.” 

TEL 33 (A-C) is in continuation of TEL 35 and TEL 28 and continues in TEL 34 

(consecutive foliation). Same handwriting as TEL 34 and TEL 35. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 33 (B) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన hహంనసు& అ()రు అందJOuంC? )+, 

 అంmnన 9ం±� Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina yōhaṃnassu anevāru  

 aṃddarikiṃnni vrāśi aṃppina reṃḍḍo nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Second Epistle written by John the Apostle and 

 sent to all 

Parallel title  The Second Epistle of John translated from the Greec 

 in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin  

 Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Epistle of John, 2nd. Telugu 

Author  
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Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (6th Oct. O. S.; 17th Oct. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ము,U)9ౖన Pహను?సు& gలుసు&Rపడ� అమ{కు  

                           b) muśilivāraina yohannussu telussukopaḍḍa ammaku 

                           c) John, the elder, to the elect lady 

Final lines          a) gలుసుRపడ�]ౖG C~కూ�H1zన)C PకQ ¹డ�లు �రు 
 _ంత3 _ంత3 Sటలు FపnమC FmnGరు అvను ॥౧౩ ॥  

                           b) telusukopaḍḍadainā nitokūḍāpuṭṭinavāni yokka  

 biḍḍalu mīru viṃtta viṃtta māṭalu ceppamani  

 ceppināru avunu ‖ 13 ‖ 

                           c) The children of your elect sister ask to convey their 

 greetings to you. So be it. 13.  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 8 (D) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf  

Size  See TEL 33 (A)  

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 38] + 2 [text, numbered 39-40] + 1 

 [English title, numbered 41]  

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
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On verso of leaf numbered 41, engraved in Latin script: “The Second Epistle of JOHN 

translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze 

protestant Missionary 1727 the 17 / 6 of Octob. Fort St George.”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 33 (C)  

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన hహంనసు& అ()రు అందJOuంC? )+,  

 అంmnన మూ± Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina yōhaṃnassu anevāru  

 aṃddarikiṃnni vrāśi aṃppina mūḍo nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Third Epistle written by John the Apostle and 

 sent to all 

Parallel title  The Third Epistle of John translated from the Greek in 

 the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Epistle of John, 3rd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (7th Oct. O. S.; 18th Oct. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ము,U)�ౖన Pహంనసు&� vం�� (ను  

                           b) muśilivāḍaina yohaṃnassugā vuṃḍḍe nenu 

                           c) I, John, the elder 

Final lines           a) º?�తు�ౖన)ండ�కు °రు°రు�ను _ంత3 _ంత3 Sటలు Fపnం`� 
 ॥౧౫ ॥  

                           b) snehitulainavāṃḍlaku peruperugānu viṃtta viṃtta 

 māṭalu ceppaṃḍḍi ‖ 15 ‖ 

                           c) Greet the friends by name. 15. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 
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Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 8 (E) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size                            See TEL 33 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 42] + 2 [text, numbered 43-44] + 1 

 [English title, numbered 45] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of leaf numbered 45, engraved in Latin script: “The Third Epistle of JOHN 

translated from the Greek in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze 

protestant Missionarÿ 1727. the 18 / 7 of Octob. Fort St George.”.  
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 34 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన యూదసు& అ()రు అందJOuంC? )+, 

 అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina yūdassu anevāru aṃddarikiṃnni 

 vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Jude the Apostle and sent to 

 all 

Parallel title  The Third Epistle of Jude translated from the Greec in 

 the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze 
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Authority title                Bible. N.T. Jude. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (7th Oct. O. S.; 18th Oct. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O PకQ Rలుvడు�డుం(ౖ  

 VRబుసు& అ()O PకQ స½దరుడుం(ౖ vం��  
 యూదసు&  

                           b) yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka koluvuḍugāḍuṃnai 

 yākobussu anevāri yokka sahōdaruḍuṃnai vuṃḍḍe 

 yūdassu 

                           c) Jude, the servant of the Lord Jesus Christ and  

 brother of James 

Final lines           a) stన కU\న స9:శ:రుడు వకOu మ�Sనుంను?  
 మహత:ముంను? బలముంను స�:నుంను? XHnడుంను  
 Tంన?1²ంన?1u కU\vండ�వ�ను అvను ॥౨౪ ॥౨౫ ॥ 

                           b) jñāna kaligina sarveśvaruḍu vakariki  

 mahimānuṃnnu mahatvamuṃnnu balamuṃnu  

 satvānuṃnnu yippuḍuṃnu yeṃnnaṭikeṃnnaṭiki  

 kaligivuṃḍavalenu avunu ‖ 24 ‖ 25 ‖ 

                           c) To the one wise God, be glory, majesty, power and 

 strength now and for ever. So be it. 24. 25. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 8 (F) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf  
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Size  44×3×0.3 cm  

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 46] + 3 [text, numbered 47-49] + 1 

 [English title, numbered 50]  

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of leaf numbered 50, engraved in Latin script: “The Third Epistle of JUDE 

translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze 

protestant Missionarÿ 1727. the 18. / 7. of Octob. Fort St George.” 

TEL 34 is in continuation of TEL 35, TEL 28 and TEL 33 (A-C) (consecutive foliation). 

Same handwriting as TEL 33 and TEL 35. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 35 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన °తృసు& అ()రు అందJOuంC? )+, అంmnన 

 /ద1 Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina petṛssu anevāru aṃddarikiṃnni 

 vrāśi aṃppina modaṭi nirūpaṃ 

            c) The First Epistle written by Peter the Apostle and 

 sent to all 

Parallel title  The First Epistle general of Peter translated from the 

 Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin 

 Schultze 

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Peter, 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (30th Sept. O. S.; 11th Oct. N. S.) 
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Initial lines    a) T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O PకQ ఆjస3[ అ()రు� 

 vం�� °తృసు&  

                           b) yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka āpostal anevārugā 

 vuṃḍḍe petṛssu 

                           c) Peter, an apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ 

Final lines           a) కృసు3సు&T�సు& అయY)O 8ను vం�� � అందJOu   

 సSµనం కU\vండ�వ�ను అvను  

                           b) kṛstussuyejussu ayyavāri lonu vuṃḍḍe mī aṃddariki 

 samādhānaṃ kaligivuṃḍḍavalenu avunu 

                           c) Peace to you all who are in the Lord Christ Jesus. So 

 be it  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 8 (A) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf  

Size  43.5×2.8×0.7cm  

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 11 [text, numbered 1-11) + 1 (English title, 

 numbered 12)  

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. Title leaf folded about to break. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of leaf numbered 12, engraved in Latin script: “The First Epistle general of 

PETER translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin 

Schultze protestant Missionarÿ 1727. the 11 / 30 of Oct. Sept. Fort St George.” 
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TEL 35 continues in TEL 28, TEL 33 (A-C) and TEL 34 (consecutive foliation). Same 

handwriting as TEL 33 and TEL 34. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 36 

Original title     a)  

            b)  

            c) Warugische Vocabula... 

            d) Telugu Vocabulary 

Parallel title  Warugische Vocabula 

Authority title  Schultze, Benjamin, 1689-1760. Warugische Vocabula. 

Telugu 

Author Benjamin Schultze 

Translator  

Language Telugu and Tamil 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) స:రdం పxజలు స:చÃం స�:ంత�YB  

                           b) svargaṃ prajalu svacchaṃ sarvāṃtaryāmi 

                           c) Heaven, people, pure, present in every being 

Final lines          a) hగY=లం -ద�Wులు �యÄరం పOF7  

                           b) yōgyakālaṃ vedasākṣulu rāyabhāraṃ paricedi 

                           c) appropriate time, witness of Truth, to send message  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Not known 

Editions and other known copies  

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 
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Material Palm-leaf  

Size 42-44×2.5-3.5×9 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [German title] + 5 [blank, the first two numbered 156 

 and 157] + 157 [text, 1-157] + 1 [blank, numbered 

 158]. 2 additional and shorter leaves containing  

 missing text, numbered 137 and 138 and inserted  

 between 136 and 137. 

Lines per page 7 lines, 5 to 6 columns 

Condition Good. Leaves of uneven format. Leaf between 87 and 

 88 is numbered 85.  

     

III. Remarks  

On the German title leaf, in red ink: “Warugische Vocabula, welche in den übersetzten 

Bücher gebrauchet worden und im geschriebenen Dictionario Telugo-Tamulo Biblico 

vorkommen.”  

This manuscript also contains some Tamil words in Tamil script. 

The entries of this vocabulary match several sections of the “Vocabularium Telugo-

Tamulo Biblicum” (Francke Foundations manuscript AFSt J 66, unfoliated). For example, 

the entries of fol. 154-157 of TEL 36 correspond to the “Srimgaravanam” (Arndt’s 

Paradiesgärtlein) section in AFSt J 66. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 37 

Original title     a) gలుగు)CuC? అరవ)CuC? న`F పxసంగం  

            b) teluguvānikinni aravavānikinni naḍice prasaṃgaṃ 

            c) Dialogue between a Telugu and a Tamil 

Parallel title  Ein Gespräch zwischen einen Malabaren und Warugen 

 wegen Verbrennung des Pabsts Bild in Madras,  

 Warugisch 
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Authority title  Schultze, Benjamin, 1689-1760. Ein Gespräch  

 zwischen einen Malabaren und Warugen. Telugu 

Author Benjamin Schultze 

Translator  

Language Telugu 

Date 1736, 24th Oct. (N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ౧-gలుగు)డు-Å½X TB _ంత3 (1u  

 వa|jTY)ండ� సంద` TB  

                           b) 1- teluguvāḍu- vohōyi yemi viṃtta neṭiki  

 vaccipoyyevāṃḍla saṃdaḍi yemi 

                           c) 1- Teluguman- What is this commotion that people 

 are coming and going today? 

Final lines          a) (ను Xం1u }దును  

                           b) nenu yiṃṭiki pōdunu 

                           c) I am going home  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies  

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

Material Palm-leaf  

Size  43.5×3×1 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 20 [text] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “the 24 Octob. N. st. 1736.  Fort St 

George.”; and, in left margin: “A.”.  
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On title leaf, in red ink: “Ein Gespräch zwischen einen Malabaren und Warugen wegen 

Verbrennung des Pabsts Bild in Madras, Warugisch”. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 38 

Original title     a) gలుగు)CuC? అరవ)CuC? న`F పxసంగం  

            b) teluguvānikinni aravavānikinni naḍice prasaṃgaṃ 

            c) Dialogue between a Telugu and a Tamil 

Parallel title  Ein Gespräch zwischen einem Malabaren und Warugen 

 wegen Verbrennung des Pabsts Bild in Madras,  

 Warugisch 

Authority title  Schultze, Benjamin, 1689-1760. Ein Gespräch  

 zwischen einen Malabaren und Warugen. Telugu 

Author Benjamin Schultze 

Translator  

Language Telugu 

Date 1736, 24th Oct. (N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ౧ - gలుగు)డు - Å½X TB _ంత3 (1u  

 వa|ÆTY)ండ� సంద` TB  

                           b) 1- teluguvāḍu- vohōyi yemi viṃtta neṭiki  

 vacciboyyevāṃḍla saṃdaḍi yemi 

                           c) 1- Teluguman- What is this commotion that people 

 are coming and going today? 

Final lines           a) (ను Xం1u jదును  

                           b) nenu yiṃṭiki podunu 

                           c) I am going home  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies  
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Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf  

Size 43.5×3×1.2 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 20 [text] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “the 24. Octob. N. st. 1736. Fort St 

George”; and in left margin: “B.”.  

In left margin of recto of title leaf, engraved: “śrī”. 

On verso of last leaf, in red ink: “Ein Gespräch zwischen einem Malabaren und Warugen 

wegen Verbrennung des Pabsts Bild in Madras, Warugisch.”  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 39 

Original title     a) gలుగు)CuC? అరవ)CuC? న`F పxసంగం  

            b) teluguvānikinni aravavānikinni naḍice prasaṃgaṃ 

            c) Dialogue between a Telugu and a Tamil 

Parallel title  Ein Gespräch zwischen einen Malabaren und Warugen 

 wegen Verbrennung des Pabsts Bild ins Madras,  

 Warugisch 

Authority title  Schultze, Benjamin, 1689-1760. Ein Gespräch  

 zwischen einen Malabaren und Warugen. Telugu 

Author Benjamin Schultze 

Translator  
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Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) ౧ gలుగు)డు Å½X TB _ంత3 (1u వa|}TY)ండ� 
 సంద` TB  

                           b) 1 teluguvāḍu vohōyi yemi viṃtta neṭiki  

 vaccipōyyevāṃḍla saṃdaḍi yemi 

                           c) 1- Teluguman- What is this commotion that people 

 are coming and going today? 

Final lines           a) (ను Xం1u }దును  

                           b) nenu yiṃṭiki pōdunu 

                           c) I am going home  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies  

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 45.8×3×1 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 19 [text] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On recto of title leaf, below the title, in red ink: “Ein Gespräch zwischen einen Malabaren 

und Warugen wegen Verbrennung des Pabsts Bild ins Madras, Warugisch.” 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 
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!
Shelf-mark TEL 40 

Original title     a) అఇk మంతxం PకQ _స3OంHn  

            b) aïdo maṃtraṃ yokka vistariṃppu 

            c) Explanation of the fifth chapter  

Parallel title  Explicatio Doctrinæ Christianæ Secundum Ordinem 

 quinque Capitum Catechismi, ex Tamulo in Linguam 

 Telugicam versa a Benjamino Schultzio 

Authority title  Schultze, Benjamin, 1689-1760. [Perspicua explicatio 

 doctrinae christianae]. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1728, 28th Aug. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రుడు ఆనea|న eరువచనం PకQ మ�మ బXలు 
 F� సంÇపం [= p. 4]  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍu ānaticcina tiruvacanaṃ yokka mahima 

 bayilu ceśe saṃkṣepaṃ 

                           c) A summary revealing the greatness of the Holy  

 Word given by God 

Final lines           a) stన ఆకUదmn�ను jTY -ళ8 అం� అ7 eసుRవచు|ను
 [= p. 279] 
                           b) jñāna ākalidappigānu poyye veḷalo aṃtā adi  

 tisukovaccunu 

                           c) You can partake in it whenever you are spiritually 

 hungry  

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Ed.: Perspicua explicatio doctrinae christianae  

 secundum ordinem quinque capitum Catechismi  

 maioris; ex lingua tamulica in telugicam versa a  
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 Beniamino Schulzio, missionario evangelico. Halae 

 Magdeburgicae 1747. 

  [Telugu title:] aïdo maṃtraṃ yokka vistariṃppu  

 yemaṃṭṭe satyamaina vedaṃlo vuṃḍe jñāna  

 vupadeśālanu saṃkṣepaṃgā cūpiṃcci dāniyokka  

 ardhaṃ ceppina pastakaṃ ite. ālemaṃga anedeśaṃlo 

 vuṃde halle anepaṭṇaṃlo iti avutuṃddi. Shelf-mark at 

 Franckesche Stiftungen: BFSt: 74H17 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 43.5×3×10 cm  

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 199 [text] + 1 [English title]  

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good. English title leaf split in the left side and slightly 

 damaged in the right side with no loss of text. Some 

 leaves damaged at the left bottom edge. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “Explicatio Doctrinæ Christianæ 

Secundum Ordinem quinque Capitum CATECHISMI, ex Tamulo in Linguam Telugicam 

versa a Benjamino Schũltzio, Missionario Evangelico. 1728. die 28. Aug: Fort St. 

George.”; and in left margin: “A.”, above which is engraved “N” (?).  

In left margin of title leaf, engraved: “B.” 

Parallel foliation (in the first 59 leaves) engraved in Arabic numerals followed by the 

Latin letter “b”.  

In right margin of last leaf verso, in faded black ink: “N° 2”. 

!
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!
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 41 

Original title     a) అఇk మం�+ల PకQ _స3OంHn  

            b) aïdo maṃtrāla yokka vistariṃppu 

            c) Explanation of the fifth chapter 

Parallel title  Explicatio Doctrinæ Christianæ Secundum Ordinem 

 quinque Capitum Catechismi, ex Tamulo in Linguam 

 Telugicam versa a Benjamino Schultzio 

Authority title  Schultze, Benjamin, 1689-1760. [Perspicua explicatio 

 doctrinae christianae]. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1728, 28 Aug. 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రుడు ఆనea|న eరువచనం PకQ మ�మ బXలు 
 F� సంÇపం [= p. 4]  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍu ānaticcina tiruvacanaṃ yokka mahima 

 bayilu ceśe saṃkṣepaṃ 

                           c) A summary revealing the greatness of the Holy  

 Word given by God 

Final lines           a) stన ఆకUదmn�ను jTY -ళల8 అం�3 అ7 eసుRవచు|ను 
 [= p. 279] 

                           b) jñāna ākalidappigānu poyye veḷalalo aṃttā adi  

 tisukovaccunu 

                           c) You can partake in it whenever you are spiritually 

 hungry 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Ed.: Perspicua explicatio doctrinae christianae  

 secundum ordinem quinque capitum Catechismi  
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 maioris; ex lingua tamulica in telugicam versa. Halae 

 Magdeburgicae 1747. 

  [Telugu title:] aïdo maṃtraṃ yokka vistariṃppu  

 yemaṃṭṭe satyamaina vedaṃlo vuṃḍe jñāna  

 vupadeśālanu saṃkṣepaṃgā cūpiṃcci dāniyokka  

 ardhaṃ ceppina pastakaṃ ite. ālemaṃga anedeśaṃlo 

 vuṃde halle anepṭaṇaṃlo iti avutuṃddi. Shelf-mark at 

 Franckesche Stiftungen: BFSt: 74H17 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 43×3.2×10 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 1 [blank] + 180 [text] + 1 [English title] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. First and last leaves slightly damaged with no 

loss of text. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
Foliation in Telugu and Grantha. 

On last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “Explicatio Doctrinæ Christianæ Secundum 

Ordinem quinque Capitum CATECHISMI, ex Tamulo in Linguam Telugicam versa a 

Benjamino Schũltzio, Missionario Evangelico. 1728. die 28.Aug: Fort St. George.”. 

On recto of title leaf, trace of a label now missing. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 42 
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Original title     a) ��(?Â ఋy(?Â vంన? q¡¢ అ()రు కలగF,న  

 stనసంÉ�ల PకQ పస3కం  

            b) rājunnai  ṛṣinnai vuṃnna dāphit anevāru  

 kalagaceśina jñānasaṃgītāla yokka pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book of Psalms of knowledge written by David 

 the king and prophet 

Parallel title   

Authority title  Bible. O.T. Psalms. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) Fడ�)ండ� PకQ ఆ8చనకు 8బ` నడవC)డు(?Â  

                           b) ceḍḍavāṃḍla yokka ālocanaku lobaḍi  

 naḍavanivāḍunnai   

                           c) He who does not walk in the counsel of the wicked 

Final lines           a) +¡¢ అ()రు �`న stనసంÉతం ము\,ం7J  

                           b) +phit anevāru pāḍina jñānasaṃgītaṃ mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The Psalms of knowledge sung by David is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 29 (dated 1731, 13th / 24th 

 March) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 47×3.5×16.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 299 [text] 

Lines per page 4-5 
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Condition Good. In the manuscript box, two small fragments 

 from the left margin of the last leaf, one bearing the 

 Arabic number “4” written in ink. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Latin letter “t”.  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 43 

Original title     a) T²�,అ§3కుసు& అ( °రుRCvం� T�§&రకుQ అ()రు 
 )+,న stనం PకQ పస3కం  

            b) yekleśiastikussu ane perukonivuṃḍe yejussirakku 

 anevāru vrāśina jñānaṃ yokka pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book of wisdom written by Jesus Sirach called 

 Ecclesiasticus 

Parallel title  

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Ecclesiasticus. Telugu  

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) T�§&రకుQ అ()O PకQ పస3కం�ద )+యపడ� /ద1 

 /గదల అXం7J Z T�సు& అ()రు §రకుQ  

 అ()O PకQ RSరుడు(?Â 
                           b) yejussirakku anevāri yokka pastakaṃmīda  

 vrāyapaḍḍa modaṭi mogadala ayiṃddi yī yejussu  

 anevāru sirakku anevāri yokka komāruḍunnai 

                           c) This is the first prologue written on the Book of 

 Jesus Sirach. This Jesus is the son of Sirach 
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Final lines           a) అHnడు )రు తమ²ౖన =లం8 �కు ఫలం కటzడ �తురు ॥
 ౩౮ ॥  

                           b) appuḍu vāru tamakaina kālaṃlo mīku phalaṃ  

 kaṭṭaḍa śeturu ‖ 38 ‖ 

                           c) and in his time he will give you your reward. 38.  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete No 

Text complete No 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 34 (dated 1732, 25th March / 

 5th Apr.) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 41×2.5×12.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 229 [text, leaves numbered 223 and 226 

 missing]. 2 additional leaves containing missing text: 

 the first numbered 139 (22×2.6 cm) inserted between 

 leaves numbered 138 and 139; the second numbered 

 184 (31×2.5 cm) between 183 and 184. 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

!
The text starts with two prologues, the first one is about the ancestry of Jesus Sirach, the 

second is the well-known one. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 
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!
Shelf-mark TEL 44 

Original title     a) ��ల PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� 9ం± పస3కం  

            b) rājula yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe reṃḍo  

 pastakaṃ 

            c) The Second Book narrating the history of the Kings  

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Kings, 2nd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) ఆహHn అ()` PకQ మరiCu -నక �అHn అ()ండు� 
 ZసరT[ అ(జనులకు _Ëధం�d /ం`తనము  
 F,Gరు  

                           b) āhappu anevāḍi yokka maraṇāniki venaka mōäppu 

 anevāṃḍlu yīsarayel anejanulaku virodhaṃggā  

 moṃḍitanamu ceśināru 

                           c) Moab rebelled against Israel after the death of Ahab 

Final lines           a) ��ల PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� 9ం± పస3కం ము\,ం7J 
                           b) rājula yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe reṃḍo  

 pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The Second Book narrating the history of the Kings 

 is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 20 (dated 1730, 11th / 22nd 

 June) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 
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!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size 47.5×3.4×7.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 1 [blank] + 126 [text] 

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good  

  

III. Remarks  

!
Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Latin letter “m”. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 45 

Original title     a) hసువ అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) yōsuva anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by Joshua 

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Joshua. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQ Rలుvడు�డఇన �జసు& అ()రు 
 మరiC? jం7న -నక  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokka koluvuḍugāḍaïna mōjassu  

 anevāru maraṇānni poṃdina venaka 

                           c) After the death of Moses the servant of God 

Final lines           a) )O PకQ RSరుడఇన m(?Vసు& అ()Ou TఫరZం 

 అ( పర:తం�ద XయYపడ� స3ళమXన m(Vసు&  
 అ( Bటz8 )OC Ì`a -,Gరు ॥౩౩ ॥ 
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                           b) vāri yokka komāruḍaïna pinneyāssu anevāriki  

 yepharayīṃ ane parvataṃmīda yiyyapaḍḍa staḷamayina 

 pineyāssu ane miṭṭalo vārini pūḍici veśināru ‖ 33 ‖ 

                           c) He was buried on the hill called Phinehas which was 

 given to his son Phinehas on mount Ephraim. 33. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 14 (dated 1729, 15th / 26th 

 Oct.) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 44×2.5×6 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 1 [blank] + 114 [text] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good. Title leaf torn at the right side with no loss of 

 text.  

!
III. Remarks  

  

Trace of a label on the title leaf. 

!
72 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 46 

Original title     a) అఇk మంతxం PకQ _స3OంHn  

            b) aïdo maṃtraṃ yokka vistariṃppu 
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            c) Explanation of the fifth chapter  

Parallel title  

Authority title  Schultze, Benjamin, 1689-1760. [Perspicua explicatio 

 doctrinae christianae]. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రుడు ఆనea|న eరువచనం PకQ మ�మ బయలు 
 F� సంÇపం [= p. 4] 

                           b) sarveśvaruḍu ānaticcina tiruvacanaṃ yokka mahima 

 bayalu ceśe saṃkṣepaṃ 

                           c) A summary revealing the greatness of the Holy  

 Word given by God 

Final lines (on leaf numbered 164)  

 a) �త ఆదం అC Fపnబ` దురుdణమం� ము�\jX � [= p. 

 256]  

                           b) pāta ādaṃ ani ceppabaḍi durguṇamaṃtā muṇigipoyi 

 cā 

                           c) named old Adam, all bad qualities vanishing  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete No 

Text complete No  

Editions and other known copies  Ed.: Perspicua explicatio doctrinae christianae  

 secundum ordinem quinque capitum Catechismi  

 maioris; ex lingua tamulica in telugicam versa. Halae 

 Magdeburgicae 1747. 

  [Telugu title:] aïdo maṃtraṃ yokka vistariṃppu  

 yemaṃṭṭe satyamaina vedaṃlo vuṃḍe jñāna  

 vupadeśālanu saṃkṣepaṃgā cūpiṃcci dāniyokka  

 ardhaṃ ceppina pastakaṃ ite. ālemaṃga anedeśaṃlo 

 vuṃde halle anepṭaṇaṃlo iti avutuṃddi. Shelf-mark at 

 Franckesche Stiftungen: BFSt: 74H17. 
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Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 43.5×3.5×5.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 102 [text]. Leaves 3-10, 13-15, 26-28, 43-47, 

 49-53, 64-65, 96-97, 109, 128-157, 159-160 and leaves 

 after 164 missing. 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. Title leaf broken in left upper corner with no 

 loss of text. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
73 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 47 

Original title     a) ¯8� అ()రు Fmnన )=Yల PకQ jస3కం అXం7J 
           b) solomō anevāru ceppina vākyāla yokka postakaṃ 

 ayiṃddi 

            c) The Book which contains the Proverbs of Solomo 

Parallel title  The Proverbs translated from the Hebrew in the  

 Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Proverbs. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1731 (5th Apr. O. S.; 16th Apr. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) stనమును? చ7_ంచు|ªనును? చ7_ంF|టందు Rసమును? 
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 b) jñānamunnu cadiviṃccuṭānunnu cadiviṃcceṭaṃdu 

 kosamunnu   

                           c) To know wisdom and instruction  

Final lines           a) ¯లు� అ()రు Fmnన )=Yల పస3కం ము\,ం7J  

                           b) solumō anevāru ceppina vākyāla pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The Book which contains the Proverbs of Solomo is 

 ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 30 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 47.6×3×5.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 106 [text] + 1 (blank, unnumbered) + 1  

 [English title]  

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks 

On last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The PROVERBS translated from the Hebrew in 

the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schũltze Protestant Missionarÿ 1731. the 

16 N. / 5 O. of April Fort St George”. 

Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Latin letter “u”. A small 

drawing engraved on English title leaf. 

!
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74 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 48 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన TసZయY అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna yesayīyya anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Isaiah 

Parallel title  The Book of the Prophet Isaieh translated from the 

 Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by  

 Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Isaiah. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1731 (20th June, O. S.; 7th July, N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ఆ/తు& అ()O PకQ కుSరుడఇన TసXయY  

                           b) āmotsu anevāri yokka kumārudaïna yesayiyya 

                           c) Isaiah, the son of Amoz 

Final lines           a) ఋy అXన TసZయ అ()రు )+,న పస3కం ము\ంa| 
 అXం7J  

                           b) ṛṣi ayina yesayīya anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ  

 mugiṃcci ayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by prophet Isaiah is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 35 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 
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Material Palm-leaf  

Size 47×3×12.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 237 [text] + 1 [English title] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good. Last leaf broken in left side.  

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The Book of the Prophet ISAIEH 

translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by — Benjamin Schũltze 

Protestant Missionary the 7.N / 20.O of July June 1731. Fort St George”. 

Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Latin letter “y”. 

!
75 

I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 49 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన TసZయ అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna yesayīya anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Isaiah 

Parallel title  The Book of the Prophet Iesaiah translated from the 

 Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by  

 Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Isaiah. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) ఆ�తు& అ()O PకQ RSరుడఇన TసXయY  

                           b) āmōtsu anevāri yokka komāruḍaïna yesayiyya 

                           c) Isaiah, the son of Amoz 
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Final lines            a) ఋy అఇన TసZయ అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

 ము\,ందXం7J  

                           b) ṛṣi aïna yesayīya anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃdayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by prophet Isaiah is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 35 (dated 1731, 20th June / 7th 

 July) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 46×3×11 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 204 [text, English title on verso of leaf  

 numbered 204]. Two leaves numbered 137. 

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good. Leaves 56-62, 73-77 wormeaten with loss of 

 text. 

!
III. Remarks  

On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The Book of the Prophet IESAIAH 

translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Protestant Missionary. [then empty space left for the date] Fort St George”; and in left 

margin: “C”.  

Also in left margin, in red ink, the Arabic numeral “23”.  

!
76 

!
I. Bibliographical description 
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!
Shelf-mark TEL 50 

Original title     a) ¯8� అ()రు Fmnన )=Yల PకQ పస3కం అXం7J 
           b) solomō anevāru ceppina vākyāla yokka pastakaṃ 

 ayiṃddi 

            c) The Book which contains the Proverbs of Solomon 

Parallel title  The Proverbs translated from the Hebrew in the  

 Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Proverbs. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1731 (5th Apr. O. S.; 16th Apr. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) stనమును? చ7_ంచు|ªనును? చ7_ంF|టందు Rసమును? 
                           b) jñānamunnu cadiviṃccuṭānunnu cadiviṃcceṭaṃdu 

 kosamunnu  

                           c) To know wisdom and instruction  

Final lines           a) ¯లు� అ()రు Fmnన )=Yల పస3కం ము\,ం7J  

                          b) solumō anevāru ceppina vākyāla pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The Book which contains the Proverbs of Solomon 

 is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 30 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf  
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Size 41.8×2.5×5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 96 [text] + 1 [English title] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks 

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The PROVERBS translated from the 

Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schũltze Protestant Missionary 

1731 the 16. N / 5. O of April Fort St George”; and, in left margin: “C”.  

Also in left margin, in red ink, the Arabic numeral: “20”; in right margin a small brown 

label bearing the Arabic numeral “47” (?). 

!
77 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 51 

Original title     a) ZPHn అ()O PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� పస3కం 

            b) yīyoppu anevāri yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe  

 pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book narrating the history of Job 

Parallel title  The Book of Job translated from the Hebrew in the 

 Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Job. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1730 (16th Dec. O. S.; 27th Dec. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ¨తు& అ( ]శం8 వక మనుషుడు కU\vG?డు )O PకQ 

 °రు ZPHn  

                           b) vūtsu ane deśaṃlo vaka manuṣuḍu kaligivunnāḍu 

 vāri yokka peru yīyoppu 
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                           c) There was a man in the country called Uz. His name 

 was Job 

Final lines           a) ZPHn అ()O PకQ పస3కం ము\,ందJXం7J  

                           b) yīyoppu anevāri yokka pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book of Job is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 28 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48×2.8×6 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 104 [text] + 1 [English title] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The Book of JOB translated from the 

Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schũltze Protestant Missionarÿ 

1730 the 27 N / 16. O st. of Decemb. Fort St George”; and, in left margin: “a”; on recto a 

geometrical drawing, also engraved. 

Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Latin letter “s”. 

!
78 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
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Shelf-mark TEL 52 

Original title     a) +…+ q¡¢ అ()రు కలగF,న stనసం\�ల PకQ పస3కం 

           b) +…+ dāphit anevāru kalagaceśina jñānasaṃgitāla 

 yokka pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book of Psalms of knowledge written by David 

 [the king and prophet] 

Parallel title  +...+ms translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or G

 +...+  

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Psalms. Telugu  

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1731 (13th March, O. S.; 24th March, N. S.)  

Initial lines    a) Fడ�)ండ� PకQ ఆ8చనకు 8బ` నడవC)డు(ౖ?  

                           b) ceḍḍavāṃḍla yokka ālocanaku lobaḍi  

 naḍavanivāḍunnai  

                           c) He who does not walk in the counsel of the wicked 

Final lines           a) stనసం\తం ము\,ం7J  

                           b) jñānasaṃgitaṃ mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The Psalms of knowledge is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete No 

Text complete No  

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 29 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf  

Size 44.5×3×12.5 cm 
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Number of leaves 1 [title] + 249 [text, numbered 1-95, (no break of text), 

 97-114, 116-151, 153-[252]] + 1 [English title]. Leaves 

 115 and 152 missing. 

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good. English title leaf broken on both sides with loss 

 of text. Leaves 251 and 252 damaged with loss of text.  

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “+...+MS translated from the Hebrew in 

the Waruga or G+...+ Protestant Missionary 1731. the 24. N. / 13.O. st. of March. Fort St 

G+...+”. 

Two fragments (10×3 cm) bearing Tamil text in the manuscript box. 

!
79 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 53 

Original title     a) ZhHn అ()O PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� పస3కం 

            b) yīyōppu anevāri yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe  

 pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book narrating the history of Job  

Parallel title  The  Book of Job translated from the Hebrew in the 

 Waruga or Gentou language [by] Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title  Bible. O.T. Job. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1730 (16th Dec. O. S.; 27th Dec. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ¨తు& అ( ]శం8 వక మనుషుడు కU\vG?డు )O PకQ 

 °రు ZPHn  
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                           b) vūtsu ane deśaṃlo vaka manuṣuḍu kaligivunnāḍu 

 vāri yokka peru yīyoppu 

                           c) There was a man in the country called Uz. His name 

 was Job 

Final lines           a) ZPHn అ()O పస3కం ము\,ందJXం7J  

                           b) yīyoppu anevāri pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book of Job is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 28 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 43.5×2.5×5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 100 [text] + 1 [English title] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The  Book of JOB translated from the 

Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou language ++ Benjamin Schultze Protestant Missionary 

1730 the 27.N. / 16.O. st of December Fort St G+++++”; a small brown label bearing the 

Arabic numeral “46” hides “by” and the last five letters of “George”. In left margin, 

engraved: “C”. Also in left margin, in red ink, the Arabic numeral “18”. 

!
80 

!
I. Bibliographical description 
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!
Shelf-mark TEL 54 (A) 

Original title     a) ��(ౖ? ఋy(?Â vన? q¡¢ అ()రు కలగF,న stనసం\�ల 

 PకQ పస3కం  

           b) rājunnai ṛṣinnai vunna dāphit anevāru kalagaceśina 

 jñānasaṃgitāla yokka pastakaṃ  

            c) The Book of Psalms of knowledge written by David 

 the king and prophet  

Parallel title  Ein Kurtzer Auszug von Davids schönen Psalmen. 

 Warugisch 

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Psalms. Selections. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) Fడ�)ండ� PకQ ఆ8చనకు 8బ` నడవC)ండు(?Â  
                         b) ceḍḍavāṃḍla yokka ālocanaku lobaḍi  

 naḍavanivāṃḍunnai 
  

                           c) He who does not walk in the counsel of the wicked 

Final lines           a) తరత�లు�ను Tన?1²న?1uC? TలుRG?రు ॥౧౦ ॥
 హ��లూV ॥                        

                         b) taratarālugānu yennaṭikennaṭikinni yelukonnāru ‖ 10 

 ‖ hallelūyā ‖  

                           c) shall reign for ever unto all generations. 10.  

 Hallelujah. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes  

Text complete No 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Complete text in manuscript at  

 Copenhagen, Royal Library: Cod. Teling. V 29 

Name of the copyist  

!
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II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size (For the whole manuscript)  41×2.5×3.8 cm 

Number of leaves Total for TEL 54: 1 [title of TEL 54 (A)] + 72 [texts] 

 TEL 54 (A): 1[title] + 31 [text, numbered 1-31] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good. Last leaf of the manuscript ([72]) broken in left 

 margin with loss of leaf number.  

  

III. Remarks  

!
TEL 54 contains two texts, (A) and (B). 

On recto of title leaf of TEL 54 (A), in red ink: “Ein Kurtzer Auszug von Davids schönen 

Psalmen. Warugisch”. 

!
80 BIS 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 54 (B) 

Original title     a) �జసు& అ()రు )+,-,న /ద1 పస3కం   

            b) mōjassu anevāru vrāśiveśina modaṭi pastakaṃ  

            c) The First Book written by Moses  

Parallel title  

Authority title  Bible. O.T. Genesis. Parts. Telugu;  

 Bible. O.T. Exodus. Parts. Telugu;  

 Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Wisdom of Solomon. Parts 

Telugu;  

 Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Baruch. Parts. Telugu 

  

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 
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Language Telugu 

Date None 

(Genesis 1 begins) Initial lines    a) ఆ78ను స9:శ:రుడు ఆ=శమును? భూBC? కలగF,Gరు 
                           b) ādilonu sarveśvaruḍu ākāśamunnu bhūminni  

 kalagaceśināru 

                           c) In the beginning God created the heaven and the 

 earth  

(Genesis 3.20 ends) Final lines a) సకల!ౖన)Ou తU�� vం�ను ॥౨౦ ॥  

                           b) sakalamainavāriki talligā vuṃḍenu ‖ 20 ‖  

                           c) she is the mother of everybody. 20. 

(Exodus 19.10 begins) Initial lines a) అXనందువల� TUన)రు  

                           b) ayinaṃduvalla yelinavāru  

                           c) so the Lord said  

(Exodus 20.23 ends) Final lines a) బం�రు�త అXGనును? �కు ]వతలు ^య�దు ॥౨౩ 

 ॥ 

                        b) baṃgārucāta ayinānunnu mīku devatalu śāyarādu ‖ 

 23 ‖  

                           c) nor with gold should be made the gods for you. 23.  

(Wisdom of Solomon 13 begins) Initial lines    

 a) స9:శ:రు�? TO© TO²ను RCvం� మనుషుYలందరును? 
                        b) sarveśvaruṇṇi yerige yerikenu konivuṃḍe  

 manuṣyulaṃdarunnu  

                           c) All men, out of the things that are seen to know God 

(Wisdom of Solomon 15 ends) Final lines          

 a) jగ`ంపnడం �కనును? ఆ,�:దం �కనును? vండు�ను ॥౧౯ 

 ॥ 

                        b) pogaḍiṃppaḍaṃ lekanunnu āśirvādaṃ lekanunnu 

 vuṃḍḍunu ‖ 19 ‖ 

                           c) would be without the praise and the blessing. 19.  

(Baruch 6.4 begins) Initial lines a) XHnడును �రు -ం`�తనును? బం�రం�తనును?    
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                        b) yippuḍunu mīru veṃḍicātanunnu 

 baṃgāraṃcātanunnu 

  

                           c) Now, you (will see gods) made of silver and gold 

(Baruch 6.73 ends) Final lines a) దూషiCu దూరం� vందుJరC FmnGరు ॥౭౦ ॥ 

                        b) dūṣaṇāniki dūraṃgā vuṃddurani ceppināru ‖ 70 ‖ 

                           c) said that (he) shall be far from reproach. 70. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes  

Texts complete No 

Editions and other known copies All unpublished. Complete text of Exodus in  

 manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal Library: Cod. Teling. 

 V 10; Wisdom of Solomon in manuscript at  

 Copenhagen, Royal Library: Cod. Teling. V 33; Baruch 

 in manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal Library: Cod. 

 Teling. V 44 (A) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 54 (A) 

Number of leaves TEL 54 (B): 1 [title, numbered 32] + 40 [text,  

 numbered 33-[72]. Leaves 33-44v: Genesis 1-3.20; 

 leaves 44v-50r: Exodus 19.10-20.23; leaves 50r-62r: 

 Wisdom of Solomon 13-15; leaves 62v-[72]: Baruch 

 6.4-6.73.  

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

  

III. Remarks 

!
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81  

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 55 (A) 

Original title    a) యూ7తు3  అ(ఆ! PకQ వర3SGలు బXలు F� పస3కం 

            b) yūdittu aneāme yokka vartamānālu bayilu ceśe  

 pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book narrating the history of Judith 

Parallel title  The Book of Judith and the [this word struck off] that 

 of Esther translated from the Greec in the Waruga or 

 Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Judith. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (17th May, O. S.; 28th May N. S.)  

Initial lines   a) TuQబ�3న అ( పట«ం8 vం`� !7య అ( ]శం)ండ��ద 

 �జYÄరం F,న అ� పÑ సతు3 అ()O PకQ =లం8 

                           b) yekkibattāna ane paṭṇaṃlo vuṃḍḍi  media ane  

 deśaṃvāṃḍlamīda rājyabhāraṃ ceśina ar pak sattu 

 anevāri yokka kālaṃlo 

                           c) In the days of Arphaxad, who reigned over the  

 people of Media from the city of Ecbatane 

Final lines           a) యూ7తు3  అ(ఆ! PకQ వర3SGలు బXలు F,న పస3కం 

 ము\,ందJXం7J  

                           b) yūdittu aneāme yokka vartamānālu bayilu ceśina 

 pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddayiṃddi  

                           c) The Book narrating the history of Judith is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 
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Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 26 (A) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size (for the whole manuscript)  47.3×3×5.5 cm 

Number of leaves Total for TEL 55: 1 [title of TEL 55 (A)] + 106 [texts]. 

 Continuous foliation 

 TEL 55 (A): 1 [title, unnumbered] + 83 [text,  

 numbered 1-83]  

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks 

!
TEL 55 contains two texts, (A) and (B). 

On verso of leaf numbered 106, engraved in Latin script: “The Book of Judith and the 

[this word struck off] that of ESTHER translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou 

Language by Benjamin Schũltze. Protestant Missionary the 28.N. / 17.O. st. of May 1732. 

Fort St George.”; and, in left margin, the Latin letter: “a”.  

On verso of the unnumbered first title leaf, in the left side: “ε E.1”.  

Continuous parallel foliation in (A) and (B), engraved in Arabic numerals, preceded by 

the Greek letter “ε” in (A). 

!
81 BIS  

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 55 (B) 
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Original title    a) Tస3� అ(ఆ/ PకQ పస3కం ~ను Fరవల,ం7� vండును 
            b) yestar ane āmo yokka pastakaṃ tonu  

 ceravalaśiṃdigā vuṃḍunu 

            c) The rest of the chapters of the Book of Esther 

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Rest of Esther. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (17th May, O. S.; 28th May, N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) మÑ kÒయుసు& అ()రు స9:శ:రు`�త 7నులు  
 ^యప`vండునC FmnGరు  

                           b) makdokheyussu anevāru sarveśvaruḍicāta dinulu 

 śāyapaḍivuṃḍunani ceppināru 

                           c) Mardocheus said, God has done these things 

Final lines         a) Tస3� అ(ఆ! PకQ పస3కం~ను Fరవల,న అ���లు 
 ము\,ందJXం7J  

                           b) yesther aneāme yokka pastakaṃtonu ceravalaśina 

 abhisārālu mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

                           c) The rest of the chapters of the Book of Esther is 

 ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 26 (B) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 
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Size See TEL 55 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 84] + 22 [text, numbered 85-106]  

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks 

!
Parallel foliation (continued from (A)) engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the 

Greek letter “ζ”. On title leaf recto: “2.ζ.84.”; on last leaf verso: “ζ.106. 2.” 

!
82 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 56 (A) 

Original title    a) యుÓతు3 అ(ఆ! PకQ వ� త3SGలు బయలు F� పస3కం 

            b) yudīttu aneāme yokka varttamānālu bayalu ceśe 

 pastakaṃ 

           c) The Book of Judith 

Parallel title  The Book of Judith and that of Esther translated from 

 the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by  

 Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Judith. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (17th May, O. S.; 28th May, N. S.) 

Initial lines   a) TuQబ�3న అ( పట?ంM vం`� !7య అ( ]శం)ండ� 
 �ంద �జYÄరం F, అరుపకుQసతు3 అ()O PకQ =లంM 

                           b) yekkibattāna ane paṭnaṃlō vuṃḍḍi media ane  

 deśaṃvāṃḍla mīṃda rājyabhāraṃ ceśi arupakkusattu 

 anevāri yokka kālaṃlō 
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                           c) In the days of Arphaxad, who reigned over the  

 people of Media from the city of Ecbatane 

Final lines        a) యూ7తు3 అ(ఆ! PకQ వ� త3SGలు బXలు F,న 

 పస3కం ము\,ందJXం7J 
                           b) yūdittu aneāme yokka varttamānālu bayilu ceśina 

 pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book of Judith is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 26 (A) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size (for the whole manuscript)  41×3×5.5 cm 

Number of leaves Total for TEL 56: 1 [title of TEL 56 (A), unnumbered] 

 + 106 [texts] 

 TEL 56 (A): 1 [title, unnumbered] + 83 [text,  

 numbered 1-83] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Leaves 1-23, 28-48 wormeaten with loss of text.  

 Leaves 57-60 damaged. 

!
III. Remarks 

!
TEL 56 contains two texts, (A) and (B). 

On verso of leaf numbered 106, engraved in Latin script: “The Book of Judith and that of 

ESTHER translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin 
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Schũltze. Protestant Missionary the 28.N. / 17.O. st. of May 1732. Fort St George.”; and, 

in left margin: “C”. 

Between the 2 lines of the title, in red ink: “40 u. 47”; in right margin, on a small label 

the Arabic numeral “4” written in pencil. 

!
82 BIS 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 56 (B) 

Original title  a) Tస3రు అ(ఆ! PకQ పస3కం�ను Fరవల,ం7J� vండు�ను 
            b) yestaru aneāme yokka pastakaṃtōnu  

 ceravalaśiṃddigā vuṃḍḍunu 

            c) The rest of the chapters of the Book of Esther 

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Rest of Esther. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (17th May, O. S.; 28 May, N. S.) 

Initial lines  a) మÑ rÒయుసు& అ()రు స9:శ:రుం`�త 7నులు  
 ^యప`vండునC FmnGరు  

                           b) makdōkheyussu anevāru sarveśvaruṃḍicāta dinulu 

 śāyapaḍivuṃḍunani ceppināru 

                           c) Mardocheus said, God has done these things 

Final lines     a) ఎస3రు అ(ఆ! PకQ Hస3కం�ను Fరవల,న అ���లు 
 ము\,ందJXం7J  

                           b) estaru aneāme yokka pustakaṃtōnu ceravalaśina 

 abhisārālu mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

                           c) The rest of the chapters of the Book of Esther is 

 ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 
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Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 26 (B) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 56 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 84] + 22 [text, numbered 85-106]  

Lines per page 4 

Condition See TEL 56 (A) 

!
III. Remarks 

!
!
83 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 57 

Original title     a) T²�§అº3Õ అ( °రుRCvం� పxసం\ంF|)9ౖన �లు� 

 అ()O PకQ jస3కం  

            b) yeklesiastes ane perukonivuṃḍe  

 prasaṃgiṃccevāraina sālumō anevāri yokka postakaṃ 

            c) The Book of Solomon the Preacher called  

 Ecclesiastes 

Parallel title  Ecclesiastes or the Preacher translated from the  

 Hebrew in the Waruga or Gen+++ language by  

 Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title               Bible. O.T. Ecclesiastes. Telugu 

Author  
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Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1731 (5th Apr. O. S.; 16th Apr. N. S.)  

Initial lines    a) Tరూస�ం అ( పట«ం8 vన? �Öౖన q¡తు అ()O PకQ 

 RSరుడు� vం� పxసం\ంF|)O PకQ SటలXYం7J  
                           b) yerūsaleṃ ane paṭṇaṃlo vunna rājaina dāphitu  

 anevāri yokka komāruḍugā vuṃḍe prasaṃgiṃccevāri 

 yokka māṭalayyiṃddi 

                           c) The words of the Preacher, the son of David, the 

 king in the city of  Jerusalem  

Final lines           a) పxసం\ంF|)O PకQ పస3కం ము\,ందXం7J  

                           b) prasaṃgiṃccevāri yokka pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃdayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book of the Preacher is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Condition Good  

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 31 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 43×3×2 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 30 [text] + 1 [English title] 

Lines per page 5 

!
III. Remarks  

On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “ECCLESIASTES or the PREACHER 

translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gen+++ language by Benjamin Schũltze. 

Protestant Missionary   1731. the 16.N. / 5.O. st. of April Fort St George.”; and, in left 
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margin: “n° 3”. In left margin and also below the English title, in red ink, the Arabic 

numeral “21”; in the right side, a small brown label that hides the last three letters of the 

word “Gentou” and on which is written the Arabic numeral “15” (?).  

!
84 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 58 

Original title     a) �లు� అ()రు �`న మ¤ vన?తమఇన uర3న PకQ 

 పస3కం  

            b) sālumō anevāru pāḍina mahā vunnatamaïna kirtana 

 yokka pastakaṃ 

            c) The great Song sung by Solomon 

Parallel title  The Song of Solomon translated from the Hebrew in 

 the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Song of Solomon. Telugu  

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1731 (20th Apr. O. S.; 1st May, N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) �లు� అ()రు �`న మ¤ vన?తమఇన uర3న అXం7J 
                           b) sālumō anevāru pāḍina mahā vunnatamaïna kirtana 

 ayiṃddi 

                           c) The great Song sung by Solomon 

Final lines          a) �లు� అ()రు �`న మ¤ vన?తమఇన uర3న PకQ 

 పస3కం ము\,ం7J  

                           b) sālumō anevāru pāḍina mahā vunnatamaïna kirtana 

 yokka pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The great Song sung by Solomon is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 
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Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 32 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size 47.5×3×1.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 22 [text, English title on verso of leaf  

 numbered 22]  

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of leaf numbered 22, engraved in Latin script: “The SONG of SOLOMON 

translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schũltze 

Protestant Missionarÿ 1731. the 1.N. / 20.O st. of May April Fort St George.”; and, in left 

margin: “a”. Also in left margin, in red ink, the Arabic numeral “22”, and the same 

numeral overwritten in pencil. 

Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Latin letter “x”. 

!
85 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 59 

Original title     a) T²�,అº3Õ అ( °రుRCvం� పxసం\ంF|)9ౖన �లు� 

 అ()O PకQ jస3కం  

            b) yekleśiastes ane perukonivuṃḍe  

 prasaṃgiṃccevāraina sālumō anevāri yokka postakaṃ 
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            c) The Book of Solomon the preacher called  

 Ecclesiastes 

Parallel title  Ecclesiastes or the Preacher translated from the  

 Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by  

 Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title               Bible. O.T. Ecclesiastes. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1731 (5th Apr. O. S.; 16th Apr. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) Tరూస�ం అ( పట«ంM vంన? �జఇన q¡¢ అ()O  

 PకQ RSరుడు� vం� పxసం\ంF|)O PకQ  

 SటలXYం7  

                           b) yerūsaleṃ ane paṭṇaṃlō vuṃnna rājaïna dāphit 

 anevāri yokka komāruḍugā vuṃḍe prasaṃgiṃccevāri 

 yokka māṭalayyiṃdi  

                           c) The words of the Preacher, the son of David, the 

 king in the city of  Jerusalem   

Final lines           a) పxసం\ంF|)O PకQ jస3కం ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) prasaṃgiṃccevāri yokka postakaṃ mugiśiṃdayiṃdi

 c) The Book of the Preacher is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 31 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

   

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48×2.8×2 cm 
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Number of leaves 1 [title] + 39 [text, numbered 1-39) + 1 [English title]  

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

  

III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “ECCLESIASTES or the PREACHER 

translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schũltze 

Protestant Missionarÿ   1731. the 16.N. / 5.O st. of April. Fort St George.”; and, in left 

margin: “a”. 

Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Latin letter “w”. 

!
86 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 60 

Original title     a) �లు� అ()రు �`న మ¤ vన?త!ౖన uర3న PకQ పస3కం 

            b) sālumō anevāru pāḍina mahā vunnatamaina kirtana 

 yokka pastakaṃ 

            c) The great Song sung by Solomon 

Parallel title  The Song of Solomon transl+...+ Language by  

 Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Song of Solomon. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) �లు� అ()రు �`న మ¤ vన?తమXన uర3న అXం7J 
                           b) sālumō anevāru pāḍina mahā vunnatamayina kirtana 

 ayiṃddi 

                           c) The great Song sung by Solomon 
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Final lines           a) �లు� అ()రు �`న మ¤ v+…+  

                           b) sālumō anevāru pāḍina mahāvu+…+ 

                           c) The great Song sung by Solomon  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 32 (1731, 20th April / 1st May) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size 43×3×1 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 17 [text, English title on verso of leaf  

 numbered 17] 

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good. Leaf numbered 17 is half broken and measures 

 19 cm long. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of leaf numbered 17, engraved: “The SONG of SOLOMON transl+...+ 

Language by Benjamin Schũltze Protestant +...+”; and, in left margin: “n°” and “C”. 

A fragment (9×2.5 cm) bearing Tamil text in the manuscript box.  

!
87 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 61 (A) 

Original title     a) ��(?Â ఋy(ౖ? vన? q¡¢ అ()రు కలగF,న stనసం\�ల 

 PకQ పస3కం 
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            b) rājunnai ṛṣinnai vunna dāphit anevāru kalagaceśina 

 jñānasaṃgitāla yokka pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book of Psalms of knowledge written by David 

 the king and prophet  

Parallel title  Ein Kurtzer Auszug von Davids schönen Psalmen. 

 Warugisch 

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Psalms. Selections. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) Fడ�)ండ� PకQ ఆ8చనకు 8బ` నడవC)ండు�(?Â 
                        b) ceḍḍavāṃḍla yokka ālocanaku lobaḍi 

 naḍavanivāṃḍlunnai 

                           c) He who does not walk in the counsel of the wicked 

Final lines          a) తరత�లు�ను Tన?1²న?1uC? TలుRG?రు ॥ 

 హ��లూV ॥౧౦ ॥  

                           b) taratarālugānu yennaṭikennaṭikinni yelukonnāru ‖ 

 hallelūyā ‖ 10 ‖  

                           c) shall reign for ever unto all generations. Hallelujah. 

 10.  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete No 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Complete text in manuscript at  

 Copenhagen, Royal Library: Cod. Teling. V 29 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size (for the whole manuscript)  41.5×2.8×4 cm 

Number of leaves Total for TEL 61: 1 [title of TEL 61 (A)] + 74 [texts] 
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 TEL 61 (A): 1 [title] + 33 [text, numbered 1-33r] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

!
TEL 61 contains two texts, (A) and (B). 

On verso of leaf numbered 74, in red ink: “Ein Kurtzer Auszug von Davids schönen 

Psalmen. Warugisch”; in left margin, in faded black ink: “N° 36”, and in a recent hand, 

written in pencil: “19a”. 

!
87 BIS 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 61 (B) 

Original title     a) �జసు& అ()రు )+,-,న /ద1 పస3కం   

            b) mōjassu anevāru vrāśiveśina modaṭi pastakaṃ  

            c) The First Book written by Moses  

Parallel title  

Authority title  Bible. O.T. Genesis. Parts. Telugu;  

 Bible. O.T. Exodus. Parts. Telugu;  

 Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Wisdom of Solomon. Parts 

 Telugu;  

 Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Baruch. Parts. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

(Genesis 1 begins) Initial lines a) ఆ78ను స9:శ:రుడు ఆ=శమును? భూBC? కలగF,Gరు 
                           b) ādilonu sarveśvaruḍu ākāśamunnu bhūminni  

 kalagaceśināru  
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                           c) In the beginning God created the heaven and the 

 earth  

(Genesis 3.20 ends) Final lines a) సకలమXన)Ou తU�� vండు�ను ॥౨౦ ॥  

                           b) sakalamayinavāriki talligā vuṃḍḍunu ‖ 20 ‖  

                           c) she is the mother of everybody. 20. 

(Exodus 19.10 begins) Initial lines    

 a) అXనందువల� TUన)రు �జసు& అ()Ou Fmnం7   

                           b) ayinaṃduvalla yelinavāru mōjassu anevāriki  

 ceppiṃdi  

                           c) so the Lord said to Moses  

(Exodus 20.23 ends) Final lines  a) బం�రు�త అఇGనును? �కు ]వతలు ^య�దు ॥౨౩ ॥ 

                           b) baṃgārucāta aïnānunnu mīku devatalu śāyarādu ‖ 23

 ‖  

                           c) nor with gold should be made the gods for you. 23. 

(Wisdom of Solomon 13 begins) Initial lines    

 a) స9:శ:రు�? TO© TO²ను RCvం� మనుషుYలందరును? 
                           b) sarveśvaruṇṇi yerige yerikenu konivuṃḍe  

 manuṣyulaṃdarunnu 

                           c) All men, out of the things that are seen to know God 

(Wisdom of Solomon 15 ends) Final lines           

 a) jగ`ంపnడం�కనును? ఆ,�:దం�కనుంను? vండు�ను ॥౧౯ 

 ॥ 

                           b) pogaḍiṃppaḍaṃlekanunnu āśirvādaṃlekanuṃnnu 

 vuṃḍḍunu ‖ 19 ‖  

                           c) would be without the praise and the blessing. 19. 

(Baruch 6.4 begins) Initial lines  a) XHnడును? �రు -ం`�తనును? బం�రు�తనును?   
                         b) yippuḍunnu mīru veṃḍicātanunnu  

 baṃgārucātanunnu  

                           c) Now, you (will see gods) made of silver and gold 

(Baruch 6.73 ends) Final lines   a) దూషiCu దూరం�d vందుJరు అC FmnGరు ॥౭౦ ॥ 

                        b) dūṣaṇāniki dūraṃggā vuṃdduru ani ceppināru ‖ 70 ‖ 

                           c) said that (he) shall be far from reproach. 70. 

Legibility Clear throughout 
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Manuscript complete Yes  

Texts complete No 

Editions and other known copies All unpublished. Complete text of Exodus in  

 manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal Library: Cod. Teling. 

 V 10; Wisdom of Solomon in manuscript at  

 Copenhagen, Royal Library: Cod. Teling. V 33; Baruch 

 in manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal Library: Cod. 

 Teling. V 44 (A) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 61 (A) 

Number of leaves 41 [text, numbered 34-74, title on the verso of leaf 

 numbered 33]. Leaves 34-45v: Genesis 1.1-3.20; leaves 

 45v-51r: Exodus 19.10-20.23; leaves 51r-63r: Wisdom 

 of Solomon 13-15; leaves 63v-74r: Baruch 6.4-6.73. 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

  

III. Remarks  

!
88 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 62 

Original title     a) +ముT[ అ()రు )+,న /ద1 పస3కం  

            b) +muyel anevāru vrāśina modaṭi pastakaṃ 

            c) The First Book written by Samuel 

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Samuel, 1st. Telugu 
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Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) Tఫ�Xం అ( పర:తం8 కU\న �మ�3Xం×¡N అ( 

 పట«ం)రఇన వక మనుషుడు vం�ను  

                           b) yepharāyiṃ ane parvataṃlo kaligina  

 rāmattāyiṃcophin ane paṭṇaṃvāraïna vaka manuṣuḍu 

 vuṃḍenu 

                           c) There was a certain man of the city of  

 Ramathaimzophim in the mountain of Ephraim 

Final lines           a) �ముT[ అ()రు )+,న /ద1 పస3కం ము\,ంద++ 

                           b) sāmuyel anevāru vrāśina modaṭi pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃda++ 

                           c) The First Book written by Samuel is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 17 (dated 1730, 20th Feb. / 3rd 

 March) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 44×3×7 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 140 [text]. Leaf numbered 111 also  

 numbered 112 to rectify error in foliation. An  

 additional leaf containing missing text, numbered 11, 

 inserted between leaves numbered 10 and 11.  

Lines per page 4 
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Condition Good. Title leaf damaged on the left side with loss of 

 text. Leaves numbered 140 and 141 damaged at both 

 ends with loss of text on right side for 140, on both 

 sides for 141. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
Title leaf carries a small brown label bearing the Arabic numeral “ 27” written in pencil. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 63 

Original title     a) �జసు& అ()రు )+,-,న /ద1 పస3కం  

            b) mōjassu anevāru vrāśiveśina modaṭi pastakaṃ  

            c) The First Book written by Moses 

Parallel title  +...+ first Book of Moses called Genesis translated 

 from the Hebrew in the Waruga or ++++++ Language 

 by Benjamin Sch+ltze 

Authority title     Bible. O.T. Genesis. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1728 (3rd Feb. O. S.; 14th Feb. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ఆ78ను స9:శ:రుడు ఆ=శమును? భూBC? కలగF,Gరు 
                           b) ādilonu sarveśvaruḍu ākāśamunnu bhūminni  

 kalagaceśināru 

                           c) In the beginning God created the heaven and the 

 earth 

Final lines           a) �జసు& అ()రు )+,-,న /ద1 పస3కం అXం7J  

                           b) mōjassu anevāru vrāśiveśina modaṭi pastakaṃ  

 ayiṃddi 
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                           c) The First Book written by Moses is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies  

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48.7×3×9.2 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 171 [text, English title on verso of last leaf] 

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good. Leaves [170] and [171] broken in the left end 

 with loss of number and some text. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script:  “ +...+ first Book of MOSES called 

GENESIS translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or ++++++ Language bÿ Benjamin 

Sch+ltze Protestant Missionarÿ. 1728. the 14 / 3 of Febru.   Fort  St. George.”. 

Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Latin letter “a”.  
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 64 

Original title     a) �జసు& అ()రు )+,న మూ± పస3కం  

            b) mōjassu anevāru vrāśina mūḍo pastakaṃ 

            c) The Third Book written by Moses 

Parallel title  The third  Book of Moses, called Leviticus translated 

 from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language 

 by Benjamin Schultze 
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Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Leviticus. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date  1729 (10th May O. S.; 21st May N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రుడు �జసు& అ()OC mUa కూ`వF| గు�రం8 

 నుంa| )O~ను Sª�` Fmnం7  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍu mōjassu anevārini pilici kūḍivacce 

 guḍāraṃlo nuṃcci vāritonu māṭlāḍi ceppiṃdi 

                           c) God called Moses and spoke to him from the tent of 

 meeting 

Final lines           a) �జసు& అ()రు )+,న మూ± పస3కం అXం7J  

                           b) mōjassu anevāru vrāśina mūḍo pastakaṃ ayiṃddi 

                           c) The Third Book written by Moses is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies  Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 11 (same date as that of this 

 ms)  

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 43×3×7 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 1 [blank] + 114 [text] + 1 [English title]. 2 

 additional leaves containing missing text: the first  

 numbered 7 (26.5×2.5) inserted between leaves  

 numbered 7 and 8; the second numbered 84 (18.8×2.7 

 cm) between 83 and 84. 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. Leaves 4-8, 22-30 and 82-94 wormeaten. 
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!
III. Remarks  

!
On last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The third  Book of MOSES, called LEVITICUS 

translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schũltze 

[protest]ant Missionary 1729  the 10.N. / 21.O st. of May. Fort  St. George.”; and, in left 

margin: “n°.2.” and “C”. Also, in red ink, the Arabic numeral “3”. A small brown label 

bearing the Arabic numeral “45” written in pencil hides the word “protestant” of the title.  
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 65 

Original title     a) �జసు& అ()రు )+,న 9ం± పస3కం  

            b) mōjassu anevāru vrāśina reṃḍo pastakaṃ 

            c) The Second Book written by Moses 

Parallel title  The second  Book of Moses, called Exodus translated 

 from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language 

 by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Exodus. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1729 (3rd Apr. O. S.; 14th Apr. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) /ద1 అ��రం VRH అ()O~ను కూడ T\H3సు& అ( 

 ,మకు వa|న ZసరT[ అ( ¹డ�ల PకQ °ళు� అXం7J  
 b) modaṭi abhisāraṃ yākopu anevāritonu kūḍa  

 yegiptussu ane śimaku vaccina yīsarayel ane biḍḍala 

 yokka peḷlu ayiṃddi 

 c) First chapter. These are the names of the children of 

 Israel which came, with Jacob, into the country called 

 Egypt 
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Final lines           a) �జసు& అ()రు )+,న 9ం± పస3కం క�కు ము\�ను  

                           b) mōjassu anevāru vrāśina reṃḍo pastakaṃ kaḍāku 

 mugiśenu 

                           c) The Second Book written by Moses is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 10 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf  

Size 48×3×8.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 170 [text] + 1 [English title] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The second  Book of MOSES, called 

EXODUS translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin 

Schũltze Protestant Missionarÿ 1729. the 14 / 3 of April. Fort  St. George.” ; and, in left 

margin: “a”. 

In left margin of title page, engraved: “B.”.  

In left side of leaf 170, engraved below the text: “n°” and “B.”. 

2 leaves numbered 116 in Telugu foliation.  

Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals followed by the Latin letter “b”.  

!
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!
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 66 

Original title     a) +జసు& అ()రు )+,న మూ± పస3కం  

            b) +jassu anevāru vrāśina mūḍo pastakaṃ  

            c) The Third Book written by Moses 

Parallel title  The third  Book of Moses, called Leviticus translated 

 from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language 

 by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Leviticus. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1729 (10th May O. S.; 21st May N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రుడు �జసు& అ()OC mUa కూ`వF| గు�రం8  

 నుంa| )O~ను Sª�` Fmnం7  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍu mōjassu anevārini pilici kūḍivacce 

 guḍāraṃlo nuṃcci vāritonu māṭlāḍi ceppiṃdi 

                           c) God called Moses and spoke to him from the tent of 

 meeting 

Final lines           a) �జసు& అ()రు )+,న మూ± పస3కం అXం7J  

                           b) mōjassu anevāru vrāśina mūḍo pastakaṃ ayiṃddi 

                           c) The Third Book written by Moses is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 11 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 
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Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48×3×7 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 1 [blank] + 130 [text] + 1 [English title] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good. Title leaf, blank leaf and leaf numbered 1 broken 

 in the left with loss of first letter in title. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The third  Book of MOSES, called 

LEVITICUS translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ 

Benjamin Schũltze Protestant Missionarÿ 1729.  the 10.O. / 21.N. st. of Maÿ Fort  St. 

George.”; and, in left margin: “c” and “d” (or “a”?). 

Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals followed by the Latin letter “c”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 67 

Original title     a) �జసు& అ()రు )+,న 9ం± పస3కం  

            b) mōjassu anevāru vrāśina reṃḍo pastakaṃ 

            c) The Second Book written by Moses 

Parallel title  The Second  Book of Moses, called Exodus translated 

 from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language 

 by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Exodus. Telugu  

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1729 (3rd Apr. O. S.; 14th Apr. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) VRH అ()O~ను కూడ T\Hసు& అ( ,మకు వa|న  

 ZసరT[ అ( ¹డ�ల PకQ °ళు� అXం7  
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                           b) yākopu anevāritonu kūḍa yegipussu ane śimaku 

 vaccina yīsarayel ane biḍḍala yokka peḷlu ayiṃdi 

                           c) First chapter. These are the names of the children of 

 Israel which came, with Jacob, into the country called 

 Egypt 

Final lines           a) �జసు& అ()రు )+,న 9ం± పస3కం క�కు ము\�ను  

                           b) mōjassu anevāru vrāśina reṃḍo pastakaṃ kaḍāku 

 mugiśenu 

                           c) The Second Book written by Moses is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 10 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 42.5×3×8.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 164 [text] + 1 [English title]. 2 additional 

 leaves containing missing text: the first (26.8×2.8 cm) 

 numbered 146 inserted between leaves 145 and 146; 

 the second (27×3 cm) numbered 159 between 159 and 

 160. 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good. Title leaf and leaf numbered 1 broken in right 

 side with loss of text on leaf numbered 1. 

!
III. Remarks 

!
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On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The Second  Book of MOSES, called 

EXODUS translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin 

Schũltze Protestant Missionarÿ 1729 the 14 / 3 of April Fort  St. George.”; and, in left 

margin: “n° 2” and “c”. Also in left margin, in red ink, the Arabic numeral “2”. Trace of a 

small label. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 68 

Original title     a) stనఅదJం /ద1 పస3కం  

            b) jñānaäddaṃ modaṭi pastakaṃ 

            c) The first book of the Mirror of Knowledge  

Parallel title  Arnds. wahre Christenthums Erster Theil 

Authority title                  Arndt, Johann, 1555-1621. Vom wahren Christenthum. 

 1. Buch. Telugu 

Author Johann Arndt 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date  None  

Initial lines    a) మనుషు` 8పల కU\vన? స9:శ:రు` PకQ పxe¹ంబం 

 TదC Tరగవ�ను  

                           b) manuṣuḍi lopala kaligivunna sarveśvaruḍi yokka 

 pratibiṃbaṃ yedani yeragavalenu  

                           c) One should know what the image of God in man is 

Final lines           a) Cజమఇన ux�3ంSరdం PకQ మ�మను gU_�ను  
 చూmంF| stనఅదJం ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) nijamaïna kristāṃmārgaṃ yokka mahimanu  

 telivigānu cūpiṃcce jñānaäddaṃ mugiśiṃdayiṃdi  

                           c) The Mirror of Knowledge which clearly shows the 

 glory of the true Christian way is ended  

Legibility  
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Manuscript complete Yes  

Text complete Book I 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 50 (undated) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 49×2.8×25.8 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 6 [table of contents, numbered 1-6] + 460 

 [text, numbered 1-460]+ 1 [German title] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Numerous leaves attacked by fungus. The leaves of the 

 table of contents are wormeaten, the last one broken 

 into two. Leaves numbered 1-17, 69-113 of the text 

 wormeaten with loss of text; leaf numbered 135 broken 

 in the right corner with loss of text. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved: “Arnds. wahre Christenthums Erster Theil”; and, in left 

margin: “Copie” and “A”; and written in red ink: “Des sel. Arnds wahre Christenthums 

Erster Theil. Warugisch.” 

On all leaves (except title leaf), next to foliation, engraved in Latin script but not 

blackened: “a”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 69 
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Original title     a) Cజ!ౖన ux�3ంSరdం PకQ మ�మను gU_�ను చూmంF| 
 stనఅదJం PకQ మూ± పస3కం8 Xరు-ౖ మూడు అ���లు 
 )+,vండును  

            b) nijamaina kristāṃmārgaṃ yokka mahimanu  

 telivigānu cūpiṃcce jñānaäddaṃ yokka mūḍo  

 pastakaṃlo yiruvai mūḍu abhisārālu vrāśivuṃḍunu 

            c) There are twenty-three chapters in the third book of 

 the Mirror of Knowledge which clearly shows the  

 glory of the true Christian way 

Parallel title  Arnds W. Christ. 3tr theil. Warugicè 

Authority title          Arndt, Johann, 1555-1621. Vom wahren Christenthum. 

 3. Buch. Telugu 

Author Johann Arndt 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) ]ౖవ-తురు�త పx=,ంmnంచ|పడ� మనుషు`u  

                           b) daivaveturucāta prakāśiṃppiṃccapaḍḍa manuṣuḍiki 

                           c) For a person who is enlightened by the divine light 

Final lines          a) stనఅదJం PకQ మూ± �లు ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) jñānaäddaṃ yokka mūḍo pālu mugiśiṃdayiṃdi 

                           c) The third part of the Mirror of Knowledge is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book III 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 52 (undated) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 49×2.8×7 cm 
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Number of leaves 1 [title] + 1 [blank] + 5 [table of contents, numbered 

 1-5] + 168 [text, numbered 1-168] + 1 [German title]. 

 Verso of leaf numbered 167 blank. 

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

!
On recto of title leaf, in left margin, engraved: “N. 1.”; and, below the title: “Arnds W. 

Christ. 3tr theil. Warugicè”.  

On recto of leaf numbered 1 of the text and verso of leaf numbered 168, engraved in left 

margin: “no. 1.”.   

On last leaf, in faded ink: “Des sel Arnds wahre Christenthums Dritter Theil. Warugisch”. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 70 

Original title     a) CజమXన ux�3ంS� గdం hకQ మ�మను gU:�ను  
 చూmంF| stనఅదJం PకQ మూ� పస3కంM Xరు-ౖ మూడు 
 అ���లు )+,vండు�ను  

            b) nijamayina kristāṃmārggaṃ yōkka mahimanu  

 telvigānu cūpiṃcce jñānaäddaṃ yokka mūḍō  

 pastakaṃlō yiruvai mūḍu abhisārālu vrāśivuṃḍunu 

            c) There are twenty-three chapters in the third book of 

 the Mirror of Knowledge which clearly shows the  

 glory of the true Christian way 

Parallel title  Arnds W Christ. 3 Theil Warugicè 

Authority title           Arndt, Johann, 1555-1621. Vom wahren Christenthum. 

 3. Buch. Telugu 

Author Johann Arndt 
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Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) ]ౖవ-లుతురు�త పx=,ంmnంచ|పడ� మనుషు`u  

                           b) daivaveluturucāta prakāśiṃppiṃccapaḍḍa  

 manuṣuḍiki 

                           c) For a person who is enlightened by the divine light 

Final lines           a) CజమXన ux�3ంS� గdం PకQ మ�మను gU_�ను 
 చూmంF| +...+± �లు ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) nijamayina kristāṃmārggaṃ yokka mahimanu  

 telivigānu cūpiṃcce +…+ḍo pālu mugiśiṃdayiṃdi 

                           c) The third part of the Mirror of Knowledge is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book III 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 52 (undated) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 49×3×8.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 5 [table of contents, numbered 1-5] + 156 

 [text, numbered 1-156] + 1 [unnumbered with final 

 lines of the text] 

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good. Last leaf broken in the right end with loss of 

 some letters. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
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On recto of title leaf, engraved, above the title: “Arnds W Christ. 3 Theil Warugicè”; and, 

in left margin: “B”. Also in left margin, in red ink: “XVIII 3”.  

On all leaves (except title leaf), next to foliation, engraved in Latin script: “b”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 71 

Original title     a) Cజ!ౖన ux�3ంSరdం PకQ మ�మను gU_�ను చూmంF| 
 stనఅదJం PకQ మూ± పస3కం8 Xరు-ౖ మూడు అ���లు 
 )+,vండు�ను  

            b) nijamaina kristāṃmārgaṃ yokka mahimanu  

 telivigānu cūpiṃcce jñānaäddaṃ yokka mūḍo  

 pastakaṃlo yiruvai mūḍu abhisārālu vrāśivuṃḍḍunu 

            c) There are twenty-three chapters in the third book of 

 the Mirror of Knowledge which clearly shows the  

 glory of the true Christian way 

Parallel title  +...+ Christenthums dritter Theil 

Authority title            Arndt, Johann, 1555-1621. Vom wahren Christenthum. 

 3. Buch. Telugu 

Author Johann Arndt 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) ]ౖవ-లుతురు�త పx=,ంmnంచ|పడ� మనుషు`u  

                           b) daivaveluturucāta prakāśiṃppiṃccapaḍḍa  

 manuṣuḍiki  

                           c) For a person who is enlightened by the divine light 

Final lines           a) ux�ంS� గdం PకQ మ�మను gU_�ను చూmంF|  
 stనఅదJం hకQ మూ� �లు ము\,ందXం7  
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                           b) krisāṃmārggaṃ yokka mahimanu telivigānu  

 cūpiṃcce jñānaäddaṃ yōkka mūḍō pālu  

 mugiśiṃdayiṃdi 

                           c) The third part of the Mirror of Knowledge which 

 clearly shows the glory of the true Christian way is 

 ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book III 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 52 (undated) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size 49×2.8×9.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 1 [blank] + 5 [table of contents, numbered 

 1-5] + 168 [text, numbered 1-168] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. Leaf numbered 168 broken in the left with loss 

 of text. 

  

III. Remarks  

!
On verso of leaf numbered 168, engraved: “ +...+ Christenthums dritter Theil”; and 

written in red or black ink: “+++ds wahre Christenthums Dritter Theil ins Warugisch”. 

On recto of title leaf, in right margin, engraved: “A”.  

On all leaves (except title leaf), next to foliation, engraved in Latin script: “a”.  
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!
I. Bibliographical description 
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!
Shelf-mark TEL 72 

Original title     a) +...+ PకQ Fల:మXన ,xం�రవనం qC PకQ మూ� 

 �లుM ము°nÂ �ంB{7 జ�లు అ�\ vండును  

                b) +...+ yokka celvamayina śriṃgāravanaṃ dāni yokka 

     mūḍō pālulō muppai tōṃmmidi japālu aṇigi vuṃḍunu 

            c) +...+ the Beautiful Garden. Its third part contains 

 thirty-nine prayers 

Parallel title  +...+ Theil 

Authority title           Arndt, Johann, 1555-1621. Paradiesgärtlein. 3. Buch. 

 Telugu 

Author Johann Arndt 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date June 1740 

Initial lines    a) Mకం PకQ Sయలు పOహOంF| మనసు£సం ^యవల,న 

 జపం /ద17  

                           b) lōkaṃ yokka māyalu parihariṃcce manasukōsaṃ 

 śāyavalaśina japaṃ modaṭidi 

                           c) The first is the prayer for obtaining a mind which 

 discards worldly illusions 

Final lines           a) stనమంతxం PకQ Fల:మXన ,xం�రవనం PకQ మూ� 

 �లు ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) jñānamaṃtraṃ yokka celvamayina śriṃgāravanaṃ 

 yokka mūḍō pālu mugiśiṃdayiṃdi 

                           c) The third part of the Beautiful Garden of spiritual 

 prayers is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete No 

Text complete Book III  

Editions and other known copies  

Name of the copyist  

!
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II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 49×3.2×14.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 1 [blank] + 4 [table of contents, numbered 

 1-4] + 266 [text, leaves 124-127 missing] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Fungus on many leaves. Leaves numbered 219-254 

 wormeaten, 240-241 broken into two; title leaf broken 

 in the left with loss of text; last leaf broken in the left 

 with loss of leaf number. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On recto of title leaf, engraved: “ +...+ Theil ins 30. Juny n. st 1740”.  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 73 

Original title     a) CజమXన ux�3ంS� గdం PకQ మ�మను gU_�ను 
 చూmంF| stనఅదJం PకQ /ద1 పస3కం  

            b) nijamayina kristāṃmārggaṃ yokka mahimanu  

 telivigānu cūpiṃcce jñānaäddaṃ yokka modaṭi  

 pastakaṃ 

            c) The first book of the Mirror of Knowledge which 

 clearly shows the glory of the true Christian way  

Parallel title  Arnds. W. Christ. 1. theil 

Authority title       Arndt, Johann, 1555-1621. Vom wahren Christenthum. 

 1. Buch. Telugu 

Author Johann Arndt 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 
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Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) మనుషు`Mపల కU\vంన? స9:శ:రు` hకQ పxe¹ంబ¥ం 

 TదC Tరగవ�ను  

                           b) manuṣuḍilōpala kaligivuṃnna sarveśvaruḍi yōkka 

 pratibiṃbbaṃ yedani yeragavalenu 

                           c) One should know what the image of God in man is  

Final lines           a) CజమXన ux�3ంS� గdం hకQ మ�మను gU_�ను 
 చూmంF| stనఅదJం ము\,ందXం7J  

                           b) nijamayina kristāṃmārggaṃ yōkka mahimanu  

 telivigānu cūpiṃcce jñānaäddaṃ mugiśiṃdayiṃddi 

                           c) The Mirror of Knowledge which clearly shows the 

 glory of the true Christian way is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book I 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 50 (undated) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 49×2.8×27 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 6 [table of contents, numbered 1-6] + 476 

 [text, numbered 1-476, title also on last leaf] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Several leaves severely damaged. Leaves numbered 

 55-83, 92-96, 131-149, 153-154, 169-181, 286-291, 

 311-329, 416-434 wormeaten.  

!
III. Remarks  

!
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On verso of last leaf, below the title, engraved: “Arnds. W. Christ. 1. theil”.  

Next to foliation, engraved in Latin script: “b” (“B” on leaf numbered 1 of table of 

contents and on verso of leaf numbered 476). 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 74 

Original title     a) Cజ!ౖన uృ�3ం S� గdం PకQ మ�మను gU_�ను  
 చూmంF| stనఅదJం hకQ మూ� పస3కంM Xరు-ౖ మూడు 
 అ���లు )+,vండును  

            b) nijamaina kṛïstāṃmārggaṃ yokka mahimanu  

 telivigānu cūpiṃcce jñānaäddaṃ yōkka mūḍō  

 pastakaṃlō  yiruvaimūḍu abhisārālu vrāśivuṃḍunu 

            c) There are twenty-three chapters in the third book of 

 the Mirror of Knowledge which clearly shows the  

 glory of the true Christian way 

Parallel title  Des sel Arnds wahre Christenthums Dritter Theil.  

 Warugisch 

Authority title       Arndt, Johann, 1555-1621. Vom wahren Christenthum. 

 3. Buch. Telugu 

Author Johann Arndt 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) ]ౖవ-లుతురు�|త పx=,ంmnంచ|పడ� మనుషు`u  

                           b) daivaveluturuccāta prakāśiṃppiṃccapaḍḍa  

 manuṣuḍiki  

                           c) For a person who is enlightened by the divine light 

Final lines          a) CజమXన ux�3ంS� గdం hకQ మ�మను gU_�ను 
 చూmంF| stనఅదJం PకQ మూ� �లు ము\,ందXం7  
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                           b) nijamayina kristāṃmārggaṃ yōkka mahimanu  

 telivigānu cūpiṃcce jñānaäddaṃ yokka mūḍō pālu 

 mugiśiṃdayiṃdi 

                           c) The third part of the Mirror of Knowledge which 

 clearly shows the glory of the true Christian way is 

 ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book III 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 52 (undated) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 49×3.2×9.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 5 [table of contents, numbered 1-5] + 170 

 [text, numbered 1-70] 

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

!
On recto of title leaf, above the title, in red ink: “Des sel Arnds wahre Christenthums 

Dritter Theil. Warugisch”. 

In the manuscript box, a fragment (9×2 cm) in Telugu script from another manuscript. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 75 (A) 
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Original title     a) ఋy అఇన ½�యY అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna hōśeyya anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Hosea 

Parallel title  The 12. Prophets Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jona, 

 Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephania, Haggai,  

 Zecharia, Malachi translated from the Hebrew in the 

 Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title   Bible. O.T. Hosea. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (4th Jan. O. S.; 15th Jan. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) యూద అ( ]శం PకQ ��లXన ¨§యY అ()O   

 PకQనుంను? h�ం అ()O PకQనును? 
                           b) yūda ane deśaṃ yokka rājulayina vūsiyya anevāri 

 yokkanuṃnnu yōtāṃ anevāri yokkanunnu  

                           c) of Uzziah, Jotham, kings of the country called Judah 

Final lines          a) ఋy అఇన ½�యY అ()O PకQ పస3కం ము\,ందJXం7J    
                      b) ṛṣi aïna hōśeyya anevāri yokka pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by prophet Hosea is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 39 (A) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size (for the whole manuscript)  48×3×12 cm 
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Number of leaves Total for TEL 75: 1 [title of TEL 75 (A)] + 1 [blank] + 

 243 [texts, English title on verso of leaf numbered 243] 

 TEL 75 (A): 1 [title] + 1 [blank] + 39 [text, numbered 

 1-39] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good. Title leaf broken in left with no loss of text. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
TEL 75 contains twelve texts, (A) to (L). 

On verso of leaf numbered 243, engraved in Latin script: “The 12. Prophets Hosea, Joel, 

Amos, Obadiah, Jona, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephania, Haggai, Zecharia, Malachi 

translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schũltze 

Protestant Missionarÿ  the 15.N / 4.O st. of Januar. 1732. Fort  St George.”; and, in left 

margin, engraved: “a”. 

Continuous parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Latin letter 

“d”. The letter “d” is followed by letters “a” to “i” in TEL 75 (A) to TEL 75 (I) 

respectively, and by “k” to “m” in TEL 75 (J) to TEL 75 (L) respectively. 

Parallel foliation is preceded by “da” in TEL 75 (A). 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 75 (B) 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన hT[ అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna yōyel anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Joel 

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Joel. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 
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Date 1732 (4th Jan. O. S.; 15th Jan. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) °తు3T[ అ()O PకQ RSరుడXన hT[ అ()Ou  

 స9:శ:రు` PకQ Sట వa|సంభ_ంF|ను  

                           b) pettuyel anevāri yokka komāruḍayina yōyel  

 anevāriki sarveśvaruḍi yokka māṭa  

 vaccisaṃbhaviṃccenu 

                           c) The word of God came to Joel, the son of Pethuel 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన hT[ అ()O PకQ పస3కం  

 ము\,ందXం7J  

                           b) ṛṣi aïna yōyel anevāri yokka pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃdayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by prophet Joel is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 39 (B) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 75 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 40] + 15 [text, numbered 41-55] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks 

!
Parallel foliation preceded by “db”. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 75 (C) 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన ఆ�సు& అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna āmōssu anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Amos 

Parallel title  

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Amos. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (4th Jan O. S.; 15th Jan. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) gRఆ అ( పట«ం8 పసులు!° Kల�)ండ�8పల కU\న  

 ఆ/సు& అ()రు  

                           b) tekoā ane paṭṇaṃlo pasulumepe gollavāṃḍlalopala 

 kaligina āmossu anevāru 

                           c) Amos, who was among the herdsmen of the city of 

 Tekoa 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన ఆ/సు& అ()O PకQ పస3కం ము\,ందJXం7J  
                         b) ṛṣi aïna āmossu anevāri yokka pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by prophet Amos is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 39 (C) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 
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Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 75 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 56] + 32 [text, numbered 57-88] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks 

!
Parallel foliation preceded by “dc”. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 75 (D) 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన Åబ7యY అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna vobadiyya anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Obadiah 

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Obadiah. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (4th Jan. O. S.; 15th Jan. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) Åబ7య అ()Ou వa|న దOశనం అXం7J  

                           b) vobadiya anevāriki vaccina dariśanaṃ ayiṃddi 

                           c) The  vision of  Obadiah 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన Åబ7య అ()O PకQ పస3కం ము\,ం7J  

                           b) ṛṣi aïna vobadiya anevāri yokka pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by prophet Obadiah is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 
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Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 39 (D) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 75 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 89] + 6 [text, numbered 90-95] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

!
Parallel foliation preceded by “dd”. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 75 (E) 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన hG అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna yōnā anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Jonah 

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Jonah. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (4th Jan. O. S.; 15th Jan. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ఆ��X అ()O PకQ RSరుండXన hనసు&   
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 అ()Ou స9:శ:రు` PకQ Sట వa|సంభ_ంa|  
 FmnందXం7  

                           b) āmītāyi anevāri yokka komāruṃḍayina yōnassu 

 anevāriki sarveśvaruḍi yokka māṭa vaccisaṃbhaviṃcci 

 ceppiṃdayiṃdi 

                           c) The word of God came to Jonah the son of Amittai, 

 saying 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన hనసు& అ()O PకQ పస3కం ము\,ం7J  
                           b) ṛṣi aïna yōnassu anevāri yokka pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by prophet Jonah is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 39 (E) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 75 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 96] + 10 [text, numbered 97-106] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

  

III. Remarks 

!
Parallel foliation preceded by “de”. 

!
106 

!
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 75 (F) 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన BఖQ అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna mikhka anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Micah 

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Micah. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (4th Jan. O. S.; 15th Jan. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) యూద అ( ]శం PకQ ��లు అXన h�ం అ()O  

 PకQనును? ఆహసు& అ()O PకQనును? �§QయY  
 అ()O PకQనును? =లంM  

                           b) yūda ane deśaṃ yokka rājulu ayina yōtāṃ anevāri 

 yokkanunnu āhassu anevāri yokkanunnu hiskiyya  

 anevāri yokkanunnu kālaṃlō 

                           c) During the reigns of Jotham, Ahaz and Hezekiah, 

 kings of the country called Judah 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన BఖQ అ()O PకQ పస3కం ము\,ందJXం7J  
                       b) ṛṣi aïna mikhka anevāri yokka pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

 c) The Book written by prophet Micah is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 39 (F) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 
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!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size  See TEL 75 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 107] + 22 [text, numbered 108-130] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

  

III. Remarks 

!
Parallel foliation preceded by “df”. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 75 (G) 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన GØం అ()రు )+,న పస3కం అXం7J  

            b) ṛṣi aïna nāhuṃ anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ ayiṃddi 

            c) The Book written by prophet Nahum  

Parallel title  

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Nahum. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (4th Jan. O. S.; 15th Jan. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) T[ R, అ( ¨రXన GØం అ()రు చూaన దOశనం 

 PకQ పస3కం  

                           b) yelkośi ane vūrayina nāhuṃ anevāru cūcina  

 dariśanaṃ yokka pastakaṃ 

                           c) The Book of the vision of Nahum, resident of the 

 city of Elkosh 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన GØం అ()O PకQ పస3కం ము\,ందXం7J 
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                           b) ṛṣi aïna nāhuṃ anevāri yokka pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃdayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by prophet Nahum is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 39 (G) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 75 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 131] + 10 [text, numbered 132-141] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks 

!
Parallel foliation preceded by “dg”. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 75 (H) 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన ¤బకూQకు అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna hābakkūku anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Habakkuk 

Parallel title  

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Habakkuk. Telugu  
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Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (4th Jan. O. S.; 15th Jan. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ఋy అఇన ¤బకూQకు అ()రు చూaన బరు-ౖన దOశనం 

 అXం7J  

                           b) ṛṣi aïna hābakkūku anevāru cūcina baruvaina  

 dariśanaṃ ayiṃddi 

                           c) The vision of burden seen by prophet Habakkuk 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన ¤బకూకుQ అ()O PకQ పస3కం  

 ము\,ందXం7J  

                           b) ṛṣi aïna hābakūkku anevāri yokka pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃdayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by prophet Habakkuk is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 39 (H) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 75 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 142] + 12 [text, numbered 143-154] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks 

!
Parallel foliation preceded by “dh”. 
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!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 75 (I) 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన g&ÄCయY అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna tsebhāniyya anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Zephaniah 

Parallel title  

Authority title                   

Bible. O.T. Zephaniah. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (4th Jan. O. S.; 15th Jan. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ఆ/N అ()O PకQ RSరుడు� vన? h§యY  
 అ()రు యూద అ( ]శం PకQ ��� vన? =లం8  

                           b) āmon anevāri yokka komāruḍugā vunna yōsiyya 

 anevāru yūda ane deśaṃ yokka rājugā vunna kālaṃlo 

                           c) During the reign of Josiah son of Amon and king of 

 Judah 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన g&ÄCయY అ()O పస3కం ము\,ందXం7J  
                           b) ṛṣi aïna tsebhāniyya anevāri pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃdayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by prophet Zephaniah is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 39 (I) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  
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!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 75 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 155] + 13 [text, numbered 156-168] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

  

III. Remarks 

!
Parallel foliation preceded by “di”. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 75 (J) 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన హ�dX అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna haggāyi anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Haggai 

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Haggai. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (4th Jan. O. S.; 15th Jan. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) qÙ¨సు& అ( �� �జYÄరం F� 9ం± T18 ఆË 

 (ల8 /ద1 g78  

                           b) dārīvūssu ane rāju rājyabhāraṃ ceśe reṃḍo yeṭilo 

 āro nelalo modaṭi tedilo 

                           c) On the first day of the sixth month in the second 

 year of the reign of king Darius 
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Final lines     a) ఋy అఇన హ�dX అ()O PకQ పస3కం ము\,ందJXం7J 
            b) ṛṣi aïna haggāyi anevāri yokka pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

            c) The Book written by prophet Haggai is ended 
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 75 (K) 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన త&కQOయY అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna tsakkariyya anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Zechariah 

Parallel title  
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Authority title                Bible. O.T. Zechariah. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (4th Jan. O. S.; 15th Jan. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) qÙ¨సు& అ()రు �జYÄరం F� 9ం± T18నును? 
 TCBk (ల8  

                           b) dārīvūssu anevāru rājyabhāraṃ ceśe reṃḍo  

 yeṭilonunnu yenimido nelalo 

                           c) In the eighth month of the second year of the reign 

 of king Darius 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన స&కQOయY అ()O PకQ పస3కం  

 ము\,ందJXం7J  

                           b) ṛṣi aïna ssakkariyya anevāri yokka pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by prophet Zechariah is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 75 (L) 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన మలuQయY అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna malakkiyya anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Malachi 

Parallel title  

Authority title               Bible. O.T. Malachi. Telugu         

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (4th Jan. O. S.; 15th Jan. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రుడు ఋy అXన మలuQయY అ()O�త  

 ZసరT[ అ( జనులకు _Ëధం� Fmnన బరు-ౖన దOశనం 

 అXం7J  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍu ṛṣi ayina malakkiyya anevāricāta  

 yīsarayel ane janulaku virodhaṃgā ceppina baruvaina 

 dariśanaṃ ayiṃddi 

                           c) The vision of burden given by God to prophet  

 Malaki against the people of Israel 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన మ¦uయY అ()O PకQ పస3కం  

 ము\,ందJXం7J  

                           b) ṛṣi aïna malākiyya anevāri yokka pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by prophet Malachi  
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Text complete Yes 
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Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  
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!
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 76 (A) 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన ½శయY అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna hōśayya anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Hosea 

Parallel title  The 12. Prophets Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jona, 

 Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zepania, Haggai, Zecharia, 

 Malachi translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or 

 Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title  Bible. O.T. Hosea. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 
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Date 1732 (4th Jan. O. S.; 15th Jan. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) యూద అ( ]శం PకQ ��లXన ¨§యY అ()O   

 P=Qనుంను? h�ం అ()O P=Qనుంను?  

                           b) yūda ane deśaṃ yokka rājulayina vūsiyya anevāri 

 yokkānuṃnnu yōtāṃ anevāri yokkānuṃnnu  

                           c) of Uzziah, Jotham, kings of the country called Judah 

Final lines           a) ఋy అXన ½�యY అ()O PకQ పస3కం  

 ము\,ందXం7J  

                           b) ṛṣi ayina hōśeyya anevāri yokka pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃdayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by the prophet Hosea is ended  
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On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The 12. Prophets Hosea, Joel, Amos, 

Obadiah, Jona, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zepania, Haggai, Zecharia, Malachi translated 

from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schũltze Protestant 

Missionary  the 15 N. / 4 O. st of Jan. 1732. Fort  St George.”; in left margin: “c”. Also on 

verso, under the English title, in red ink: “28 bis 39”. 
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 76 (B) 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన hT[ అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna yōyel anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Joel 

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Joel. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (4th Jan. O. S.; 15th Jan. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) °తు3T[ అ()O PకQ RSరుండXన hT[   

 అ()Ou స9:శ:రు` PకQ Sట వa|సంభ_ంF|ను  

                           b) pettuyel anevāri yokka komāruṃḍayina yōyel  

 anevāriki sarveśvaruḍi yokka māṭa  

 vaccisaṃbhaviṃccenu 

                           c) The word of God came to Joel, the son of Pethuel 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన hT[ అ()O PకQ పస3కం  

 ము\,ందJXం7J  

                           b) ṛṣi aïna yōyel anevāri yokka pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by prophet Joel is ended  
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Manuscript complete Yes 
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Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 39 (B) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
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Lines per page 4 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 76 (C) 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన ఆ�సు& అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna āmōssu anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Amos 

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Amos. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (4th Jan. O. S.; 15th Jan. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ~R) అ( పట«ం8 పసులు!° Kల�)ండ�8పల కU\న  

 ఆ�సు& అ()రు  
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                           b) tekovā ane paṭṇaṃlo pasulumepe gollavāṃḍlalopala 

 kaligina āmōssu anevāru 

                           c) Amos, who was among the herdsmen of the city of 

 Tekoa 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన ఆ�సు& అ()O PకQ పస3కం ము\,ందJXం7J                         
 b) ṛṣi aïna āmōssu anevāri yokka pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

 c) The Book written by prophet Amos 
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!
Shelf-mark TEL 76 (D) 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన Åబ7యY అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna vobadiyya anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 
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            c) The Book written by prophet Obadiah 

Parallel title  

Authority title               Bible. O.T. Obadiah. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (4th Jan. O. S.; 15th Jan. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) Åబ7య అ()Ou వa|న దOశనం అXం7J  

                           b) vobadiya anevāriki vaccina dariśanaṃ ayiṃddi 

                           c) The vision of Obadiah 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన Åబ7య అ()O PకQ పస3కం ము\,ం7J  

                           b) ṛṣi aïna vobadiya anevāri yokka pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by prophet Obadiah is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 39 (D) (same date as that of 
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!
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 76 (E) 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన hG అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna yōnā anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Jonah 

Parallel title  

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Jonah. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (4th Jan. O. S.; 15th Jan. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ఆ��X అ()O PకQ RSరుడXన hనసు&   

 అ()Ou స9:శ:రు` PకQ Sట వa|సంభ_ంa| 
 FmnందXం7  

                           b) āmītāyi anevāri yokka komāruḍayina yōnassu  

 anevāriki sarveśvaruḍi yokka māṭa vaccisaṃbhaviṃcci 

 ceppiṃdayiṃdi 

                           c) The word of God came to Jonah the son of Amittai, 

 saying 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన hనసు& అ()O PకQ పస3కం ము\,ం7J  
                           b) ṛṣi aïna yōnassu anevāri yokka pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by prophet Jonah is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 39 (E) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 

Name of the copyist  
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II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 76 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 103] + 11 [text, numbered 104-114] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

  

III. Remarks  
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 76 (F) 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన BఖQ అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna mikhka anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Micah 

Parallel title  

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Micah. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (4th Jan. O. S.; 15th Jan. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) యూద అ( ]శం PకQ ��లXన h�ం అ()O   

 P=Qనుంను? ఆహసు& అ()O P=Qనుంను?   

 �§QయY అ()O P=Qనుంను? =లం8  

                           b) yūda ane deśaṃ yokka rājulayina yōtāṃ anevāri 

 yokkānuṃnnu āhassu anevāri yokkānuṃnnu hiskiyya 

 anevāri yokkānuṃnnu kālaṃlo 

                           c) During the reigns of Jotham, Ahaz and Hezekiah, 

 kings of the country called Judah 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన BఖQ అ()O PకQ పస3కం ము\,ందJXం7 
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 b) ṛṣi aïna mikhka anevāri yokka pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddayiṃdi 

                           c) The Book written by prophet Micah is ended  
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Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 
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 Library: Cod. Teling. V 39 (F) (same date as that of 
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 76 (G) 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన GØం అ()రు )+,న పస3కం అఇం7J  

            b) ṛṣi aïna nāhuṃ anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ aïṃddi 

            c) The Book written by prophet Nahum  

Parallel title  

Authority title                  Bible. O.T. Nahum. Telugu 

Author  
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Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (4th Jan. O. S.; 15th Jan. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) T[ R, అ( ¨రXన GØం అ()రు చూaన దOశనం 

 PకQ పస3కం  

                           b) yelkośi ane vūrayina nāhuṃ anevāru cūcina  

 dariśanaṃ yokka pastakaṃ 

                           c) The Book of the vision of Nahum, resident of the 

 city of Elkosh 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన నØం అ()O PకQ పస3కం ము\,ందJXం7J 
                           b) ṛṣi aïna nahuṃ anevāri yokka pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by prophet Nahum is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 
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!
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 76 (H) 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన ¤బకూQకు అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna hābakkūku anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Habakkuk 

Parallel title  

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Habakkuk. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (4th Jan. O. S.; 15th Jan. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ఋy అఇన ¤బకూQకు అ()రు చూaన బరు-ౖన దOశనం 

 అXం7J  

                           b) ṛṣi aïna hābakkūku anevāru cūcina baruvaina  

 dariśanaṃ ayiṃddi 

                           c) The vision of burden seen by prophet Habakkuk 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన ¤బకూకుQ అ()O PకQ పస3కం ము\,ం7J  
                         b) ṛṣi aïna hābakkūku anevāri yokka pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddi                           

 c) The Book written by prophet Habakkuk is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 39 (H) (same date as that of 
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Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 153] + 13 [text, numbered 154-166] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 76 (I) 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన g&ÄCయY అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna tsebhāniyya anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Zephaniah 

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Zephaniah. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (4th Jan. O. S.; 15th Jan. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ఆ�N అ()O PకQ RSరుడు� vన? h,యY  
 అ()రు యూద అ( ]శం PకQ ��� vన? =లం8  

                           b) āmōn anevāri yokka komāruḍugā vunna yōśiyya 

 anevāru yūda ane deśaṃ yokka rājugā vunna kālaṃlo 

                           c) During the reign of Josiah son of Amon and king of 

 Judah 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన g&ÄCయY అ()O పస3కం ము\,ందJXం7J  
                           b) ṛṣi aïna tsebhāniyya anevāri pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by prophet Zephaniah is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 
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Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 39 (I) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
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Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 76 (A) 
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Lines per page 4 
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 76 (J) 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన హ�dX అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna haggāyi anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Haggai 

Parallel title  

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Haggai. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (4th Jan. O. S.; 15th Jan. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) qOvసు& అ( �� �జYÄరం F� 9ం± T18 ఆË (ల8 

 /ద1 g78  

                           b) dārivussu ane rāju rājyabhāraṃ ceśe reṃḍo yeṭilo 

 āro nelalo modaṭi tedilo 
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                           c) On the first day of the sixth month in the second 

 year of the reign of king Darius 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన హ�dX అ()O PకQ పస3కం ము\,ందJXం7J 
                           b) ṛṣi aïna haggāyi anevāri yokka pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by prophet Haggai is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 39 (J) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
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Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 182] + 11 [text, numbered 183-193] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  
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!
Shelf-mark TEL 76 (K) 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన త&కQOయY అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna tsakkariyya anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Zechariah 

Parallel title  

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Zechariah. Telugu 
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Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (4th Jan. O. S.; 15th Jan. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) qO¨సు& అ()రు �జYÄరం F� 9ం±� Tం18నును? 
 TC{k (ల8నును?  

                           b) dārivūssu anevāru rājyabhāraṃ ceśe reṃḍḍo  

 yeṃṭilonunnu yenmido nelalonunnu 

                           c) In the eighth month of the second year of the reign 

 of king Darius 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన సకQOయY అ()O PకQ పస3కం  

 ము\,ందJXం7J  

                           b) ṛṣi aïna sakkariyya anevāri yokka pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by prophet Zechariah is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 39 (K) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material    Palm-leaf 

Size     See TEL 76 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 194] + 51 [text, numbered 195-245] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 76 (L) 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన మలuQయY అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna malakkiyya anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Malachi 

Parallel title  

Authority title                  Bible. O.T. Malachi. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (4th Jan. O. S.; 15th Jan. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రుడు ఋy అXన మలuQయY అ()O�త  

 ZసరT[ అ( జనులకు _Ëధం� Fmnన  

 బరువXన దOశనం అXం7J  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍu ṛṣi ayina malakkiyya anevāricāta  

 yīsarayel ane janulaku virodhaṃgā ceppina baruvayina 

 dariśanaṃ ayiṃddi 

                           c) The vision of burden given by God to prophet  

 Malaki against the people of Israel 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన S¦uయY అ()O PకQ పస3కం  

 ము\,ందJXం7J  

                           b) ṛṣi aïna mālākiyya anevāri yokka pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by prophet Malachi is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 39 (L) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 
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Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 76 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 246] + 17 [text, numbered 247-263] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 77 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన qCT[ అ()O PకQ పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna dāniyel anevāri yokka pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Daniel 

Parallel title  The book of Daniel translated from the Hebrew in the 

 Waruga or Gentou language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Daniel. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1731 (16th Nov. O. S.; 27th Nov. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) యూద అ( ]శం PకQ �జXన hయuం అ()రు  
 �జYÄరం F� మూ± T18  

                           b) yūda ane deśaṃ yokka rājayina yōyakiṃ anevāru 

 rājyabhāraṃ ceśe mūḍo yeṭilo 

                           c) In the third year of the reign of Jehoiakim the king 

 of Judah 
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Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన qCT[ అ()O PకQ పస3కం ము\,ం7J  
 అXం7J  

                           b) ṛṣi aïna dāniyel anevāri yokka pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddi 

 ayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by prophet Daniel is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 38 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 47.5×3×4.2 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 81 [text] + 1 [English title] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

  

III. Remarks  

!
On last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The book of DANIEL translated from the Hebrew 

in the Waruga or Gentou language by Benjamin Schũltze Protestant Missionary 1731 the 

27 N. / 16. O. st of Novemb. Fort  St. George”; and, in left margin: “a”. 

Parallel foliation of the main text engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Latin 

letters “Cc”.  
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 78 
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Original title     a) ఋy అఇన qCT[ అ()O PకQ పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna dāniyel anevāri yokka pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Daniel 

Parallel title  The book of Danie [sic] translated from the Hebrew in 

 the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Daniel. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1731 (16th Nov. O. S.; 27th Nov. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) యూద అ( ]శం PకQ �జXన hయuం అ()రు  
 �జYÄరం F� మూ± T18  

                           b) yūda ane deśaṃ yokka rājayina yōyakiṃ anevāru 

 rājyabhāraṃ ceśe mūḍo yeṭilo 

                           c) In the third year of the reign of Jehoiakim the king 

 of Judah 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన qCT[ అ()O PకQ పస3కం ము\,ం7J  
 అXం7J  

                           b) ṛṣi aïna dāniyel anevāri yokka pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddi 

 ayiṃddi                              

 c) The Book written by prophet Daniel is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 38 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size 42×3×4.5 cm 
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Number of leaves 1 [title] + 90 [text] + 1 [English title] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

  

III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The book of DANIE [sic] translated from 

the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schũltze Protestant 

Missionary 1731 the 27 N. / 16 O. st of Novemb. Fort St. George”; and, in left margin: 

“c”. Also in left margin, in red ink, the Arabic numeral “27”. In right margin a small 

brown label bearing the Arabic numeral “20” written in pencil. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 79 

Original title     a) ఋy అXన T9BVY అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna yeremiyyā anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Jeremiah 

Parallel title The book of the Prophet Jeremiah translated from the 

 Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by  

 Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title               Bible. O.T. Jeremiah. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1731 (30th Aug. O. S.; 10th Sept. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ÚN యBN అ( ]శంM కU\న ఆన~¢ అ( పట?ంM vం`� 
 గురుvలMనుంa| H1zన �[ uVY అ()O RSరుండXన 

 T9BVY అ()రు Fmnన SటలXం7J  

                           b) benyamin ane deśaṃlō kaligina ānatot ane paṭṇaṃlō 

 vuṃḍḍi guruvulalōnuṃcci puṭṭina hilkiyyā anevāri 
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 komāruṃḍayina yeremiyyā anevāru ceppina  

 māṭalayiṃddi 

                           c) The words of Jeremiah the son of Hilkiah, of the 

 priests from the city of Anathoth in the land of  

 Benjamin 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన T9BయY అ()రు )+,న పస3కం ము\,ం7J 
                           b) ṛṣi aïna yeremiyya anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by prophet Jeremiah is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 36 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size 47.7×3×14 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 286 [text, numbered 1-286] + 1 [blank] + 1 

 [English title] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good. The title leaf is broken on right side with no loss 

 of text. First five leaves are folded in the right and 

 about to break.  

  

III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The book of the Prophet JEREMIAH 

translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schũltze 
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Protestant Missionary 1731 the 10. N. / 30. O. st of Sept. Aug. Fort  St George”; in left 

margin: “a”; on left side of recto: “287.Z”. 

Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Latin letter “z”.   
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 80 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన T9BయY అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna yeremiyya anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Jeremiah 

Parallel title  The book of the Prophet Jeremiah translated from the 

 Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by  

 Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Jeremiah. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1731 (30th Aug. O. S.; 10th Sept. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) Úం©�N అ( ]శం8 కU\న ఆన~తు3 అ( పట«ం8నుం`�  
 గురుvల8నుంa| H1zన �[ uయY అ()O PకQ  

 RSరుడXన T9BయY అ()రు Fmnన SటలXం7J  
                           b) beṃgemīn ane deśaṃlo kaligina ānatottu ane  

 paṭṇaṃlonuṃḍḍi guruvulalonuṃcci puṭṭina hilkiyya 

 anevāri yokka komāruḍayina yeremiyya anevāru  

 ceppina māṭalayiṃddi 

                           c) The words of Jeremiah the son of Hilkiah, of the 

 priests from the city of Anathoth in the land of  

 Benjamin 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన T9BయY అ()రు )+,న పస3కం ము\,ం7 

                           b) ṛṣi aïna yeremiyya anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃdi 
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                           c) The Book written by prophet Jeremiah is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 36 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 42×2.8×17.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 331[text, English title on verso of last leaf]. 3 

 additional leaves containing missing text: the first  

 numbered 185 (31.5×2.4 cm) inserted between leaves 

 numbered 184 and 185; the second numbered 214  

 (32.5×2 cm) between 213 and 214; the third numbered 

 251 (30×2.8 cm) between 251 and 252.   

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good. Title leaf damaged in the right side with no loss 

 of text.  

!
III. Remarks 

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The book of the Prophet JEREMIAH 

translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schũltze 

Protestant Missionary the 10.N. / 30.O of Sept. Aug. 1731 Fort  St. George.”; and, in left 

margin: “c”. Also in left margin, in red ink, the Arabic numeral “24”. 

!
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!
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 81 

Original title     a) T9BయY అ()రు )+,న పx¦mంHలు PకQ పస3కం  

            b) yeremiyya anevāru vrāśina pralāpiṃpulu yokka 

 pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book of lamentations written by prophet  

 Jeremiah 

Parallel title  The Lamentations of  Jeremiah translated from the 

 Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by  

 Benjamin +++++++ 

Authority title                  Bible. O.T. Lamentations. Telugu  

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1731 (9th Sept. O. S.; 20th Sept. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) జనుల PకQ L�ళం�త °దJ7� vన? పట«ం Tª�  
 vత37� vండునూ  

                           b) janula yokka herāḷaṃcāta peddadigā vunna paṭṇaṃ 

 yeṭlā vuttadigā vuṃḍunū 

                           c) How does the city lay deserted, that was great, full 

 of people 

Final lines           a) T9BయY అ()రు )+,న పx¦mంHలు PకQ పస3కం  

 ము\,ం7J  

                           b) yeremiyya anevāru vrāśina pralāpiṃpulu yokka 

 pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The lamentations written by prophet Jeremiah is 

 ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V [45] (in the box numbered 
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 Cod. Teling. V 42, which also contains the ms Cod. 

 Teling. V [42]) (same date as that of this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size 42.2×3×1.8 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 28 [text] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

  

III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The Lamentations of  JEREMIAH 

translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin [Schultze] 

Protestant Missionary 1731 the 20 N / 9 O st. of Sept. 1731. Fort  St. George”; in left 

margin: “c”. Also, in red ink, the Arabic numeral “25” written four times in various 

places; a small brown label hiding the word “Schultze” and bearing the Arabic numeral 

“59” written in pencil. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 82 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన TºuT[ అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna yesekiyel anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Ezekiel 

Parallel title  The book of the Prophet Ezekiel, translated from the 

 Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by  

 Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Ezekiel. Telugu 
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Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1731 (30 October O. S.; 10th November N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ము·ౖhY T18నును? GలుK (ల8నును? అఇk   

 g78నును? సంభ_ంa|ం7 Tమంw  

                           b) muphaiyyō yeṭilonunnu nālugo nelalonunnu aïdo 

 tedilonunnu saṃbhaviṃcciṃdi yemaṃṭe 

                           c) That which happened in the thirtieth year, in the 

 fourth month, in the fifth day 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన Tº&uT[ అ()రు )+,న పస3కం అXం7J 
                           b) ṛṣi aïna yessekiyel anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ  

 ayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by prophet Ezekiel is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 37 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 47.5×3×14 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 265 [text, English title on verso of leaf  

 numbered 265] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good. Title leaf broken on the right side with no loss 

 of text. Leaf numbered 265 split with no loss of text.  

!
III. Remarks  
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!
On verso of leaf numbered 265, engraved in Latin script: “The book of the Prophet 

EZEKIEL, translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin 

Schultze. Protestant Missionary 1731 the 10.N / +0.O st. Nov. Octob. Fort St. George”; 

and, in left margin: “a”.  

Parallel foliation of the text engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Latin letters 

“bb”.  
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 83 

Original title     a) ఋy అఇన Tº&uT[ అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) ṛṣi aïna yessekiyel anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by prophet Ezekiel 

Parallel title  The book of the Prophet Ezekiel, translated from the 

 Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by  

 Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Ezekiel. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1731 (30th Oct. O. S.; 10th Nov. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ము·ౖhY Tం18నుంను? GలుK (ల8నును? అXr 

 g78నును? సంభ_ంa|ం7 Tమంw 

 b) muphaiyyō yeṃṭilonuṃnnu nālugo nelalonunnu 

 ayidō tedilonunnu saṃbhaviṃcciṃdi yemaṃṭe 

                           c) That which happened in the thirtieth year, in the 

 fourth month, in the fifth day 

Final lines           a) ఋy అఇన Tº&uT[ అ()రు )+,న పస3కం అXం7J 
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                           b) ṛṣi aïna yessekiyel anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ  

 ayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by prophet Ezekiel is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 37 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 42.3×3×15.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 284 [text, numbered 1-284] + 1 [English 

 title, unnumbered]. 4 additional leaves containing  

 missing text: the first numbered 39 (31.8×2.5 cm)  

 inserted between leaves numbered 39 and 40; the  

 second numbered 47 (30×2.5 cm) between 47 and 48; 

 the third numbered 209 (32.8×2.5 cm) between 209 

 and 210; the fourth numbered 278 (28.5×2.5) between 

 277 and 278.  

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The book of the Prophet EZEKIEL, 

translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schũltze 

Protestant Missionary 1731 the 10.N / 30.O st. Nov. Octob. Fort  St. George”; and, in left 

margin: “c”. Also in left margin, in red ink, the Arabic numeral “26”. 
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!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 84 

Original title     a) Cజ!ౖన uృ�3ంS� గdం PకQ మ�మను gU_�ను  
 చూmంF| stనఅదJం PకQ 9ం± పస3కంM  

 అ�\vం� V�ౖ TCB7 అ����  

            b) nijamaina kṛïstāṃmārggaṃ yokka mahimanu  

 telivigānu cūpiṃcce jñānaäddaṃ yokka reṃḍo  

 pastakaṃlō aṇigivuṃḍe yābhai yenimidi abhisārāle 

            c)  Fifty-eight chapters contained in the second book of 

 the Mirror of Knowledge which clearly shows the  

 glory of the true Christian way  

Parallel title  Arnds W Christenth 2 Theil 

Authority title       Arndt, Johann, 1555-1621. Vom wahren Christenthum. 

 2. Buch. Telugu 

Author Johann Arndt 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) జన{�పం PకQ ÛదమXన7ం(ౖ మరiC? �F�7ం(ౖvం�  

                           b) janmapāpaṃ yokka chedamayinadiṃnai maraṇānni 

 rāceśediṃnaivuṃḍe 

                           c) The damnable and deadly poison of original sin 

Final lines           a) +...+ gU_�ను చూmంF| stనఅదJం hకQ 9ం�� పస3కం 

 ము\,ం7J  

                           b) +...+ telivigānu cūpiṃcce jñānaäddaṃ yōkka  

 reṃḍḍō pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The second book of +...+ which clearly shows the 

 glory of the true Christian way is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 
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Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book II 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 51 (undated) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 49.8×3.3×39.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 1 [blank] + 8 [table of contents, numbered 

 1-8] + 726 [text, numbered 1-726] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. Leaves numbered 114-116, 221-222, 237-241, 

 563-567, 634-641, 687-698, 725, 726 wormeaten; a 

 fragment (9.3×1.6 cm) of leaf numbered 726 in the 

 manuscript box. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On recto of title leaf, below the title, engraved: “Warugicè” and “Arnds W Christenth 2 

Theil”; in left margin: “B”. Also, both in left margin and below the title, in red ink: 

“XVIII 2”.  

“b” engraved in leaf margin, next to Telugu foliation.  
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 85 

Original title     a) T²�,అసు3కుసు& అ( °రుRCvం� T�§&రకుQ అ()రు  
 )+,న stనం PకQ పస3కం  
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            b) yekleśiästukussu ane perukonivuṃḍe yejussirakku 

 anevāru vrāśina jñānaṃ yokka pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book of wisdom written by Jesus Sirach called 

 Ecclesiasticus 

Parallel title  Jesus Sirach translated from the Greec into  the Waruga 

 or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Ecclesiasticus. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (25th March O. S.; 5th Apr. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) T�§&రకుQ అ()O PకQ పస3కం�ద )+యపడ� /ద1  

 /గదల అXం7J Z T�సు& అ()రు ÜరకుQ  

 అ()O PకQ RSరుడు(?Â  

                           b) yejussirakku anevāri yokka pastakaṃmīda  

 vrāyapaḍḍa modaṭi mogadala ayiṃddi yī yejussu  

 anevāru sīrakku anevāri yokka komāruḍunnai 

                           c) This is the first prologue written on the Book of 

 Jesus Sirach. This Jesus is the son of Sirach 

Final lines           a) T�§&రకుQ అ()రు )+,న పస3కం అXం7J  

                           b) yejussirakku anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ ayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book of Jesus Sirach is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 34 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 
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Size 47.5×3.2×10.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 218 [text, English title on verso of leaf  

 numbered 218] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

  

III. Remarks  

!
On verso of leaf numbered 218, engraved in Latin script: “Jesus SIRACH translated from 

the Greec into  the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schũltze Protestant 

Missionary the 5.N. / 25.O. st. of April March 1732. Fort  St. George”; and, in left margin: 

“a”.  

In the left side of verso of title page, engraved: “ 1. β”.  

Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Greek letter “β”. 

The text starts with two prologues, the first one is about the ancestry of Jesus Sirach, the 

second being the well-known one.  
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 86 

Original title     a) �¹యY అ()O PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� పస3కం  

            b) tōbiyya anevāri yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe  

 pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book narrating the history of Tobit 

Parallel title  Tobiah translated from the Greec in  the Waruga or 

 Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Tobit. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 
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Date 1732 (27th Apr. O. S.; 8th May N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ~¹యY అ()O PకQ సS��లను బయలు F� పస3కం 

 అXం7J  

                           b) tobiyya anevāri yokka samācārālanu bayalu ceśe 

 pastakaṃ ayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book narrating the history of Tobit 

Final lines           a) ~¹యY అ()O PకQ పస3కం ము\,ం7J  

                           b) tobiyya anevāri yokka pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The Book of Tobit is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 25 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48×3.5×3 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 1 [blank] + 55 [text, English title on verso of 

 leaf numbered 55] 

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good  

  

III. Remarks  

!
On verso of leaf numbered 55, engraved in Latin script: “TOBIAH translated from the 

Greec in  the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schũltze Protestant Missionary  

the 8. / 27. of May N. April O. st. 1732. Fort  St George”; and, in left margin: “a”. 

Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Greek letter “δ”.  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 87 

Original title     a) �¹యY అ()O PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� పస3కం  

            b) tōbiyya anevāri yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe  

 pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book narrating the history of Tobit 

Parallel title  Tobiah translated from the Greec in  the Waruga or 

 Gentou language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                  Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Tobit. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (27th Apr. O. S.; 8th May N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) �¹యY అ()O PకQ సS��లను బXలు F� పస3కం 

 అXం7J  

                           b) tōbiyya anevāri yokka samācārālanu bayilu ceśe 

 pastakaṃ ayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book narrating the history of Tobit 

Final lines           a) ~¹యY అ()O PకQ పస3కం ము\,ం7J  

                           b) tobiyya anevāri yokka pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The Book of Tobit is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 25 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 
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Material Palm-leaf 

Size                                             40.5×2.8×3 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 52 [text] + 1[English title] 

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “TOBIAH translated from the Greec in  

the Waruga or Gentou language by Benjamin Schũltze Protestant Missionary  the 8 / 27 

of May N. April O. st. 1732. Fort  St George”; and, in left margin: “c”.  

Also in left margin, in red ink, the Arabic numeral “42”.  

On verso of leaf numbered 52, to the right side of Telugu text, in black ink, a proper 

name and a date: “+arl +ossmann +++++++ 1833”.  
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 88 (A) 

Original title     a) ÝరుకుQ అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) bārukku anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by Baruch 

Parallel title  Baruch, Epistola or Jeremiæ, Triumvirorum  

 hymnologia, historia or Sosannæ item Belis et  

 Draconis translated from the Greec in  the Waruga or 

 Gentou language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title               Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Baruch. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (2nd June O. S.; 13th June N. S.) 
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Initial lines    a) అXk T18నును? T± (ల8నును? క[ ]య అ( 

 ]శం)ండు�  

                           b) ayido yeṭilonunnu yeḍo nelalonunnu kaldeya ane 

 deśaṃvāṃḍlu 

                           c) The residents of Chaldea, in the seventh month of 

 the fifth year 

Final lines           a) ÝరుకుQ అ()O PకQ పస3కం ము\,ందXం7J  

                           b) bārukku anevāri yokka pastakaṃ mugiśiṃdayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book of Baruch is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 44 (A) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48×3.4×3.4 cm 

Number of leaves Total for TEL 88: 1 [title of TEL 88 (A)] + 72 [texts, 

 English title on verso of leaf numbered 72] 

 TEL 88 (A): 1 [title, numbered 1] + 24 [text, numbered 

 2-25] 

Lines per page 4  

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

!
TEL 88 contains five texts, (A) to (E). 

On verso of leaf numbered 72, engraved in Latin script: “Baruch, Epistola Jeremiæ, 

Triumvirorum hymnologia, historia Sosannæ item Belis et Draconis translated from the 
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Greec in  the Waruga or Gentou language by Benjamin Schũltze Protestant Missionary  

1732. the 2.O. / 13.N. st. of Juny. Fort  St. George.”; and, in left margin: “a”. 

Continuous parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by a Greek letter, 

“θ” to “μ” respectively for TEL 88 (A) to TEL 88 (E). 

Parallel foliation preceded by “θ” in TEL 88 (A). 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 88 (B) 

Original title     a) T9BయY అ()రు )+,న Cరూపం  

            b) yeremiyya anevāru vrāśina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Jeremiah 

Parallel title  

Authority title              Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Epistle of Jeremiah. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (2nd June O. S.; 13th June N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రుడు T9BయY అ()Ou కUnంa|నª�©  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍu yeremiyya anevāriki kalpiṃccinaṭlāge  

                           c) As God commanded Jeremiah  

Final lines           a) T9BయY అ()రు )+,న Cరూపం ము\,ం7J  

                           b) yeremiyya anevāru vrāśina nirūpaṃ mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The Epistle written by Jeremiah is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 44 (B) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 

Name of the copyist  
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!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 88 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 26] + 13 [text, numbered 27-39]  

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks 

!
Parallel foliation, engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Greek letter “I”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 88 (C) 

Original title     a) చూళ8vన? ముగుdరు F,న 3̄తxం PకQ Sటలు అXం7J 
            b) cūḷalovunna mugguru ceśina stotraṃ yokka māṭalu 

 ayiṃddi 

           c) The Words of Praise of the three who were in the 

 furnace 

Parallel title  

Authority title    Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Song of the Three Children. 

 Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (2nd June O. S.; 13th June N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) _ండు� s:ల PకQ నడమను ప�రు F, స9:శ:రు`�ద �` 

                          b) viṃḍlu jvāla yokka naḍamanu  pacāru ceśi  

 sarveśvaruḍimīda pāḍi 
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                           c) They walked in the midst of the fire, praising God 

Final lines           a) చూళ8vన? ముగుdరు F,న 3̄తxం PకQ Sటలు  
 ము\,ందXం7J  

                           b) cūḷalovunna mugguru ceśina stotraṃ yokka māṭalu 

 mugiśiṃdayiṃddi 

                           c) The Words of Praise of the three who were in the 

 furnace is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 44 (C) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 88 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 40] + 10 [text, numbered 41-50]  

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

!
Parallel foliation, engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Greek letter “κ”.  

The text begins with the Prayer of Azariah.  
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 88 (D) 
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Original title     a) సూసన? అ(ఆ! PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� ఖబురు  
            b) sūsanna aneāme yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe  

 khaburu 

            c) The Account narrating the history of Susanna  

Parallel title  

Authority title              Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. History of Susanna. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (2nd June O. S.; 13th June N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) Ý¹MN అ( పట«ం8 వక మనుషుడు )స!ౖ vG?రు )O 

 PకQ °రు hఅuం  

                           b) bābilōn ane paṭṇaṃlo vaka manuṣuḍu vāsamai  

 vunnāru vāri yokka peru yōäkiṃ 

                           c) There is in the city of Babylon, a man named  

 Joachim 

Final lines           a) సూసన? అ(ఆ! PకQ వర3Sనం ము\,ందJXం7J  

                           b) sūsanna aneāme yokka vartamānaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

                           c) The Account narrating the history of Susanna is 

 ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 44 (D) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 88 (A) 
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Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 51] + 11 [text, numbered 52-62]  

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

  

III. Remarks 

!
Parallel foliation preceded by the Greek letter “λ”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 88 (E) 

Original title     a) Ú[ అ( _గxహం PకQనును? q+RQ అ( �ము  
 PకQనును? వర3SGC? బXలు F� ఖబురు  

            b) bel ane vigrahaṃ yokkanunnu drākko ane pāmu 

 yokkanunnu vartamānānni bayilu ceśe khaburu 

            c) The Account of the history of the idol Bel and the 

 snake Drako 

Parallel title  

Authority title               Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Bel and the Dragon. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (2nd June O. S.; 13th June N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ��� vన? అ§3య\సు& అ()రు తమ PకQ  

 �తము�3తల~ను కూరు|Rపడ� -నక 

                           b) rājugā vunna astiyagissu anevāru tama yokka  

 tātamuttātalatonu kūrcukopaḍḍa venaka  

                           c) After king Astyages was gathered to his fathers 

Final lines           a) Ú[ అ( _గxహం h=Qనును? q+RQ అ( �ము  
 P=Qనును? వర3Sనం బXలు F,న ఖబురు  
 ము\,ందXం7J  
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                           b) bel ane vigrahaṃ yōkkānunnu drākko ane pāmu 

 yokkānunnu vartamānaṃ bayilu ceśina khaburu  

 mugiśiṃdayiṃddi 

                           c) The Account of the history of the idol Bel and the 

 snake Drako is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 44 (E) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 88 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 63] + 9 [text, numbered 64-72]  

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

  

III. Remarks  

!
Parallel foliation preceded by the Greek letter “μ”. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 89 (A) 

Original title     a) ÝరుకుQ అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) bārukku anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by Baruch 
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Parallel title  Baruch, Epistola Jeremiæ, Triumvirorum hymnologia, 

 historia Sosannæ item Belis et Draconis translated 

 from the Greec in  the Waruga or Gentou language by 

 Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Baruch. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (2nd June O. S.; 13th June N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) అXr Tం1Mనుంను? T� (లMనుంను? క[ ]య అ( 

 ]శం)ండు�  

                           b) ayidō yeṃṭilōnuṃnnu yeḍō nelalōnuṃnnu kaldeya 

 ane deśaṃvāṃḍlu  

                           c) The residents of Chaldea, in the seventh month of 

 the fifth year 

Final lines           a) ÝరుకుQ అ()O PకQ పస3కం ము\,ందXం7J  

                           b) bārukku anevāri yokka pastakaṃ mugiśiṃdayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book of Baruch is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 44 (A) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size (for the whole manuscript) 40.8×3×4.2 cm 

Number of leaves Total for TEL 89: 1 [title of TEL 89 (A)] + 72 [texts, 

 English title on verso of leaf numbered 72]  
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 TEL 89 (A): 1 [title] + 24 [text]. An additional leaf 

 numbered 18 (23.8×3 cm) containing missing text  

 inserted between leaves numbered 18 and 19. 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

!
TEL 89 contains five texts, (A) to (E). 

On verso of leaf numbered 72, engraved in Latin script: “Baruch, Epistola Jeremiæ, 

Triumvirorum hymnologia, historia Sosannæ item Belis et Draconis translated from the 

Greec in  the Waruga or Gentou language by Benjamin Schũltze Protestant Missionary  

1732. the 2.O. / 13 N. st. of Juny Fort  St. George.”; and in left margin: “c”. Arabic 

numerals in red ink above several words: “44” (above Baruch), “25 (?)” [sic] (above 

Jeremiæ), “52 (above Triumvirorum), “48” (above Sosannæ),  “49” (above Belis) and 

“50” (above Draconis).  
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 89 (B) 

Original title     a) T9Bయ అ()రు )+,న Cరూపం  

            b) yeremiya anevāru vrāśina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Jeremiah 

Parallel title  

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Epistle of Jeremiah. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (2nd June O. S.; 13th June N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రుండు T9BయY అ()Ou కUnంa|నట�© 
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                           b) sarveśvaruṃḍu yeremiyya anevāriki  

 kalpiṃccinaṭlage  

                           c) As God commanded Jeremiah  

Final lines           a) T9BయY అ()రు )+,న Cరూపం ము\,ం7J  

                           b) yeremiyya anevāru vrāśina nirūpaṃ mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The Epistle written by Jeremiah is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 44 (B) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See 89 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 13 [text]  

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 89 (C) 

Original title     a) చూళM vన? ముగుdరు F,న ¬3తxం PకQ Sటలు అXం7J 
            b) cūḷalō vunna mugguru ceśina stōtraṃ yokka māṭalu 

 ayiṃddi 
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            c) The Words of Praise of the three who were in the 

 furnace 

Parallel title  

Authority title                          Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Song of the Three Children. 

 Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (2nd June O. S.; 13th June N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) _ండు� s:ల PకQ నడమను ప�రు F, స9:శ:రుం`�ద 

 �`  

                           b) viṃḍlu jvāla yokka naḍamanu pacāru ceśi  

 sarveśvaruṃḍimīda pāḍi 

                           c) They walked in the midst of the fire, praising God  

Final lines           a) చూళM vన? ముగుdరు F,న ¬3తxం PకQ Sటలు  
 ము\,ందJXం7J  

                           b) cūḷalō vunna mugguru ceśina stōtraṃ yokka māṭalu 

 mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

                           c) The Words of Praise of the three who were in the 

 furnace is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 44 (C) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size See 89 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 10 [text]  
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Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

  

III. Remarks  

!
The text begins with the Prayer of Azariah.  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 89 (D) 

Original title     a) సూసన? అ(ఆ! PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� ఖబురు  
            b) sūsanna aneāme yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe  

 khaburu 

            c) The Account narrating the history of Susanna  

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. History of Susanna. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (2nd June O. S.; 13th June N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) Ý¹MN అ( పట?ంM వక మనుషుYండు )స!ౖ vG?రు )O 

 PకQ °రు hఅuం  

                           b) bābilōn ane paṭnaṃlō vaka manuṣyuṃḍu vāsamai 

 vunnāru vāri yokka peru yōäkiṃ 

                           c) There is in the city of Babylon, a man named  

 Joachim 

Final lines           a) సూసన? అ(ఆ! PకQ వర3Sనం ము\,ందJXం7J  

                           b) sūsanna aneāme yokka vartamānaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

                           c) The Account narrating the history of Susanna is 

 ended  
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Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 44 (D) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See 89 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 12 [text]  

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 89 (E) 

Original title     a) Ú[ అ( _గxహం PకQనుంను? q+RQ అ( �ము   

 PకQనును? వర3SGC? బయలు F� ఖబురు  

            b) bel ane vigrahaṃ yokkanuṃnnu drākko ane pāmu 

 yokkanunnu vartamānānni bayalu ceśe khaburu 

            c) The Account of the history of the idol Bel and the 

 snake Drako 

Parallel title  

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Bel and the Dragon. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 
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Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (2nd June O. S.; 13th June N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ��� vంన? అ§3య\సు& అ()రు తమ PకQ   

 �తము�3తల�ను కూరు|£పడ� -నక  

                           b) rājugā vuṃnna astiyagissu anevāru tama yokka  

 tātamuttātalatōnu kūrcukōpaḍḍa venaka 

                           c) After king Astyages was gathered to his fathers 

Final lines           a) Ú[ అ( _గxహం h=Qనును? q+RQ అ( �ము  
 P=Qనుంను? వర3Sనం బXలు F,న ఖబురు  
 ము\,ందJXం7J   

                           b) bel ane vigrahaṃ yōkkānunnu drākko ane pāmu 

 yokkānuṃnnu vartamānaṃ bayilu ceśina khaburu  

 mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

                           c) The Account of the history of the idol Bel and the 

 snake Drako is ended  
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 90 

Original title     a) మకQÚX అ()ండ� PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� /ద1 

 పస3కం  

            b) makkabeyi anevāṃḍla yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe 

 modaṭi pastakaṃ 

            c) The First Book narrating the history of the  

 Maccabees 

Parallel title  Maccabaorum Liber Primus translated from the Greec 

 in  the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin  

 Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Maccabees, 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (6th July O. S.; 17th July N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ue3ం అ( ]శం8నుంa| బయలు]O వa|న)రు(?Â  

                           b) kittiṃ ane deśaṃlonuṃcci bayaluderi  

 vaccinavārunnai 

                           c) and who came out of the land of Chettiim  

Final lines           a) మకQÚX అ()ండ� PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� /ద1 

 పస3కం ము\,ందJXం7J  

                           b) makkabeyi anevāṃḍla yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe 

 modaṭi pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

                           c) The First Book narrating the history of the  

 Maccabees is ended  
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Text complete Yes 
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 Library: Cod. Teling. V 40 (same date as that of this 
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Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 47.5×3×8.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 167 [text] + 1 [English title]  

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “Maccabaorum Liber Primus translated 

from the Greec in  the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schũltze Protestant 

Missionary   the 17. N. / 6. O. st. 1732. Fort  St George”; and in left margin: “a”.  

Parallel foliation of the text, engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Greek letter 

“ν”. Two leaves numbered 83, with the mention “v. item” in English on the second.  
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!
Shelf-mark TEL 91 

Original title     a) మకQÚ అ()ండ� PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� 9ం± పస3కం 

            b) makkabe anevāṃḍla yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe 

 reṃḍo pastakaṃ 
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            c) The Second Book narrating the history of the  

 Maccabees 

Parallel title  Maccabaorum Liber Secundus translated from the 

 Greec in  the Waruga or Gentou Language by  

 Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Maccabees, 2nd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (1st Aug. O. S.; 12th Aug. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) Tరూస�ం అ( పట«ం8నును? యూద అ( ]శం8నును?  
 కU\న స½దరులXన యూ]se అ()ండు�  

                           b) yerūsaleṃ ane paṭṇaṃlonunnu yūda ane  

 deśaṃlonunnu kaligina sahōdarulayina yūdejāti  

 anevāṃḍlu  

                           c) The brethren, the Jews of the city of Jerusalem and 

 in the land of Judea 

Final lines           a) మకQÚ అ()ండ� PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� 9ం± పస3కం 

 ము\,ం7J  

                           b) makkabe anevāṃḍla yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe 

 reṃḍo pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The Second Book narrating the history of the  

 Maccabees is ended  
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Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48×3×6 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 116 [text, English title on verso of leaf  

 numbered 116]  
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Condition Good  

  

III. Remarks  
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On verso of leaf numbered 116, engraved in Latin script: “Maccabaorum Liber Secundus 

translated from the Greec in  the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schũltze 

Protestant Missionary   the 12 N / 1. O st. of Aug 1732. Fort  St George”; and, in left 

margin: “a”. 

Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Greek letter “ξ”. On verso 

of title leaf, in the left side: “�. ξ.”. 
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Date 1732 (6th July O. S.; 17th July N. S.) 
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Initial lines    a) ue3ం అ( ]శంMనుంa| బయలు]O వa|న)రుం(?Â  

                           b) kittiṃ ane deśaṃlōnuṃcci  

 bayaluderivaccinavāruṃnnai 

                           c) and who came out of the land of Chettiim 

Final lines           a) మకQÚX అ()ండ� PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� /ద1 

 పస3కం ము\,ందJXం7J  

                           b) makkabeyi anevāṃḍla yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe 

 modaṭi pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

                           c) The First Book narrating the history of the  

 Maccabees is ended  
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On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “Maccabaorum Liber Primus translated 

from the Greec in  the Waruga or Gentou language by Benjamin Schũltze Protestant 

Missionary  the 17.N. / 6.O. st. of July 1732. Fort  St. George”; and in left margin: “c”. 
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Also in left margin, in red ink, the Arabic numeral “45”. In right margin a small brown 

label bearing the Arabic numeral “12” written in pencil. 
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Shelf-mark TEL 93 

Original title     a) మకQÚయ అ()ండ� PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� 9ం±� 
 పస3కం  

            b) makkabeya anevāṃḍla yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe 

 reṃḍḍo pastakaṃ 

            c) The Second Book narrating the history of the  

 Maccabees 

Parallel title  [M]accabaorum Liber Secundus translated from the 

 Greec in  the Waruga or Gentou Language [by]  

 Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title               Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Maccabees, 2nd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (1st Aug. O. S.; 12th Aug. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) Tరూస�ం అ( పట?ంMనును? యూద అ( ]శంMనుంను?  
 కU\న స½దరులXన యూదse అ()ండు�  

                           b) yerūsaleṃ ane paṭṇaṃlōnunnu yūda ane  

 deśaṃlōnuṃnnu kaligina sahōdarulayina yūdajāti  

 anevāṃḍlu  

                           c) The brethren, the Jews of the city of Jerusalem and 

 in the land of Judea 

Final lines          a) మకQÚయ అ()ండ� PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� 9ం±� 
 పస3కం ము\,ం7J  

                           b) makkabeya anevāṃḍla yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe 

 reṃḍḍo pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddi 
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                           c) The Second Book narrating the history of the  

 Maccabees is ended  
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!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “[M]accabaorum Liber Secundus 

translated from the Greec in  the Waruga or Gentou Language [by] Benjamin Schũltze 

Protestant Missionary   the 12.N. / 1.O. st. of Aug. 1732. Fort  St. George.”.  Also, in red 

ink, the Arabic numeral “46”, written twice. In right margin a small brown label bearing 

the Arabic numeral “30” written in pencil.  

The manuscript box contains a small fragment  (2×0.8 cm) from another Telugu 

manuscript. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 94 (A) 

Original title     a) మకQÚ అ()ండ� PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� మూ± 

 పస3కం  

            b) makkabe anevāṃḍla yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe 

 mūḍo pastakaṃ 

            c) The Third Book narrating the history of the  

 Maccabees 

Parallel title  Maccabaorum Liber Tertius et Oratio Manassis  

 translated from the Greec in  the Waruga or Gentou 

 Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Maccabees, 3rd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (11th Aug. O. S.; 22nd Aug. N. S.) 
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 అ()O�త పటzపడ�దC eO\వa|న)ండ�ను RC_C  

 TO©టHnడు  

                           b) pilopātor anevāru tamaku kaligina staḷālu  

 aṃtivokhussu anevāricāta paṭṭapaḍḍadani  

 tirigivaccinavāṃḍlanu konivini yerigeṭappuḍu 

                           c) When Philopater learnt from those who returned that 

 his regions were seized by Antiochus 

Final lines           a) మకQÚ అ()ండ� PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� మూ± 

 పస3కం అXం7J  

                           b) makkabe anevāṃḍla yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe 

 mūḍo pastakaṃ ayiṃddi 

                           c) The Third Book narrating the history of the  

 Maccabees is ended  
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 Library: Cod. Teling. V 43 (A) (same date as that of 
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!
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Material Palm-leaf 

Size (for the whole manuscript)  47.5×3×2.8 cm 
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 English title on verso of leaf numbered 55] 

 TEL 94 (A): 1 [title] + 51 [text, numbered 1-51] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of leaf numbered 55, engraved in Latin script: “Maccabaorum Liber Tertius et 

Oratio Manassis translated from the Greec in  the Waruga or Gentou Language by 

Benjamin Schũltze Protestant Missionary the 22.N. / 11.O. st. of Aug. 1732. Fort  St. 

George.”; and, in left margin: “a”. 

Parallel foliation, engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Greek letter “o” for TEL 

94 (A) and “π” for TEL 94 (B). On verso of title leaf “O.o.”. 
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 94 (B) 

Original title     a) యూద అ( ]శం PకQ ��� vన? మనస&సు& అ()రు  
 ÝÚ[ అ( ]శం8 =వU�ను =చుRప�టHnడు F,న  
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 జపం అXం7J  

            b) yūda ane deśaṃ yokka rājugā vunna manassassu 

 anevāru bābel ane deśaṃlo kāvaligānu  

 kācukopaḍeṭappuḍu ceśina japaṃ ayiṃddi 

            c) The Prayer of Manasseh the king of Judah when he 

 was taken in exile to Babel  

Parallel title  

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Prayer of Manasses. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (11th Aug. O. S.; 22nd Aug. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) S PకQ �తము�3తలు అXన ఆబరం అ()O   

 P=Qనును? ZసఖుQ అ()O P=Qనుంను?  

                           b) mā yokka tātamuttātalu ayina ābaraṃ anevāri  

 yokkānunnu yīsakhku anevāri yokkānuṃnnu  

                           c) Of our fathers Abraham and Isaac  

Final lines           a) మనº& అ()O PకQ జపం ము\,ందJXYం7J  

                           b) manasse anevāri yokka japaṃ mugiśiṃddayyiṃddi 

                           c) The Prayer of Manasseh is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 43 (B) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 

Name of the copyist  
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II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 94 (A) 
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Number of leaves 4 [text, numbered 52 to 55, with title on recto of leaf 

 numbered 52]   

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks 

!
Parallel foliation preceded by the Greek letter “π”. 
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 95 (A) 

Original title     a) మకQÚయ అ()ండ� PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� మూం± 

 పస3కం  

            b) makkabeya anevāṃḍla yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe 

 mūṃḍo pastakaṃ 

            c) The Third Book narrating the history of the  

 Maccabees 

Parallel title  Maccabaorum Liber Tertius et Oratio Manassis  

 translated from the Greec in  the Waruga or Gentou 

 Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Maccabees, 3rd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (11th Aug. O. S.; 22nd Aug. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ¡M��� అ()రు తమకు కU\ం స3¦లు అంe3Åఖుసు&  
 అ()O�త పటzపడ�దC eO\వa|న)ండ�ను RC_C   

 TO©ªHnడు  
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                           b) philōpātōr anevāru tamaku kaligiṃ stalālu  

 aṃttivokhussu anevāricāta paṭṭapaḍḍadani  

 tirigivaccinavāṃḍlanu konivini yerigeṭāppuḍu 

                           c) When Philopater learnt from those who returned that 

 his regions were seized by Antiochus  

Final lines           a) మకQÚయ అ()ండ� PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� మూం± 

 పస3కం ము\,ందJXం7J  

                           b) makkabeya anevāṃḍla yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe 

 mūṃḍo pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

                           c) The Third Book narrating the history of the  

 Maccabees is ended  
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 Library: Cod. Teling. V 43 (A) (same date as that of 
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Name of the copyist  
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II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size (for the whole manuscript)  41.5×3.3×3.2 cm 

Number of leaves Total for TEL 95: 1 [title of TEL 95 (A) + 56 [texts, 

 English title on verso of leaf numbered 56] 

 TEL 95 (A): 1 [title] + 51 [text, numbered 1-51]  

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

!
TEL 95 contains two texts, (A) and (B). 
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On verso of leaf numbered 56, engraved in Latin script: “Maccabaorum Liber Tertius et 

Oratio Manassis translated from the Greec in  the Waruga or Gentou Language by 

Benjamin Schũltze Protestant Missionary   the 22.N. / 11.O. st. of Aug. 1732. Fort  St. 

Ge[orge]”; and in left margin: “c”.  

A small brown label hiding the word “George” and bearing the Arabic numeral “57”.  

Between the 2 lines of the English titles is written twice in red ink: “46a”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 95 (B) 

Original title     a) యూద అ( ]శం PకQ ��� vన? మనస&సు& అ()రు  
 ÝÚ[ అ( ]శంM =వU�ను =చుRప�టHnడు F,న జపం  

 అXం7J  

            b) yūda ane deśaṃ yokka rājugā vunna manassassu 

 anevāru bābel ane deśaṃlō kāvaligānu  

 kācukopaḍeṭappuḍu ceśina japaṃ ayiṃddi 

            c) The Prayer of Manasseh the king of Judah when he 

 was taken in exile to Babel  

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Prayer of Manasses. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (11th Aug. O. S.; 22nd Aug. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) S PకQ �తము�3తలXన ఆబరం అ()O  

 P=Qనుంను? ZసఖుQ అ()O P=Qనుంను?  

                           b) mā yokka tātamuttātalayina ābaraṃ anevāri  

 yokkānuṃnnu yīsakhku anevāri yokkānuṃnnu  

                           c) Of our fathers Abraham and Isaac  

Final lines           a) మనº& అ()O PకQ జపం ము\,ందJXం7J  

                           b) manasse anevāri yokka japaṃ mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 
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                           c) The Prayer of Manasseh is ended  
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Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 43 (B) (same date as that of 

 this ms) 
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Number of leaves 5 [text, numbered 52-56, with title on recto of leaf 

 numbered 52]  
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 96 

Original title     a) �లు� అ()O PకQ µYనం అ( °రుRCvన? పస3కం 

            b) sālumō anevāri yokka dhyānaṃ ane perukonivunna 

 pastakaṃ  

            c) The Book called the Meditation of Solomon 

Parallel title The Book of Solomons Wisdom translated from the 

 Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin 

 Schultze  

Authority title              Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Wisdom of Solomon. Telugu 
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Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (3rd Feb. O. S.; 14th Feb. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) భూB8 vం� మనుషుల�ద TలుR()ండు�� vం� �రు 
                           b) bhūmilo vuṃḍe manuṣulamīda yelukonevāṃḍlugā 

 vuṃḍe mīru  

                           c) You who are the rulers of the people on the earth 

Final lines           a) �లు� అ()రు )+,న stనం PకQ పస3కం ము\,ం7J  
                           b) sālumō anevāru vrāśina jñānaṃ yokka pastakaṃ 

 mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The Book of Wisdom written by Solomon is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 33 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 47.5×3.5×4.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 79 [text, English title on verso of leaf  

 numbered 79]  

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks 

On verso of leaf numbered 79, engraved in Latin script: “The Book of Solomons Wisdom 

translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schũltze 
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Protestant Missionary   the 14. / 3. of Febr: N. / O. st. 1732. Fort  St. George”; and in left 

margin: “a”.  

Parallel foliation, engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Greek letter “α”. 
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 97 

Original title     a) �లు� అ()O PకQ µYనం అ( °రుRCvన? పస3కం 

            b) sālumō anevāri yokka dhyānaṃ ane perukonivunna 

 pastakaṃ  

            c) The Book called the Meditation of Solomon 

Parallel title  The Book of Solomons Wisdom  translated from the 

 Greec in  the Waruga or Gentou Language by  

 Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Wisdom of Solomon. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (3rd Feb. O. S.; 14th Feb. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) భూBM vం� మనుషుYల�ద TలుR()ండు�� vం� 

 �రు  

                           b) bhūmilō vuṃḍe manuṣyulamīda yelukonevāṃḍlugā 

 vuṃde mīru 

                           c) You who are the rulers of the people on the earth 

Final lines           a) �లు� అ()రు )+,న stనం PకQ పస3కం ము\,ం7J  
                           b) sālumō anevāru vrāśina jñānaṃ yokka pastakaṃ 

 mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The Book of Wisdom written by Solomon is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 
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Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 33 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 40.8×3×4 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 79 [text, English title on verso of leaf  

 numbered 79]  

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks 

!
On left side of title, in left margin: “c”. 

On verso of leaf numbered 79, engraved in Latin script: “The Book of Solomons Wisdom  

translated from the Greec in  the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schũltze 

Protestant Missionary   the 14 / 3 of Febr N. / O. st. 1732 Fort  St. George”; and, in left 

margin: “c”. Also, in red ink, written both in left and bottom margins, the Arabic numeral 

“41”.  
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 98 

Original title     a) T�సు&uxసు3సు& అయY)OC Tª� -ంబ`ంచ|వ�ను  
 అ(ందుJ�ద �మసు ] ²ంmnÕ అ()రు )+,న /ద1  

 stనపస3కం  
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                          b) yejussukristussu ayyavārini yetlā   

     veṃbadiṃccavalenu aneṃddumīda tōmasu de  

     keṃppis anevāru vrāśina modaṭi jñānapastakaṃ  

     c) The first book of knowledge written by Thomas à 

     Kempis on how to follow the Lord Jesus Christ 

Parallel title  Thomas de Kempis erste theil  

Authority title   Thomas, à Kempis, 1380-1471. De Imitatione Christi. 1 

 Liber. Telugu 

Author  Thomas à Kempis  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) మంము{న -ంబ¥`ంF|)రు aక1M చుటుzeర\ }TY7 

 �దు  

                           b) maṃmmuna veṃbbaḍiṃccevāru cikaṭilō cuṭṭutiragi 

 pōyyedi lēdu 

                           c) Those who follow us will not walk in darkness 

Final lines           a) �మసు ] ²ంmసు అ()రు )+,న /ద1 stనపస3కం  

 ము\,ందXం7J  

                           b) tōmasu de keṃpisu anevāru vrāśina modaṭi  

 jñānapastakaṃ mugiśiṃdayiṃddi 

                           c) The first book of knowledge written by Thomas à 

 Kempis is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book I 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 46 (undated) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 
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Size 48×3×5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 1 [blank] + 89 [text]  

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good. First leaf of the text broken in left side with loss 

 of leaf number. 

!
III. Remarks 

!
On recto of the title leaf, below the title, engraved, in Latin script:  “Thomas de Kempis 

erste theil”; and, in left margin: “A”. 

In the leaft margin of recto of leaves 1-10, 69 and 88-89, next to the Telugu numbering, in 

Latin script: “a”.  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 99 

Original title     a) T�సు&uxసు3సు& అయY)OC Tª� -ంబ¥`ంచ|వ�ను  
 అ(ందుJ�ద �మసు ] ²ంmnసు అ()రు )+,న /ద1  

 stనపస3కం  

            b) yejussukristussu ayyavārini yetlā  

 veṃbbaḍiṃccavalenu aneṃddumīda tōmasu de  

 keṃppisu anevāru vrāśina modaṭi jñānapastakaṃ 

            c) The first book of knowledge written by Thomas à 

 Kempis on how to follow the Lord Jesus Christ  

Parallel title  Thomas à kempis 1te theil - Warugicè 

Authority title                 Thomas, à Kempis, 1380-1471. De Imitatione Christi. 1 

 Liber. Telugu 

Author  Thomas à Kempis 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 
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Initial lines    a) మంము{న -ంబ`ంF|)రు ßక1M చుటుzeర\ }TY7 �దు 
                           b) maṃmmuna veṃbaḍiṃccevāru cīkaṭilō cuṭṭutiragi 

 pōyyedi lēdu 

                           c) Those who follow us will not walk in darkness 

Final lines           a) �మసు ] ²ంmnసు అ()రు )+,న /ద1 Hస3కం  

 ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) tōmasu de keṃppisu anevāru vrāśina modaṭi  

 pustakaṃ mugiśiṃdayiṃdi 

                           c) The first book of knowledge written by Thomas à 

 Kempis is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book I 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 46 (undated) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48.2×3.5×3.8 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 67 [text with German title on verso of leaf 

 numbered 67]  

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. Leaves numbered 63-67 folded on the left side 

 and about to break.  

!
III. Remarks 

!
On verso of leaf numbered 67, engraved: “Thomas à kempis 1te theil - Warugicè”; and, in 

the left side: “D.”. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 100 

Original title     a) T�సు&uxసు3సు& అయY)OC Tª� -ంబ`ంచ|వ�ను   
 అ(ందుJ�ద �మసు ] ²ంmnÕ అ()రు )+,న 9ం� stనపస3కం 

                b) yejussukristussu ayyavārini yetlā   

     veṃbaḍiṃccavalenu aneṃddumīda tōmasu de  

     keṃppis anevāru vrāśina reṃḍō jñānapastakaṃ 

            c) The second book of knowledge written by Thomas à 

 Kempis on how to follow the Lord Jesus Christ  

Parallel title  Thomas de Kempis anderes Theil 

Authority title    Thomas, à Kempis, 1380-1471. De Imitatione Christi. 2 

 Liber. Telugu 

Author  Thomas à Kempis 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQ �జYం �Mపలను vండును అC కర3 
 అXన)రు aత3\ంa|Gరు  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokka rājyaṃ mīlōpalanu vuṃḍunu ani 

 karta ayinavāru cittagiṃccināru 

                           c) The kingdom of God is within you, said the Lord 

Final lines           a) �మసు ] ²ంmnసు అ()రు )+,vంa|న 9ం� stనపస3కం 

 ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) tōmasu de keṃppissu anevāru vrāśivuṃccina reṃḍō 

 jñānapastakaṃ mugiśiṃdayiṃdi 

                           c) The second book of knowledge written by Thomas à 

 Kempis is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book II 
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Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 47 (undated) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48.2×3×3 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 1 [blank] + 53 [text] + 1 [blank]  

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks 

!
On recto of title leaf, below the title, engraved: “Thomas de Kempis anderes Theil”; and, 

in left margin: “A”. 

In left margin of recto of leaves numbered 1-10 and 49-53, engraved in Latin script: “a”.  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 101 

Original title     a) T�సు&uxసు3సు& అయY)OC Tª� -ంబ`ంచ|వ�ను   
 అ(ందుJ�ద �మసు ] ²ం°nసు అ()రు )+,న 9ం�� stనపస3కం 

                b) yejussukristussu ayyavārini yetlā   

     veṃbaḍiṃccavalenu aneṃddumīda tōmasu de  

     keṃppesu anevāru vrāśina reṃḍḍō jñānapastakaṃ  

            c) The second book of knowledge written by Thomas à 

 Kempis on how to follow the Lord Jesus Christ  

Parallel title  Thomas à Kempis 2te Theil Warugicè 

Authority title    Thomas, à Kempis, 1380-1471. De Imitatione Christi. 2 

 Liber. Telugu 
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Author  Thomas à Kempis 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQ �జYం �Mపలను vండును అC కర3 
 అXన)రు aత3\ంa|Gరు  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokka rājyaṃ mīlōpalanu vuṃḍunu ani 

 karta ayinavāru cittagiṃccināru 

                           c) The kingdom of God is within you, said the Lord 

Final lines           a) �మసు ] ²ంmnసు అ()రు )+,vంa|న 9ం� stనపస3కం 

 ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) tōmasu de keṃppisu anevāru vrāśivuṃccina reṃḍō 

 jñānapastakaṃ mugiśiṃdayiṃdi 

                           c) The second book of knowledge written by Thomas à 

 Kempis is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book II 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 47 (undated) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 47.5×3.2×2.8 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 46 [text]  

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks 

!
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On verso of leaf numbered 46, engraved: “Thomas à Kempis 2te Theil Warugicè”; and, in 

left margin: “D.”.  

On recto of leaf numbered 1, engraved: an undecephired sign (“q”?) and four small 

crosses around the number.  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 102 

Original title     a) �మసు ] ²ంmnసు అ()రు )+,vంa|న మూ� stనపస3కం 

           b) tōmasu de keṃppisu anevāru vrāśivuṃccina mūḍō 

 jñānapastakaṃ  

            c) The third book of knowledge written by Thomas à 

 Kempis 

Parallel title Thomas de Kempis dritter Theil  

Authority title    Thomas, à Kempis, 1380-1471. De Imitatione Christi. 3 

 Liber. Telugu 

Author  Thomas à Kempis 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1741 22nd Apr. N. S. 

Initial lines    a) uxసు3సు& అయY)రు _^:సం కUdన ఆత{�ను మనుసుMపల 

 పxసం\dంసు3Gరు  

                           b) kristussu ayyavāru viśvāsaṃ kalgina ātmatōnu  

 manusulōpala prasaṃggiṃstunāru 

                           c) The Lord Christ speaks to the faithful soul inwardly  

Final lines           a) T�సు&uxసు3సు& అయY)OC Tª�  
 -ంబ`ంచ|వ�న(ందు�ద �మసు ] ²ంmnసు అ()రు 
 )+,vంa|న మూ� stనపస3కం ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) yejussukristussu ayyavārini yetlā  

 veṃbaḍiṃccavalenaneṃdumīda tōmasu de keṃppisu 
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 anevāru vrāśivuṃccina mūḍō jñānapastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃdayiṃdi 

                           c) The third book of knowledge written by Thomas à 

 Kempis on how to follow the Lord Jesus Christ is  

 ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book III 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 48 (undated) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48.2×3×10.2 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 202 [text]  

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

  

III. Remarks 

!
On recto of title leaf, below the title, engraved:  “Thomas de Kempis dritter Theil Madras 

1741 d.22 April n. st.”; and, in left margin: “A”. 

In left margin of recto of the leaves of the main text, engraved in Latin script: “a” (“A” on 

leaf 1).  

On verso of leaf numbered 202, engraved: “Thomas à Kempis dritter Theil Madras 

1741”; and, in left margin: “A”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
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Shelf-mark TEL 103 

Original title     a) �మసు ] ²ంmnసు అ()రు )+,vంa|న మూ� stనపస3కం 

                b) tōmasu de keṃppisu anevāru vrāśivuṃccina mūḍō 

     jñānapastakaṃ 

            c) The third book of knowledge written by Thomas à 

 Kempis 

Parallel title  Thomas à Kempis 3te  theil  Warugicè 

Authority title    Thomas, à Kempis, 1380-1471. De Imitatione Christi. 3 

 Liber. Telugu 

Author  Thomas à Kempis 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) uxసు3సు& అయY)రు ఆత{�ను మనసుMపల పxసం\dసు3Gరు 
                           b) kristussu ayyavāru ātmatōnu manasulōpala  

 prasaṃggistunāru 

                           c) The Lord Christ speaks to the soul inwardly 

Final lines          a) uxసు3సు& అయY)OC Tª� -ంబ`ంచ|వ�న(ందుJ�ద  

 �మసు ] ²ంmnసు అ()రు )+,vంaన మూ�  

 stనపస3కం ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) kristussu ayyavārini yetlā  

 veṃbaḍiṃccavalenaneṃddumīda tōmasu de keṃppisu 

 anevāru vrāśivuṃcina mūḍō jñānapastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃdayiṃdi 

                           c) The third book of knowledge written by Thomas à 

 Kempis on how to follow the Lord Christ is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book III 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 48 (undated) 

Name of the copyist  

!
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II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size 47.8×3×9 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 181 [text] 

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good. Title leaf broken in the right side with no loss of 

 text; leaf numbered 180 damaged in the left side, about 

 to break; leaf numbered 181 broken in left side with 

 loss of text. 

  

III. Remarks 

!
On recto of title leaf, below the title, engraved: “Thomas à Kempis 3te  theil  Warugicè”; 

and, in left margin: “D.”. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 104 

Original title     a) �మసు ] ²ంmnసు Ìàంపnపడ� �exáజనం�ద )+,vంa|న 

 Gలు� పస3కం  

                b) tōmasu de keṃppisu pūjiṃppapaḍḍa   

     rātribhōjanaṃmīda vrāśivuṃccina nālugō pastakaṃ  

            c) The fourth book of knowledge written by Thomas à 

 Kempis on the Holy Supper  

Parallel title  Thomas de Kempis Vierte theil vom heil. abendmahl 

Authority title  Thomas, à Kempis, 1380-1471. De Imitatione Christi. 4 

 Liber. Telugu 

Author  Thomas à Kempis 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 
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Date None 

Initial lines    a) uxసు3సు& అయY)OuంC? మంa| ux�3ం)OuంC? న`F పxసంగdం 

                           b) kristussu ayyavārikiṃnni maṃcci  

 kristāmvārikiṃnni naḍice prasaṃggaṃ 

                           c) Conversation between the Lord Christ and a good 

 Christian 

Final lines           a) �మసు ] ²ంmnసు Ìàంపnపడ� �exáజనం�ద )+,vంa|న 

 Gలు� పస3కం ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) tōmasu de keṃppisu pūjiṃppapaḍḍa  

 rātribhōjanaṃmīda vrāśivuṃccina nālugō pastakaṃ 

 mugiśiṃdayiṃdi 

                           c) The fourth book of knowledge written by Thomas à 

 Kempis on the Holy Supper is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book IV 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 49 (undated) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48.2×3×4.2 cm 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 73 [text] + 1 [blank] 

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks 

!
On recto of title leaf, below the title, engraved:  “Thomas de Kempis Vierte theil vom 

heil. abendmahl”; and, in left margin: “A”.  
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In left margin of recto of most of the leaves, engraved in Latin script: “a” (“A” on leaf 1).  

In left margin of recto of leaf numbered 1, engraved in Telugu script: “vē”.  

Spaces left blank for verse numbers on the first 7 leaves of the text. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 105 

Original title     a) �మసు ] ²ంmnసు Ìàంపnపడ� �exáజనం�ద )+,vంa|న 

 Gలు� పస3కం  

                b) tōmasu de keṃppisu pūjiṃppapaḍḍa   

     rātribhōjanaṃmīda vrāśivuṃccina nālugō pastakaṃ  

            c) The fourth book of knowledge written by Thomas à 

 Kempis on the Holy Supper   

Parallel title  Thomas à kempis 4te theil Warugicè 

Authority title  Thomas, à Kempis, 1380-1471. De Imitatione Christi. 4 

 Liber. Telugu 

Author  Thomas à Kempis 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) uxసు3సు& అయY)OuంC? మంa ux�3ం)OuంC? న`F పxసంగdం                         

 b) kristussu ayyavārikiṃnni maṃci kristāṃvārikiṃnni 

 naḍice prasaṃggaṃ 

                           c) Conversation between the Lord Christ and a good 

 Christian 

Final lines          a) �మసు ] ²ంmnసు Ìàంపnపడ� �exáజనం�ద )+,vంa|న 

 Gలు� పస3కం ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) tōmasu de keṃppisu pūjiṃppapaḍḍa  

 rātribhōjanaṃmīda vrāśivuṃccina nālugō pastakaṃ 

 mugiśiṃdayiṃdi 
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                           c) The fourth book of knowledge written by Thomas à 

 Kempis on the Holy Supper is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book IV 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 49 (undated) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 47.5×3×3.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 68 [text] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. Leaves numbered 33, 60, 65 and 66 half broken 

 and leaf numbered 18 broken in the right side corner, 

 all with loss of text. 

!
III. Remarks 

!
On recto of the title leaf below the title, engraved: “Thomas à kempis 4te theil Warugicè”; 

and in left margin: “c”. Both in left margin and below the title, in red ink: “XII”. In right 

margin a small brown label bearing the Arabic numeral “3” written in pencil. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 106 

Original title     a) �మసు ] ²ంmnసు Ìàంపnపడ� �exáజనం�ద )+,vంa|న 

 Gలు� పస3కం  
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                b) tōmasu de keṃppisu pūjiṃppapaḍḍa   

     rātribhōjanaṃmīda vrāśivuṃccina nālugō pastakaṃ  

            c) The fourth book of knowledge written by Thomas à 

 Kempis on the Holy Supper  

Parallel title  Thomas a kempis 4te theil Warugicè 

Authority title   Thomas, à Kempis, 1380-1471. De Imitatione Christi. 4 

 Liber. Telugu 

Author  Thomas à Kempis 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) uxసు3సు& అయY)OuంC? మంa| ux�3ం)OuంC? న`F పxసంగdం 

                           b) kristussu ayyavārikiṃnni maṃcci  

 kristāṃvārikiṃnni naḍice prasaṃggaṃ 

                           c) Conversation between the Lord Christ and a good 

 Christian 

Final lines           a) �మసు ] ²ంmnసు Ìàంపnపడ� �exáజనం�ద )+,vంa|న 

 Gలు� పస3కం ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) tōmasu de keṃppisu pūjiṃppapaḍḍa  

 rātribhōjanaṃmīda vrāśivuṃccina nālugo pastakaṃ 

 mugiśiṃdayiṃdi 

                       c) The fourth book of knowledge written by Thomas à 

 Kempis on the Holy Supper is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book IV 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 49 (undated) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 
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Size 48×3×4.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 71 [text] 

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good. Leaf numbered 20 damaged in upper part with 

 loss of text. Leaves numbered 19-21, 50-52, 60 and 

 65-68 wormeaten with loss of text.  

!
III. Remarks 

!
On recto of title leaf, below the title, engraved: “Thomas a kempis 4te theil Warugicè”, 

and in left margin: “D.”. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 107 

Original title     a) stనమంతxం hకQ Fల:మXన ,xం�dరవనం qC hకQ 

 /ద1 పస3కంM నలు�ౖ TCB7 జ�లు అ�\ vండు�ను  

                b) jñānamaṃtraṃ yōkka celvamayina   

     śriṃggāravanaṃ dāni yōkka modaṭi pastakaṃlō  

     nalubhai yenimidi japālu aṇigi vuṃḍḍunu  

            c) The Beautiful Garden of spiritual prayers. Its first 

 book contains forty-eight prayers 

Parallel title  Paradieß Gärtlein der erste Theil ins Warugische              

Authority title              Arndt, Johann, 1555-1621. Paradiesgärtlein. 1. Buch. 

 Telugu 

Author Johann Arndt 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1740 8th Apr. 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రుం�? �స&� TO© TO²£సం ^యవల,న /ద1 

 జపం  
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                           b) sarveśvaruṃṇṇi lessagā yerige yerikekōsaṃ  

 śāyavalaśina modaṭi japaṃ 

                           c) First prayer to observe for acquiring the true  

 knowledge of God 

Final lines           a) stనమంతxం PకQ Fల:మXన ,xం�dరవనంM అ�\vం� 

 /ద1 పస3కం ము\,ం]ౖXం7  

                           b) jñānamaṃtraṃ yokka celvamayina  

 śriṃggāravanaṃlō aṇigivuṃḍe modaṭi pastakaṃ  

 mugisiṃdaiyiṃdi 

                           c) The first book of the Beautiful Garden of spiritual 

 prayers is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book I 

Editions and other known copies  

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 49×3.2×11.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 6 [table of contents, numbered 1-2] + 214 

 [text, numbered 1-214]  

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. Title leaf damaged in left and right sides. 

  

III. Remarks  

!
In left margin of recto of title leaf, engraved: “A”. 

On leaf numbered 214, below the Telugu text, engraved: “Paradieß Gärtlein der erste 

Theil ins Warugische 1740 den 8 April”; and, in left margin, a monogram of interwoven 

letters “C” and “A”.  

In left margin of the leaves of the text, engraved: “ a”.  
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 108 

Original title     a) stనమంతxం PకQ Fల:!ౖన ,ృం�dరవనం qC PకQ 9ం� 

 �లుM Xరు-ౖ �ంB{7 జ�లు అ�\ vండును  

                b) jñānamaṃtraṃ yokka celvamaina śṛïṃggāravanaṃ 

     dāni yokka reṃḍō pālulō yiruvai tōṃmmidi japālu 

     aṇigi vuṃḍunu  

            c) The Beautiful Garden of spiritual prayers. Its second 

 part contains twenty-nine prayers 

Parallel title  Paradieß Gärtlein  anderes Theil  Warug. 

Authority title                  Arndt, Johann, 1555-1621. Paradiesgärtlein. 2. Buch. 

 Telugu 

Author Johann Arndt 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1740 

Initial lines    a) gల�)9 �FటHnడు ^యవల,న జపం /ద17  

                           b) tellavāre leceṭappuḍu śāyavalaśina japaṃ modaṭidi 

                           c) Prayer to be observed on waking up in the morning 

Final lines           a) stనమంతxం hకQ Fల:మXన ,xం�dరవనంM అ�\vం�� 
 9ం�� �లు ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) jñānamaṃtraṃ yōkka celvamayina  

 śriṃggāravanaṃlō aṇigivuṃḍḍe reṃḍḍō pālu  

 mugiśiṃdayiṃdi 

                           c) The second part of the Beautiful Garden of spiritual 

 prayers is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book II 
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Editions and other known copies  

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48.2×3.2×8 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 4 [table of contents] + 140 [text] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

  

III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, below the Telugu text, engraved: “Paradieß Gärtlein  anderes Theil  

Warug. 1740” ; and in left margin: “A”.  

In left margin of recto of title leaf, engraved: “A”. In left margin of all leaves of the text: 

“a”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 109 

Original title     a) stనమంతxం PకQ Fల:మXన ,xం�dరవనం qC hకQ  

 Gలు� �లుM స9:శ:రు` PకQ eరుGSCu శం²Q�నును? 
 సు3eంపnడం�dనును? ^యవల,న stనసం�3షమXన ౧౨  

 ¬3�+లు అ�\ vండు�ను  

                b) jñānamaṃtraṃ yokka celvamayina   

     śriṃggāravanaṃ dāni yōkka nālugō pālulō  

     sarveśvaruḍi yokka tirunāmāniki śaṃkkegānunnu 

     stutiṃppaḍaṃggānunnu śāyavalaśina   

     jñānasaṃttōṣamayina 12 stōtrālu aṇigi vuṃḍḍunu 
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            c) The Beautiful Garden of spiritual prayers. Its fourth 

 part contains twelve spiritual and joyful prayers to 

 glorify and honour God's Holy Name 

Parallel title  Paradieß Gärtlein  4. Theil 

Authority title                      Arndt, Johann, 1555-1621. Paradiesgärtlein. 4. Buch. 

 Telugu 

Author Johann Arndt 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1740 9th July N. S. 

Initial lines    a) సకలమXన జంతు3vల PకQ TUన)రు Ìàంపnపడ�)రు 
                           b) sakalamayina jaṃttuvula yokka yelinavāru  

 pūjiṃppapaḍḍavāru 

                           c) The honoured Lord, master of all beings 

Final lines           a) stనమంతxం PకQ Fల:!ౖన ,ృం�dరవనం qC PకQ  

 Gలు� �లుM స9:శ:రు` PకQ eరుGSCu శం²Q�నును? 
 సు3eంపnడం�నును? ^యవల,న stనసం�3షమXన ౧౨  

 ¬3�+లు ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) jñānamaṃtraṃ yokka celvamaina śṛïṃggāravanaṃ 

 dāni yokka nālugō pālulō sarveśvaruḍi yokka  

 tirunāmāniki śaṃkkegānunnu stutiṃppaḍaṃgānunnu 

 śāyavalaśina jñānasaṃttōṣamayina 12 stōtrālu  

 mugiśiṃdayiṃdi 

                           c) The Beautiful Garden of spiritual prayers. Its fourth 

 part, which contains twelve spiritual and joyful prayers 

 to glorify and honour the God's Holy Name, is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book IV 

Editions and other known copies  

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 
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Material Palm-leaf 

Size 49×3.5×3.2 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 2 [table of contents, numbered 1-2] + 54 

 [text, numbered 1-54, English title on verso of leaf 

 numbered 54] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

On recto of title leaf, in left margin, engraved: “A”. In left margin of the leaves of the text: 

“a”. 

On verso of last leaf, below the Telugu text, engraved:“Paradieß Gärtlein  4. Theil 

Madras ins 9 july n. st. 1740 .”.  
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 110 

Original title     a) +నమంతxం PకQ Fల:మXన ,xం�dరవనం qC PకQ 

 /ద1 పస3కంM +లు�ౖ TCB7 జ�లు అ�\ vండు�ను  
                b) +namaṃtraṃ yokka celvamayina śriṃggāravanaṃ 

     dāni yokka modaṭi pastakaṃlō +lubhai yenimidi  

     japālu aṇigi vuṃḍḍunu  

           c) The Beautiful Garden of spiritual prayers. Its first 

 book contains forty-eight prayers 

Parallel title  Arnds Paradieß Gärtlein Warugicè das erste buch 

Authority title               Arndt, Johann, 1555-1621. Paradiesgärtlein. 1. Buch. 

 Telugu 

Author Johann Arndt 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 
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Date None 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రుం�? �స&� TO© TO²£సం ^యవల,న /ద1 

 జపం  

                           b) sarveśvaruṃṇṇi lessagā yerige yerikekōsaṃ  

 śāyavalaśina modaṭi japam 

                      c) First prayer to observe for acquiring the true  

 knowledge of God  

Final lines           a) stనమంతxం PకQ Fల:మXన ,xం�రవనంM అ�\vం� 

 /ద1 పస3కం ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) jñānamaṃtraṃ yokka celvamayina  

 śriṃggāravanaṃlō aṇigivuṃḍe modaṭi pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃdayiṃdi 

                           c) The first book of the Beautiful Garden of spiritual 

 prayers is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book I 

Editions and other known copies  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48.5×3×9.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 5 [table of contents, numbered 1-5] + 184 

 [text, numbered 1-184, English title on verso of leaf 

 numbered 184] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. Title leaf broken in the left side with loss of 

letters. 

  

III. Remarks  

!

Name of the copyist
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In verso of leaf numbered 184, below Telugu text, engraved: “Arnds Paradieß Gärtlein 

Warugicè das erste buch”. Also both in left margin and below Telugu text, in red ink: 

“XVII 1”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 111 

Original title     a) stనమంతxం PకQ Fల:మXన ,xం�dరవనం qC PకQ 

 9ం� �లుM Xరు-ౖ ~ంB{7 జ�లు అ�\ vండును  

                b) jñānamaṃtraṃ yokka celvamayina   

     śriṃggāravanaṃ dāni yokka reṃḍō pālulō yiruvai 

     toṃmmidi japālu aṇigi vuṃḍunu  

            c) The Beautiful Garden of spiritual prayers. Its second 

 part contains twenty-nine prayers 

Parallel title  Arnds Paradieß Gärtlein Warugicè das anderer buch 

Authority title                 Arndt, Johann, 1555-1621. Paradiesgärtlein. 2. Buch. 

 Telugu 

Author Johann Arndt 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) gల�)9 �FటHnడు ^యవల,న జపం /ద17  

                           b) tellavāre leceṭappuḍu śāyavalaśina japaṃ modaṭidi 

                           c) Prayer for the early morning after you wakeup 

Final lines           a) stనమంతxం PకQ Fల:మXన ,xం�dరవనంM అ�\ vం� 

 9ండు �లు ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) jñānamaṃtraṃ yokka celvamayina  

 śriṃggāravanaṃlō aṇigi vuṃḍe reṃḍu pālu  

 mugiśiṃdayiṃdi 

                           c) The second part of the Beautiful Garden of spiritual 

 prayers is ended 
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Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book II 

Editions and other known copies  

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48×3.2×7.8 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 3 [table of contents, numbered 1-3] + 133 

 [text, numbered 1-133, German title on verso of leaf 

 numbered 133] 

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good. Title leaf split on the left side with no loss of 

text. 

  

III. Remarks  

!
On verso of leaf numbered 133, below Telugu text, engraved: “Arnds Paradieß Gärtlein 

Warugicè das anderer buch”.  

Also both in left margin and below Telugu text, in red ink: “XVII 2”.  
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 112 

Original title     a) stనమంతxం PకQ Fల:మXన ,xం�dరవనం qC PకQ 

 మూ� �లుM ము°nÂ ~B{7 +…+ అ� vండును  

            b) jñānamaṃtraṃ yokka celvamayina śriṃggāravanaṃ 

 dāni yokka mūḍō pālulō muppai tommidi +…+ aṇi 

 vuṃḍunu 
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            c) The Beautiful Garden of spiritual prayers. Its third 

 part contains thirty-nine +…+ 

Parallel title  Arnds Paradieß Gärtlein Warugicè das dritte buch 

Authority title                            Arndt, Johann, 1555-1621. Paradiesgärtlein. 3. Buch. 

 Telugu 

Author Johann Arndt 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) Mకం PకQ Sయలు పOహOంF| మనసు£సం ^యవల,న 

 జపం /ద17  

                           b) lōkaṃ yokka māyalu parihariṃcce manasukōsaṃ 

 śāyavalaśina japaṃ modaṭidi 

                           c) The first is the prayer for obtaining a mind which 

 discards worldly illusions 

Final lines           a) stనమంతxం PకQ Fల:మXన ,xం�dరవనం PకQ మూ� 

 �లు ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) jñānamaṃtraṃ yokka celvamayina śriṃggāravanaṃ 

 yokka mūḍō pālu mugiśiṃdayiṃdi 

                           c) The third part of the Beautiful Garden of spiritual 

 prayers is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book III 

Editions and other known copies  

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48.6×2.8×15.5 cm 
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Number of leaves 1 [title] + 1 [blank] + 5 [table of contents, numbered 

 1-5] + 272 [text, numbered 1-272, German title on 

 verso of leaf numbered 272] 

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On recto of title leaf, in left margin, engraved: “B.”, “Parad.”, “ 3. Theil”. Also, both in 

left margin and below the Telugu title, in red ink: “XVII 3”.  

On verso of leaf numbered 272, below Telugu text, engraved: “Arnds Paradieß Gärtlein 

Warugicè das dritte buch”.   
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 113 

Original title     a) stనమంతxం PకQ Fల:మXన ,xం�dరవనం qC hకQ  

 Gలు� �లుM స9:శ:రు` PకQ eరుGSCu శం²Q�నును? 
 సు3eంపnడం�నును? ^యవల,న stనసం�3షమXన ౧౨  

 ¬3�+లు   

                b) jñānamaṃtraṃ yokka celvamayina   

     śriṃggāravanaṃ dāni yōkka nālugō pālulō  

     sarveśvaruḍi yokka tirunāmāniki śaṃkkegānunnu 

     stutiṃppaḍaṃgānunnu śāyavalaśina   

     jñānasaṃttōṣamayina 12 stōtrālu 

            c) The Beautiful Garden of spiritual prayers. Its fourth 

 part contains twelve spiritual and joyful prayers to 

 glorify and honour God's Holy Name 

Parallel title Arnds Paradieß Gärtlein Warugicè das vierter buch  

Authority title                               Arndt, Johann, 1555-1621. Paradiesgärtlein. 4. Buch. 

 Telugu 
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Author Johann Arndt 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) సకలమXన జంతు3vల hకQ TUన)రు Ìàంపnపడ�)రు 
                        b) sakalamayina jaṃttuvula yōkka yelinavāru  

 pūjiṃppapaḍḍavāru 

                           c) The honoured Lord, master of all beings 

Final lines           a) stనమంతxం PకQ Fల:!ౖన ,ృం�రవనం qC PకQ 

 Gలు� �లుM స9:శ:రు` PకQ eరుGSCu శం²Q�నును?  
 సు3eంపnడం�నును? ^యవల,న stనసం�షమXన ౧౨  

 ¬â�+లు  ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) jñānamaṃtraṃ yokka celvamayina śṛïṃggāravanaṃ 

 dāni yokka nālugō  pālulō sarveśvaruḍi yokka  

 tirunāmāniki śaṃkkegānunnu stutiṃppaḍaṃgānunnu 

 śāyavalaśina jñānasaṃtōṣamayina 12 strōtrālu  

 mugiśiṃdayiṃdi 

                           c) The Beautiful Garden of spiritual prayers. Its fourth 

 part, which contains twelve spiritual and joyful prayers 

 to glorify and honour God's Holy Name, is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book IV 

Editions and other known copies  

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48.5×2.8×3 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 2 [table of contents, numbered 1-2] + 54 

 [text, numbered 1-54, German title on verso of leaf 

 numbered 54] 
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Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

  

III. Remarks  

!
On recto of title leaf, in left margin, engraved: “B.”, “Paradis.”, “4. 7[?].”.  

On verso of leaf numbered 54, above Telugu text, engraved: “Arnds Paradieß Gärtlein 

Warugicè das vierter buch”. Also both above Telugu text and in right margin, in red ink: 

“XVII 4”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 114 

Original title     a) stనమంతxం PకQ Fల:మXన ,xం�dరవనం qC hకQ 

 Gలు� �లుM స9:శ:రు` PకQ eరుGSCu శం²Q�నును?  
 సు3eంపnడం�నును? ^యవల,న stనసం�షమXన ౧౨  

 ¬3�+లు  

                b) jñānamaṃtraṃ yokka celvamayina   

     śriṃggāravanaṃ dāni yōkka nālugō pālulō  

     sarveśvaruḍi yokka tirunāmāniki śaṃkkegānunnu 

     stutiṃppaḍaṃgānunnu śāyavalaśina   

     jñānasaṃtōṣamayina 12 stōtrālu 

            c) The Beautiful Garden of spiritual prayers. Its fourth 

 part contains twelve spiritual and joyful prayers to 

 glorify and honour God's Holy Name 

Parallel titles  Arnds Paradis 4. Buch; Das sel. Arnds Paradis [?]  

 Gärtlein vierter buch, ins Warugisch 

Authority title                 Arndt, Johann, 1555-1621. Paradiesgärtlein. 4. Buch. 

 Telugu 

Author Johann Arndt 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 
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Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) సకలమXన జంతు3vల hకQ TUన)రు Ìàంపnపడ�)రు 
                          b) sakalamayina jaṃttuvula yōkka yelinavāru  

 pūjiṃppapaḍḍavāru 

                           c) The honoured Lord, master of all beings 

Final lines           a) stనమంతxం PకQ Fల:మXన ,xం�dరవనం qC PకQ 

 Gలు� �లుM స9:శ:రు` PకQ eరుGSCu శం²Q�నును?  
 సు3eంHడం�dనును? ^యవల,న సం�షమXన ౧౨ ¬3�+లు 
 ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) jñānamaṃtraṃ yokka celvamayina śriṃggāravanaṃ 

 dāni yokka nālugō pālulō sarveśvaruḍi yokka  

 tirunāmāniki śaṃkkegānunnu stutiṃpuḍaṃggānunnu 

 śāyavalaśina saṃtōṣamayina 12 stōtrālu  

 mugiśiṃdayiṃdi 

                           c) The Beautiful Garden of spiritual prayers. Its fourth 

 part, which contains twelve spiritual and joyful prayers 

 to glorify and honour God's Holy Name, is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book IV 

Editions and other known copies  

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48.5×3×2.8 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 2 [table of contents, numbered 1-2] + 51 

 [text, numbered 1-51] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. Title leaf slightly broken in the left side with no 

 loss of text. 
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III. Remarks  

!
On recto of title leaf, in left margin, engraved: “Arnds Paradis 4. Buch”. Above the 

Telugu title, in red ink: “Das sel. Arnds Paradis [?] Gärtlein vierter buch, ins Warugisch.”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 115 

Original title     a) hహంనసు& అ()రు )+,-,న మంaఖబురు  

            b) yōhaṃnassu anevāru vrāśiveśina maṃcikhaburu 

            c) The Good News written by John 

Parallel title  The Gospel according to S John from the Greec in the 

 Waruga or Gentou Language translated by Benjamin 

 Schultze 

Authority title                Bible. N.T. John. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 172+ 11th Feb. 

Initial lines    a) ఆ78 Sట కU\vండు�ను  

                           b) ādilo māṭa kaligivuṃḍḍunu 

                           c) In the beginning was the Word 

Final lines           a) hహన?సు& అ()రు )+,-,న మంa|ఖబురు ము\,ం7J 
                           b) yōhannassu anevāru vrāśiveśina maṃccikhaburu 

 mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The Good News written by John is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 
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Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 4 (dated 1727, 11th Feb.) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 44×3-4×6.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 113 [text] + 1 [English title] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. Last leaf broken in the right side. The left corner 

 of leaf numbered 1 is folded. 

  

III. Remarks  

!
On leaf numbered 1, in left margin of recto, in Telugu script: “ śrīrāmā”.  

On recto of last leaf, in Telugu script: “ svāmi rakṣiṃccavalenu”.  

On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The Gospel according to S JOHN from 

the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language translated by Benjamin Schultze protestant 

Missionary 172+ th. 11 of Fe || Fort St George || ”.  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 116 

Original title     a) hహంనసు& అ()రు )+,-,న మంa|ఖబురు  

            b) yōhaṃnassu anevāru vrāśiveśina maṃccikhaburu 

            c) The Good News written by John 

Parallel title Johannes  

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. John. Telugu 

Author  
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Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) ఆ78 Sట కU\vండును  

                           b) ādilo māṭa kaligivuṃḍunu 

                           c) In the beginning was the Word 

Final lines           a) hహంనసు& అ()రు )+,-,న మంa|ఖబురు ము\,ం7J 
                          b) yōhaṃnassu anevāru vrāśiveśina maṃccikhaburu 

 mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The Good News written by John is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete No 

Text complete No 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 4 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 46×3×5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 93 [text, numbered 1-92, 94]. 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good. Top left corner of leaf numbered 94 damaged 

 with loss of some letters. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On recto of title leaf, below the title, engraved in Latin script: “Johannes”; and in left 

margin: “A”.  

On verso of leaf numbered 94, below the text, in black ink: “Das Evangelist Johannes ins 

Warugisch”.  

!
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175 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 117 

Original title     a) Pహన?సు& అ()రు )+,-,న మంa|ఖబురు  

            b) yohannassu anevāru vrāśiveśina maṃccikhaburu 

            c) The Good News written by John 

Parallel title  The Gospel according to S John translated from the 

 Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin 

 Schultze 

Authority title               Bible. N.T. John. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 11th Feb. 

Initial lines    a) ఆ78 Sట కU\vండు�ను  

                           b) ādilo māṭa kaligivuṃḍḍunu 

                           c) In the beginning was the Word 

Final lines           a) Pహంనసు& అ()రు )+,-,న మంa|ఖబురు ము\,ం7J     
                     b) yohaṃnassu anevāru vrāśiveśina maṃccikhaburu 

 mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The Good News written by John is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 4 (same date as that of this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 
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Size 42.7×3×5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 91 [text, numbered 1-38, 38-90] + 1 [English 

 title]. 2 additional leaves: the first numbered 50 (15×3 

 cm) inserted between leaves numbered 50 and 51; the 

 second numbered 83 (24×3 cm) between 83 and 84. 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of leaf numbered 90, engraved in Latin script: “The Gospel according to S 

JOHN translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin 

Schũltze Protestant Missionarÿ 1727. the 11 of Febr. Fort St George” ; in left margin: “n° 

3” and on its right side, a small design of star made of five dots and four rays. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 118 

Original title     a) hహంనసు& అ()రు )+,-,న మంa|ఖబురు  

            b) yōhaṃnassu anevāru vrāśiveśina maṃccikhaburu 

            c) The Good News written by John 

Parallel title                  Johannes Evange. 

Authority title               Bible. N.T. John. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) ఆ78 Sట కU\vండును  

                           b) ādilo māṭa kaligivuṃḍunu 

                           c) In the beginning was the Word 

Final lines           a) hహంనసు& అ()రు )+,-,న మంa|ఖబురు ము\,ం7J   
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 b) yōhaṃnassu anevāru vrāśiveśina maṃccikhaburu 

 mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The Good News written by John is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 4 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size 46×3×5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 1 [blank] + 92 [text, numbered 1-92] + 1 

 [blank, numbered 93] 

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good. Title leaf broken in the right side with no loss of 

 text.  

  

III. Remarks  

!
On recto of title leaf, engraved: “D.”. Below the title, in red ink: “Johannes Evange.”. 

!
177 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 119 

Original title     a) +హంనసు& అ()రు )+,-,న మంa|ఖబురు  

            b) +haṃnassu anevāru vrāśiveśina maṃccikhaburu 

            c) The Good News written by John 

Parallel title  Johannes Warugicè 
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Authority title                Bible. N.T. John. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) ఆ78 Sట కU\vండు�ను  

                           b) ādilo māṭa kaligivuṃḍḍunu 

                           c) In the beginning was the Word 

Final lines           a) hహంనసు& అ()రు )+,-,న మంa|ఖబురు ము\,ం7J ॥
 ౨౫ ॥  

                           b) yōhaṃnassu anevāru vrāśiveśina maṃccikhaburu 

 mugiśiṃddi ‖ 25 ‖ 

                           c) The Good News written by John is ended. 25. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 4 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48.5×3×5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 94 (text, numbered 1-94] + 1 [blank,  

 numbered 95] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good. Last leaf split in the right side. Title leaf  

 damaged in the left and right sides with loss of some 

 letters. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
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On recto of title leaf, below the title, engraved: “Johannes Warugicè”, and, in red ink, 

twice: “IV”. 

!
178 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 120 

Original title     a) T�సు& అయY)O�త అంపnపడ�)రు అఇన ఆjస3[   

 అ()రు న`mంa|న మ�మల PకQ Hస3కం  

            b) yejussu ayyavāricāta aṃppapaḍḍavāru aïna āpostal 

 anevāru naḍipiṃccina mahimala yokka pustakaṃ 

            c) The Book on the Miracles done by the apostles sent 

 by Lord Jesus 

Parallel title  Acta Apost. 

Authority title                  Bible. N.T. Acts. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) gÅ¡లుసు& అ()�  

                           b) tevophilussu anevāḍā 

                           c) O Theophilus 

Final lines           a) T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)Ou త\న _�ãలు  
 vప],ంచు|Rంచు| vG?రు ౩౦ ॥౩౧ ॥ 

                           b) yejussukṛstussu ayyavāriki tagina viśeṣālu  

 vupadeśiṃccukoṃccu vunnāru ‖ 30 ‖ 31 ‖ 

                           c) He remained teaching those things which concern 

 the Lord Jesus Christ. 30. 31. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 
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Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 5 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 46×3.2×6.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 126 [text, numbered 1-126] + 2 [blank,  

 unnumbered] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. Title leaf is slightly damaged in the right upper 

 corner with no loss of text. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On recto of title leaf, below the title, engraved: “Acta Apost.”; and, in left margin: “A”.  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 121 

Original title     a) T�సు& అయY)O�త అంపnపడ�)రు అఇన ఆjస3[   

 అ()రు న`mంa|న మ�మల PకQ Hస3కం  

            b) yejussu ayyavāricāta aṃppapaḍḍavāru aïna āpostal 

 anevāru naḍipiṃccina mahimala yokka pustakaṃ 

            c) The Book on the Miracles done by the apostles sent 

 by Lord Jesus 

Parallel title The Acts of the Apostles, translated from the Greec in 

 the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Acts. Telugu 

Author  
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Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (17th June. O. S.; 28th June N. S.)  

Initial lines    a) gÅ¡[ సు& అ()�  

                           b) tevophilssu anevāḍā 

                           c) O Theophilus 

Final lines           a) T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)Ou త\న _�ãలు  
 vప],ంచు|Rంచూ| vంG?రు ౩౦ ॥౩౧ ॥ 

                           b) yejussukṛstussu ayyavāriki tagina viśeṣālu  

 vupadeśiṃccukoṃccū vuṃnnāru ‖ 30 ‖ 31 ‖ 

                           c) He remained teaching those things which concern 

 the Lord Jesus Christ. 30. 31. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 5 (same date as that of this ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 43.5×3.5×5.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 103 [text, numbered 1-103] + 1 [English 

 title] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

!
In left margin of title leaf, engraved in Telugu script: “śrī”.  
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On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The ACTS of the APOSTLES, translated 

from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schũltze protestant 

Missionarÿ 1727 the 28 / 17 of June Fort. St George.”.  

!
180 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 122 

Original title     a) T�సు& అయY)O�త అంపnపడ�)రు అXన ఆjస3[  

 అ()రు న`mంa|న మ�!ల PకQ Hస3కం  

            b) yejussu ayyavāricāta aṃppapaḍḍavāru aïna āpostal 

 anevāru naḍipiṃccina mahimela yokka pustakaṃ 

            c) The Book on the Miracles done by the apostles sent 

 by Lord Jesus 

Parallel title  The Acts of the Apostles translated from the Greec in 

 the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Acts. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (17th June. O. S.; 28th June N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) gÅm[ సు& అ()�  

                           b) tevopilssu anevāḍā 

                           c) O Theophilus 

Final lines           a) T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)Ou త\న _�ãలు  
 vప],ంచు|Rంచూ| vంG?రు ॥౩౦ ॥౩౧ ॥  

                           b) yejussukṛstussu ayyavāriki tagina viśeṣālu  

 vupadeśiṃccukoṃccū vuṃnnāru ‖ 30 ‖ 31 ‖ 

                           c) He remained teaching those things which concern 

 the Lord Jesus Christ. 30. 31. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 
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Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 5 (same date as that of this ms) 

Name of the copyist 

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 43.6×2.8×6.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 122 [text] + 1 [English title]. 2 additional 

 leaves: the first numbered 24 (25.8×2.5 cm) inserted 

 between leaves numbered 23 and 24; the second  

 numbered 57 (24.6×2.5 cm) between 56 and 57. Leaves 

 numbered in Telugu and Grantha scripts. 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks 

!
In left margin of recto of the title leaf, engraved in Telugu script: “śri”.  

On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The ACTS of the APOSTLES translated 

from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schultze protestant 

Missionarÿ 1727. the 28 / 17 of June Fort St George.” ; and, in left margin: “n° 3”, and to 

its right, a small encircled design. Also engraved, but not blackened, in the right side: 

“geles:”. 

!
181 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 123 

Original title     a) T�సు& అయY)O�త అంపపడ�)9ౖన ఆjస3[ అ()రు 
 న`mంa|న మ�మల PకQ Hస3కం  
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            b) yejussu ayyavāricāta aṃppapaḍḍavāraina āpostal 

 anevāru naḍipiṃccina mahimala yokka pustakaṃ 

            c) The Book on the Miracles done by the Apostles sent 

 by Lord Jesus 

Parallel title   Acta Apostoler 

Authority title  Bible. N.T. Acts. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) gÅ¡లుసు& అ()�  

                           b) tevophilussu anevāḍā 

                           c) O Theophilus 

Final lines           a) T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)Ou త\న _�ãలు  
 vప],ంచు|Rంచు| vG?రు ॥౩౦ ॥౩౧ ॥  

                           b) yejussukṛstussu ayyavāriki tagina viśeṣālu  

 vupadeśiṃccukoṃccu vunnāru ‖ 30 ‖ 31 ‖ 

                           c) He remained teaching those things which concern 

 the Lord Jesus Christ. 30. 31. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 5 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 46.2×3×6.8 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 1 [blank, unnumbered] + 126 [text,  

 numbered 1-126] + 1 [blank, numbered 127] 

Lines per page 5 
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Condition Good. Title leaf and following blank leaf slightly  

 damaged in the right side, with no loss of text.  

!
III. Remarks  

On recto of title leaf, in left margin, engraved: “D.”. 

Below the title, in red ink: “Acta Apostoler”. 

!
182 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 124 

Original title     a) T�సు& అయY)O�త అంపnబడ�)రు అXన ఆ}స3[ 

 అ()రు న`mంa|న మం�మల PకQ Hస3కం  

            b) yejussu ayyavāricāta aṃppabaḍḍavāru ayina āpōstal 

 anevāru naḍipiṃccina maṃhimala yokka pustakaṃ 

            c) The Book on the Miracles done by the Apostles sent 

 by Lord Jesus 

Parallel title Act. Apost. Warugicè  

Authority title  Bible. N.T. Acts. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) gÅ¡లుసు& అ()�  

                           b) tevophilussu anevāḍā 

                           c) O Theophilus 

Final lines           a) T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)OQ త\న _�ãలు  
 vప],ంచు|Rంచూ| vంG?రు ॥౩౦ ॥౩౧ ॥ 

                           b) yejussukṛstussu ayyavārki tagina viśeṣālu  

 vupadeśiṃccukoṃccū vuṃnnāru ‖ 30 ‖ 31 ‖ 

                           c) He remained teaching those things which concern 

 the Lord Jesus Christ. 30. 31. 
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Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 5 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48.5×2.8×6.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 128 [text] + 1 [blank] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. Leaf numbered 128 broken on the right with 

 loss of text. A stray blank broken leaf in the manuscript 

 box.  

  

III. Remarks  

!
On title leaf, below the title, engraved: “Act. Apost. Warugicè”; and, in right and left 

margins: “F.”. Both in left margin and below the title, in red ink: “V”.  

!
183 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 125 (A) 

Original title     a) పvలుసు& అ()రు äS అ( పట«ం)ండ�కు )+, అంmnన 

 Cరూపం  

            b) pavulussu anevāru rōmā ane paṭṇaṃvāṃḍlaku vrāśi 

 aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to the Romans 

Parallel title Epist. ad Roma  
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Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Romans. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (?) 

Initial lines    a) పvలుసు& అ()రు T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O PకQ 

 Rలుvడు�డుం(ౖ  

                           b) pavulussu anevāru yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka 

 koluvuḍugāḍuṃnai  

                           c) Paul, a servant of the Lord Jesus Christ 

Final lines           a) ·Ú అ(qC�త Ëమ అ( పట«ం)ండ�కు అంపnపడ�7 ॥౨౮ 

 ॥ 

                           b) phebe anedānicāta roma ane paṭṇaṃvāṃḍlaku  

 aṃppapaḍḍadi ‖ 28 ‖ 

                           c) Sent by Phoebe to the Romans. 28. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 6 (A) (dated 1727, 28th June / 

 9th July) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size (for the whole manuscript)  46.5×2.8×10 cm 

Number of leaves Total for TEL 125: 1 [title of TEL 125 (A) + 191  

 [texts] + 1 [blank, unnumbered] 

 TEL 125 (A): 1 [title] + 55 [text, numbered 1-55] + 1 

 [blank, numbered 56] 

Lines per page 5 
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Condition Good. First Telugu title leaf and leaves numbered 1, 2 

 and 191 broken in the right side with loss of text. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
TEL 125 contains five texts, (A) to (E). 

On recto of the title leaf of TEL 125 (A), below the title is engraved: “Epist. ad Roma”; 

and in left margin: “A”. 

On the last blank leaf, written in ballpoint pen blue ink: “Röm 1 / 2 Kor Gal Eph” and: 

“1727”. 

!
184 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 125 (B) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు ROంతుసు& అ(   

 పట«ం)ండ�కు )+, అంmnన /ద1 Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru koriṃtussu 

 ane paṭṇaṃvāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina modaṭi nirūpaṃ 

            c) The First Epistle written by Paul and sent to the 

 Corinthians 

Parallel title  

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Corinthians, 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQ aత3ంపx=రం�( T�సు&కృసు3సు&   

 అయY)O PకQ ఆjస3[ అ()రు�ను mలువపడ� పvలుసు&�  

 vం� (నుంను?  
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                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokka cittaṃprakāraṃgāne  

 yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka āpostal anevārugānu 

 piluvapaḍḍa pavulussugā vuṃḍe nenuṃnnu   

                           c) I, Paul, called to be an apostle of the Lord Jesus 

 Christ through the will of God 

Final lines           a) e�eయుసు& అ()O�తనుంను? ROంతు3సు& పట«ం  

 అ()ండ�కు అంmnన /ద1 Cరూపం ॥౨౫ ॥  

                           b) timōtiyussu anevāricātanuṃnnu koriṃttussu paṭṇaṃ 

 anevāṃḍlaku aṃppina modaṭi nirūpaṃ ‖ 25 ‖ 

                           c) The First Epistle sent to the Corinthians by Timothy. 

 25. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 6 (B) (dated 1727, 11th / 22nd 

 July) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 125 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 57] + 56 [text, numbered 58-112] + 

 1 [blank, numbered 113] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
185 

!
I. Bibliographical description 
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!
Shelf-mark TEL 125 (C) 

Original title     a) ఆ}స3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు £Oంతు3సు& పట«ం 

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన 9ం±� Cరూపం  

            b) āpōstal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru kōriṃttussu 

 paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina reṃḍḍo nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Second Epistle written by Paul and sent to the 

 Corinthians 

Parallel title  

Authority title   Bible. N.T. Corinthians, 2nd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQ aత3ంపx=రం�dను T�సు&కృసు3సు&   
 అయY)O PకQ ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు&�రుంను?  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokka cittaṃprakāraṃggānu  

 yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka āpostal anevāraina 

 pavulussugāruṃnnu   

                           c) Paul, an apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ by the will 

 of God  

Final lines           a) లూకసు& అ()O�తనును? ROంతుసు& అ( పట«ం)ండ�కు  
 Rంచు|jపడ� 9ం± Cరూపం ॥౧౪ ॥  

                           b) lūkassu anevāricātanunnu koriṃtussu ane  

 paṭṇaṃvāṃḍlaku koṃccupopaḍḍa reṃḍo nirūpaṃ ‖ 14 

 ‖ 

                           c) The Second Epistle taken to the Corinthians by Luke 

 and [Titus]. 14.  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 
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Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 6 (C) (dated 1727, 17th / 28th 

 Aug.) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 125 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 114] + 36 [text, numbered 115-150] 

 + 1 [blank, numbered 151] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 125 (D) 

Original title     a) అjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు క¦త&Y ]శం   

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) apostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru kalātsya  

 deśaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to the Galatians 

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Galatians. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) మనుషుల�తనXGనును? మCyCRC అXGనుంను?  
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                           b) manuṣulacātanayinānunnu maniśinikoni  

 ayinānuṃnnu 

                           c) Not of men, neither by man 

Final lines           a) Ëమ అ( పట«ం8 vం` �¦త&Y ]శం అ()ండ�కు )+, 

 అంపnపడ�7 ॥౧౯ ॥ 

                           b) roma ane paṭṇaṃlo vuṃḍi gālātsya deśaṃ  

 anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppapaḍḍadi ‖ 19 ‖  

                           c) Written from Rome and sent to the Galatians 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 6 (D) (dated 1727, 22nd Aug. / 

 2nd Sept.) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 125 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 152] + 19 [text, numbered 153-171] 

 + 1 [blank, numbered 172] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

  

III. Remarks  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 125 (E) 

Original title     a) ఆ}స3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు T·సుసు& పట«ం 
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 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) āpōstal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru yephesussu 

 paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to the  

 Ephesians 

Parallel title  

Authority title               Bible. N.T. Ephesians. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQ aత3ంపx=రం�ను T�సు&కుxసు3సు&   
 అయY)O PకQ ఆjస3లఇన పvలుసు&�రు  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokka cittaṃprakāraṃgānu  

 yejussukrustussu ayyavāri yokka āpostalaïna  

 pavulussugāru 

                           c) Paul, an apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ by the will 

 of God 

Final lines           a) ËS అ( పట«ం8 )+, e�కుసు& అ()O�త T·సుసు&  
 పట«ం అ()ండ�కు అంపnపడ�7 ॥౨౫ ॥ 

                           b) romā ane paṭṇaṃlo vrāśi tihikussu anevāricāta  

 yephesussu paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku aṃppapaḍḍadi ‖ 25 ‖ 

                           c) Written in Rome and sent through Tychicus to the 

 Ephesians. 25. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 6 (E) (dated 1727, 25th Aug. / 

 5th Sept.) 

Name of the copyist  

!
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Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 125 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 173] + 18 [text, numbered 174-191] 

 + 1 [blank, unnumbered ] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 126 (A) 

Original title     a) పvలుసు& అ()రు Ëమ అ( పట«ం)ండ�కు )+, అంmన  

 Cరూపం  

            b) pavulussu anevāru roma ane paṭṇaṃvāṃḍlaku vrāśi 

 aṃpina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to the Romans 

Parallel title ad Romanos Epist. etc.  

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Romans. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) పvలుసు& అ()రు T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O PకQ  

 Rలుvడు�డు(ౖ  

                           b) pavulussu anevāru yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka 

 koluvuḍugāḍunai  

                           c) Paul, a servant of the Lord Jesus Christ 

Final lines           a) ·Ú అ(qC�త Ëమ అ( పట«ం)ండ�కు )+, అంపnపడ�7 

 ॥౨౮ ॥  
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                           b) phebe anedānicāta roma ane paṭṇaṃvāṃḍlaku vrāśi 

 aṃppapaḍḍadi ‖ 28 ‖ 

                           c) Sent by Phoebe to the Romans ‖ 28 ‖  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 6 (A) (dated 1727, 28th June / 

 9th July) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size (for the whole manuscript)  45.7×2.8×9 cm 

Number of leaves Total for TEL 126: 1 [title of TEL 126 (A) + 176  

 [texts] + 2 [blank] 

 TEL 126 (A): 1 [title] + 55 [text, numbered 1-55] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. First and last leaves of the whole manuscript 

 broken in the right side with no loss of text. 

  

III. Remarks  

!
TEL 126 contains four texts, (A) to (D).  

On recto of title leaf, in left margin, engraved: “D”. Below the title, in red ink: “ad 

Romanos Epist. etc.”; in ballpoint pen blue ink: “Röm | 1+2 Kor. | Gal. | Eph. 1727”. 
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!
Shelf-mark TEL 126 (B) 
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Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు ROంతుసు& అ(   

 పట«ం)ండ�కు )+, అంmnన /ద1 Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru koriṃtussu 

 ane paṭṇaṃvāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina modaṭi nirūpaṃ 

            c) The First Epistle written by Paul and sent to the 

 Corinthians 

Parallel title  

Authority title  Bible. N.T. Corinthians, 1st and 2nd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQ aత3ంపx=రం�( T�సు&కృసు3సు&  
 అయY)O PకQ ఆjస3[ అ()రు�ను mలువపడ� 
 పvలుసు&� vం� (ను  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokka cittaṃprakāraṃgāne  

 yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka āpostal anevārugānu 

 piluvapaḍḍa pavulussugā vuṃḍe nenu   

                           c) Paul the apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ by the will 

 of God  

Final lines           a) లూకసు& అ()O�తనుంను? £Oంతు3సు& పట«ం అ()ండ�కు 
 Rంచు|}పడ� 9ం�� Cరూపం ॥౧౪ ॥  

                           b) lūkassu anevāricātanuṃnnu kōriṃttussu paṭṇaṃ 

 anevāṃḍlaku koṃccupōpaḍḍa reṃḍḍō  nirūpaṃ ‖ 14 ‖ 

                           c) The Second Epistle taken to the Corinthians by Luke 

 and [Titus]. 14.  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 6 (B and C) 

Name of the copyist  

!
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II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 126 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 56] + 86 [text, numbered 57-140] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 126 (C) 

Original title     a) ఆ}స3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు క¦త&Y ]శం 

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) āpōstal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru kalātsya  

 deśaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to the Galatians 

Parallel title  

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Galatians. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) మనుషుల FతనXGనుంను? మCyCRC అXGనుంను? 
 ఆ}స3[ అ()రు�  

                           b) manuṣula cetanayinānuṃnnu maniṣinikoni  

 ayinānuṃnnu āpōstal anevārugā 

                           c) Not of men, neither by man 

Final lines           a) äమ అ( పట«ంM vం`� �¦త&Y ]శం అ()ండ�కు )+, 

 అంపnబడ�7 ॥౧౯ ॥ 
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                           b) rōma ane paṭṇaṃlō vuṃḍḍi gālātsya deśaṃ  

 anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppabaḍḍadi ‖ 19 ‖  

                           c) Written from Rome and sent to the Galatians 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 6 (D) (dated 1727, 22nd Aug. / 

 2nd Sept.) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 126 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 141] + 17 [text, numbered 142-158] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 126 (D) 

Original title     a) ఆ}స3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు T·సుసు& పట«ం  

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) āpōstal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru yephesussu 

 paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to the  

 Ephesians 

Parallel title  
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Authority title                Bible. N.T. Ephesians. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` hకQ aత3పx=రం�dను T�సు&కృసు3సు&  
 అయY)O hకQ ఆ}స3[ అXన పvలుసు&�రు  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yōkka cittaprakāraṃggānu  

 yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yōkka āpōstal ayina  

 pavulussugāru 

                           c) Paul, an apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ by the will 

 of God 

Final lines           a) äమ అ( పట«ంM )+, e�కుసు& అ()O�త T·సు&సు&  
 పట«ం అ()ండ�కు అంపబడ�7 ॥౨౫ ॥  

                           b) rōma ane paṭṇamlō vrāśi tihikussu anevāricāta  

 yephessussu paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku aṃpabaḍḍadi ‖ 25 ‖ 

                           c) Written in Rome and sent through Tychicus to the 

 Ephesians. 25  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 6 (E) (dated 1727, 25th Aug. / 

 5th Sept.) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 126 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 159] + 17 [text, numbered 160-176 

 + 2 [blank, numbered 177-178] 

Lines per page 5 
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Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 127 (A) 

Original title     a) పvలుసు& అ()రు Ëమ అ( పట«ం)ండ�కు )+, అంmnన Cరూ
 +  

            b) pavulussu anevāru roma ane paṭṇaṃvāṃḍlaku vrāśi 

 aṃppina nirū+ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to the Romans 

Parallel title St Pauli Episteln ad Romanos Warugicè  

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Romans. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (in ballpoint pen blue ink) 

Initial lines    a) పvలుసు& అయY)రు T�సు& అయY)O PకQ  

 Rలుvడు�డు(ౖ  

                           b) pavulussu ayyavāru yejussu ayyavāri yokka  

 koluvuḍugāḍunai 

                           c) Paul, a servant of the Lord Jesus Christ 

Final lines           a) ·Ú అ(qC�త Ëమ అ( పట«ం)ండ�కు అంపnపడ�7 ॥౨౮ 

 ॥  

                           b) phebe anedānicāta roma ane paṭṇaṃvāṃḍlaku  

 aṃppapaḍḍadi ‖ 28 ‖ 

                           c) Sent by Phoebe to the Romans. 28. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 
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Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 6 (A) (dated 1727, 28th June/

 9th July) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

Material Palm-leaf 

Size (for the whole manuscript)  49×3×9 cm 

Number of leaves Total for TEL 127: 1 [title of TEL 127 (A) + 174  

 [texts] + 2 [blank] 

 TEL 127 (A): 1 [title, unnumbered] + 49 [text,  

 numbered 1-49] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. Title leaf broken in the right side with loss of 

 letters. Last blank leaf broken in the right and left  

 sides. 

  

III. Remarks  

!
TEL 127 contains five texts, (A) to (E).  

On the recto of TEL 127 (A) title leaf, below the title, engraved: “St Pauli Episteln ad 

Romanos Warugicè” and, in left margin: “F”. The word “etc.” added between “Romanos” 

and “Warugicè” in blue ink by a later hand.  

In left side, in red ink: “VI”. In right side, in ballpoint pen blue ink: “1727 Röm | 1+2 Kor 

| Gal | Eph”.  

Trace of an ancient label in the left side. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 127 (B) 
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Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు ROంతుసు& అ(  

 పట«ం)ండ�కు )+, అంmnన /ద1 Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru koriṃtussu 

 ane paṭṇaṃvāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina modaṭi nirūpaṃ 

            c) The First Epistle written by Paul and sent to the 

 Corinthians 

Parallel title  

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Corinthians, 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQ aత3ంపx=రం�( T�సు&కృసు3సు&   

 అయY)O PకQ ఆjస3[ అ()రు�ను mలువపడ� పvలుసు&�  

 vం� (ను  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokka cittaṃprakāraṃgāne  

 yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka āpostal anevārugānu 

 piluvapaḍḍa pavulussugā vuṃḍe nenu   

                           c) I, Paul, called to be an apostle of the Lord Jesus 

 Christ through the will of God 

Final lines           a) e�eయుసు& అ()O�తనుంను? £Oంతు3సు& పట?ం 

 అ()ండ�కు అంmnన /ద1 Cరూపం ॥౨౫ ॥  

                           b) timōtiyussu anevāricātanuṃnnu kōriṃttussu paṭnaṃ 

 anevāṃḍlaku aṃppina modaṭi nirūpaṃ ‖ 25 ‖ 

                           c) The First Epistle sent to the Corinthians by Timothy. 

 25. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 6 (B) (dated 1727, 11th/22nd 

 July) 

Name of the copyist  
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!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 127 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 50] + 49 [text, numbered 51-99] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 127 (C) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు ROంతు3సు& పట«ం 

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన 9ం�� Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru koriṃttussu 

 paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina reṃḍḍō nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Second Epistle written by Paul and sent to the 

 Corinthians 

Parallel title  

Authority title                  Bible. N.T. Corinthians, 2nd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQ aత3ంపx=రం�dను T�సు&కృసు3సు& 
 అయY)O PకQ ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు&�డుంను?  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokka cittaṃprakāraṃggānu  

 yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka āpostal anevāraina 

 pavulussugāḍuṃnnu   
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                           c) Paul, an apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ by the will 

 of God  

Final lines           a) లూకసు& అ()O�తనుంను? ROంతు3సు& పట?ం)ండ�కు 
 Rంచు|jపడ� 9ం±� Cరూపం ॥౧౪ ॥  

                           b) lūkassu anevāricātanuṃnnu koriṃttussu  

 paṭnaṃvāṃḍlaku koṃccupopaḍḍa reṃḍo nirūpaṃ ‖ 14 

 ‖ 

                           c) The Second Epistle taken to the Corinthians by Luke 

 and [Titus]. 14. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 6 (C) (dated 1727, 17th / 28th 

 Aug.) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 127 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 100] + 35 [text, numbered 101-135] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 127 (D) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు క¦త&Y ]శం 
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 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru kalātsya  

 deśaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to the Galatians 

Parallel title  

Authority title                  Bible. N.T. Galatians. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) మనుషుల�త(ౖGనుంను? మCyCRC అXGనుంను?  

                           b) manuṣulacātanainānuṃnnu maniṣinikoni  

 ayinānuṃnnu   

                           c) Not of men, neither by man 

Final lines           a) ËS అ( పట?ం8 నుం`� �¦త&Y ]శం అ()ండ�కు )+, 

 అంపnబడ�7 ॥ ౧౯ ॥ 

                           b) romā ane paṭnaṃlo nuṃḍḍi gālātsya deśaṃ  

 anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppabaḍḍadi ‖ 19 ‖ 

                           c) Written from Rome and sent to the Galatians. 19. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies  

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 127 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 136] + 18 [text, numbered 137-154] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
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III. Remarks  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 127 (E) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు T·సుసు& పట«ం 

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru yephesussu 

 paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to the  

 Ephesians 

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Ephesians. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQ aత3ంపx=రం�ను T�సు&కుృసు3సు& 
 అయY)O PకQ ఆjస3లఇన పvలుసు&�రు  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokka cittaṃprakāraṃgānu  

 yejussukṛüstussu ayyavāri yokka āpostalaïna  

 pavulussugāru 

                           c) Paul, an apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ by the will 

 of God 

Final lines           a) Ëమ అ( పట«ం8 )+, e�కుసు& అ()O�త T·సుసు& 
 పట«ం అ()ండ�కు అంపnపడ�7 ॥౨౫ ॥  

                           b) roma ane paṭṇaṃlo vrāśi tihikussu anevāricāta  

 yephesussu paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku aṃppapaḍḍadi ‖ 25 ‖ 

                           c) Written in Rome and sent through Tychicus to the 

 Ephesians. 25. 

Legibility Clear throughout 
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Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 6 (E) (dated 1727, 25th Aug. / 

 5th Sept.) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 127 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 155] + 17 [text, numbered 156-172] 

 + 2 [blank, one numbered 173, the other unnumbered] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
197 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 128 (A) 

Original title     a) పvలుసు& అ()రు Ëమ అ( పట?ం)ండ�కు )+, అంmnన 

 Cరూపం  

            b) pavulussu anevāru roma ane paṭnaṃvāṃḍlaku vrāśi 

 aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to the Romans 

Parallel title  The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Romans  

 translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou 

 Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Romans. Telugu 

Author  
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Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (28th June O. S.; 9th July N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) పvలుసు& అ()రు T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O PకQ 

 Rలుvడు�డుం(ౖ  

                           b) pavulussu anevāru yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka 

 koluvuḍugāḍuṃnai  

                           c) Paul, a servant of the Lord Jesus Christ 

Final lines           a) ·Ú అ(qC�త Ëమ అ( పట?ం)ండ�కు అంపnపడ�7 ॥౨౮ 

 ॥  

                           b) phebe anedānicāta roma ane paṭnaṃvāṃḍlaku  

 aṃppapaḍḍadi ‖ 28 ‖ 

                           c) Sent by Phoebe to the Romans. 28. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 6 (A) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size (for the whole manuscript)  43×3.5×9 cm 

Number of leaves Total for TEL 128: 1 [title of TEL 128 (A) + 159  

 [texts] + 1 [English title of TEL 128 (E)]. Continuous 

 foliation in Grantha script for the whole manuscript; 

 separate foliation in Telugu script for each text. 

 TEL 128 (A): 1 [title, unnumbered] + 43 [text,  

 numbered 1-43] + 1 [English title, numbered 44] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 
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!
III. Remarks  

!
TEL 128 contains five texts, (A) to (E). 

A great number of corrections engraved after the blackening of the leaves.  

On recto of leaf numbered 1, in left margin: “śrī” and “śrī” not blackened and in another 

hand.  

On verso of leaf numbered 44, engraved in Latin script: “The Epistle of PAUL the 

Apostle to the ROMANS translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language 

bÿ Benjamin Schultze protestant Missionarÿ 1727. the 9 Julÿ. / 28 June. Fort St. George.”. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 128 (B) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు ROంతు3సు& అ( 

 పట?ం)ండ�కు )+,అంmn?న /ద1 Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru koriṃttussu 

 ane paṭnaṃvāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppnina modaṭi nirūpaṃ 

            c) The First Epistle written by Paul and sent to the 

 Corinthians 

Parallel title  The first Epistle of Paul the Apostle, to the Corinthians 

 translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou 

 Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Corinthians, 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (11th July O. S.; 22nd July N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQ aత3ంపx=రం�d( T�సు&uxసు3సు& 
 అయY)O PకQ అjస3[ అ()రు�ను mలువపడ� పvలుసు& 
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                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokka cittaṃprakāraṃggāne  

 yejussukristussu ayyavāri yokka apostal anevārugānu 

 piluvapaḍḍa pavulussu   

                           c) Paul, called to be an apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ 

 through the will of God 

Final lines           a) e�eయుసు& అ()O�తనుంను? ROంతు3సు& పట«ం)ండ�కు 
 అంmnన /ద1 Cరూపం ॥౨౫ ॥ 

                           b) timōtiyussu anevāricātanuṃnnu koriṃttussu  

 paṭṇaṃvāṃḍlaku aṃppina modaṭi nirūpaṃ ‖ 25 ‖ 

                           c) The First Epistle sent to the Corinthians by Timothy. 

 25.  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 6 (B) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 128 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 45] + 44 [text, numbered 46-89] + 1 

 [English title, numbered 90] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of leaf numbered 90, engraved in Latin script: “The first Epistle of PAUL the 

Apostle, to the CORINTHIANS translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou 
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Language bÿ Benjamin Schultze protestant Missionary 1727 the 22 / 11 of Julÿ. Fort St. 

George.”  

!
199 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 128 (C) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు ROంతు3సు& పట?ం  

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన 9ం±� Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru koriṃttussu 

 paṭnaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina reṃḍḍo nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Second Epistle written by Paul and sent to the 

 Corinthians 

Parallel title The Second Epistle of Paul the Apostle, to the  

 Corinthians translated from the Greec in the Waruga or 

 Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title               Bible. N.T. Corinthians, 2nd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (17th Aug. O. S.; 28th Aug. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQ aత3ంపx=రం�dను T�సు&కృసు3సు& 
 అయY)O PకQ ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు&  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokka cittaṃprakāraṃggānu  

 yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka āpostal anevāraina 

 pavulussu   

                           c) Paul, an apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ by the will 

 of God 

Final lines           a) లూకసు& అ()O�తనుంను? ROంతు3సు& పట?ం అ()ండ�కు 
 Rంచు|jపడ� 9ం�� Cరూపం ॥౧౪ ॥  

                           b) lūkassu anevāricātanuṃnnu koriṃttussu paṭnaṃ 

 anevāṃḍlaku koṃccupopaḍḍa reṃḍḍō nirūpaṃ ‖ 14 ‖  
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                           c) The Second Epistle taken to the Corinthians by Luke 

 and [Titus]. 14.  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 6 (C) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 128 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 91] + 31 [text, numbered 92-122] + 

 1 (English title, numbered 123] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of leaf numbered 123, engraved in Latin script: “The Second Epistle of PAUL 

the Apostle, to the CORINTHIANS translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou 

Language bÿ Benjamin Schultze protestant Missionarÿ 1727. the 28. / 17. of Aug. Fort St. 

George.”. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 128 (D) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు క¦త&Y ]శం 

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన Cరూపం  
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            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru kalātsya  

 deśaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to the Galatians 

Parallel title The  Epistle of Paul the Apostle, to the Galatians  

 translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou 

 Language by Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Galatians. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (22nd Aug. O. S.; 2nd Sept. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) మనుషుల�త(ౖGనును? మనుyCRC అXGనును?   

                           b) manuṣulacātanainānunnu manuṣinikoni ayinānunnu  

                           c) Not of men, neither by man 

Final lines           a) Ëమ అ( పట?ం8 vం`� �¦త&Y ]శం అ()ండ�కు )+, 

 అంపnపడ�7 ॥౧౯ ॥  

                           b) roma ane paṭnaṃlo vuṃḍḍi gālātsya deśaṃ  

 anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppapaḍḍadi ‖ 19 ‖ 

                           c) Written from Rome and sent to the Galatians. 19. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 6 (D) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 128 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 124] + 16 [text, numbered 125-141, 

 English title on verso of leaf numbered 141] 
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Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of leaf numbered 141, engraved in Latin script: “The  Epistle of PAUL the 

Apostle, to the GALATIANS translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou 

Language bÿ Benjamin Schultze protestant Missionarÿ 1727. the 2. / 22. of Sept. Aug. 

Fort St. George.”.  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 128 (E) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు T·సుసు& పట«ం  

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru yephesussu 

 paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to the  

 Ephesians 

Parallel title  The  Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Ephesians  

 translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou 

 Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title               Bible. N.T. Ephesians. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (25th Aug. O. S.; 5th Sept. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQ aత3ంపx=రం�dను T�సు&uxసు3సు&  
 అయY)O PకQ ఆjస3[ అఇన పvలుసు&  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokka cittaṃprakāraṃggānu  

 yejussukristussu ayyavāri yokka āpostal aïna pavulussu 
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                           c) Paul, an apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ by the will 

 of God 

Final lines           a) Ëమ అ( పట«ం8 )+, e�కుసు& అ()O�త ఎ·సు& పట?ం 

 అ()ండ�కు అంపపడ�7 ॥౨౫ ॥  

                           b) roma ane paṭṇaṃlo vrāśi tihikussu anevāricāta  

 ephessu paṭnaṃ anevāṃḍlaku aṃpapaḍḍadi ‖ 25 ‖ 

                           c) Written in Rome and sent through Tychicus to the 

 Ephesians. 25. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 6 (E) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 128 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 142] + 17 [text, numbered 143-159) 

 + 1 [English title, numbered 160] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of leaf numbered 160, engraved in Latin script: “The  Epistle of PAUL the 

Apostle to the EPHESIANS translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language 

bÿ Benjamin Schultze protestant Missionarÿ. 1727 the 5 / 25 of Sept. Aug. Fort St. 

George.”.  

Below the English title, in ballpoint pen blue ink: “Röm | 1+2 Kor | Gal | Eph”. 
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!
202 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 129 (A) 

Original title     a) పvలుసు& అ()రు Ëమ అ( పట«ం)ండ�కు )+, అంmnన 

 Cరూపం  

            b) pavulussu anevāru roma ane paṭṇaṃvāṃḍlaku vrāśi 

 aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to the Romans 

Parallel title The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Romans  

 translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou 

 Language by Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Romans. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (28th June O. S.; 9th July N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) పvలుసు& అ()రు T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O PకQ 

 Rలుvడు�డుం(ౖ  

                           b) pavulussu anevāru yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka 

 koluvuḍugāḍuṃnai 

                           c) Paul, a servant of the Lord Jesus Christ 

Final lines           a) ·Ú అ(qC�త äమ అ( పట«ం)ండ�కు అంపnపడ�7 ‖ ౨౮ ‖ 

                         b) phebe anedānicāta rōma ane paṭṇaṃvāṃḍlaku  

 aṃppapaḍḍadi ‖ 28 ‖ 

                           c) Sent by Phoebe to the Romans. 28.  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 
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Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 6 (A) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size (for the whole manuscript)  42.8×2.8×11 cm 

Number of leaves Total for TEL 129: 1 [title of TEL 129 (A)] + 209  

 [texts] + 1 [blank, numbered 210] + 1 [title of TEL 129 

 (E), numbered 211]. Foliation also in Grantha script. 

 TEL 129 (A): 1 [title, unnumbered] + 61 [text,  

 numbered 1-61] + 1 [English title, numbered 62]. 2 

 additional leaves containing missing text: the first  

 numbered 27 (35×2.8 cm) inserted between leaves 

 numbered 26 and 27; the second numbered 59 (26×2.5 

 cm) between 58 and 59. 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good. Leaf numbered 211 damaged in the left side 

 with loss of a letter. Leaves numbered 286-288  

 wormeaten with loss of some letters. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
TEL 129 contains five texts, (A) to (E). 

On recto of TEL 129 (A) title leaf, engraved, in left margin: “śrī”; in right margin a 

geometrical design.  

On verso of leaf numbered 62, engraved in Latin script: “The Epistle of PAUL the 

Apostle to the ROMANS translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language 

bÿ Benjamin Schũltze protestant Missionary 1727. the 9 / 28 Julÿ June Fort St George.”; 

and, in left margin: “n° 3”, followed by a cross made of 5 dots. 
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!
203 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 129 (B) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు £Oంతు3సు& అ(  

 పట«ం)ండ�కు )+, అంmnన /ద1 Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru kōriṃttussu 

 ane paṭṇaṃvāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina modaṭi nirūpaṃ 

            c) The First Epistle written by Paul and sent to the 

 Corinthians 

Parallel title The First Epistle of Paul the Apostle, to the  

 Corinthians translated from the Greec in the Waruga or 

 Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title               Bible. N.T. Corinthians, 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (7th July O. S.; 22nd July N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQ aత3ంపx=రం�d( T�సు&కృసు3సు&  
 అయY)O PకQ ఆ}స3[ అ()రు�ను mలువబడ� పvలుసు&�  

 vం� (ను  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokka cittaṃprakāraṃggāne  

 yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka āpōstal anevārugānu 

 piluvabaḍḍa pavulussugā vuṃḍḍe nenu   

                           c) I, Paul, called to be an apostle of the Lord Jesus 

 Christ through the will of God 

Final lines           a) e�eయసు& అ()O�తనును? £Oంతు3సు& పట«ం  

 అ()ండ�కు అంmnన /ద1 Cరూపం ॥౨౫ ॥  

                           b) timōtiyassu anevāricātanunnu kōriṃttussu paṭṇaṃ 

 anevāṃḍlaku aṃppina modaṭi nirūpaṃ ‖ 25 ‖ 
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                           c) The First Epistle sent to the Corinthians by Timothy. 

 25.  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 6 (B) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 129 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 63] + 60 [text, numbered 64-122] + 

 1 [English title, numbered 123]. 3 additional leaves 

 containing missing text: the first numbered 69 (26×2.5 

 cm) inserted between leaves numbered 68 and 69; the 

 second numbered 107 (26×2 cm) between 106 and 

 107; the third numbered 121 (26×2 cm) between 121 

 and 122. 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

On leaf numbered 123, engraved in Latin script: “The First Epistle of PAUL the Apostle, 

to the CORINTHIANS translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by 

Benjamin Schũltze protestant Missionarÿ 1727. the 22 / 7 of July. Fort St George.”.  

!
204 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
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Shelf-mark TEL 129 (C) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు £Oంతు3సు& పట?ం 

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన 9ం±� Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru kōriṃttussu 

 paṭnaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina reṃḍḍo nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Second Epistle written by Paul and sent to the 

 Corinthians 

Parallel title  The Second Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the  

 Corinthians translated from the Greec in the Waruga or 

 Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                          Bible. N.T. Corinthians, 2nd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (17th Aug. O. S.; 28th Aug. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQ aత3ంపx=రం�dను T�సు&కృసు3సు&  
 అయY)O PకQ ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు&�రుంను?  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokka cittaṃprakāraṃggānu  

 yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka āpostal anevāraina 

 pavulussugāruṃnnu    

                           c) Paul, called to be an apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ 

 through the will of God, and (Timothy)  

Final lines           a) లూకుసు& అ()O�తనుంను? £Oంతు3సు& పట«ం అ()ండ�కు 
 Rంచు|jపడ� 9ం±� Cరూపం ॥౧౪ ॥  

                           b) lūkussu anevāricātanuṃnnu kōriṃttussu paṭṇaṃ 

 anevāṃḍlaku koṃccupopaḍḍa reṃḍḍo nirūpaṃ ‖ 14 ‖ 

                           c) The Second Epistle taken to the Corinthians by Luke 

 and [Titus]. 14.  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 
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Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 6 (C) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 129 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 124] + 40 [text, numbered 125-164] 

 + 1 [English title, numbered 165] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of leaf numbered 165, engraved in Latin script: “The Second Epistle of PAUL 

the Apostle to the CORINTHIANS translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou 

Language bÿ Benjamin Schũltze protestant Missionarÿ 1727. the 28 / 17 of Aug.  Fort St 

George.”; and, in left margin: “n° 3”, followed by a cross made of 5 dots.  
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 129 (D) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు క¦త&Y ]శం  

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru kalātsya  

 deśaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to the Galatians 
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Parallel title The  Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Galatians  

 translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou 

 language by Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Galatians. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (22nd Aug. O. S.; 2nd Sept. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) మనుషుల�త(ౖGనును? మCyCRC అXGనును?  

                           b) manuṣulacātanainānunnu maniṣinikoni ayinānunnu 

                           c) Not of men, neither by man 

Final lines           a) Ëమ అ( పట«ం8 vం`� �¦త&Y ]శం అ()ండ�కు )+, 

 అంపnపడ�7 ॥౧౯ ॥  

                           b) roma ane paṭṇaṃlo vuṃḍḍi gālātsya deśaṃ  

 anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppapaḍḍadi ‖ 19 ‖ 

                           c) Written from Rome and sent to the Galatians. 19.   

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 6 (D) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 129 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 166] + 21 [text, numbered 167-187] 

 + 1 [English title, numbered 188] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
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III. Remarks  

!
On verso of leaf numbered 188, engraved in Latin script: “The  Epistle of PAUL the 

Apostle to the GALATIANS translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou language 

bÿ Benjamin Schũltze protestant Missionarÿ 1727. the 2 / 22 of Sept. Aug. Fort St 

George.”.  
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 129 (E) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు T·సుసు& పట«ం 

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru yephesussu 

 paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to the  

 Ephesians 

Parallel title The  Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Ephesians  

 translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou 

 Language by Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Ephesians. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (25th Aug. O. S.; 5th Sept. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQ aత3ంపx=రం�dను T�సు&uxసు3సు& 
 అయY)O PకQ ఆjస3[ అXన పvలుసు&�రు  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokka cittaṃprakāraṃggānu  

 yejussukristussu ayyavāri yokka āpostal ayina  

 pavulussugāru 

                           c) Paul, an apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ by the will 

 of God 
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Final lines           a) äమ అ( పట«ం8 )+, e�కుసు& అ()O�త T·సుసు& 
 పట«ం అ()ండ�కు అంపnపడ�7 ॥౨౫ ॥అvను  

                           b) rōma ane paṭṇaṃlo vrāśi tihikussu anevāricāta  

 yephesussu paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku aṃppapaḍḍadi ‖ 25 ‖ 

 avunu 

                           c) Written in Rome and sent through Tychicus to the 

 Ephesians. 25. So be it  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 6 (E) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 129 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 189] + 20 [text, numbered 190-209] 

 + 1 [English title, numbered 210]. An additional leaf 

 numbered 195 (26×2.5 cm) containing missing text and 

 inserted between leaves numbered 194 and 195. 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of leaf numbered 210, engraved in Latin script: “The  Epistle of PAUL the 

Apostle to the EPHESIANS translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language 

bÿ Benjamin Schũltze protestant Missionarÿ. 1727 the 5 / 25 of Sept. Aug. Fort St 

George.” ; and, in left margin: “[n°] 3” followed by a cross made of five dots. 

!
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207 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 130 

Original title     a) Tస&� అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) yessarā anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

           c) The Book written by Ezra 

Parallel title Ezra  translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or 

 Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title                  Bible. O.T. Ezra. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1730 (20th Oct. O. S.; 31st Oct. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) TరుBVY అ()O PకQ å18నుంa| బఇలు]Oన 

 స9:శ:రు` PకQ eరువచనం (ర-ర|ప�టందుRసం  

                           b) yerumiyyā anevāri yokka nōṭilonuṃcci baïluderina 

 sarveśvaruḍi yokka tiruvacanaṃ  

 neravercapaḍeṭaṃdukosaṃ 

                           c) In order that the Holy Word of God from the mouth 

 of Jeremiah might be fulfilled 

Final lines           a) Tస&� అ()రు )+,న పస3కం ము\,ం7J  

                           b) yessarā anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by Ezra is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 23 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
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II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48×3.2×2.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 47 [text] + 1 [English title] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “EZRA  translated from the Hebrew in the 

Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schũltze Protestant Missionarÿ 1730. the 31.N. 

/ 20.O. st. of Octob. Fort  St. George.”; and, in left margin: “a”.  

Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Latin letter “p”. 

!
208 

!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 131 

Original title     a) (LBయ అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) nehemiya anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

           c) The Book written by Nehemiya 

Parallel title The book of Nehemiah translated from the Hebrew in 

 the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title  Bible. O.T. Nehemiah. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1730 (4th Nov. O. S.; 15th Nov. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ¤కUయY అ()O PకQ RSరుండఇన (LBయY  
 అ()రు )+,న చOతxమXYం7                   
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 b) hākaliyya anevāri yokka komāruṃḍaïna nehemiyya 

 anevāru vrāśina caritramayyiṃdi 

                           c) The story written by Nehemiah, the son of  

 Hachaliah 

Final lines           a) (LBయY అ()రు )+,న పస3కం ము\,ం7J  

                           b) nehemiyya anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by Nehemiya is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 24 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 47.5×3×3.8 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 63 [text] + 1 [English title] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good  

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The book of NEHEMIAH translated from 

the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schũltze Protestant 

Missionarÿ 1730. the 15 / 4 of Nov. N. st. O. st. Fort  St. George”; and, in left margin: “a”. 

On recto, in left side, an engraved geometrical design. 

Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Latin letter “q”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 132 

Original title     a) (LBయ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) nehemiyanevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by Nehemiya 

Parallel title The Book of Nehemiah translated from the Hebrew in 

 the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title  Bible. O.T. Nehemiah. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 4.11.1730 (4th Nov. O. S.; 15th Nov. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ¤కUయY అ()O PకQ RSరుండXన (LBయY  
 అ()రు )+,న చOతxమXYం7  

                           b) hākaliyya anevāri yokka komāruṃḍayina nehemiyya 

 anevāru vrāśina caritramayyiṃdi 

                           c) The story written by Nehemiah, the son of  

 Hachaliah 

Final lines           a) (LBయY అ()రు )+,న పస3కం ము\,ం7J  

                           b) nehemiyya anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by Nehemiya is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 24 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

Material Palm-leaf 
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Size 43×3.2×3.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 62 [text] + 1 [English title]. 2 additional 

 leaves: the first numbered 17 (18×2.8 cm) inserted 

 between leaves numbered 16 and 17; the second  

 numbered 27 (18.8×2.8 cm) between 26 and 27. 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. Last leaf slightly broken in left bottom corner.  

  

III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The Book of NEHEMIAH translated 

from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze Protestant 

Missionary 1730. the 15. / 4. of Nov. N. O. st. Fort  St. George.”; and in left margin: “n° 

3” and “c”. Also in left margin, in red ink, the Arabic numeral “16”.  
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 133 

Original title     a) Tస3� అ(ఆ! PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� పస3కం  

            b) yestar aneāme yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe  

 pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book narrating the history of Esther  

Parallel title  The book of Esther translated from the Hebrew in  the 

 Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Esther. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1730 (12th Nov. O. S.; 23rd Nov. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) Xం`య అ( ]శం /దలుRC TeÅmయ అ( ]శం qక 
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                           b) yiṃḍiya ane deśaṃ modalukoni yetivopiya ane  

 deśaṃ dāka 

                           c) From the country called India to the country called 

 Ethiopia  

Final lines           a) Tస3� అ(ఆ! PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� పస3కం  

 ము\,ం7J అXం7J  

                           b) yestar aneāme yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe  

 pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddi ayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book narrating the history of Esther is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 27 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size 47.5×3×2 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 1 [blank] + 32 [text] + 1 [English title]  

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good  

  

III. Remarks  

On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The book of ESTHER translated from the 

Hebrew in  the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schũltze Protestant Missionarÿ  

the 23.N. / 12.O. [then] st of November 1730. Fort  St. George.”; and, in left margin: “a”. 

On recto, an engraved small design.  

Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Latin letter “r”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 134 

Original title     a) Tస3� అ(ఆ! PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� పస3కం  

            b) yestar aneāme yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe  

 pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book narrating the history of Esther  

Parallel title +++ Book of Esther translated from the Greec in  the 

 Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schũltze  

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Esther. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1730 (12th Nov. O. S.; 23rd Nov. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) Xం`య అ( ]శం /దలుRC TeÅmయ అ( ]శం qంక 

                           b) yiṃḍiya ane deśaṃ modalukoni yetivopiya ane  

 deśaṃ dāṃka  

                           c) From the country called India to the country called 

 Ethiopia 

Final lines           a) +స3� అ(ఆ! PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� పస3కం  

 ము\,ం7J అXం7J  

                           b) +star aneāme yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe  

 pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddi ayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book narrating the history of Esther is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 27 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
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II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size 43×3.5×1.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 1 [blank] + 25 [text] + 1 [English title]. An 

 additional leaf numbered 5 (21×2.8 cm) containing 

 missing text inserted between leaves numbered 5 and 

 6. 

Lines per page 6 

Condition Good. Last leaf broken in the left side with loss of 

 foliation number and some letters. 

  

III. Remarks  

!
On last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “+…+ Book of ESTHER translated from the Greec 

in  the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schũltze Protestant Missionarÿ the 

23.N. / 12.O. st. of Novemb. 1730. Fort  St. George.”. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 135 

Original title     a) ��Uj!న అC Fపnపడ� /ద1 మనుషుC /దలుRC 

 q¡¢ అ( �� qక ��ము�3తలు న`aన నడకల PకQ 

 /ద1 పస3కం  

            b) pārālipomena ani ceppapaḍḍa modaṭi manuṣuni 

 modalukoni dāphit ane rāju dāka tātāmuttātalu naḍicina 

 naḍakala yokka modaṭi pastakaṃ 

            c) The first book of Paralipomena which narrates the 

 acts of the ancestors from the first man to the king 

 called David  
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Parallel title  The First  Book of the Chronicles translated from the 

 Hebrew in  the Waruga or Gentou Language by  

 Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Chronicles 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1730 (31st July O. S.; 11th Aug. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ఆదం అ()Ou �తు3 అ()రు H1zGరు  

                           b) ādaṃ anevāriki śettu anevāru puṭṭināru 

                           c) Seth was born to Adam 

Final lines           a) ��Uj!న అC Fపnపడ� /ద1 మనుషుC /దలుRC 

 q¡¢ అ( �� qక ��ము�3తలు న`aన నడకల PకQ 

 /ద1 పస3కం ము\,ం7J  

                           b) pārālipomena ani ceppapaḍḍa modaṭi manuṣuni 

 modalukoni dāphit ane rāju dāka tātāmuttātalu naḍicina 

 naḍakala yokka modaṭi pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The first book of Paralipomena which narrates the 

 acts of the ancestors from the first man up to the king 

 called David  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete No 

Text complete No 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 21a (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 44×3×6.5 cm 
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Number of leaves 1 [title] + 124 [text, numbered 1-104, 106-108,  

 110-125) + 1 [English title]. Break of text between 

 leaves numbered 104 and 106; no break of text  

 between 108 and 110. An additional leaf numbered 86 

 (15×3 cm) containing missing text and inserted  

 between 85 and 86. 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. Title leaf damaged on both sides with no loss of 

 text. Last leaf broken in the right side with loss of a 

 letter.  

!
III. Remarks  

  

On last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The First  Book of the CHRONICLES translated 

from the Hebrew in  the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schũltze Protestant 

Missionary 1730. the 11. N. / 31.O. st. of Aug. July. Fort  St. Georg+”; and, in left margin: 

“c”. Also in left margin, in red ink, the Arabic numeral “13”. 

Text breaks in leaf 104 (Chronicles 1, 25, 22) and resumes in leaf 106 (Chronicles 1, 26, 

3).  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 136 

Original title     a) ��Uj!న అC Fపnపడ� �లు� అ( �� /దలుRC 

 యూ] se)ండు� Ýబ[ అ( ]శం PకQ  

 గు¦Hతనం8నుంa| eO\ వF| 7Gలqక న`aన  

 నడకల PకQ 9ం± పస3కం  

            b) pārālipomena ani ceppapaḍḍa sālumō ane rāju  

 modalukoni yūde jātivāṃdlu bābal ane deśaṃ yokka 

 gulāputanaṃlonuṃcci tirigi vacce dināladāka naḍicina 

 naḍakala yokka reṃḍo pastakaṃ 
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            c) The second book of Paralipomena which narrates 

 the acts of the king called Solomon up to the return 

 from bondage of the Jews in Babylon 

Parallel title  The Second Book of the Chronicles translated from the 

 Hebrew in  the Waruga or Gentou Language by  

 Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Chronicles 2nd. Telugu  

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1730 (8th Oct. O. S.; 19th Oct. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) q¡¢ అ()O PకQ RSరుడఇన �లు� అ()రు తమ 

 PకQ �జYం8 §3రపరచప��రు  

                           b) dāphit anevāri yokka komāruḍaïna sālumō anevāru 

 tama yokka rājyaṃlo stiraparacapaḍḍāru 

                           c) Solomon the son of king David was strengthened in 

 his kingdom  

Final lines           a) �రUj!న అC Fపnపడ� 9ం± పస3కం ము\,ం7J  

                           b) pāralipomena ani ceppapaḍḍa reṃḍo pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The second book of Paralipomena is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 21b (dated 1730) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48×3.2×8 cm 
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Number of leaves 1 [title] + 150 [text] + 1 [blank, unnumbered] + 1  

 [English title]. An additional leaf numbered 137  

 (41×2.8 cm) containing missing text and inserted  

 between leaves numbered 136 and 137.  

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good  

  

III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The Second Book of the CHRONICLES 

translated from the Hebrew in  the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schũltze 

Protestant Missionarÿ 1730 the 19.N. / 8.O. st. of Octob. Fort  St. George.”; and, in left 

margin: “a”. Also in left margin, written in pencil, the Arabic numeral “14”. On recto, in 

left side, an engraved small decorative design.  

On verso of title leaf, in left side, engraved: “O.”. 

Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Latin letter “o”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 137 

Original title     a) ��Uj!న అC Fపnపడ� �లు� అ( �� /దలుRC  

 యూ] se)ండు� ÝÚ[ అ( ]శం PకQ  

 గు¦Hతనం8నుంa| eO\ వF| 7Gలqక న`aన  

 నడకల PకQ 9ం± పస3కం  

            b) pārālipomena ani ceppapaḍḍa sālumō ane rāju  

 modalukoni yūde jātivāṃḍlu bābel ane deśaṃ yokka 

 gulāputanaṃlonuṃcci tirigi vacce dināladāka naḍicina 

 naḍakala yokka reṃḍo pastakaṃ 

            c) The second book of Paralipomena which narrates 

 the acts of the king called Solomon up to the return 

 from bondage of the Jews in Babylon  
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Parallel title The Second Book of the Chronicles translated from the 

 Hebrew in  the +...+ Gentou Language by Benjamin 

 Schultze  

Authority title               Bible. O.T. Chronicles 2nd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1730 (8th Oct. O. S.; 19th Oct. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) q¡తు అ()O PకQ RSరుడXన �లు� అ()రు 
 తమ PకQ �జYం8 §3రపరచప��రు  

                           b) dāphitu anevāri yokka komāruḍayina sālumō  

 anevāru tama yokka rājyaṃlo stiraparacapaḍḍāru 

                           c) Solomon the son of king David was strengthened in 

 his kingdom  

Final lines           a) ��Uj!న అC Fపnపడ� 9ం± పస3కం ము\,ం7J  

                           b) pārālipomena ani ceppapaḍḍa reṃḍo pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The second book of Paralipomena is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 
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!
Shelf-mark TEL 138 

Original title     a) Tస&� అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) yessarā anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by Ezra 

Parallel title  Ezra translated from the Hebrew in the Waruga or 

 Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Ezra. Telugu 
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Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1730 (20th Oct. O. S.; 31st Oct. N. S.)  

Initial lines    a) TరుBయY అ()O PకQ å18నుంa| బXలు]Oన 

 స9:శ:రు` PకQ eరువచనం (ర-ర|ప�టందుRసం  

                           b) yerumiyya anevāri yokka nōṭilonuṃcci bayiluderina 

 sarveśvaruḍi yokka tiruvacanaṃ  

 neravercapaḍeṭamdukosaṃ 

                           c) In order that the Holy Word of God from the mouth 

 of Jeremiah might be fulfilled 

Final lines           a) Tస&� అ()రు )+,న పస3కం ము\,ం7J  
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                           b) yessarā  anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddi 

                          c) The Book written by Ezra is ended 
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            c) The Book written by Esdras  

Parallel title  Esdras translated from the Greec in the Waruga or 

 Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title               Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Esdras, 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (15th Apr. O. S.; 26th Apr. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) h,యసు& అ()రు Tరూస�ం అ( పట?ము8  

                           b) yōśiyassu  anevāru yerūsaleṃ ane paṭnamulo  

                           c) Josias in Jerusalem  

Final lines           a) TÕ దxసు& అ()O PకQ పస3కం ము\,ందJXం7J  

                           b) yesdrassu anevāri yokka pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃddayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book of Esdras is ended  
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!
On last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “Esdras translated from the Greec in the Waruga or 

Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze Protestant Missionary  the 26.N / 15.O st. of 

April 1732. Fort  St. George.”; and, in left margin: “a”. 
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Shelf-mark TEL 140 

Original title     a) Tస3రసు& అ()రు )+,న పస3కం  

            b) yestarassu anevāru vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by Esdras  

Parallel title  Esdras translated from the Greec in the Waruga or 

 Gentou Language by Benjamin +...+ 

Authority title                Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. Esdras, 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1732 (15th Apr. O. S.; 26th Apr. N. S.)  

Initial lines    a) h§యYసు& అ()రు Tరూస�ం అ( పట«ము8  

                           b) yōsiyyassu anevāru yerūsaleṃ ane paṭṇamulo  

                           c) Josias in Jerusalem 

Final lines           a) TÕ దxసు& అ()O PకQ పస3కం ము\,ందXం7J  

                           b) yesdrassu anevāri yokka pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃdayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book of Esdras is ended  
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 )+, అంmnన Cరూపం  
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            b) āpōstal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru pilipi paṭṇaṃ 

 anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul the Apostle and sent to 

 the Philippians 

Parallel title ad philippense+ etc.  

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Philippians. Telugu 
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Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O PకQ Rలు:డు�ం��న  

 పvలుసు&�రుంను? æ3�e3యుసు&)రుంను?  

                           b) yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka kolvuḍugāṃḍlena 

 pavulussugāruṃnnu ttīmōttiyussuvāruṃnnu  

                           c) Paul and Timothy the servants of the Lord Jesus 

 Christ 

Final lines           a) äమ అ( పట«ంM )+, Tçè+7తుసు& అ()O�త ¡Um 

 పట«ం అ()ండ�కు అంపnబడ�7 ॥౨౪ ॥  

                           b) rōma ane paṭṇaṃlō vrāśi yephāphrōditussu  

 anevāricāta philipi paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku  

 aṃppabaḍḍadi ‖ 24 ‖ 

                           c) Written in Rome and sent to the Phillipians by  

 Epaphroditus. 24. 
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Size (for the whole manuscript)  46×3×7.5 cm 

Number of leaves Total for TEL 141: 1 [title of TEL 141 (A) + 144  

 [texts] + 2 [two blank leaves, first numbered 145,  

 second unnumbered] 

 TEL 141 (A): 1 [title, unnumbered] + 13 [text,  

 numbered 1-13] + 1 [blank, numbered 14] 
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Condition Good. Last leaf broken on right side. A small fragment 
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On the last leaf of the manuscript, in left margin of recto: “śrī”. 
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!
Shelf-mark TEL 141 (B) 

Original title     a) ఆ}స3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు £లº& పట«ం  

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) āpōstal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru kōlasse  

 paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to the  

 Colossians 

Parallel title  

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Colossians. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 
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Date None 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQ aత3ం�|త T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O  

 hకQ ఆ}స3[ అ( పvలుసు&ంను?  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokka cittaṃccāta yejussukṛstussu 

 ayyavāri yōkka āpōstal ane pavulussuṃnnu   

                           c) Paul, an apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ by the will 

 of God  

Final lines           a) äమ అ( పట«ంM )+, e�కుసు& అ()O�తనుంను?  
 é(,ముసు& అ()O�తనుంను? £లº& అ( పట«ం)ండ�కు  
 అంపnబడ�7 ॥ ౧౯ ॥  

                           b) rōma ane paṭṇaṃlō vrāśi tihikussu  

 anevāricātanuṃnnu vōneśimussu anevāricātanuṃnnu 

 kōlasse ane paṭṇaṃvāṃḍlaku aṃppabaḍḍadi ‖ 19 ‖ 

                           c) Written in Rome and sent to the Colossians through 

 Tychicus and Onesimus. 19. 
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 141 (C) 

Original title     a) ఆ}స3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు gస&MCక పట«ం 

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన �ద1 Cరూపం  

            b) āpōstal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru tessalōnika 

 paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina mōdaṭi nirūpaṃ 

            c) The First Epistle written by Paul and sent to the 

 Thessalonians 

Parallel title  

Authority title              Bible. N.T. Thessalonians, 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) పvలుసు&ంను ,¦:నుసు&ంను? e3�e3vసు&ంను?  

                           b) pavulussuṃnu śilvānussuṃnnu ttimōttivussuṃnnu 

                           c) Paul, Silvanus and Timothy  

Final lines           a) ఆg( అ( పట«ంM )+, gస&MCక పట«ం అ()ండ�కు అంపnబడ� 
 �ద1 Cరూపం  

                           b) ātene ane paṭṇaṃlō vraśi tessalōnika paṭṇaṃ  

 anevāṃḍlaku aṃppabaḍḍa mōdaṭi nirūpaṃ 

                           c) The First Epistle written in Athens and sent to the 

 Thessalonians  
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 141 (D) 

Original title     a) ఆ}స3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు gస&MCక పట«ం  

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన 9ం�� Cరూపం  

            b) āpōstal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru tessalōnika 

 paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina reṃḍḍō nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Second Epistle written by Paul and sent to the 

 Thessalonians 

Parallel title  

Authority title  Bible. N.T. Thessalonians, 2nd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) పvలుసు&ంను ,[ )నుసు&ంను? e3�æ3vసు&ంను?  

                           b) pavulussuṃnu śilvānussuṃnnu ttimōttīvussuṃnnu  

                           c) Paul, Silvanus and Timothy  
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Final lines           a) ఆg( అ( పట«ంM )+, gస&MCక పట«ం అ()ండ�కు అంmnన 

 9ం�� Cరూపం  

                           b) ātene ane paṭṇaṃlō vraśi tessalōnika paṭṇaṃ  

 anevāṃḍlaku aṃppina reṃḍḍō nirūpaṃ 

                           c) The Second Epistle written in Athens and sent to the 

 Thessalonians  
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 141 (E) 

Original title     a) ఆ}స3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు e3�e3యుసు&  
 అ()Ou )+, అంmnన �ద1 Cరూపం  
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            b) āpōstal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru ttimōttiyussu 

 anevāriki vrāśi aṃppina mōdaṭi nirūpaṃ 

            c) The First Epistle written by Paul and sent to  

 Thimothy  

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Timothy, 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None  

Initial lines    a) మంము{ల రêంF| స9:శ:రు` hకQనుంను? S hకQ  

 mxe� vం�� కర3 అXన T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O hకQ    

                        b) maṃmmula rakṣiṃcce sarveśvaruḍi yōkkanuṃnnu 

 mā yōkka pritigā vuṃḍḍe karta ayina yejussukṛstussu 

 ayyavāri yōkka 

                           c) Of God our Saviour and of the Lord Jesus Christ our 

 hope 

Final lines           a) ¦é7శVY అ( పట«ంM )+, e�e3యుసు& అ()Ou  

 అంపnబడ�� �ద1 Cరూపం ॥౨౨ ॥  

                           b) lāvōdiśayyā ane paṭṇaṃlō vrāśi timōttiyussu  

 anevāriki aṃppabaḍḍa mōdaṭi nirūpaṃ ‖ 22 ‖ 

                           c) The First Epistle sent to Timothy, written in  

 Laodicea. 22. 
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Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 141 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 48] + 15 [text, numbered 49-63] + 1 

 [blank, numbered 64] 
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 141 (F) 

Original title     a) ఆ}స3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు e�e3యుసు&  
 అ()Ou )+, అంmnన 9ం�� Cరూపం  

            b) āpōstal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru timōttiyussu 

 anevāriki vrāśi aṃppina reṃḍḍō nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Second Epistle written by Paul and sent to  

 Thimothy  

Parallel title  

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Timothy, 2nd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None  

Initial lines    a) uxసు3సు& T�సు& అయY)OM vం�� ëv` hకQ  

 Sటపటుzపx=రం�dను  

                           b) kristussu yejussu ayyavārilō vuṃḍḍe jīvuḍi yōkka 

 māṭapaṭṭuprakāraṃggānu 

                           c) According to the promise of life which is in the Lord 

 Christ Jesus 

Final lines           a) �ద1 పxµనగురు-ౖన e3�e3యుసు& అ()OQ అంపnబడ�  
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 9ం�� Cరూపం ॥౨౩ ॥  

                           b) mōdaṭi pradhānaguruvaina ttimōttiyussu anevārki 

 aṃppabaḍḍa reṃḍḍō nirūpaṃ ‖ 23 ‖ 

                          c) The Second Epistle sent to Timothy, the first bishop. 

 23. 
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 141 (G) 

Original title     a) ఆ}స3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు æతుసు& అ()Ou )+, 

 అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) āpōstal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru tītussu  

 anevāriki vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to Titus  
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Parallel title  

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Titus. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None  

Initial lines    a) దబ¥రFపnకూడC స9:శ:రుడు Mకం కలగF�టందుJకు మును° 

                           b) dabbaraceppakūḍani sarveśvaruḍu lōkaṃ  

 kalagaceśeṭaṃdduku munupe 

                           c) God, who cannot lie, before the world was created 

Final lines           a) పxµనగురుv అXన æతుసు& అ()OQ అంపnబడ�7 ॥౧౬ ॥ 

                           b) pradhānaguruvu ayina tītussu anevārki  

 aṃppabaḍḍadi ‖ 16 ‖ 

                           c) Sent to Titus, the first bishop. 16. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 
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 Library: Cod. Teling. V 7 (G) (dated 1727, 15th / 26th 
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Lines per page 4 
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 141 (H) 

Original title     a) ఆ}స3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు ¡�ముN అ()Ou )+, 

 అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) āpōstal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru philemun 

 anevāriki vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to Philemon  

Parallel title  

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Philemon. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None  

Initial lines    a) కృసు3సు& T�సు& అయY)O hకQ కటzబడ�)ం�ౖన  

 పvలుసు&ంను?  

                           b) kṛstussu yejussu ayyavāri yōkka  

 kaṭṭabaḍḍavāṃḍaina pavulussuṃnnu 

                           c) Paul, prisoner of the Lord Christ Jesus, and  

Final lines           a) äమ అ( పట«ంM )+, Rలుvండు�ండు అXన é,ముసు& 
 అ()O�త ¡��N అ()OQ అంపబడ�7 ॥ ౨౬ ॥ 

                           b) rōma ane paṭṇaṃlō vrāśi koluvuṃḍugāṃḍu ayina v

 ōśimussu anevāricāta philemōn anevārki aṃpabaḍḍadi 

 ‖ 26 ‖ 

                           c) Written in Rome and sent to Philemon through  

 Onesimus, a servant. 26. 
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 7నుసు7నుసు వగల�తనుంను?  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍu pūrvakālaṃlō aneka māṭlugānuṃnnu 

 dinusudinusu vagalacātanuṃnnu 

                           c) God, who at sundry times and in diverse manners in 

 the past 

Final lines           a) Z�Uయ అ( ]శంM )+, e�e3యుసు& అ()OCRC  

 T¹xయ అ( se)ండ�కు అంపnబడ�7 ॥౨౬ ॥  

                           b) yītāliya ane deśaṃlō vrāśi timōttiyussu  

 anevārinikoni yebriya ane jātivāṃḍlaku aṃppabaḍḍadi 

 ‖ 26 ‖ 

                           c) Written in Italy and sent to the Hebrews through 

 Timothy. 26. 
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                           b) vaka ātmanu rakṣiṃtturu ani pāpāla yōkka  

 herāḷāṃnni mūśiveturu ani yeragavalenu ‖ 19 ‖ 20 ‖  

                           c) It should be known that He will save a soul and  

 cover a multitude of sins. 19. 20. 
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                           b) yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka  
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 timōttiyussugārunnu 
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                           b) roma ane paṭṇaṃlo vrāśi tihikussu  

 anevāricātanuṃnnu voneśimussu anevāricātanuṃnnu 
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            c) The First Epistle written by Paul and sent to the 

 Thessalonians 
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 anevāṃḍlaku aṃppapaḍḍa modaṭi nirūpaṃ 

                           c) The First Epistle written in Athens and sent to the 

 Thessalonians 
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 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన 9ం±� Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru tessalonika 

 paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina reṃḍḍo nirūpaṃ 
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Initial lines    a) పvలుసు&ను? ,[ çనుసు&ను? e�g3vసు&ను?  

                           b) pavulussunnu śilphānussunnu timōttevussununnu  

                           c) Paul, Silvanus and Timothy 

Final lines           a) ఆg( అ( పట«ం8 )+, gస&8Cక పట«ం అ()ండ�కు అంmnన 

 9ం± Cరూపం  

                           b) ātene ane paṭṇaṃlo vraśi tessalonika paṭṇaṃ  
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                           c) The Second Epistle written in Athens and sent to the 

 Thessalonians  
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            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru timōttiyussu 

 anevāriki vrāśi aṃppina modaṭi nirūpaṃ 

            c) The First Epistle written by Paul and sent to  
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 mxe� vం� కర3 అXన T�సు& అయY)O PకQనును? 
                           b) maṃmmula rakṣiṃcce sarveśvaruḍi yokkanuṃnnu 

 mā yokka pritigā vuṃḍe karta ayina yejussu ayyavāri 

 yokkanunnu 

                           c) Of God our Saviour and of the Lord Jesus our hope 

Final lines           a) ¦Å7శయY అ( పట«ం8 )+, e�e3యుసు& అ()Ou  

 అంపnపడ� /ద1 Cరూపం ॥౨౨ ॥  

                           b) lāvodiśayya ane paṭṇaṃlo vrāśi timōttiyussu  

 anevāriki aṃppapaḍḍa modaṭi nirūpaṃ ‖ 22 ‖ 

                           c) The First Epistle sent to Timothy, written in  

 Laodicea. 22. 
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 అ()Ou )+, అంmnన 9ం± Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru timōttiyussu 

 anevāriki vrāśi aṃppina reṃḍo nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Second Epistle written by Paul and sent to  

 Thimothy  

Parallel title  
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 Sటపటుzపx=రం�ను  

                           b) krustussu yejussu ayyavārilonu vuṃḍe jivuḍi yokka 

 māṭapaṭṭuprakāraṃgānu  

                           c) According to the promise of life which is in the Lord 

 Christ Jesus 

Final lines           a) /ద1 పxµనగురు: అఇన e�e3యుసు& అ()Ou )+, 

  అంపnబడ� 9ం±� Cరూపం ॥౨౩॥  

                           b) modaṭi pradhānagurvu aïna timōttiyussu anevāriki 

 vrāśi aṃppabaḍḍa reṃḍḍo nirūpaṃ ‖ 23 ‖ 

                           c) The Second Epistle sent to Timothy, the first bishop. 

 23. 
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            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru titussu  

 anevāriki vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to Titus  
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                           b) pradhānaguruvu ayina titussu anevāriki  

 aṃppabaḍḍadi ‖ 16 ‖ 

                           c) Sent to Titus, the first bishop. 16. 
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 పvలుసు&ంను?  

                           b) kṛstussu yejussu ayyavāri yokka kaṭṭabaḍḍavāḍaina 

 pavulussuṃnnu 

                           c) Paul, prisoner of the Lord Christ Jesus, and 

Final lines           a) Ëమ అ( పట«ం8 )+, Rలు:డు�డు అXన Å(,ముసు& 
 అ()O�త ¡U�N  అ()Ou అంపnబడ�7 ॥౨౬॥  

                           b) roma ane paṭṇaṃlo vrāśi kolvuḍugāḍu ayina  

 voneśimussu anevāricāta philimōn anevāriki  

 aṃppabaḍḍadi ‖ 26 ‖ 

                           c) Written in Rome and sent to Philemon through  

 Onesimus, a servant. 26. 
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Original title     a) ఆ}స3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు TÚxయ se  

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) āpōstal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru yebreya jāti 

 anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to Hebrews 

Parallel title  
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 7నుసు7నుసు వగల�తనుంను?  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍu pūrvakālaṃlo aneka māṭlugānuṃnnu 

 dinusudinusu vagalacātanuṃnnu  

                           c) God, who at sundry times and in diverse manners in 

 the past 

Final lines           a) Z�Uయ అ( ]శం8 )+, e�e3యుసు& అ()OCRC  

 TÚxయ అ( se)ండ�కు అంపnపడ�7 ॥ ౨౬ ॥  

                           b) yītāliya ane deśaṃlo vrāśi timōttiyussu  

 anevārinikoni yebreya ane jātivāṃḍlaku aṃppapaḍḍadi 
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                           c) Written in Italy and sent to the Hebrews through 

 Timothy. 26. 
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Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన VRబుసు& అ()రు అందOuC? )+, 

 అంmన Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina yākobussu anevāru aṃdarikinni 

 vrāśi aṃpina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by James  

Parallel title  

Authority title                Bible. N.T. James. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 
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Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQనుంను? కర3 అXన T�సు& అయY)O 

 PకQనుంను? Rలు:డు�డXన VRబుసు&  
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                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokkanuṃnnu karta ayina yejussu  

 ayyavāri yokkanuṃnnu kolvuḍugāḍayina yākobussu  

                           c) James, a servant of God and of the Lord Jesus 

Final lines           a) వక ఆత{ను రêంతురC ��ల PకQ L�ÞC? మూ,-తురు 
 అC యరగవ�ను ॥౨౦ ॥  

                           b) vaka ātmanu rakṣiṃturani pāpāla yokka herāḷānni 

 mūśiveturu ani yaragavalenu ‖ 20 ‖  

                           c) It should be known that He will save a soul and  

 cover a multitude of sins. 20. 
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Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు ¡U¡ పట«ం అ()ండ�కు 
 )+, అంmన Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru philiphi  

 paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃpina nirūpaṃ   

            c) The Epistle written by Paul the Apostle and sent to 

 the Philippians 

Parallel title Epist ad Phil  

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Philippians. Telugu 
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Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O PకQ Rలుvడు���Âన  

 పvలుసు&�రును? e�e3యుసు&�రును?  

                           b) yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka koluvuḍugāḍlaina 

 pavulussugārunnu timōttiyussugārunnu 

                           c) Paul and Timothy the servants of the Lord Jesus 

 Christ 

Final lines           a) Ëమ అ( పట«ం8 )+, Tçj+7తుసు& అ()O�త ¡U¡ అ( 

 పట«ం)ండ�కు అంపnపడ�7 ॥౨౪ ॥  

                           b) roma ane paṭṇaṃlo vrāśi yephāproditussu  

 anevāricāta philiphi ane paṭṇaṃvāṃḍlaku  

 aṃppapaḍḍadi ‖ 24 ‖ 

                           c) Written in Rome and sent to the Phillipians by  

 Epaphroditus. 24.  
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Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు Rలº& పట«ం  

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmన Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru kolasse  

 paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃpina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to the 

Colossians 

Parallel title  

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Colossians. Telugu 
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Translator Benjamin Schultze 
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Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQ aత3ం�త T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O  

 PకQ ఆjస3[ అ( పvలుసు&ను?  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokka cittaṃcāta yejussukṛstussu  

 ayyavāri yokka āpostal ane pavulussunnu   

                           c) Paul, an apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ by the will 

 of God  

Final lines           a) Ëమ అ( పట«ం8 )+, e�కుసు& అ()O�తనుంను?  
 Å(,ముసు& అ()O�తనుంను? Rలº& అ( పట«ం)ండ�కు  
 అంపnపడ�7 ॥౧౯॥  

                           b) roma ane paṭṇaṃlo vrāśi tihikussu  

 anevāricātanuṃnnu voneśimussu anevāricātanuṃnnu 

 kolasse ane paṭṇaṃvāṃḍlaku aṃppapaḍḍadi ‖ 19 ‖ 

                           c) Written in Rome and sent to the Colossians through 

 Tychicus and Onesimus. 19.  
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!
Shelf-mark TEL 143 (C) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు gస&8Cక పట«ం  

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన /ద1 Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru tessalonika 

 paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina modaṭi nirūpaṃ 

            c) The First Epistle written by Paul and sent to the 

 Thessalonians 

Parallel title  

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Thessalonians, 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) పvలుసు&ను? ,¦:నుసు&ను? e�e3vసు&ను?  

                           b) pavulussunnu śilvānussunnu timōttivussunnu  

                           c) Paul, Silvanus and Timothy  

Final lines           a) ఆg( అ( పట?ము8 )+, gస&8Cక అ( పట«ం అ()ండ�కు 
 అంపnపడ� /ద1 Cరూపం  

                           b) ātene ane paṭnamulo vraśi tessalonika ane paṭṇaṃ 

 anevāṃḍlaku aṃppapaḍḍa modaṭi nirūpaṃ 

                           c) The First Epistle written in Athens and sent to the 

 Thessalonians  
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!
Shelf-mark TEL 143 (D) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు gస&8Cక పట«ం  

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన 9ం± Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru tessalonika 

 paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina reṃḍo nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Second Epistle written by Paul and sent to the 

 Thessalonians  

Parallel title  

Authority title  Bible. N.T. Thessalonians, 2nd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 
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Initial lines    a) పvలుసు&ను? ,[ çనుసు&ను? e�g3vసు&ను?  

                           b) pavulussunnu śilphānussunnu timōttevussunnu  

                           c) Paul, Silvanus and Timothy 

Final lines           a) ఆg( అ( పట«ం8 )+, gస&8Cక పట«ం అ()ండ�కు అంmnన 

 9ం± Cరూపం  

                           b) ātene ane paṭṇaṃlo vrāśi tessalonika paṭṇaṃ  

 anevāṃḍlaku aṃppina reṃḍo nirūpaṃ 

                           c) The Second Epistle written in Athens and sent to the 

 Thessalonians  
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Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు e�e3యుసు&  
 అ()Ou )+, అంmnన /ద1 Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru timōttiyussu 

 anevāriki vrāśi aṃppina modaṭi nirūpaṃ 

            c) The First Epistle written by Paul and sent to  

 Thimothy  

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Timothy, 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None  

Initial lines    a) మంము{ల రêంF| స9:శ:రు` PకQనుంను? S PకQ  

 mxe� vం� కర3 అXన T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O  

 PకQనుంను? 
                           b) maṃmmula rakṣiṃcce sarveśvaruḍi yokkanuṃnnu 

 mā yokka pritigā vuṃḍe karta ayina yejussukṛstussu 

 ayyavāri yokkanuṃnnu 

                           c) Of God our Saviour and of the Lord Jesus Christ our 

 hope 

Final lines           a) ¦Å7శయY అ( పట«ం8 )+, e�e3యుసు& అ()Ou   

 అంపnపడ� /ద1 Cరూపం ॥౨౨ ॥  

                           b) lāvodiśayya  ane paṭṇaṃlo vrāśi timōttiyussu  

 anevāriki aṃppapaḍḍa modaṭi nirūpaṃ ‖ 22 ‖ 

                          c) The First Epistle sent to Timothy, written in  

 Laodicea. 22. 
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Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు e�e3యుసు&  
 అ()Ou )+, అంmnన 9ం± Cరూపం 

           b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru timōttiyussu 

 anevāriki vrāśi aṃppina reṃḍo nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Second Epistle written by Paul and sent to  

 Thimothy  

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Timothy, 2nd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None  

Initial lines    a) uxసు3సు& అయY)O8ను vం� àv` PకQ  

 Sటపటుzపx=రం�ను  

                           b) kristussu ayyavārilonu vuṃḍe jivuḍi yokka  

 māṭapaṭṭuprakāraṃgānu  

                           c) According to the promise of life which is in the Lord 

 Christ 
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Final lines           a) /ద1 పxµనగురువXన e�e3యుసు& అ()Ou అంపnపడ�  
 9ం± Cరూపం ॥౨౩ ॥  

                           b) modaṭi pradhānaguruvayina timōttiyussu anevāriki 

 aṃppapaḍḍa reṃḍo nirūpaṃ ‖ 23 ‖ 

                           c) The Second Epistle sent to Timothy, the first bishop. 

 23. 
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 అంmnన Cరూపం  
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            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru titussu  

 anevāriki vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to Titus  

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Titus. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None  

Initial lines    a) దబ¥రFపnకూడC స9:శ:రుడు 8కం కలగF�టందుకు మును° 

                           b) dabbaraceppakūḍani sarveśvaruḍu lokaṃ  

 kalagaceśeṭaṃduku munupe 

                           c) God, who cannot lie, before the world was created 

Final lines           a) పxµనగురు-ౖన eతుసు& అ()Ou అంపnపడ�7 ॥౧౬॥ 

                           b) pradhānaguruvaina titussu anevāriki aṃppapaḍḍadi ‖ 

 16 ‖ 

                           c) Sent to Titus, the first bishop. 16. 
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!
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Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు ¡�ముN అ()Ou )+, 

 అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru philemun 

 anevāriki vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to Philemon  

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Philemon. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None  

Initial lines    a) కృసు3సు&T�సు& అయY)O PకQ కటzపడ�)డXన  

 పvలుసు&ను?  

                           b) kṛstussuyejussu ayyavāri yokka kaṭṭapaḍḍavāḍayina 

 pavulussunnu 

                           c) Paul, prisoner of the Lord Christ Jesus, and 

Final lines           a) Ëమ అ( పట«ం8 )+, Rలు:డు�డు అXన Å(,ముసు&  
 అ()O�త ¡��N అ()Ou అంపnపడ�7 ॥౨౬ ॥  

                           b) roma ane paṭṇaṃlo vrāśi kolvuḍugāḍu ayina  

 voneśimussu anevāricāta philemōn anevāriki  

 aṃppapaḍḍadi ‖ 26 ‖ 

                           c) Written in Rome and sent to Philemon through  

 Onesimus, a servant. 26.  
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Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు TÚxయ se  

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru yebreya jāti 

 anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to Hebrews 

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Hebrews. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None  
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Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రుడు Ìర:=లం8 అ(క Sటు��నును?  
 7నుసు7నుసు వగల�తనును?  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍu pūrvakālaṃlo aneka māṭlugānunnu 

 dinusudinusu vagalacātanunnu  

                           c) God, who at sundry times and in diverse manners in 

 the past 

Final lines           a) Z�Uయ అ( ]శం8 )+, e�e3యుసు& అ()OCRC  

 T-xయ అ( se)ండ�కు అంపnబడ�7 ॥౨౬॥   

                           b) yītāliya ane deśaṃlo vrāśi timōttiyussu  

 anevārinikoni yevreya ane jātivāṃḍlaku aṃppabaḍḍadi 

 ‖ 26 ‖ 

                           c) Written in Italy and sent to the Hebrews through 

 Timothy. 26. 
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Shelf-mark TEL 143 (J) 

Original title     a) Ìàంపnపడ� VRHసు& అ()రు )+, అంmన Cరూపం  

            b) pūjiṃppapaḍḍa yākopussu anevāru vrāśi aṃpina 

 nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by James  

Parallel title  

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. James. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None  

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQనును? కర3 అXన T�సు&కృసు3సు&   
 అయY)O PకQనును? Rలుvడు=�ౖన VRబుసు&  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokkanunnu karta ayina  

 yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokkanunnu koluvuḍukāḍaina 

 yākobussu  

                           c) James, a servant of God and of the Lord Jesus Christ 

Final lines           a) వక ఆత{ను రêంతు3రు అC ��ల PకQ L�ÞC?  
 మూ,-తురు అC యరగవ�ను ॥౧౯ ॥౨౦ ॥  

                           b) vaka ātmanu rakṣiṃtturu ani pāpāla yokka herāḷānni 

 mūśiveturu ani yaragavalenu ‖ 19 ‖ 20 ‖  

                           c) It should be known that He will save a soul and  

 cover a multitude of sins. 19. 20.  
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!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 144 (A) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు ¡U¡ పట?ం  

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmn+ Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru philiphi  

 paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppi+ nirūpaṃ    

            c) The Epistle written by Paul the Apostle and sent to 

 the Philippians 

Parallel title  The Epistle of Paul, the Apostle, to the Philippians 

 translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou 

 Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title               Bible. N.T. Philippians. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (29th Aug. O. S.; 9th Sept. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O PకQ Rలుvడు��ౖన 
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 పvలుసు&�రుంను? e�e3యుసు&�రుంను?  

                           b) yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka koluvuḍugāḍaina 

 pavulussugāruṃnnu timōttiyussugāruṃnnu 

                           c) Paul and Timothy, the servants of the Lord Jesus 

 Christ 

Final lines           a) Ëమ అ( పట?ం8 )+, Tçj+7తుసు& అ()O�త ¡Um 

 పట«ం అ()ండ�కు అంపnపడ�7 ॥౨౪॥  

                           b) roma ane paṭnaṃlo vrāśi yephāproditussu  

 anevāricāta philipi paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku  

 aṃppapaḍḍadi ‖ 24 ‖ 

                           c) Written in Rome and sent to the Philippians by  

 Epaphroditus. 24.  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 7 (A) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size (for the whole manuscript)  42.5×3×7 cm 

Number of leaves Total for TEL 144: 1 [title of TEL 144 (A) + 132  

 [texts] + 1 [English title of TEL 144 (J), numbered 

 [1]33]. Continuous foliation in Telugu and Grantha 

 scripts. 

 TEL 144 (A): 1 [title, unnumbered] + 12 [text,  

 numbered 1-2] + 1 [English title, numbered 13] 

Lines per page 5 
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Condition Good. First leaf broken in the right side with loss of a 

 letter. Leaf numbered 13 broken at its left end. Leaf 

 numbered [1]33 broken at both ends. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
TEL 144 contains ten texts, (A) to (J).  

On recto of title leaf, in left margin: “śrī”. 

On verso of leaf numbered 13, engraved in Latin script: “The Epistle of PAUL, the 

Apostle, to the PHILIPPIANS translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou 

Language by Benjamin Schũltze protestant Missionary 1727 the 9 / 29 of Sept. Aug. Fort 

St George.”.  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 144 (B) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు Rలº& పట«ం అ()డ�కు 
 )+, అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru kolasse  

 paṭṇaṃ anevāḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to the  

 Colossians 

Parallel title The Epistle of Paul, the Apostle, to the Colossians 

 translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou 

 Language by Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Colossians. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (1st Sept. O. S.; 12th Sept. N. S.) 
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Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQ aత3ం�త T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O 

 PకQ ఆjస3[ అ( పvలుసు&ంను?  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokka cittaṃcāta yejussukṛstussu  

 ayyavāri yokka āpostal ane pavulussuṃnnu   

                           c) Paul, an apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ by the will 

 of the Lord  

Final lines           a) Ëమ అ( పట?ం8 )+, e�కుసు& అ()O�తనుంను?  
 Å(,ముసు& అ()O�తనుంను? Rలº& పట?ం  

 అ()డ�కు అంపnపడ�7 ॥౧౯॥  

                           b) roma ane paṭnaṃlo vrāśi tihikussu  

 anevāricātanuṃnnu voneśimussu anevāricātanuṃnnu 

 kolasse paṭnaṃ anevāḍlaku aṃppapaḍḍadi ‖ 19 ‖ 

                           c) Written in Rome and sent to the Colossians through 

 Tychicus and Onesimus. 19. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 7 (B) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 144 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 14] + 11 [text, numbered 15-25] + 1 

 [English title, numbered 26] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
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On leaf numbered 26, engraved in Latin script: “The Epistle of PAUL, the Apostle, to the 

COLOSSIANS translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by 

Benjamin Schũltze protestant Missionary 1727 the 12 / 1 of Sept. Fort St George.”.  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 144 (C) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు gస&8Cక పట?ం 

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన /ద1 Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru tessalonika 

 paṭnaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina modaṭi nirūpaṃ 

            c) The First Epistle written by Paul and sent to the 

 Thessalonians 

Parallel title The  First Epistle of Paul, the Apostle, to the  

 Thessalonians translated from the Greec in the Waruga 

 or Gentou language by Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title               Bible. N.T. Thessalonians, 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (4th Sept. O. S.; 15th Sept. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) పvలుసు&ను? ,¦íనుసు&ంను? e�e3vసు&ంను?  

                           b) pavulussunnu śilphānussuṃnnu timōttivussuṃnnu 

                           c) Paul, Silvanus and Timothy   

Final lines           a) ఆg3( అ( పట?ం8 )+, gస&8Cక పట?ం అ()Ou అంపnపడ� 
 /ద1 Cరూపం  

                           b) āttene ane paṭṇaṃlo vrāśi tessalonika paṭnaṃ  

 anevāriki aṃppapaḍḍa modaṭi nirūpaṃ 

                           c) The First Epistle written in Athens and sent to the 

 Thessalonians  

Legibility Clear throughout 
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Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 7 (C) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 144 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 27] + 10 [text, numbered 28-37] + 1 

 [English title, numbered 38] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On leaf numbered 38, engraved in Latin script: “The  First Epistle of PAUL, the Apostle, 

to the THESSALONIANS translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou language 

by Benjamin Schũltze protestant Missionary 1727 the 15 / 4 of Sept. Fort St George.”.  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 144 (D) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు gస&8Cక పట?ం   

 అ()డ�కు )+, అంmnన 9ం±� Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru tessalonika 

 paṭnaṃ anevāḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina reṃḍḍo nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Second Epistle written by Paul and sent to the 

 Thessalonians 
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Parallel title  The Second  Epistle of Paul, the Apostle, to the  

 Thessalonians translated from the Greec in the Waruga 

 or Gentou language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Thessalonians, 2nd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (5th Sept. O. S.; 16th Sept. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) పvలుసు&ంను ,[ çనుసు&ంను? e�gvసు&ంను?  

                           b) pavulussuṃnnu śilphānussuṃnnu timōtevussuṃnnu  

                           c) Paul, Silvanus and Timothy 

Final lines           a) ఆg( అ( పట?ం8 )+, gస&8Cక పట?ం అ()డ�కు అంmnన 

 9ం±� Cరూపం  

                           b) ātene ane paṭnaṃlo vrāśi tessalonika paṭnaṃ  

 anevāḍlaku aṃppina reṃḍḍo nirūpaṃ 

                           c) The Second Epistle written in Athens and sent to the 

 Thessalonians  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 7 (D) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 144 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 39] + 6 [text, numbered 40-45] + 1 

 [English title, numbered 46] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 
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!
III. Remarks  

!
On leaf numbered 46, engraved in Latin script: “The Second  Epistle of PAUL, the 

Apostle, to the THESSALONIANS translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou 

language by Benjamin Schũltze protestant Missionary 1727 the 16 / 5 of  September Fort 

St George.”.  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 144 (E) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు e�e3యుసు& 
 అ()Ou )+, అంmnన /ద1 Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru timōttiyussu 

 anevāriki vrāśi aṃppina modaṭi nirūpaṃ 

            c) The First Epistle written by Paul and sent to  

 Thimothy  

Parallel title  The First  Epistle of Paul the Apostle to Timotheus 

 translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou 

 Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Timothy, 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (8th Sept. O. S.; 19th Sept. N. S.)  

Initial lines    a) మంము{ల రêంF| స9:శ:రు` PకQనుంను? S PకQ 

 mxe� vం�� కర3 అఇన T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O PకQ 

 b) maṃmmula rakṣiṃcce sarveśvaruḍi yokkanuṃnnu 

 mā yokka pritigā vuṃḍḍe karta aïna yejussukṛstussu 

 ayyavāri yokka 
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                           c) Of God our Saviour and of the Lord Jesus Christ our 

 hope 

Final lines           a) ¦Å7శయY అ( పట«ం8 )+, e�e3యుసు& అ()Ou  

 అంపnపడ� /ద1 Cరూపం ॥౨౨ ॥  

                           b) lāvodiśayya ane paṭṇaṃlo vrāśi timōttiyussu  

 anevāriki aṃppapaḍḍa modaṭi nirūpaṃ ‖ 22 ‖ 

                           c) The First Epistle sent to Timothy, written in  

 Laodicea. 22. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 7 (E) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 144 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 47] + 12 [text, numbered 48-59] + 1 

 [English title, numbered 60] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On leaf numbered 60, engraved in Latin script: “The First  Epistle of PAUL the Apostle to 

Timotheus translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin 

Schũltze protestant Missionary 1727. the 19. / 8. of Sept. Fort St. George.”.  

!
253 

!
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 144 (F) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు e�e3యుసు&   

 అ()Ou )+, అంmnన 9ం±� Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru timōttiyussu 

 anevāriki vrāśi aṃppina reṃḍḍo nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Second Epistle written by Paul and sent to  

 Thimothy  

Parallel title  The Second Epistle of Paul the Apostle to Timotheus 

 translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou 

 Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Timothy, 2nd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (12th Sept. O. S.; 23rd Sept. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) uxసు3సు&T�సు& అయY)O8ను vం�� àv` PకQ  

 Sటపటుzపx=రం�dను  

                           b) kristussuyejussu ayyavārilonu vuṃḍḍe jivuḍi yokka 

 māṭapaṭṭuprakāraṃggānu  

                           c) According to the promise of life which is in the Lord 

 Christ Jesus 

Final lines           a) /ద1 పxµనగురుv అఇన e�e3యుసు& అ()Ou  

 అంపnపడ� 9ం±� Cరూపం ॥౨౩ ॥  

                           b) modaṭi pradhānaguruvu aïna timōttiyussu anevāriki 

 aṃppapaḍḍa reṃḍḍo nirūpaṃ ‖ 23 ‖ 

                           c) The Second Epistle sent to Timothy, the first bishop. 

 23. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 
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Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 7 (F) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 144 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 61] + 9 [text, numbered 62-70] + 1 

 [English title, numbered 71] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On leaf numbered 71, engraved in Latin script: “The Second Epistle of PAUL the Apostle 

to Timotheus translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin 

Schũltze protestant Missionary 1727. the 23. / 12. of Sept. Fort St. George.”.  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 144 (G) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు eతుసు& అ()Ou )+, 

 అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru titussu  

 anevāriki vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to Titus  

Parallel title The Epistle of Paul to Titus translated from the Greec 

 in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin  

 Schultze  
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Authority title                Bible. N.T. Titus. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date  1727 (15th Sept. O. S.; 26th Sept. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) దబ¥రFపnకూడC స9:శ:రుడు 8కం కలగF�టందుJకు మును° 

                           b) dabbaraceppakūḍani sarveśvaruḍu lokaṃ  

 kalagaceśeṭaṃdduku munupe 

                           c) God, who cannot lie, before the world was created 

Final lines           a) పxµనగురుv అఇన eతుసు& అ()Ou అంపnపడ�7 ॥౧౬ ॥ 

                          b) pradhānaguruvu aïna titussu anevāriki  

 aṃppapaḍḍadi ‖ 16 ‖ 

                           c) Sent to Titus, the first bishop. 16. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 7 (G) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 144 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 72] + 6 [text, numbered 73-78] + 1 

 [English title, numbered 79] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

  

III. Remarks  

!
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On leaf numbered 79, engraved in Latin script: “The Epistle of PAUL to TITUS translated 

from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schũltze protestant 

Missionary 1727. the 26 / 15 of Sept. Fort St. George.”.  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 144 (H) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు ¡�ముN అ()Ou )+, 

 అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru philemun 

 anevāriki vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to Philemon  

Parallel title The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to Philemon translated 

 from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by 

 Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Philemon. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (15th Sept. O. S.; 26th Sept. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) కృసు3సు& T�సు& అయY)O PకQ కటzపడ�)�ౖన  

 పvలుసు&ంను?  

                           b) kṛstussu yejussu ayyavāri yokka kaṭṭapaḍḍavāḍaina 

 pavulussuṃnnu 

                           c) Paul, prisoner of the Lord Christ Jesus, and 

Final lines           a) Ëమ అ( పట?ం8 )+, Rలుvడు�డు అఇన Å(,ముసు& 
 అ()O�త ¡��N అ()Ou అంపnపడ�7 ॥౨౬ ॥  

                           b) roma ane paṭnaṃlo vrāśi koluvuḍugāḍu aïna  

 voneśimussu anevāricāta philemōn anevāriki  

 aṃppapaḍḍadi ‖ 26 ‖ 
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                           c) Written in Rome and sent to Philemon through  

 Onesimus, a servant. 26. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 7 (H) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 144 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 80] + 3 [text, numbered 81-83] + 1 

 [English title, numbered 84] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks 

!
On leaf numbered 84, engraved in Latin script: “The Epistle of PAUL the Apostle to 

PHILEMON translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin 

Schũltze protestant Missionary 1727. the 26 / 15  of Sept. Fort St George.”.  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 144 (I) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు TÚxయ se  

 అ()డ�కు )+, అంmnన Cరూపం  
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            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru yebreya jāti 

 anevāḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to Hebrews 

Parallel title The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Hebrews  

 translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou 

 Language by Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title                  Bible. N.T. Hebrews. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (23rd Sept. O. S.; 4th Oct. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రుడు Ìర:=లం8 అ(క Sటు��నుంను?  
 7నుసు7నుసు వగల�తనుంను?  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍu pūrvakālaṃlo aneka māṭlugānuṃnnu 

 dinusudinusu vagalacātanuṃnnu  

                           c) God, who at sundry times and in diverse manners in 

 the past 

Final lines           a) Z�Uయ అ( ]శం8 )+, e�e3యుసు& అ()OCRC 

 TÚxయ అ( se)ండ�కు అంపnపడ�7 ॥౨౬ ॥  

                           b) yītāliya ane deśaṃlo vrāśi timōttiyussu  

 anevārinikoni yebreya ane jātivāṃḍlaku aṃppapaḍḍadi 

 ‖ 26 ‖ 

                           c) Written in Italy and sent to the Hebrews through 

 Timothy. 26.  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 7 (I) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 
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Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 144 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 85] + 34 [text, numbered 86-119] + 

 1 [English title, numbered 120] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On leaf numbered 120, engraved in Latin script: “The Epistle of PAUL the Apostle to the 

HEBREWS translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin 

Schũltze protestant Missionary 1727 the 4 / 23 of Oct. Sept. Fort St George.”.  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 144 (J) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన VRబుసు& అ()రు అందJOuంC? )+, 

 అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina yākobussu anevāru  

 aṃddarikiṃnni vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by James and sent to all 

Parallel title +he general Epistle of James translated from the Greec 

 in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin  

 Schultze  

Authority title                Bible. N.T. James. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (27th Sept. O. S.; 2nd Oct. N. S.)  

 27.9.1727-2.10.1727 
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Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQనుంను? కర3 అఇన T�సు&కృసు3సు&  
 అయY)O PకQనుంను? Rలుvడు��ౖన VRబుసు&  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokkanuṃnnu karta aïna  

 yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokkanuṃnnu  

 koluvuḍugāḍaina yākobussu  

                           c) James, a servant of God and of the Lord Jesus Christ 

Final lines           a) వక ఆత{ను రêంతు3రు అC ��ల PకQ L�ÞంC?  
 మూ,-తురు అC Tరగవ�ను ॥౧౯॥౨౦॥  

                           b) vaka ātmanu rakṣiṃtturu ani pāpāla yokka  

 herāḷāṃnni mūśiveturu ani yeragavalenu ‖ 19 ‖ 20 ‖  

                           c) It should be known that He will save a soul and  

 cover a multitude of sins. 19. 20. 
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Text complete Yes 
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 ms) 

Name of the copyist  
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II. Physical description 
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Size See TEL 144 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 121] + 11 [text, numbered 122-132] 

 + 1 [English title, numbered [1]33] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. Last leaf ([1]33) broken on both sides with loss 

 of letters. 

  

III. Remarks  
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On leaf numbered [1]33, engraved in Latin script: “+he general Epistle of JAMES 

translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schũltze 

protestant Missionary 1727. the 2. / 27. of Octob. Sept. Fort St. George.”  
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 145 (A) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు ¡U¡ పట«ం అ()ండ�కు 
  )+, అంmnన Cరూపం   

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru philiphi  

 paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ    

            c) The Epistle written by Paul the Apostle and sent to 

 the Philippians 

Parallel title  The Epistle of Paul, the Apostle, to the Philippians 

 translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou 

 Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title               Bible. N.T. Philippians. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (29th Aug. O. S.; 9th Sept. N. S.)  

Initial lines    a) T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O PకQ Rలుvడు�ం��Âన  

 పvలుసు&�రుంను? e�e3యసు&�రుంను?  

                           b) yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka koluvuḍugāṃḍlaina 

 pavulussugāruṃnnu timōttiyassugāruṃnnu  

                           c) Paul and Timothy, the servants of the Lord Jesus 

 Christ 

Final lines           a) äమ అ( పట«ం8 )+, Tçj+7తుసు& అ()O�త ¡Um 

  పట«ం అ()ండ�కు అంపnబడ�7 ॥౨౪॥  
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                           b) rōma ane paṭṇaṃlo vrāśi yephāproditussu  

 anevāricāta philipi paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku  

 aṃppabaḍḍadi ‖ 24 ‖ 

                           c) Written in Rome and sent to the Philippians by  

 Epaphroditus. 24.  

Legibility Clear throughout 
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On recto of first leaf, engraved, in left margin, “śrī”; in right margin, a small geometrical 

design.  

On leaf numbered 15, engraved in Latin script: “The Epistle of PAUL, the Apostle, to the 

PHILIPPIANS translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ 

Benjamin Schũltze Protestant Missionarÿ 1727. the 9 / 29 of Sept. Aug. Fort St George.”; 

and, in left margin: “n°.3” and a cross made of 5 dots. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 145 (B) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు Rలº& పట«ం 

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru kolasse  

 paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to the  

 Colossians 

Parallel title    The Epistle of Paul, the Apostle, to the Colossians 

 translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou 

 Language by Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title                  Bible. N.T. Colossians. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (1st Sept. O. S.; 12th Sept. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQ aత3ం�త T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O 

 PకQ ఆjస3[ అ( పvలుసు&ంను?  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokka cittaṃcāta yejussukṛstussu  

 ayyavāri yokka āpostal ane pavulussuṃnnu   

                           c) Paul, an apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ by the will 

 of God 
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Final lines           a) äమ అ( పట«ం8 )+, e�కుసు& అ()O�తనును?  
 Å(,ముసు& అ()O�తనును? £లº& పట«ం)ండ�కు అంపnబడ�7 

 ॥౧౯ ॥ 

                           b) rōma ane paṭṇaṃlo vrāśi tihikussu anevāricātanunnu 

 voneśimussu anevāricātanunnu kōlasse  

 paṭṇaṃvāṃḍlaku aṃppabaḍḍadi ‖ 19 ‖ 

                           c) Written in Rome and sent to the Colossians through 

 Tychicus and Onesimus. 19. 
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!
III. Remarks  

!
On leaf numbered 29, engraved in Latin script: “The Epistle of PAUL, the Apostle, to the 

COLOSSIANS translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ 

Benjamin Schũltze Protestant Missionarÿ 1727. the 12 / 1 of Sept. Fort St George.”; and, 

in left margin: “n°. 3”.  
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 145 (C) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు gస&MCక పట«ం 

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన /ద1 Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru tessalōnika 

 paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina modaṭi nirūpaṃ 

            c) The First Epistle written by Paul and sent to the 

 Thessalonians 

Parallel title The First Epistle of Paul, the Apostle, to the  

 Thessalonians translated from the Greec in the Waruga 

 or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title               Bible. N.T. Thessalonians, 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (4th Sept. O. S.; 15th Sept. N. S.)  

Initial lines    a) పvలుసు&ంను ,¦íనుసు&ను? e�e3vసు&ను?  

                           b) pavulussuṃnnu śilphānussunnu timōttivussunnu 

                           c) Paul, Silvanus and Timothy  

Final lines           a) అg( అ( పట«ం8 )+, gస&MCక పట«ం అ()ండ�కు అంపnబడ� 
 /ద1 Cరూపం  

                           b) atene ane paṭṇaṃlo vrāśi tessalōnika paṭṇaṃ  

 anevāṃḍlaku aṃppabaḍḍa modaṭi nirūpaṃ 

                           c) The First Epistle written in Athens and sent to the 

 Thessalonians  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 7 (C) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 
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Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 145 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 30] + 11 [text, numbered 31-41] + 1 

 [English title, numbered 42] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On leaf numbered 42, engraved in Latin script: “The First Epistle of PAUL, the Apostle, 

to the THESSALONIANS translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language 

bÿ Benjamin Schũltze Protestant Missionarÿ 1727 the 15 / 4 of Sept. Fort St George.” ; 

and, in left margin: “n°. 3”, followed by an X with one dot each between the branches. 
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 145 (D) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు gస&MCక పట«ం 

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన 9ం±� Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru tessalōnika 

 paṭṇaṃ anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina reṃḍḍo nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Second Epistle written by Paul and sent to the 

 Thessalonians 

Parallel title The Second  Epistle of Paul, the Apostle, to the  

 Thessalonians translated from the Greec in the Waruga 

 or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title               Bible. N.T. Thessalonians, 2nd. Telugu 
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Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (5th Sept. O. S.; 16th Sept. N. S.)  

Initial lines    a) పvలుసు&ంను ,¦íనుసు&ను? e�gvసు&ంను?  

                           b) pavulussuṃnnu śilphānussunnu timōtevussuṃnnu  

                           c) Paul, Silvanus and Timothy 

Final lines           a) ఆg( అ( పట«ం8 )+, gస&MCక పట«ం అ()ండ�కు అంmnన 

 9ం±� Cరూపం  

                           b) ātene ane paṭṇaṃlo vrāśi tessalōnika paṭṇaṃ  

 anevāṃḍlaku aṃppina reṃḍḍo nirūpaṃ 

                           c) The Second Epistle written in Athens and sent to the 

 Thessalonians  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 7 (D) (same date as that of this 
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Name of the copyist  
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II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 145 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 43] + 6 [text, numbered 44-49] + 1 

 [English title, numbered 50] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  
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On leaf numbered 50, engraved in Latin script: “The Second  Epistle of PAUL, the 

Apostle, to the THESSALONIANS translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou 

Language bÿ Benjamin Schũltze protestant Missionarÿ 1727. the 16 / 5 of Sept. Fort St 

George.”; and, in left margin: “ n°. 3”.   
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 145 (E) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు e�e3యుసు& 
 అ()Ou )+, అంmnన /ద1 Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru timōttiyussu 

 anevāriki vrāśi aṃppina modaṭi nirūpaṃ 

            c) The First Epistle written by Paul and sent to  

 Thimothy  

Parallel title The First  Epistle of Paul the Apostle to Timotheus 

 translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou 

 Language by Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Timothy, 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (8th Sept. O. S.; 19th Sept. N. S.)  

Initial lines    a) మంము{ల రêంF| స9:శ:రు` PకQనుంను? S PకQ 

 mxe� vం�� కర3 అXన T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O 

 PకQనుంను?  

                           b) maṃmmula rakṣiṃcce sarveśvaruḍi yokkanuṃnnu 

 mā yokka pritigā vuṃḍḍe karta ayina yejussukṛstussu 

 ayyavāri yokkanuṃnnu 

                           c) Of God our Saviour and of the Lord Jesus Christ our 

 hope 

Final lines           a) ¦Å7శVY అ( పట«ం8 )+, e�e3యుసు& అ()Ou  
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 అంపnబడ� /ద1 Cరూపం ॥౨౨॥  

                           b) lāvodiśayyā ane paṭṇaṃlo vrāśi timōttiyussu  

 anevāriki aṃppabaḍḍa modaṭi nirūpaṃ ‖ 22 ‖ 

                           c) The First Epistle sent to Timothy, written in  

 Laodicea. 22. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 7 (E) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 145 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 51] + 14 [text, numbered 52-65] + 1 

 [English title, numbered 66]. An additional leaf  

 numbered 56 ( 30.2×2.6 cm) containing missing text 

 and inserted between leaves numbered 56 and 57. 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks 

!
On leaf numbered 66, engraved in Latin script: “The First  Epistle of PAUL the Apostle to 

Timotheus translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin 

Schũltze protestant Missionarÿ 1727. the 19 / 8 of Septemb. Fort St George.”; and, in left 

margin: “n°. 3”. 
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 145 (F) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు e�e3యుసు& 
 అ()Ou )+, అంmnన 9ం±� Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru timōttiyussu 

 anevāriki vrāśi aṃppina reṃḍḍo nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Second Epistle written by Paul and sent to  

 Thimothy  

Parallel title  The Second Epistle of Paul the Apostle to Timotheus 

 translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou 

 Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Timothy, 2nd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (12th Sept. O. S.; 23rd Sept. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) uxసు3సు& T�సు& అయY)OMను vం�� àv` PకQ  

 Sటపటుzపx=రం�dను  

                           b) kristussu yejussu ayyavārilōnu vuṃḍḍe jivuḍi yokka 

 māṭapaṭṭuprakāraṃggānu  

                           c) According to the promise of life which is in the Lord 

 Christ Jesus 

Final lines           a) /ద1 పxµనగురుv అXన e�e3యుసు& అ()Ou 

 అంపnబడ� 9ం±� Cరూపం ॥౨౩॥  

                           b) modaṭi pradhānaguruvu ayina timōttiyussu  

 anevāriki aṃppabaḍḍa reṃḍḍo nirūpaṃ ‖ 23 ‖ 

                           c) The Second Epistle sent to Timothy, the first bishop. 

 23. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 
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Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 7 (F) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 145 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 67] + 10 [text, numbered 68-77] + 1 

 [English title, numbered 78] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

On leaf numbered 78, engraved in Latin script: “The Second Epistle of PAUL the Apostle 

to Timotheus translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin 

Schũltze Protestant Missionarÿ 1727. the 23 / 12 of Sept. Fort St George.” ; and, in left 

margin: “n°. 3”. 
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 145 (G) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు eతుసు& అ()Ou )+, 

 అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru titussu  

 anevāriki vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to Titus  

Parallel title The Epistle of Paul to Titus translated from the Greec 

 in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin  

 Schultze  
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Authority title                Bible. N.T. Titus. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date  1727 (15th Sept. O. S.; 26th Sept. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) దబ¥రFపnకూడC స9:శ:రుడు 8కం కలగF�టందుQ మును° 

                           b) dabbaraceppakūḍani sarveśvaruḍu lokaṃ  

 kalagaceśeṭaṃdku munupe 

                           c) God, who cannot lie, before the world was created 

Final lines           a) పxµనగురు-ౖన æతుసు& అ()Ou అంపnపడ�7 ॥౧౬॥  

                           b) pradhānaguruvaina tītussu anevāriki aṃppapaḍḍadi ‖ 

 16 ‖ 

                           c) Sent to Titus, the first bishop. 16. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 7 (G) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 145 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 79] + 6 [text, numbered 80-85 (85 

 also numbered 86), English title on verso of leaf  

 numbered 85] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

  

III. Remarks  

!
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On verso of leaf numbered 85, engraved in Latin script: “The Epistle of PAUL to TITUS 

translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schũltze 

Protestant Missionarÿ 1727. the 26 / 15 of Sept. Fort St George.” ; and, in left margin:  

“n°. 3”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 145 (H) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు ¡�ముN అ()Ou )+, 

 అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru philemun 

 anevāriki vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to Philemon  

Parallel title The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to Philemon translated 

 from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language by 

 Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Philemon. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (15th Sept. O. S.; 26th Sept. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) కృసు3సు& T�సు& అయY)O PకQ కటzబడ�)�ౖన  

 పvలుసు&ంను?  

                           b) kṛstussu yejussu ayyavāri yokka kaṭṭabaḍḍavāḍaina 

 pavulussuṃnnu 

                           c) Paul, prisoner of the Lord Christ Jesus, and 

Final lines           a) äమ అ( పట«ం8 )+, Rలుvడు�డు అXన é(,ముసు&  
 అ()O�త ¡��N అ()Ou అంపnబడ�7 ॥౨౬॥ 

                           b) rōma ane paṭṇaṃlo vrāśi koluvuḍugāḍu ayina  

 vōneśimussu anevāricāta philemōn anevāriki  

 aṃppabaḍḍadi ‖ 26 ‖ 
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                           c) Written in Rome and sent to Philemon through  

 Onesimus, a servant. 26. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 7 (H) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 145 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 87] + 3 [text, numbered 88-90] + 1 

 [English title, numbered 91] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On leaf numbered 91, engraved in Latin script: “The Epistle of PAUL the Apostle to  

PHILEMON translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin 

Schũltze Protestant Missionarÿ 1727. the 26 / 15 of Sept. Fort St George.” ; and, in left 

margin: “n°. 3”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 145 (I) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన పvలుసు& అ()రు TÚxయ se  

 అ()ండ�కు )+, అంmnన Cరూపం  
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            b) āpostal anevāraina pavulussu anevāru yebreya jāti 

 anevāṃḍlaku vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by Paul and sent to Hebrews 

Parallel title  The Epistle of Paul, the Apostle to the Hebrews  

 translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou 

 Language by Benjamin Schultze 

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. Hebrews. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1727 (23rd Sept. O. S.; 4th Oct. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రుడు Ìర:=లం8 అ(క Sటు��నును?  
 7నుసు7నుసు వగల�తనును?  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍu pūrvakālaṃlo aneka māṭlugānunnu 

 dinusudinusu vagalacātanunnu  

                           c) God, who at sundry times and in diverse manners in 

 the past 

Final lines           a) Z�Uయ అ( ]శం8 )+, e�e3యుసు& అ()OCRC 

 TÚxయ అ( se)ండ�కు అంపnబడ�7 ॥౨౬ ॥  

                           b) yītāliya ane deśaṃlo vrāśi timōttiyussu  

 anevārinikoni yebreya ane jātivāṃḍlaku aṃppabaḍḍadi 

 ‖ 26 ‖ 

                           c) Written in Italy and sent to the Hebrews through 

 Timothy. 26.  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 7 (I) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 
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Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 145 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 92] + 39 [text, numbered 93-131] + 

 1 [English title, numbered 132]. 2 additional leaves 

 containing missing text: the first numbered 96 (26×2.5 

 cm) inserted between leaves numbered 96 and 97; the 

 second numbered 122 (33×2.8 cm) between 122 and 

 123. 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On leaf numbered 132, engraved in Latin script: “The Epistle of PAUL, the Apostle to the 

HEBREWS translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin 

Schũltze Protestant Missionarÿ 1727. the 4 / 23 of Oct. Sept. Fort St George.” ; and, in 

left margin: “n°. 3”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 145 (J) 

Original title     a) ఆjస3[ అ()9ౖన VRబుసు& అ()రు అందJOuంC? )+, 

 అంmnన Cరూపం  

            b) āpostal anevāraina yākobussu anevāru  

 aṃddarikiṃnni vrāśi aṃppina nirūpaṃ 

            c) The Epistle written by James and sent to all 

Parallel title The general Epistle of James translated from the Greec 

 in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin  

 Schultze  

Authority title                 Bible. N.T. James. Telugu 
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Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date  1727 (27th Sept. O. S.; 2nd Oct. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQనుంను? కర3 అXన T�సు&కృసు3సు& 
 అయY)O PకQనుంను? Rలుvడు��ౖన V£బుసు&  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokkanuṃnnu karta ayina  

 yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokkanuṃnnu  

 koluvuḍugāḍaina yākōbussu  

                           c) James, a servant of God and of the Lord Jesus Christ 

Final lines           a) వక ఆత{ను రêంతు3రు అC ��ల PకQ L�ÞంC?  
 మూ,-తురు అC Tరగవ�ను ॥౧౯ ॥౨౦ ॥  

                           b) vaka ātmanu rakṣiṃtturu ani pāpāla yokka  

 herāḷāṃnni mūśiveturu ani yeragavalenu ‖ 19 ‖ 20 ‖ 

                           c) It should be known that He will save a soul and  

 cover a multitude of sins. 19. 20. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 7 (J) (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size See TEL 145 (A) 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 133] + 14 [text, numbered 134-147] 

 + 1 [English title, numbered 148] 

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 
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III. Remarks  

!
On leaf numbered 148, engraved in Latin script: “The general Epistle of JAMES 

translated from the Greec in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schũltze 

Protestant Missionarÿ 1727. the 8 / 27 of Oct. Sept. Fort St George.” ; and, in left margin: 

“n°. 3”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 146 

Original title     a) hసువ అ()రు )+,న jస3కం  

            b) yōsuva anevāru vrāśina postakaṃ 

            c) The Book written by Joshua 

Parallel title The Book of Joshua translated from the Hebrew in the 

 Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Joshua. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1729 (15th Oct. O. S.; 26th Oct. N.S) 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` PకQ Rలుvడు�డఇన �జసు& అ()రు 
 మరiC? jం7న -నక  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yokka koluvuḍugāḍaïna mōjassu  

 anevāru maraṇānni poṃdina venaka 

                           c) After the death of Moses the servant of God 

Final lines           a) hసువ అ()రు )+,న jస3కం ము\ంa| అXం7J  

                           b) yōsuva anevāru vrāśina postakaṃ mugiṃcci  

 ayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book written by Joshua is ended 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 
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Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 14 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size  49×3.2×6 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title, unnumbered] + 112 [text, numbered 1-112] + 1 

 [English title, numbered “f. 113.”]. 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good. Last leaf (113) damaged in left corner.  

  

III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf (113), engraved in Latin script: “The Book of JOSHUA  translated 

from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schũltze protestant 

Missionarÿ 1729 the 26.N. / 15.O. st. of Octob. Fort St George” ; and “a”; on recto, also 

engraved, “F.”. 

Change of hand on verso of leaf numbered 93. 

Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Latin letter “f”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 147 

Original title     a) hహంనసు అ()Ou వa|సంభ_ంa|న TO\ంHn PకQ 

 పరమరహసYం కU\న Hస3కం  

            b) yōhaṃnasu anevāriki vaccisaṃbhaviṃccina  

 yerigiṃppu yokka paramarahasyaṃ kaligina pustakaṃ 
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            c) The Book which contains the secret of the message 

 given to John  

Parallel title  

Authority title                Bible. N.T. Revelation. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రుడు ,ఘxం�d �jTY =�Yలు తమ PకQ 

 Rలుvడు�ండ�కు చూmంF|టందుJకు�ను  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍu śighraṃggā rāpoyye kāryālu tama 

 yokka koluvuḍugāṃḍlaku cūpiṃcceṭaṃddukugānu 

                           c) God, to show his servants the things which must 

 soon take place 

Final lines           a) S కర3 అఇన T�సు&కృసు3సు& అయY)O PకQ కృప �  

 అందJO~ను కూ� కU\vండ�వ�ను అvను ॥౨౧ ॥  

                           b) mā karta aïna yejussukṛstussu ayyavāri yokka kṛpa 

 mī aṃddaritonu kūḍā kaligivuṃḍḍavalenu avunu ‖ 21 ‖ 

                           c) The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all. 

 So be it. 21. 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 8 (G) (dated 1727, 23rd Oct. / 

 3rd Nov.) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size  44.2×3×3 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title, numbered 51] + 52 [text, numbered 52-103] 
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Lines per page 5 

Condition Good 

!
III. Remarks  

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 148 

Original title     a) T�సు&uxసు3సు& అయY)OC Tª� -ంబ`ంచ|వ�ను  
 అ(ందుJ�ద �మసు ] ²ంmnÕ అ()రు )+,న 9ం�� stనపస3కం 

            b) yejussukristussu ayyavārini yeṭlā  

 veṃbaḍiṃccavalenu aneṃddumīda tōmasu de keṃppis 

 anevāru vrāśina reṃḍḍō jñānapastakaṃ  

            c) The second book of knowledge written by Thomas à 

 Kempis on how to follow the Lord Jesus Christ  

Parallel title Thomas a Kempis 2te  theil Warugicè  

Authority title  Thomas, à Kempis, 1380-1471. De Imitatione Christi. 

 2. Liber. Telugu 

Author  Thomas à Kempis  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) స9:శ:రు` hకQ �జYం �Mపలను vండు�ను అC కర3 
 అXన)రు aత3\ంa|Gరు  

                           b) sarveśvaruḍi yōkka rājyaṃ mīlōpalanu vuṃḍḍunu 

 ani karta ayinavāru cittagiṃccināru 

                           c) The kingdom of God is within you, said the Lord 

Final lines           a) �మసు ] ²ంmnసు అ()రు )+,vంa|న 9ం� stనపస3కం 

 ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) tōmasu de keṃppisu anevāru vrāśivuṃccina reṃḍō 

 jñānapastakaṃ mugiśiṃdayiṃdi 
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                           c) The second book of knowledge written by Thomas à 

 Kempis is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book II 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 47 (undated) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48.5×2.8×2.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 45 [text]  

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good. Last leaf broken on the right side with loss of 

 text.  

!
III. Remarks 

!
On recto of title leaf, below the title, engraved: “Thomas a Kempis 2te  theil Warugicè”; 

in left margin: “C.”.  

In left margin, in red ink: “X.”. In right side, a small brown label bearing the Arabic 

numeral “13” written in pencil. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 149 

Original title     a) �మసు ] ²ంmnసు అ()రు )+,vంa|న మూ� stనపస3కం 

 b) tōmasu de keṃppisu anevāru vrāśivuṃccina mūḍō 

 jñānapastakaṃ  
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            c) The third book of knowledge written by Thomas à 

 Kempis 

Parallel title Thomas à Kempis 3te  theil Warugicè  

Authority title  Thomas, à Kempis, 1380-1471. De Imitatione Christi. 

 3. Liber. Telugu  

Author  Thomas à Kempis  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) uxసు3సు& అయY)రు _^:సం కUdన ఆత{�ను మనుసుMపల 

 పxసం\dతు3Gరు  

                           b) kristussu ayyavāru viśvāsaṃ kalgina ātmatōnu  

 manusulōpala prasaṃggittunāru 

                           c) The Lord Christ speaks to the faithful soul inwardly  

Final lines           a) +...+ అయY)OC Tª� -ంబ`ంచ|వ�న(ందుJ�ద  

 �మసు ] ²ంmnసు అ+...+a|న మూ� stనపస3కం  

 ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) +…+ ayyavārini yeṭlā  

 veṃbaḍiṃccavalenaneṃddumīda tōmasu de keṃppisu 

 a+...+ṃccina mūḍō jñānapastakaṃ mugiśiṃdayiṃdi 

                           c) The third book of knowledge written by Thomas à 

 Kempis on how to follow the Lord +...+ is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book III 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 48 (undated) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48.4×3×8.6 cm 
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Number of leaves 1 [title] + 167 [text, numbered 1-167]  

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good. Leaf numbered 167 broken towards the left side 

 with loss of text.  

!
III. Remarks 

!
4 crosses around number of the leaf numbered 1. 

On recto of title leaf, below the title, engraved: “Thomas à Kempis 3te  theil Warugicè”; 

in left margin: “C.”.  

Below the title and in left margin, in red ink: “XI”. In right side, a small brown label 

bearing the Arabic numeral “14” written in pencil. 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 150 

Original title     a) gలుగు)CuC? అరవ)CuC? న`F పxసంగం  

            b) teluguvānikinni aravavānikinni naḍice prasaṃgaṃ 

            c) Dialogue between a Telugu and a Tamil 

Parallel title Ein Gespräch zwischen +++++ Malabaren +++  

 Warugen wegen Verbrennung des Pabsts Bild in  

 Madras, Warugisch  

Authority title  Schultze, Benjamin, 1689-1760. Ein Gespräch  

 zwischen einen Malabaren und Warugen. Telugu and 

 Tamil 

Author Benjamin Schultze 

Translator  

Language Telugu und Tamil 

Date 1736 24th Oct. N. S. 
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Initial lines    a) [in Telugu, line 1]  ౧ gలుగు)డు - Å½X TB 

 _ంత3 (1u వa|jTY)ండ� సంద` TB  

                       b) 1. teluguvāḍu - vohōyi yemi viṃtta neṭiki  

 vaccipoyyevāṃḍla saṃdaḍi yemi  

                        a) [in Tamil, line 2] tamilan - oru putumaiyumalla  

 varuṣantorum yinta nāḷile appaṭi naṭakkum 

                                                   

                            c) 1.Teluguman- What is this commotion that people 

 are coming and going today 

Final lines           a) [in Telugu] సంమ{eంతు3Ë �r Sకు gUయదు  

                           a) [in Tamil] nān viṭṭukkup poren   

                          b) saṃmmatiṃtturo ledō māku teliyadu  

                           c) I do not know if they will agree  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies AFSt: palm-leaf manuscript TAM 91 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 43.6×3.2×1.2 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 19 [text]. Foliation in Grantha only. 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good. Leaf 18 damaged lengthwise, about to break. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
Bilingual text.  

On last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “the 24 October N. st 1736. Fort St George.”; and in 

left margin an unidentified monogram. Also, in faded black ink: “Ein Gespräch zwischen 
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+++++ Malabaren +++ Warugen wegen Verbrennung des Pabsts Bild in Madras, 

Warugisch.”. 

This work was composed in 1731: see G. Duverdier, “L’œuvre en télugu de Benjamin 

Schultze», in Bulletin de l’École française d’Extrême-Orient 63, pp. 265-312 (p. 273). 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 151 

Original title     a) Alphabet der Warugischen Sprache  

           b) Alphabet of Telugu language 

Parallel title   

Authority title                 Schultze, Benjamin, 1689-1760. Alphabet der  

 Warugischen Sprache. Telugu 

Author Benjamin Schultze 

Translator  

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines   a) ఒ. న. మః. ,. ).యః. §. దðం. న. మః ‖ అ. ఆ. ఇ. ఈ. ఉ. 
 ఊ.ఎ. ఐ. [and Latin transliteration under these Telugu 

  letters:] o. na. maha. xi. vâ . yaha. si. d,am. na. maha: a. 

 â. i. î. u. û. e. ei. 

                           b) o. na. maḥ. śi. vā. yaḥ. si. ddhaṃ. na. maḥ. ‖ a. ā. i. 

 ī. u. ū. e. ai.  

Final lines           a) W:.   W&.   WY.   Wx.   Wõ.   Wృ.   Wౄ [and Latin 

 transliteration under these Telugu letters:] ‡chva.  

 ‡chsa. ‡chya. ‡chra. i‡cha. ‡chru. ‡chruru   

                           b) kṣva. kṣsa. kṣya. kṣra. kṣkṣa. kṣṛ. kṣṝ  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete  

Editions and other known copies  
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Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size  32.5×2.8×2.2 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [German title] + 33 [text] + [blank] 

Lines per page 1 

Condition Good  

  

III. Remarks  

!
First and last folios are palm-leaves folded at the rib.  

On first leaf, in black ink: “Alphabet der Warugischen Sprache. +++++ von ++ 

missionariis aus den Malabar+++. 1742. fin.Octob.”; in right margin: “26. L.” in thick 

black characters. 

Leaves numbered 26 to 33 have a parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals. 

The order and transliteration of letters differ from those of Schultze’s alphabet printed in 

Conspectus litteraturae telugicae vulgo warugicae [...] curante Beniamino Schulzio 

Missionaro evangelico, Halae Magdbvrgicae, MDCCXLVII (shelfmark at the Library of 

Franckesche Stiftungen: C:73a). 

!
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 152 

Original title     a) gలుగు)CuC? అర):CuC? న`F పxసంగం  

            b) teluguvānikinni aravvānikinni naḍice prasaṃgaṃ 

            c) Dialogue between a Telugu and a Tamil 

Parallel title Ein Gespräch zwischen einen Malabaren und Warugen 

 wegen Verbrennung des Pabsts Bild ++++adras,  

 Warugisch  
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Authority title   Schultze, Benjamin, 1689-1760. Ein Gespräch  

 zwischen einen Malabaren und Warugen. Telugu and 

 Tamil 

Author Benjamin Schultze 

Translator  

Language Telugu and Tamil 

Date None  

Initial lines    a) [in Telugu, line 1] ౧. gలుగు)డు é½X TB _ంత3 
 (1u వa|jTY)ండ� సంద` TB 

                           b) 1. teluguvāḍu vōhōyi  yemi viṃtta neṭiki  

 vaccipoyyevāṃḍla saṃdaḍi yemi 

                            a) [in Tamil, line 2] ta-oru putumaiyumalla  

 varuṣantorum yinta nāḷile appaṭi naṭakkum 

                           c) 1. Teluguman- What is this commotion that people 

 are coming and going today 

Final lines           a) [in Telugu] సంమ{eంతు3Ë �k Sకు gUయదు  

                           a) [in Tamil] nān viṭṭukkup poren 

                           b) saṃmmatiṃtturo ledo māku teliyadu 

                           c) I do not know if they will agree  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 

Editions and other known copies  

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size  45×3×1.2 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 19 [text]. Foliation in Telugu and Grantha. 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good. Leaves 18 and 19 broken in left margin. 

!
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III. Remarks  

!
Bilingual text. 

On verso of last leaf, in left margin, engraved: “B.”; and, in red ink: “Ein Gespräch 

zwischen einen Malabaren und Warugen wegen Verbrennung des Pabsts Bild ++++adras, 

Warugisch.”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 153 

Original title     a) T�సు&uxసు3సు& అయY)OC Tª� -ంబ`ంచ|వ�ను 
 అ(ందుJ�ద �మసు& ] ²ంmnసు అ()రు )+,న /ద1   

 stనపస3కం  

            b) yejussukristussu ayyavārini yetlā  

 veṃbadiṃccavalenu aneṃddumīda tōmassu de  

 keṃppisu anevāru vrāśina modaṭi jñānapastakaṃ  

            c) The first book of knowledge written by Thomas à 

 Kempis on how to follow the Lord Jesus Christ  

Parallel title Thomas à kempis 1te theil Warugicè  

Authority title           Thomas, à Kempis, 1380-1471. De Imitatione Christi. 

 1. Liber. Telugu 

Author  Thomas à Kempis 

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date None 

Initial lines    a) మంము{న -ంబ`ంF|)రు aక1M చుటుzeరగ}TY7 �దు 
 అC uxసు3సు& అయY)రు పలకOంa|Gరు  

                           b) maṃmmuna veṃbaḍiṃccevāru cikaṭilō  

 cuṭṭutiragapōyyedi ledu ani kristussu ayyavāru  

 palakariṃccināru   
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                           c) The Lord Christ said: Those who follow us will not 

 walk in darkness 

Final lines           a) �మసు ] ²ంmnసు అ()రు )+,న /ద1 పస3కం  

 ము\,ందXం7  

                           b) tōmasu de keṃppisu anevāru vrāśina modaṭi  

 pastakaṃ mugiśiṃdayiṃdi  

                           c) The first book written by Thomas à Kempis is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Book I 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 46 (undated) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48.2×3×4.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 80 [text]  

Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. Last leaf damaged.  

!
III. Remarks 

!
On recto of title leaf, below the title, engraved: “Thomas à kempis 1te theil Warugicè”; 

and in left margin: “c”. Also, both in left margin and below the title, in red ink: “IX”. 
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!
I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 154 

Original title     a) ��ల PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� /ద1 పస3కం  
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            b) rājula yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe modaṭi  

 pastakaṃ 

            c) The First Book narrating the history of the Kings  

Parallel title The First Book of the Kings, translated from the  

 Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by  

 Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Kings, 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1739 (1st May O. S.; 12th May N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) �జఇన q¡¢ అ()రు వయసుFU�న ము,U)రు� vG?రు 
                           b) rājaïna dāphit anevāru vayasucellina muśilivārugā 

 vunnāru 

                           c) King David was old and advanced in age 

Final lines           a) ��ల PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� /ద1 పస3కం  

 ము\,ం7J  

                           b) rājula yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe modaṭi  

 pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The First Book narrating the history of the Kings is 

 ended  
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 Library: Cod. Teling. V 19 (dated 1730, 1st / 12th  
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Number of leaves 1 [title] + 149 [text] + 1 [English title] 

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good. Last three leaves damaged in the right side with 

 no loss of text.  

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The First Book of the KINGS, translated 

from the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schultze Protestant 

Missionarÿ 1739 the 12.N. / 1.O. st.  of May Fort St George.” ; and, in left margin: “a”. On 

recto, in the left side: “N.” and “L.”.  

Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Latin letter “l”. 
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 155 

Original title     a) ��ల PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� /ద1 పస3కం  

            b) rājula yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe modaṭi  

 pastakaṃ 

            c) The First Book narrating the history of the Kings  

Parallel title The First Book of the Kings, translated from the  

 Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by  

 Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Kings, 1st. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1739 (1st May O. S.; 12th May N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) �Öౖన q¡¢ అ()రు వయసుFU�న ము,U)రు� vG?రు                         
 b) rājaina dāphit anevāru vayasucellina muśilivārugā 

 vunnāru 
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                           c) King David was old and advanced in age 

Final lines           a) ��ల PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� /ద1 పస3కం అఇం7J 
                           b) rājula yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe modaṭi  

 pastakaṃ aïṃddi 

                           c) The First Book narrating the history of the Kings is 

 ended  
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Manuscript complete Yes 
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Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 19 (dated 1730, 1st / 12th  

 May) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size 44.2×3×6.8 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 133 [text] + 1 [English title] 

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good  

  

III. Remarks  

!
On last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The First Book of the KINGS, translated from the 

Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schũltze Protestant Missionary 

1739 the 12 N. / 1 O. st. of May Fort St George.” ; and, in left margin: “c”. Also in left 

margin, in red ink, the Arabic numeral “11”. Trace of label. 
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Shelf-mark TEL 156 

Original title     a) ��ల PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� 9ం± పస3కం  

            b) rājula yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe reṃḍo  

 pastakaṃ 

            c) The Second Book narrating the history of the Kings  

Parallel title The Second Book of the Kings translated from the 

 Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by  

 Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Kings, 2nd. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1730 (11th June O. S.; 22nd June N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) ఆహHn అ()` PకQ మరiCu -నక �అHn అ()ండు�  
 ZసరT[ అ( జలకు _Ëధం� /ండుతనం F,Gరు÷  442

                           b) āhappu anevāḍi yokka maraṇāniki venaka mōäppu 

 anevāṃḍlu yīsarayel ane jalaku virodhaṃgā  

 moṃḍutanaṃ ceśināru 

                           c) Moab rebelled against Israel after the death of Ahab 

Final lines           a) ��ల PకQ వర3SGలు gUయF� 9ం± పస3కం ము\,ం7J 
                           b) rājula yokka vartamānālu teliyaceśe reṃḍo  

 pastakaṃ mugiśiṃddi 

                           c) The Second Book narrating the history of the Kings 

 is ended  
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 Library: Cod. Teling. V 20 (same date as that of this 
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Material Palm-leaf  

Size 44×3.4×7 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 112 [text] + 1 [English title] 

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good. First (title) leaf broken in the right side with no 

 loss of text.  
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            b) ++ aneāme yokka vivaraṃ teliya vrāśina pastakaṃ 

            c) The Book narrating the history of Ruth 

Parallel title The Book of Ruth translated from the Hebrew in the 

 Waruga or Gentou language by Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title                   Bible. O.T. Ruth. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1729 (12th Dec. O. S.; 23rd Dec. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) Ceకర3లు TలుRన? 7Gల8 సంభ_ంa|ం7 Tమంw  

                           b) nitikartalu yelukonna dinālalo saṃbhaviṃcciṃdi 

 yemaṃṭe 
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                           c) That which came to pass in the days when the  

 judges ruled 

Final lines           a) రుతు3 అ( ఆ/ PకQ _వరం gUయ )+,న పస3కం  

 ము\,ందXం7J  

                           b) ruttu ane āmo yokka vivaraṃ teliya vrāśina  

 pastakaṃ mugiśiṃdayiṃddi 

                           c) The Book narrating the history of Ruth is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 
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Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V [42] (in the box numbered 

 Cod. Teling. V 42 that also contains the ms Cod.  
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Size 43.5×3×0.8 cm 
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Lines per page 5 

Condition Good. Title leaf damaged. Two fragments from the title 

 leaf, one (3×0.7 cm) bearing the Telugu letter “ru”, the 
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 box of the manuscript. 
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On last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The Book of RUTH translated from the Hebrew in 

the Waruga or Gentou language by Benjamin Schũltze Protestant Missionary 1729 the 

23.N. / 12. O. st. of Decemb  Fort St George.” ; and, in left margin: “c”. 
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 158 

Original title     a) �ముT[ అ()రు )+,న /ద1 పస3కం  

            b) sāmuyel anevāru vrāśina modaṭi pastakaṃ 

            c) The First Book written by Samuel 

Parallel title  The First Book of Samuel translated from the Hebrew 
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Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1730 (20th Feb. O. S.; 3rd March N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) Tఫ�Xం అ( పర:తం8 కU\న �మ�3Xం×¡N అ( 

 పట«ం)9ౖన Åక మనుషుడు vం�ను  

                           b) yepharāyiṃ ane parvataṃlo kaligina  

 rāmattāyiṃcophin ane paṭṇaṃ vāraina voka manuṣuḍu 

 vuṃḍenu 

                           c) There was a certain man of the city of  

 Ramathaimzophim in the mountain of Ephraim 

Final lines           a) మOxFటుzuంద Ì`|-, Tడు 7Gలు ÅకQjదుJ� vG?రు 
 ॥౧౩ ॥  

                           b) marriceṭṭukiṃda pūḍciveśi yeḍu dinālu  

 vokkapoddugā vunnāru ‖ 13 ‖  

                           c) The First Book written by Samuel is ended. 13. 
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Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 17 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 48.2×3×8.5 cm 

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 165  [text] + 1 [English title].  

Lines per page 4-5 

Condition Good. Last leaf broken on right side with no loss of 

 text. Leaves numbered 66-155 wormeaten with no loss 

 of text.  

!
III. Remarks  

!
On verso of last leaf, engraved “The First Book of SAMUEL translated from the Hebrew 

in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schũltze protestant Missionarÿ 1730 the 

3 N / 20 O. st.  of March February Fort St George.”; and, in left margin: “a”. Also in left 

margin, in red ink, the Arabic numeral “9”. On left side of recto a small geometrical 

design engraved. 

On verso of title leaf, engraved: “J nota”.  

Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Latin letter “j”. 
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            b) sāmuyel anevāru vrāśina reṃḍo pastakaṃ 
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            c) The Second Book written by Samuel 

Parallel title The Second Book of Samuel translated from the  

 Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by  

 Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title                 Bible. O.T. Samuel, 2nd. Telugu  

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1730 (24th March O. S.; 4th Apr. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) సv[ అ()O PకQ మరiCu -నక  

                           b) savul anevāri yokka maraṇāniki venaka 

                           c) After the death of Saul 

Final lines           a) �ముT[ అ()రు )+,న 9ం± పస3కం ము\,ం7 అXం7J 
                           b) sāmuyel anevāru vrāśina reṃḍo pastakaṃ  

 mugiśiṃdi ayiṃddi  

                           c) The Second Book written by Samuel is ended  
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Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Manuscript at Copenhagen, Royal  

 Library: Cod. Teling. V 18 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

!
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Size 48.5×3×7.5 cm  

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 1 [blank] + 142 [text] + 1 [English title] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  

  

III. Remarks  
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!
On last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The Second Book of SAMUEL translated from 

the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language bÿ Benjamin Schultze protestant 

Missionarÿ 1730. the 4. N. / 24. O. st. of April March. Fort St George.” ; and, in left 

margin: “a”. 

Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals preceded by the Latin letter “k”. 
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 160 

Original title     a) �ముT[ అ()రు )+,న 9ం± పస3కం  

            b) sāmuyel anevāru vrāśina reṃḍo pastakaṃ 

            c) The Second Book written by Samuel 

Parallel title The Second Book of Samuel translated from the  

 Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by  

 Benjamin Schultze  

Authority title  Bible. O.T. Samuel, 2nd. Telugu  

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1730 (24th March O. S.; 4th Apr. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) సv[ అ()O PకQ మరiCu -నక  

                           b) savul anevāri yokka maraṇāniki venaka 

                           c) After the death of Saul 

Final lines           a) �ముT[ అ()రు )+,న 9ం± పస3కం అXం7J  

                           b) sāmuyel anevāru vrāśina reṃḍo pastakaṃ ayiṃddi 

                           c) The Second Book written by Samuel is ended  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete Yes 

Text complete Yes 
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 Library: Cod. Teling. V 18 (same date as that of this 

 ms) 

Name of the copyist  

!
II. Physical description 

  

Material Palm-leaf 

Size 44×2.6×6.8 cm  

Number of leaves 1 [title] + 1 [blank] + 126 [text] + 1 [blank] + 1  

 [English title] 

Lines per page 4 

Condition Good. Left upper corner (with engraved letter “c”) of 

 last leaf about to break. 

!
III. Remarks  

!
On last leaf, engraved in Latin script: “The Second Book of SAMUEL translated from 

the Hebrew in the Waruga or Gentou Language by Benjamin Schũltze Protestant 

Missionary 1730. the 4. N. / 24. O. st. of April March. Fort St George.” ; and, in left 

margin: “c”. Also in left margin, in red ink, the Arabic numeral “10”.  
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Shelf-mark TEL 161 

Original title     a) (Absent)  

            b)  

            c)  

            d)  

Parallel title  
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Authority title         Schultze, Benjamin, 1689-1760. [Perspicua explicatio 

 doctrinae christianae]. Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date 1730 (24th March O. S.; 4th Apr. N. S.) 

Initial lines    a) , !ము స9:శ:రు`�ద [= p. 25, line 24] 

                           b) śi memu sarveśvaruḍimīda  

                           c) we, on God  

Final lines           a) !ము qనుల TO\న మంa మనసు& [= p. 229, line 9] 

                          b) memu dānula yerigina maṃci manassu  

                           c) we, recognizing them with a good mind 

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete No 

Text complete No 

Editions and other known copies  Ed.: Perspicua explicatio doctrinae christianae 

secundum ordinem quinque capitum Catechismi maioris; ex lingua tamulica in telugicam 

versa a Beniamino Schulzio, missionario evangelico. Halae Magdeburgicae 1747. 

 [Telugu title:] aïdo maṃtraṃ yokka vistariṃppu yemaṃṭṭe satyamaina vedaṃlo vuṃḍe 

jñāna vupadeśālanu saṃkṣepaṃgā cūpiṃcci dāniyokka ardhaṃ ceppina pastakaṃ ite. 

ālemaṃga anedeśaṃlo vuṃde halle anepaṭṇaṃlo iti avutuṃddi (shelf-mark at BFSt: 

74H17). 

Name of the copyist  

!
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Size 43.6×3.5×1 cm  

Number of leaves 17 leaves: first leaf unnumbered, 13-14, 45-46, 49-51, 
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Lines per page 4 

Condition Good  
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III. Remarks  

!
Parallel foliation engraved in Arabic numerals. 
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I. Bibliographical description 

!
Shelf-mark TEL 162 

Original title     3 fragments from the Mirror of Knowledge 

Parallel title  

Authority title  Arndt, Johann, 1555-1621. Vom wahren Christenthum. 

Telugu 

Author  

Translator Benjamin Schultze 

Language Telugu 

Date  

Initial lines    a)  

                           b)  

                           c)  

                           d)  

Final lines           a)  

                           b)   

                           c)  

                           d)  

Legibility Clear throughout 

Manuscript complete No 

Text complete No 

Editions and other known copies Unpublished. Complete text in manuscript at  

 Copenhagen, Royal Library: Cod. Teling. V 50 to 53 

Name of the copyist  
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II. Physical description 

!
Material Palm-leaf 

Size  Various 

Number of leaves 3 fragments 

Lines per page  

Condition  

!
III. Remarks  

!
Fragment 1 (18×2.5 cm): left half from the Telugu title folio of Book IV of the Mirror of 

Knowledge, bearing the letter “B.”  

Fragment 2 (19.5×1.6 cm): from the Telugu title folio.  

Fragment 3 (19×2.8 cm): right half of a folio from the same text. 


